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Foreword
This edition of The State of the World’s Land and Water Resources for Food and Agriculture
62/$: ÀOOVDQLPSRUWDQWWKHPDWLFJDSLQ)$2·VÁDJVKLSSXEOLFDWLRQVHULHVDQG
presents objective and comprehensive information and analyses on the current state,
trends and challenges facing two of the most important agricultural production
factors: land and water.
Land and water resources are central to agriculture and rural development,
and are intrinsically linked to global challenges of food insecurity and poverty,
climate change adaptation and mitigation, as well as degradation and depletion
of natural resources that affect the livelihoods of millions of rural people across
the world.
Current projections indicate that world population will increase from 6.9 billion
people today to 9.1 billion in 2050. In addition, economic progress, notably in the
emerging countries, translates into increased demand for food and diversified diets.
World food demand will surge as a result, and it is projected that food production
will increase by 70 percent in the world and by 100 percent in the developing countries. Yet both land and water resources, the basis of our food production, are finite
and already under heavy stress, and future agricultural production will need to be
more productive and more sustainable at the same time.
A major objective of this publication is thus to build awareness of the status of
land and water resources, and inform on related opportunities and challenges.
Across the years, FAO has established itself as a unique source for a variety of global
data on land and water. These data have been fully exploited in the preparation of
this book, presenting the most comprehensive and up-to-date global overview of
the availability of land and water resources, their use and management, as well as
related future trends and developments. This further takes into consideration major
drivers of global change, including demands driven by demographics, changing
consumption patterns, biofuel production and climate change impacts.
The variety of situations that characterize the world’s agricultural landscapes is at
the core of SOLAW. It identifies geographic zones with high population densities,
where rainfed and irrigated crop production systems are under increasing pressure
and are at heightened risk of reaching limits to increased production and productivities. These ‘systems at risk’ are drawn to the attention of the global community for
concerted and timely remedial intervention, including through investments and inter-
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vii

national cooperation, not only on a global scale but locally, where the consequences of
lack of action on agricultural livelihoods are likely to be greatest.
SOLAW also highlights the essential but often understated contribution that
appropriate policies, institutions and investments make in assuring equitable access
to resources and their sustainable and productive management, while assuring
acceptable levels of economic development. It also discusses options and strategies
for addressing evolving issues such as water scarcity and land degradation.
SOLAW contains numerous examples of successful actions undertaken in various
parts of the world, which illustrate the multiple options available that are potentially replicable elsewhere. The necessary planning and negotiating mechanisms
for doing so are highlighted. Given increasing competition for land and water
resources, choices of options inevitably require stakeholders to evaluate trade-offs
among a variety of ecosystem goods and services. This knowledge would serve to
mobilize political will, priority setting and policy-oriented remedial actions, at the
highest decision-making levels.

Jacques Diouf
Director-General
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO)
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Preface
Feeding a growing population
Land and water resources and the way they are used are central to the challenge of
improving food security across the world. Demographic pressures, climate change,
and the increased competition for land and water are likely to increase vulnerability
WRIRRGLQVHFXULW\SDUWLFXODUO\LQ$IULFDDQG$VLD7KHFKDOOHQJHRISURYLGLQJVXIÀcient food for everyone worldwide has never been greater.
The world’s population continues to rise. Today’s population of around 7 billion
is expected to increase to about 9 billion by 2050 (United Nations, 2009). By this
time, another one billion tonnes of cereals and 200 million extra tonnes of livestock
products will need to be produced every year (Bruinsma, 2009). The imperative for
such agricultural growth is strongest in developing countries, where the challenge
is not just to produce food but to ensure that families have access that will bring
them food security.
Today almost 1 billion people are undernourished, particularly in Sub-Saharan
Africa (239 million) and Asia (578 million). In developing countries, even if agricultural production doubles by 2050, one person in twenty still risks being undernourished – equivalent to 370 million hungry people, most of whom will again be
in Africa and Asia. Such growth would imply agriculture remaining an engine of
growth, vital to economic development, environmental services and central to rural
poverty reduction.
For nutrition to improve and for food insecurity and undernourishment to recede,
future agricultural production will have to rise faster than population growth. This
will have to occur largely on existing agricultural land. Improvements will thus
have to come from sustainable intensification that makes effective use of land and
water resources as well as not causing them harm.
The policies, practices and technologies needed to boost production and
strengthen food security have long been discussed. Institutional mechanisms,
the development of trade and markets and the financial facilities needed to raise
productivity in a sustainable way have been negotiated at the international level.
At national level, measures to raise output and strengthen food security are being
put in place, including investment in pro-poor, market-friendly policies, institutions
and incentives, as well as the infrastructure and services needed to improve productivity. Yet the challenge still remains.
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Increased competition for land and water
And there are warning signs. Rates of growth in agricultural production have been
slowing, and are only half the 3 percent annual rate of growth seen in developing countries in the past. In 2007 and 2008, any complacency was jolted by food
price shocks, as grain prices soared. Since then, the growing competition for land
and water are now thrown into stark relief as sovereign and commercial investors
begin to acquire tracts of farmland in developing countries. Production of feedstock
IRUELRIXHOVFRPSHWHVZLWKIRRGSURGXFWLRQRQVLJQLÀFDQWDUHDVRISULPHFXOWLYDWHG
ODQG$ VHULHV RI KLJK SURÀOH ÁRRGV GURXJKWV DQG ODQGVOLGHV IXUWKHU WKUHDWHQ WKH
stability of land and water resources.
Deeper structural problems have also become apparent in the natural resource
base. Water scarcity is growing. Salinization and pollution of water courses and
bodies, and degradation of water-related ecosystems are rising. In many large rivers,
only 5 percent of former water volumes remain in-stream, and some rivers such as
the Huang He no longer reach the sea year-round. Large lakes and inland seas have
shrunk, and half the wetlands of Europe and North America no longer exist. Runoff
from eroding soils is filling reservoirs, reducing hydropower and water supply.
Groundwater is being pumped intensively overpumped and aquifers are becoming
increasingly polluted and salinized in some coastal areas. Large parts of all continents are experiencing high rates of ecosystem impairment, particularly reduced soil
quality, biodiversity loss, and harm to amenity and cultural heritage values.
Agriculture is now a major contributor to greenhouse gases, accounting for
13.5 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC, 2007). At the same time,
climate change brings an increase in risk and unpredictability for farmers – from
warming and related aridity, from shifts in rainfall patterns, and from the growing
incidence of extreme weather events. Poor farmers in low income countries are the
most vulnerable and the least able to adapt to these changes.
The steady increase in inland aquaculture also contributes to the competition for
land and water resources: the average annual per capita supply of food fish from
aquaculture for human consumption has increased at an average rate of 6.6 percent
per year between 1970 and 2008 (FAO 2010a), leading to increase demand in feed,
water and land for the construction of fish ponds.
The deteriorating trends in the capacities of ecosystems to provide vital goods and
services are already affecting the production potential of important food-producing
zones. If these continue, impacts on food security will be greatest in developing countries, where both water and soil nutrients are least abundant. Yet in some locations,
better technology, management practices and policies (which take into consideration
the need for appropriate tradeoffs between environmental needs and agricultural
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production) have arrested and reversed negative trends and thus indicate pathways
towards models of sustainable intensification. The risks, however, are considerable.
On present trends, a series of major land and water systems and the food outputs they
produce are at risk.

Scope of the book
This book deals primarily with the issue of land and water for crops. It examines the
kinds of production responses needed to meet demand. It also assesses the potential of the world’s land and water resources to support these desired increases in
output and productivity. Risks and tradeoffs are examined, and options reviewed
for managing these without harm to the resource base.
While the use of land and water for forestry and livestock is briefly discussed in
Chapter 1, these subjects have been addressed in greater detail in two earlier FAO
reports to which the reader is referred: The State of the World’s Forests (FAO, 2009a)
and The State of Food and Agriculture (FAO, 2009b). Similarly, more detailed analyses
of trends and challenges on inland fisheries and aquaculture are provided in the
recent FAO, report The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture (FAO, 2010a). These
global reports are supplemented by comprehensive analysis of gender in agriculture in FAO and World Bank reports (FAO, 2011a; World Bank, 2009b).
Chapter 1 analyses the current status of land and water resources together with
trends. It assesses the biophysical and technical aspects of the resources and their
use, and presents projections for the year 2050. Chapter 2 reviews current institutional arrangements, and assesses socio-economic and environmental impacts of
current land and water management. Chapter 3 reviews current and future threats
to land and water and their implications for a series of major systems at risk. Chapter 4 examines requirements and options to achieve the necessary levels of output
and productivity required in a sustainable way. Chapter 5 assesses the institutional
responses at local, national and international levels, with an analysis of lessons for
the future. Finally, Chapter 6 draws conclusions and advances policy recommendations. These centre on the pragmatic step by step approaches towards a new paradigm of more sustainable, lower-carbon intensive agricultural production, based on
more ecologically-sensitive management of land and water by farmers, supported
by policies, institutions and incentives from national governments and the global
community.
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WHAT SOLAW SAYS
The world’s cultivated area has grown by 12 percent over the last 50 years.
The global irrigated area has doubled over the same period, accounting for most of
the net increase in cultivated land. Meanwhile, agricultural production has grown
between 2.5 and 3 times, thanks to significant increase in the yield of major crops.
However, global achievements in production in some regions have been associated
with degradation of land and water resources, and the deterioration of related
ecosystem goods and services. These include biomass, carbon storage, soil
health, water storage and supply, biodiversity, and social and cultural services.
Agriculture already uses 11 percent of the world’s land surface for crop production.
It also makes use of 70 percent of all water withdrawn from aquifers, streams and
lakes. Agricultural policies have primarily benefited farmers with productive land
and access to water, bypassing the majority of small-scale producers, who are
still locked in a poverty trap of high vulnerability, land degradation and climatic
uncertainty.
Land and water institutions have not kept pace with the growing intensity of
agricultural development and the increasing degree of interdependence and
competition over land and water resources. Much more adaptable and collaborative
institutions are needed to respond effectively to natural resource scarcity and
market opportunities.
Towards 2050, rising population and incomes are expected to call for 70 percent
more food production globally, and up to 100 percent more in developing countries,
relative to 2009 levels. Yet the distribution of land and water resources does
not favour those countries that need to produce more in the future: the average
availability of cultivated land per capita in low-income countries is less than half
that of high-income countries, and the suitability of cultivated land for cropping
is generally lower. Some countries with rapidly growing demand for food are also
those that face high levels of land or water scarcity. The largest contribution to
increases in agricultural output will be most likely to come from intensification of
production on existing agricultural land. This will require widespread adoption of
sustainable land management practices, and more efficient use of irrigation water
through enhanced flexibility, reliability and timing of irrigation water delivery.

xxiv

The prevailing patterns of agricultural production need to be critically reviewed.
A series of land and water systems now face the risk of progressive breakdown of
their productive capacity under a combination of excessive demographic pressure
and unsustainable agricultural practices. The physical limits to land and water
availability within these systems may be further exacerbated in places by external
drivers, including climate change, competition with other sectors and socioeconomic changes. These systems at risk warrant priority attention for remedial
action simply because there are no substitutes.
The potential exists to expand production efficiently in order to address food
security and poverty while limiting impacts on other ecosystem values. There
is scope for governments and the private sector, including farmers, to be
much more proactive in advancing the general adoption of sustainable land
and water management practices. Actions include not just technical options
to promote sustainable intensification and reduce production risks, they
also comprise a set of conditions to remove constraints and build flexibility.
These include (1) the removal of distortions in the incentives framework,
(2) improvement of land tenure and access to resources, (3) strengthened and
more collaborative land and water institutions, (4) efficient support services
(including knowledge exchange, adaptive research and rural finance), and
(5) better and more secure access to markets.
Widespread adoption of sustainable land and water management practices
will also require the global community to have the political will to put in place
the financial and institutional support to encourage widespread adoption of
responsible agricultural practices. The negative trend in national budgets and
official development assistance allocated to land and water needs to be reversed.
Possible new financing options include payments for environmental services (PES)
and the carbon market. Finally, there is a need for much more effective integration
of international policies and initiatives dealing with land and water management.
Only by these changes can the world feed its citizens through a sustainable
agriculture that produces within environmental limits.

xxv
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In a crowded world with populations still rising and consumption
patterns changing, humankind has not done enough to plan and
manage the future development of land and water resources.
After decades of underinvestment, poor management and lack
of governance, the evidence is widely apparent. From dramatic
mudslides on slopes too steep to bear human settlement, to
unprecedented inundation of whole river basins, the impact on
human lives from extreme meteorological events makes the news.
What does not, though, is the creeping degradation of the land
and water systems that provide for global food security and rural
livelihoods. In some regions, whole systems are now at risk.
Urgent steps need to be taken to reverse trends in their degradation
while maintaining their integrity and productivity.

There is no doubt that access to and management of land and water
resources need to improve markedly. Projected demands for food and
agriculture production have to be met, malnutrition and rural poverty
still have to be addressed, and competing demands for land and water
must be reconciled with concerns over rapid degradation of natural
systems. This calls for improved governance of land and water resources
and a closer integration of policies, combined with increased and more
strategic investment targeting food security and poverty alleviation.
This book presents the state of land and water resources for food
production, and analyses threats to food security and sustainable
development. The threats result not just from the relative physical scarcity
of land and water. Trends in population growth, and changes in diets
and climate present a complex set of challenges to which agricultural
practices must adapt. The potential of the world’s land and water
systems to meet these challenges is examined in this context. Options
for managing some of the ‘systems at risk’ to achieve sustainable levels
of output are explored together with the attendant risks and trade-offs.
The book discusses required institutional and policy changes, and
technical approaches needed in the speciﬁc environments. The main
ﬁndings and recommendations are presented below.

The availability of land and water to meet national and global demands for food
and agriculture production have been put into sharp relief following the recent rise
in commodity price levels (and associated volatility) and increased large-scale land
DFTXLVLWLRQ 7KH VRFLDO LPSDFWV RI UDSLG IRRG SULFH LQÁDWLRQ KDYH KLW WKH SRRUHVW
hardest. The buffering capacity of global agricultural markets to absorb supply
shocks and stabilize agricultural commodity prices is tied to the continued functioning of land and water systems. At the same time, climate change brings additional
risks and further unpredictability of harvests for farmers due to warming and related
aridity, shifts in rainfall patterns, and the frequency and duration of extreme events.
While warming may extend the limit of agriculture in the northern hemisphere, it is
anticipated that key agricultural systems in lower latitudes will need to cope with
new temperature, humidity and water stresses.

Status and trends in the use of land and water resources
Over the last 50 years, land and water management has met rapidly rising demands
IRUIRRGDQGÀEUH In particular, input-intensive, mechanized agriculture and irrigation have contributed to rapid increases in productivity. The world’s agricultural
production has grown between 2.5 and 3 times over the period, while the cultivated
area has grown only by 12 percent. More than 40 percent of the increase in food
production came from irrigated areas, which have doubled in area. In the same
period, the cultivated area of land per person gradually declined to less than 0.25 ha;
D FOHDU PHDVXUH RI VXFFHVVIXO DJULFXOWXUDO LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ $JULFXOWXUH FXUUHQWO\
uses 11 percent of the world’s land surface for crop production, and accounts for
70 percent of all water withdrawn from aquifers, streams and lakes.
7KHGLVWULEXWLRQRIODQGVXLWDEOHIRUFURSSLQJLVVNHZHGDJDLQVWWKRVHFRXQWULHV
WKDW KDYH PRVW QHHG WR UDLVH SURGXFWLRQ Cultivated land area per person in
low-income countries is less than half that in high-income countries, and its suitabilLW\ IRU DJULFXOWXUH LV JHQHUDOO\ ORZHU 7KLV LV D WURXEOLQJ ÀQGLQJ JLYHQ WKDW WKH
growth of demand for food production, as a function of population and income, is
expected to be concentrated in low-income countries. The main implication is that a
global adjustment of agricultural production will need to be anticipated in order to
compensate for these facts of geography.
Rainfed agriculture is the world’s predominant agricultural production system,
EXWDOVRKRVWVWKHPDMRULW\RIWKHUXUDOSRRU The large swathes of temperate cereal
production in the northern hemisphere will continue to supply global markets, and
may even see a northward expansion, nudged by global warming. Instead, in the
dry tropics and subtropics, rainfed production is held hostage by erratic precipita-
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The challenge of land and water

tion. Unpredictable soil moisture availability over the course of a growing season
reduces nutrient uptake and, consequently, yields. Taken with low soil fertility and
carbon content of tropical soils, yields in rainfed systems are little more than half
the achievable potential in many low-income countries. While improved land and
QXWULHQWPDQDJHPHQWFDQUHVXOWLQKLJKHU\LHOGVWKHVHFDQSURYHGLIÀFXOWWRVXVWDLQ
if the threat of erratic rainfall remains. The rural poor on marginal lands with limited
access to improved seed, fertilizer and information remain vulnerable.
7KH WHQGHQF\ WR ORFDWH KLJKLQSXW DJULFXOWXUH RQ WKH PRVW VXLWDEOH ODQGV IRU
cropping relieves pressure on land expansion, and limits encroachment on forests
DQGRWKHUODQGXVHV The steady trend towards precision agriculture and commercialization of all types of food and industrial crops is clear. Since 1961, while total
cultivated land has shown a net increase of 12 percent to 2009, land under irrigation has more than doubled. While much of the prime agricultural land suitable for
irrigation has been developed, the call for on-demand, just-in-time water services is
rising, and the global area equipped for irrigation continues to expand at a rate of
0.6 percent per year. Groundwater use in irrigation is expanding quickly, and almost
40 percent of the irrigated area is now reliant upon groundwater as either a primary
VRXUFHRULQFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKVXUIDFHZDWHU7KLVSDWWHUQRILQWHQVLÀFDWLRQWKURXJKD
concentration of inputs, has offset expansion of rainfed cultivation for staple cereals
and established guaranteed supply chains for a wide range of agricultural products
into urban centres.
,QWRRPDQ\SODFHVKRZHYHUDFKLHYHPHQWVLQSURGXFWLRQKDYHEHHQDVVRFLDWHG
with management practices that have degraded the land and water systems upon
ZKLFKWKHSURGXFWLRQGHSHQGV In some of these areas, the accumulation of environmental impacts in key land and water systems has now reached the point where
production and livelihoods are compromised. Intensive agricultural practice has,
in some cases, resulted in serious environmental degradation, including the loss of
biodiversity, and surface and groundwater pollution from the improper use of fertilizers and pesticides.
Irrigation has had direct benefits in terms of production and incomes, and
indirect benefits in terms of reduced incidence of downstream flood damage.
However, there have also been associated impacts for which the costs may at times
outweigh the benefits of production. Impacts may include reduction in environmental flows, changes in downstream access to water, or reduction of the extent of
wetlands that have important ecological functions of biodiversity, nutrient retention and flood control. The accumulation of environmental impacts in key land
and water systems has reached the point where, in some cases, production and
livelihoods are compromised.
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:DWHU DYDLODELOLW\ WR DJULFXOWXUH LV D JURZLQJ FRQVWUDLQW LQ DUHDV ZKHUH D KLJK
SURSRUWLRQRIUHQHZDEOHZDWHUUHVRXUFHVDUHDOUHDG\XVHGRUZKHUHWUDQVERXQGDU\UHVRXUFHPDQDJHPHQWFDQQRWEHQHJRWLDWHG Overall, increasing water scarcity
constrains irrigated production, particularly in the most highly stressed countries
and areas. In low- to medium-income countries with fast population growth, the
demand for water is outstripping supply. Rising demand from both agriculture and
other sectors is leading to competition for water, resulting in environmental stress
and socio-economic tension. Where rainfall is inadequate and new water development is not feasible, agricultural production is expected to be constrained more by
water scarcity than land availability.
*URXQGZDWHUDEVWUDFWLRQKDVSURYLGHGDQLQYDOXDEOHVRXUFHRIUHDG\LUULJDWLRQ
ZDWHU EXW KDV SURYHG DOPRVW LPSRVVLEOH WR UHJXODWH As a result, locally intensive groundwater withdrawals are exceeding rates of natural replenishment in key
cereal-producing locations – in high-, middle- and low-income countries. Because
of the dependence of many key food production areas on groundwater, declining
aquifer levels and continued abstraction of non-renewable groundwater present a
growing risk to local and global food production.
7KHUHLVDVWURQJOLQNDJHEHWZHHQSRYHUW\DQGWKHODFNRIDFFHVVWRODQGDQGZDWHU
UHVRXUFHV Worldwide, the poorest have the least access to land and water, and are
locked in a poverty trap of small farms with poor-quality soils and high vulnerability to land degradation and climatic uncertainty. Technologies and farming systems
within reach of the poor are typically low-management, low-input systems that can
contribute to land degradation or buffer rainfall variability. Highest trends in land
degradation are associated with the poor.

Policies, institutions and investments in land and water
7KH ODFN RI FOHDU DQG VWDEOH ODQG DQG ZDWHU ULJKWV DV ZHOO DV ZHDN UHJXODWRU\
FDSDFLW\ DQG HQIRUFHPHQW KDYH FRQWULEXWHG WR FRQÁLFW RYHU ODQG DFFHVV DQG
FRPSHWLWLRQ IRU ZDWHU XVH In particular, the systematic inclusion of customary
DQGWUDGLWLRQDOXVHULJKWVLQQDWLRQDOOHJLVODWLRQLVDQHFHVVDU\ÀUVWVWHSLQRUGHUWR
protect rural livelihoods and provide incentives for responsible land and water use.
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While the intensive exploitation of land and water, particularly in large-scale
agriculture, has potential to protect forests by reducing pressure on land, it could
also cause broader ecosystem deterioration, including loss of climatic buffering and
carbon storage from forest biomass when cleared, loss of biodiversity, and loss of
amenity, tourism and cultural heritage values. Unsustainable management practices
on small-scale farms could also cause degradation (e.g. nutrient mining, erosion), as
well as contributing to greenhouse gas emissions. Often, such practices are the result
of unfavourable socio-economic conditions (e.g. insecure land tenure, lack of incentives, lack of access to markets or appropriate technologies, use of marginal lands).

Agricultural development policies have tended to focus on investments in highpotential areas and on irrigation, mechanization and crop specialization (monoFURSSLQJ IRUPDUNHWHGFRPPRGLWLHVDQGH[SRUWFURSV7KHLUEHQHÀWVKDYHDFFUXHG
to farmers with productive land and access to water, machinery and capital, largely
bypassing the majority of smallholders, who are constrained by generally poor and
vulnerable soils under typically low-management, low-input systems. Such policies
have often prioritized short-term economic gains, ignoring long-term resource
degradation and impacts on ecosystem services. Rural livelihoods and cultures have
also been impacted as these new agricultural systems have been adopted.
Land and water use in agriculture is caught in a policy trap. On one hand, agricultural policies have been effective in responding to increasing demand, but on the
other hand they have resulted in a set of unintended consequences, including overapplication of fertilizer and pesticides, and depleted groundwater storage. Equally,
water policies have driven expansion of water supply and storage, but in some
water-short areas, this has created excess demand and ‘constructed’ scarcity. Low
tariffs for irrigation water services have also encouraged its inefficient use.
In many river basins, the rate of socio-economic change and the accumulation
of environmental problems have outpaced institutional responses. Environmental
policy has had some influence in high-income countries, but has had far less effect
so far on the development agenda of poorer countries.
(IIHFWLYH FROODERUDWLRQ EHWZHHQ ODQG DQG ZDWHU LQVWLWXWLRQV KDV ODJJHG EHKLQG
SDWWHUQV RI XVH DQG FRQVXPSWLRQ $OWKRXJK ODQG DQG ZDWHU IXQFWLRQ DV DQ
LQWHJUDWHGV\VWHPPDQ\LQVWLWXWLRQVGHDOZLWKWKHPVHSDUDWHO\While the legal
decoupling of land and water is deliberate to avoid resource grabbing, the growing
intensity of river basin development, and the degree of interdependence and competition over land and water resources, require more adaptable and collaborative institutions that can respond effectively to natural resource scarcity and changing market
opportunities. Even institutions that are dedicated to integrated regional or basin
management deal primarily with either land or water resources and their respective
multiple uses, rather than with land and water jointly. National and local institutions
regulating land and water use in many countries have come under growing pressure
to arbitrate between different uses as competition for land and water has increased.
The absence or weakness of transboundary cooperation frameworks (both within
federated states and between riparian countries) have led to sub-optimal investment
and tensions between upstream and downstream users.
/HYHOVRISXEOLFDQGSULYDWHLQYHVWPHQWLQEDVLFDJULFXOWXUDOLQIUDVWUXFWXUHDQG
LQVWLWXWLRQVKDYHGHFOLQHGRYHUWKHSDVWWZRGHFDGHV Agricultural infrastructure
(rural roads, irrigation schemes, storage and marketing chains) has become increas-
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Large-scale land acquisitions are on the increase in parts of Africa, Asia and Latin
$PHULFDZKHUHODQGDQGZDWHUUHVRXUFHVDSSHDUDEXQGDQWDQGDYDLODEOH They
are driven by concerns about food and energy security, but other factors such as
business opportunities, demand for agricultural commodities for industry and recipient country are also at play. Although large-scale land acquisitions remain a small
proportion of suitable land, in any one country, contrary to widespread perceptions
there is very little ‘empty’ land as most remaining suitable land is already used or
claimed, often by local people. While they offer opportunities for development, there
is a risk that the rural poor could be evicted or lose access to land, water and other
UHODWHGUHVRXUFHV0DQ\FRXQWULHVGRQRWKDYHVXIÀFLHQWPHFKDQLVPVWRSURWHFWORFDO
rights and take account of local interests, livelihoods and welfare. A lack of transparency and of checks and balances in contract negotiations could promote deals that
do not maximize the public interest. Insecure local land rights, inaccessible registraWLRQSURFHGXUHVYDJXHO\GHÀQHGSURGXFWLYHXVHUHTXLUHPHQWVOHJLVODWLYHJDSVDQG
other factors too often undermine the position of local people.

Perspectives for land and water use towards 2050
By 2050, rising population and incomes are expected to result in a 70 percent
LQFUHDVHLQJOREDOGHPDQGIRUDJULFXOWXUDOSURGXFWLRQ From a 2009 baseline this
will need to be a 100 percent increase in low- and middle-income countries. This
implies a global annual growth rate of 1 percent, and up to 2 percent in low- and
middle-income countries. Increased production is projected to come primarily
IURPLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQRQH[LVWLQJFXOWLYDWHGODQG([SDQVLRQZLOOVWLOOEHSRVVLEOHLQ
sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America. In the longer run, climate change is expected
to increase the potential for expansion in some temperate areas.
%RWKLUULJDWHGDQGUDLQIHGDJULFXOWXUHZLOOUHVSRQGWRULVLQJGHPDQG A doubling
of current production could be derived from already developed land and water
resources. Some further land and water resources could be diverted to crop production, but in most cases they already serve important environmental and economic
functions. Possible conversion to crop production would require prior evaluation of
WKHWUDGHRIIEHWZHHQSURGXFWLRQEHQHÀWVDQGORVVRIWKHLUFXUUHQWHFRORJLFDODQG
socio-economic services.
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LQJO\XQUHVSRQVLYHWRFKDQJLQJPDUNHWVDQGLQHIÀFLHQWLQGHOLYHULQJKLJKTXDOLW\
produce. Renewed but smarter investment in modern agriculture is now seen as
a vital component of global recovery to give more overall stability in food supply.
The growing interdependence and competition over land and water resources in
intensively used river basins indicates that this stability will not be achieved without
more effective natural resource allocation and environmental regulation. Existing
land and water systems that are threatened by depletion and degradation of natural
resource endowments will be a priority target.

Most future growth in crop production in developing countries is likely to come
IURPLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQZLWKLUULJDWLRQSOD\LQJDQLQFUHDVLQJO\VWUDWHJLFUROH through
LPSURYHGZDWHUVHUYLFHVZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\LPSURYHPHQWV\LHOGJURZWKDQGKLJKHU
cropping intensities. Both irrigated area and agricultural water use are expected to
expand rather slowly: land under irrigation will increase from 301 Mha in 2009 to
318 Mha in 2050, an increase of 6 percent. However, any expansion will require tradeoffs, particularly over intersectoral water allocation and environmental impacts. Considerable growth of supplemental and pressurized irrigation is likely on private farms.
On the basis of existing trends in agricultural water-use efficiency and yield gains,
it is projected that agricultural withdrawals will need to increase to more than
2 900 km3/yr by 2030 and almost 3 000 km3/yr by 2050. This indicates a net increase
of 10 percent between now and 2050.
$V ODQG DQG ZDWHU UHVRXUFH VFDUFLW\ EHFRPHV DSSDUHQW FRPSHWLWLRQ EHWZHHQ
municipal and industrial demands will intensify and intrasectoral competition will
EHFRPH SHUYDVLYH ZLWKLQ DJULFXOWXUH ² EHWZHHQ OLYHVWRFN VWDSOHV DQG QRQIRRG
FURSVLQFOXGLQJOLTXLGELRIXHOV Municipal and industrial water demands will be
growing much faster than those of agriculture, and can be expected to crowd out
allocations to agriculture. Meanwhile, the levels of soil management and precision
application of water will need to rise to meet agricultural productivity increases. This
will involve intrasectoral competition for scarce land and water, and the ultimate
source of naturally available freshwater – groundwater – will be hit hard.
Climate change is expected to alter the patterns of temperature, precipitation
DQG ULYHU ÁRZ XSRQ ZKLFK DJULFXOWXUDO V\VWHPV GHSHQG While some agriculWXUDOV\VWHPVLQKLJKHUODWLWXGHVPD\JDLQQHWEHQHÀWVIURPWHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHV
as more land becomes suitable for crop cultivation, lower latitudes are expected to
take the brunt of the negative impacts. Global warming is expected to increase the
IUHTXHQF\DQGLQWHQVLW\RIGURXJKWVDQGÁRRGLQJLQVXEWURSLFDODUHDV'HOWDVDQG
coastal areas are expected to be impacted negatively by sea-level rise. Mountain
or highland systems and irrigated systems that rely on summer snowmelt are also
H[SHFWHGWRH[SHULHQFHORQJWHUPFKDQJHVLQEDVHÁRZV$GDSWDWLRQDQGPLWLJDWLRQ
strategies should focus on increasing resilience of farming systems to reduce current
and likely risks, such as droughts, excessive rainfall and other extreme events. These
strategies should also mitigate the negative impacts of climate change on agricultural production.

Land and water systems at risk: what and where
Across the world, a series of agricultural production systems are at risk due to
D FRPELQDWLRQ RI H[FHVVLYH GHPRJUDSKLF SUHVVXUH DQG XQVXVWDLQDEOH DJULFXOWXUDOSUDFWLFHV*OREDOÀJXUHVRQWKHUDWHRIXVHDQGGHJUDGDWLRQRIODQGDQGZDWHU
resources hide large regional discrepancies in resource availability. Land and water
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In SOLAW, a production system is considered ‘at risk’ where the current local
availability and access to suitable land and water resources are constrained. In
addition, local scarcity of land and water resources may be further constrained by
unsustainable agricultural practices, growing socio-economic pressures or climate
change. Systems at risk occur within the nine major categories of global agricultural
production systems mapped in SOLAW.

Land and water for sustainable intensification
0RUHWKDQIRXUÀIWKVRIDJULFXOWXUDOSURGXFWLRQJURZWKWRLVH[SHFWHGWRFRPH
from increased productivity on presently cultivated land. A variety of agronomic and
technical approaches are available to achieve higher output, overcome constraints
and manage risks. These will need to be accompanied and guided by increasingly
effective and collaborative land and water institutions – public and private, formal
and informal.

Land and water productivity gaps: an untapped potential
/DQGSURGXFWLYLW\LVJHQHUDOO\ORZRQUDLQIHGFURSODQGVEHFDXVHRIORZLQKHUHQW
soil fertility, severe nutrient depletion, poor soil structure and inappropriate soil
PDQDJHPHQW SUDFWLFHV This is particularly the case in sub-Saharan Africa, where
yields are often below 1 t/ha. Sustainable land and water management techniques
can increase productivity through integrated soil fertility management where
rainfall is reliable.
Integrated rainfed production practices, such as conservation agriculture, agroforestry and integrated crop–livestock systems, or integrated irrigation and aquaculture, combine best management practices that are adaptable to the local ecosystems, cultures and to market demand. Pesticide use and risks can be minimized by
integrated pest management (IPM). Integrated soil fertility management, combined
with rainwater harvesting, and soil and water conservation on slopes, could improve
rainfed yields. By focusing on nitrogen and carbon cycles, these practices can also
enhance carbon sequestration and mitigate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
These approaches have proven to be successful when they form part of a
rural development and livelihoods improvement strategy that includes support
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constraints are expected to compromise the ability of key agricultural production
systems to meet demand. These physical constraints may be further exacerbated in
places by external drivers, including climate change, competition with other sectors
and socio-economic changes. These systems at risk warrant attention for remedial
action since they cannot be replicated.

services and better market access. Education, incentives and farmer field schools
speed the transition to more productive and resilient land-use systems. However,
risk and initial low profitability can inhibit the adoption of these techniques.
Overall, feasibility and risk assessments are needed to evaluate socio-economic
constraints and formulate effective incentive packages for farmers to adopt
appropriate management approaches, and adapt techniques and practices to their
specific farming situation.
0RVWLUULJDWLRQV\VWHPVDFURVVWKHZRUOGSHUIRUPEHORZWKHLUFDSDFLW\DQGDUHQRW
DGDSWHGWRWKHQHHGVRIWRGD\·VDJULFXOWXUH7KHORZOHYHORIZDWHUSURGXFWLYLW\
associated with their management translates into lost opportunities for resource
XVH HIÀFLHQF\ DQG HFRQRPLF UHWXUQV The scope for increase in water supply for
irrigation is now limited in many water-scarce regions. Some additional irrigation
water is likely to come from large multipurpose hydropower schemes. Small-scale
water storage projects are also expected to boost supply, and some new groundwater
development is anticipated. But water demand management will become increasingly important. A combination of improved irrigation scheme management, investment in modern technology, knowledge development and training can substantially
LQFUHDVHZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\DQGLPSURYHVXSSO\WRWKHRIWHQSRRUWDLOHQGXVHUV,W
can also improve water management where there is collective interest in maintaining aquifer function and services. The highest gains are possible in sub-Saharan
Africa and parts of Asia.
To raise land and water productivity on larger irrigation schemes, an integrated
modernization package of infrastructure upgrades and management system
improvements is required, together with an economic environment providing
undistorted incentives, manageable allocation of risk and market access. There
is also scope for improving irrigation efficiency and productivity in small-scale
and informal irrigation. This requires mechanisms to ensure the availability of
knowledge, technology and investment support, adapted to the local management
practices and socio-economic context.
Recycling and re-use of water is another option, but only with effective regulation
can water be safely derived from drainage, saline and treated wastewater. On-site
and off-site risks from salinization and waterlogging require careful drainage
planning, investment and management in many irrigation projects. Salt and water
balance studies, and a regulatory and monitoring system, are required.

National support for sustainable land and water management
7KH ZRUOG·V IDUPHUV ZLOO FRQWLQXH WR EH WKH SULPH DJHQWV RI FKDQJH DQG WKHLU
SHUVSHFWLYH KDV WR FRXQW Farmers are necessarily engaged in the planning and
sustainable management of land and water, but many are forced into unsustain-
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/DQG DQG ZDWHU DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ LQVWLWXWLRQV FDQ EH VWUHQJWKHQHG WR LPSURYH
V\VWHPVIRUODQGDQGZDWHUULJKWVZKHUHVKRUWFRPLQJVLQKLELWLPSURYHGSURGXFWLYLW\ Common-property systems can be adapted to provide secure land tenure
by legal recognition and protection, or by negotiated and legalized conversion to
individual rights. Land markets can be promoted and regulated to improve allocaWLRQHIÀFLHQF\DQGHTXLW\
Multilevel stakeholder participation across land and water systems can greatly
HQKDQFHZDWHUSURGXFWLYLW\DQGUHGXFHVWUHVVE\LPSURYLQJDOORFDWLRQHIÀFLHQF\
DPRQJ VHFWRUV DQG E\ LQWURGXFLQJ WHFKQRORJLHV DQG D JRYHUQDQFH VWUXFWXUH
SURPRWLQJ HIÀFLHQW ZDWHU XVH Examples are participatory collective irrigation or
groundwater management. Cooperation in transboundary water management,
starting from the technical level, can promote optimal, multi-objective investment
DQGEDVLQZLGHEHQHÀWVKDULQJ)XWXUHLQVWLWXWLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWLVOLNHO\WRLQFUHDVLQJO\UHÁHFWSDUWLFLSDWRU\DQGSOXUDOLVWLFDSSURDFKHVZLWKJURZLQJGHYROXWLRQDQG
accountability at local levels. Irrigation reforms would build on the movement of
governments to decentralize control over irrigation and to seek greater responsibilLW\ IURP LUULJDWLQJ IDUPHUV %DVLQ PDQDJHPHQW DSSURDFKHV UHÁHFW EHVW SUDFWLFH LQ
devolving land and water management to the lowest geographic unit, and in involving stakeholders in planning and decision-making.
In particular, the need to address trade-offs will centre on the level and modalities
of intensification, protection and conservation, the balances between commercial
farming and staple production and between growth and income distribution, the
level of national food security, and the sharing of costs and benefits between urban
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able practices by poverty and lack of aligned incentives, insecure land tenure and
ZDWHUXVH ULJKWV ODFN RI DGHTXDWH ORFDO RUJDQL]DWLRQV DQG LQHIÀFLHQW VXSSRUW
VHUYLFHV LQFOXGLQJUXUDOFUHGLWDQGÀQDQFHPDUNHWVDQGDFFHVVWRWHFKQRORJ\DQG
knowledge). Here, public resources can be allocated more strategically, together
ZLWKPHFKDQLVPVWRHQJDJHSULYDWHVHFWRUÀQDQFLQJERWKDWWKHQDWLRQDOOHYHODQG
through credit mechanisms at the local level. This should translate into a higher
share of public investments in agriculture. Within countries, three principal areas
of investment are vital. (1) At the national level, governments will need to invest
in public goods such as roads, storage, land and water resource protection works
and to facilitate private investment. (2) Investment is needed in the institutions
that regulate and promote sustainable land and water management: research
and development, incentives and regulatory systems, and land use planning and
water management. (3) At basin or irrigation scheme level, an integrated planning
approach is needed to drive a sequenced programme of land and water investments.
For irrigation schemes, a focus on modernization of both infrastructure and institutional arrangements is needed.

and rural populations. What is vital is that the analysis should be explicit and
decisions taken in the broader public interest. Participatory processes and transparency are thus important.
,PSURYLQJWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIWHFKQRORJ\IRUVXVWDLQDEOHODQGDQGZDWHUPDQDJHment requires the integration of knowledge from research with local diagnoVLV DQG DGDSWDWLRQ There is an extensive research basis for most land and water
systems, but research and extension need to be equipped to offer adapted technology on demand. Outreach programmes such as Farmer Field Schools, in partnership
with local farmer groups, NGOs and the private sector have proved successful in
promoting a range of sustainable technologies and practices, including pressurized
LUULJDWLRQFRQVHUYDWLRQDJULFXOWXUHRUSURGXFWFHUWLÀFDWLRQ
SOLAW has revealed a number of gaps and inconsistencies in existing databases
and information systems. These gaps should be filled by further inventories of land
and water resources to help guide choices and implementation. Further research on
the main existing farming systems will be essential to determine conservation and
intensification strategies. Methods of assessing and valuing ecosystem services,
including land and water audits, should be developed to provide the tools that are
needed to value development options and help make informed decisions. Networks
and modern media need to become more effective in exchanging and disseminating
knowledge, and for identifying and filling knowledge gaps.
$ ÀUVW VWHS WR PDQDJH ODQG DQG ZDWHU PRUH HIÀFLHQWO\ LV UHPRYLQJ GLVWRUWLRQV
that encourage land and water degradation, such as cheap energy prices that drive
LQHIÀFLHQW HQHUJ\LQWHQVLYH IDUPLQJ RU JURXQGZDWHU GHSOHWLRQ An incentive
structure including price incentives and regulatory measures can then be designed
to promote better practice. Payments for environmental services may rebalance costs
LQFXUUHGE\IDUPHUVDQGEHQHÀWVWRRWKHUVHFWRUVRIVRFLHW\
7KHUHFHQWWUHQGLQODQGDFTXLVLWLRQQHHGVWREHDGGUHVVHGWKURXJKDSSURSULDWH
regulations, and through well-informed agricultural and food policies that take
PRUHDFFRXQWRIODQGDYDLODELOLW\DQGDFFHVVULJKWV Developing guidelines for land
governance, or a code to regulate international investments backed up by capacity
building at all levels, would be useful to improve decision-making and negotiations.

Requirements for international cooperation and investment
7KHUHLVDQXUJHQWQHHGIRUEHWWHUDQGPRUHHIIHFWLYHLQWHJUDWLRQRILQWHUQDWLRQDO
LQLWLDWLYHVGHDOLQJZLWKODQGDQGZDWHUPDQDJHPHQW International cooperation on
sustainable land and water management has become a high priority in many institutions because of concerns about food security, poverty reduction, environmental
protection and climate change. Several international agreements contain principles
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Several organizations and programmes, including the Global Environment
Facility (GEF), have been raising awareness and prompting action on sustainable
land and water management, and some have strengthened institutions and governance. However, different organizations often work in the same field, which reduces
focus and impact, and approaches remain largely sectoral rather than integrated.
A number of recent initiatives and partnerships from civil society and the private
sector (such as Fairtrade, environmental certification or organic labelling) may also
have positive effects on sustainable land and water management. They should be
promoted and guided through better knowledge and monitoring mechanisms.
Large-scale agriculture, in particular, also has the potential to reduce transactions
costs associated with carbon trading, thereby providing incentives for sustainable
management.
*OREDO LQYHVWPHQW LQ ODQG DQG ZDWHU PDQDJHPHQW UHPDLQV EHORZ WKH OHYHOV
necessary to address persistent food insecurity and deal with natural resource
VFDUFLW\ Gross investment requirements between 2007 and 2050 for irrigation
development and management are estimated at almost US$1 trillion. Moreover,
ODQGSURWHFWLRQDQGGHYHORSPHQWVRLOFRQVHUYDWLRQDQGÁRRGFRQWUROZLOOUHTXLUH
DURXQG86ELOOLRQ1HZÀQDQFLQJRSWLRQVLQFOXGH3(6DQGWKHFDUERQPDUNHW
*OREDOOHYHOÀQDQFLQJVKRXOGFRPSOHPHQWSXEOLFDQGSULYDWHÀQDQFHDWWKHQDWLRQDO
level. To effectively attract and absorb these higher levels of investment, nations
need to develop favourable policies, institutions and incentives, along with a strong
monitoring and evaluation mechanism that addresses the social, economic and
environmental dimensions of sustainability.
)LQDQFLDO UHVRXUFHV WR SURPRWH VXVWDLQDEOH ODQG DQG ZDWHU PDQDJHPHQW ZLOO
QHHGWREHVRXUFHGDQGGLVEXUVHGWKURXJKH[LVWLQJIXQGVDQGRUIURPSULYDWHDQG
PDUNHWVRXUFHV A dedicated fund to support sustainable land and water management by smallholders could be set up within the context of global climate change
QHJRWLDWLRQV RYHU FDUERQ VHTXHVWUDWLRQ ÀQDQFLQJ ZLWK D IRFXV RQ WKH PXOWLSOH
EHQHÀWVRIUDLVLQJVRLOFDUERQVWRUDJHUHGXFLQJORVVHVRIVRLOQXWULHQWVDQGFRQWUROOLQJ UXQRII IURP IDUPHUV· ÀHOGV 3URJUDPPHV FRXOG WKHQ SURYLGH LQFHQWLYHV WR
promote local-level adoption of sustainable land and water management practices,
and also to promote global goods such as reforestation and carbon capture, and to
reduce negative environmental impacts. Programmes adopting the concept of PES
could facilitate adoption of such initiatives by farmers.
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of conservation of natural resources, including land and water, but these have rarely
been translated into substantive action on the ground or national codes of conduct
or practice, and a consolidated agreement and framework for action on sustainable
land and water management is not yet in place.

/DQGDQGZDWHUPDQDJHPHQWRIIHUVLPSRUWDQWRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUV\QHUJLHVEHWZHHQ
FOLPDWHFKDQJHDGDSWDWLRQDQGPLWLJDWLRQ Agriculture and deforestation together
account for up to a third of total anthropogenic GHG emissions. At the same time,
climate change is expected to impact patterns of land and water use for agriculture. However, many of the sustainable land and water management practices that
are recommended to increase resilience and reduce vulnerability to climate change
also contribute to mitigation, largely through carbon sequestration. In addition to
its contribution as a carbon sink, increasing the storage of organic matter in the soil
SURYLGHVPDQ\IXUWKHUEHQHÀWVLQFOXGLQJLPSURYHPHQWRIVRLOZDWHUVWRUDJHDQG
UHWHQWLRQ RI VRLO QXWULHQWV 7KHVH EHQHÀWV FDQ UHGXFH IHUWLOL]HUV UHTXLUHPHQWV DQG
enhance their uptake. This contribution of improved land and water management
to mitigating climate change may mean that developing countries should be able to
DWWUDFWÀQDQFLDOVXSSRUWEDVHGRQWKHFDUERQVHTXHVWUDWLRQYDOXHRIWKHLUVXVWDLQDEOH
land and water management.

Meeting the challenges business as usual is not enough
The over-riding challenges faced by agriculture are: to produce at least 70 percent
more food by 2050; to improve food security and livelihoods of the rural poor; to
maintain the necessary ecosystem services; and to reconcile the use of land and water
resources among competing uses. All these challenges will need to be addressed
together with the anticipated impacts of climate change where they have a net
negative impact on agricultural production. These challenges will not be met unless:
 Existing agricultural practices can be transformed to reduce pressure on land
and water systems.
 Negative impacts of intensive production systems are reduced markedly, and
increased food production is aligned with poverty alleviation, food and livelihood security diversification and the maintenance of ecosystem services.
 Negative impacts of smallholder agriculture associated with high population
density, widespread poverty, and lack of secured access to land and water
resources, are reduced.
 Agricultural systems at risk are addressed as a priority and progress in redressing risks is monitored.
 Investment, economic and trade policies favour sustainable agriculture and
balanced rural development.
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The principles and practices around which major initiatives for sustainable land
and water management can be built are:
 Broad adoption of participatory and pluralistic approaches to land and water
management, with growing devolution and local accountability.
 Increasing investment for improvement of essential public good infrastructure
related to the whole market chain from production to consumer.
 Appraisal of ecosystem services, including land and water audits, developed
to frame planning and investment decisions.
 A review of the mandates and activities of existing global and regional organizations for land and water, with a view to promote collaboration, if not integration.
 International trade agreements that favour a ‘green economy’ approach and
contribute to sustainable agriculture overall.
 Cooperative frameworks and basin-wide management institutions that can
work together to optimize economic value and ensure equitable benefit
sharing in international river basins.
 A dedicated fund to support sustainable land and water management by
smallholders. Incentive programmes such as PES for watershed management and clean water, biodiversity and sustainable production schemes could
then promote adoption of sustainable land and water management practices,
capturing carbon and reducing negative environmental impacts.

Conclusion
The land and water systems, underpinning many key food-producing systems
worldwide, are being stressed by unprecedented levels of demand. Climate change
is expected to exacerbate these stresses in some key productive areas.
There is scope for governments and the private sector (including farmers) to be
much more proactive in enabling and promoting the general adoption of more
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 Sustainable intensification can be implemented through integrated planning
and management approaches that can be scaled up from local levels to address
systems at risk and mainstream climate change mitigation and adaptation
simultaneously.

sustainable land and water management practices. These have the potential to
expand production efficiently in order to address food insecurity while limiting
impacts on other ecosystem values. However, this will require profound changes in
the way land and water are managed. Global and national policies will need to be
aligned and institutions transformed to become genuine collaborators in applying
knowledge and in responsible regulation of the use of natural resources. Business as
usual, with or without some marginal adjustments, will not be enough.
The status and trends of land and water resources for food and agriculture
described in SOLAW provide a basis for designing and prioritizing regional
programmes and financing, to enhance sustainable management of land and water
and address the systems at risk.
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Chapter 1

STATUS AND TRENDS IN LAND
AND WATER RESOURCES
The world’s land and water resources are ﬁnite and under pressure
from a growing population. Global ﬁgures show a relatively low share
of land and water actually used by agriculture, but these ﬁgures hide
major regional variations and a series of locally important imbalances
between demand and supply. Demand for land and water from
non-agricultural sectors, and a growing recognition of the need to
meet environmental requirements further intensiﬁes competition.
This chapter reviews current status and trends of land and water
resources, their geographical distribution and their use in agriculture.
It presents projections for future agricultural demands towards 2050,
and analyses its implication both for rainfed and irrigated agriculture.
19

The world’s net cultivated area has grown by 12 percent over the last 50 years,
mostly at the expense of forest, wetland and grassland habitats. At the same time, the
global irrigated area has doubled. The distribution of these land and water assets is
unequal among countries. Although only a small proportion of the world’s land and
water is used for crop production, most of the easily accessible and (thus economic)
resources are under cultivation or have other ecologically and economically valuable uses. Thus the scope for further expansion of cultivated land is limited. Only
parts of South America and sub-Saharan Africa still offer scope for some expansion. At the same time, competition for water resources has also been growing to the
extent that today more than 40 percent of the world’s rural population is now living
in water-scarce regions.

CHAPTER 1

The present status of land and water

Land distribution, use and suitability
The global land area is 13.2 billion ha. Of this, 12 percent (1.6 billion ha) is currently
in use for cultivation of agricultural crops, 28 percent (3.7 billion ha) is under forest,
and 35 percent (4.6 billion ha) comprises grasslands and woodland ecosystems.
Low-income countries cover about 22 percent of the land area (Table 1.1).
Land use varies with climatic and soil conditions and human influences (Map 1.1).
Figure 1.1 further shows the dominant land use by region. Deserts prevail across
much of the lower northern latitudes of Africa and Asia. Dense forests predominate in the heartlands of South America, along the seaboards of North America,
and across Canada, Northern Europe and much of Russia, as well as in the tropical

TABLE 1.1: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN LAND USE CATEGORIES (2000)

Cultivated Forest
land
land

Country category
Global
share
of land,
%

Share
of global
Mha
population,
%

%

Mha

%

Grassland
and
woodland
ecosystems

Sparsely
vegetated Settlement
Inland
and barren and
water
land
Infrastructure bodies

Mha

%

Mha

%

Mha

%

Mha %

Low-income

22

38

441

15

564

20 1 020

36

744

26

52

1.8

41 1.4

Middle-income

53

47

735

11 2 285

33 2 266

33

1 422

21

69

1

79 1

High-income

25

15

380

12

27 1 299

39

592

18

31

1

123 4

880

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
Note: The extents of land cover classes were extracted from a dataset used for global agro-ecological modelling. Owing to different dates
of data acquisitions, spatial resolutions, deﬁnitions and processing techniques, the estimates in this table may differ somewhat from those
of other more recent sources. For example, the global extent of forest land is reported in FAO (2010d) as 4 billion ha versus approximately
3.7 billion ha reported here. See Annex A1 for the deﬁnition of regional and subregional country groupings.
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belts of Central Africa and Southeast Asia. Cultivated land is 12 to 15 percent of
total land in each category. Grasslands and woodlands (33 to 39 percent) and
forest land (20 to 33 percent) dominate land use and cover in all three country
income categories.
Cultivated land is a leading land use (a fifth or more of the land area) in South and
Southeast Asia, Western and Central Europe, and Central America and the Caribbean, but is less important in sub-Saharan and Northern Africa, where cultivation
covers less than a tenth of the area.
The global area of cultivated land has grown by a net 159 Mha since 1961 (Table 1.2
and Figure 1.2). This increase, however, includes a larger area of land newly brought
FIGURE 1.1: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LAND USE AND COVER
Cultivated land

Sparsely vegetated and barren land

Forest land

Settlement and infrastructured

Grassland and woodland ecosystems

Inland water bodies

100

90

80

70

Percent

60

50

40

30

20

10

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
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FIGURE 1.2: EVOLUTION OF LAND UNDER IRRIGATED AND RAINFED CROPPING (1961–2008)
Irrigated
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Source: FAO (2010b)

TABLE 1.2: NET CHANGES IN MAJOR LAND USE (Mha)

Cultivated land
rainfed
irrigated

1961

2009

Net increase
1961–2009

1 368

1 527

12%

1 229

1 226

−0.2%

139

301

117%

Sources: FAO (2010b,c)

into cultivation, while over the same period previously cultivated lands have come
out of production. All of the net increase in cultivated area over the last 50 years is
attributable to a net increase in irrigated cropping, with land under rainfed systems
showing a very slight decline. Irrigated area more than doubled over the period,
and the number of hectares needed to feed one person has reduced dramatically
from 0.45 to 0.22 ha per person (FAO, 2010b).
Methods for forest inventory, forest definitions and the geographical extents
of assessments change over time, rendering comparisons difficult. Nonetheless,
a decline of about 135 Mha (3.3 percent) in forested area between 1990 and 2010
suggests that the expansion in the cultivated area and the replacement of degraded
arable land with new cultivated land have been partly achieved through conversion
of previously forested areas (FAO, 2010d).
Globally, about 0.23 ha of land is cultivated per head of the world’s population.
High-income countries cultivate more than twice the area per capita (0.37 ha) than
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FAO defines land suitability for agriculture in terms of capacity to reach potentially
attainable yields for a basket of crops (Box 1.1). Assuming well-adapted production
systems are used, currently cultivated land is mostly of prime (28 percent of the total)
or good quality (53 percent). The highest regional proportion of prime land currently
cultivated is found in Central America and the Caribbean (42 percent), followed by
Western and Central Europe (38 percent) and Northern America (37 percent). For
high-income countries as a whole, the share of prime land in currently cultivated
land is 32 percent (Table 1.3). In low-income countries, soils are often poorer and only
28 percent of total cultivated land is classed as prime (Figure 1.3).

CHAPTER 1

low-income (0.17 ha) countries, while middle-income countries cultivate 0.23 ha per
capita (Table 1.3).

FIGURE 1.3: TOTAL EXTENT OF CULTIVATED LAND
BY LAND SUITABILITY CATEGORY FOR EACH GEOGRAPHIC REGION
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TABLE 1.3: SHARE OF WORLD CULTIVATED LAND SUITABLE
FOR CROPPING UNDER APPROPRIATE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Rainfed crops (%)

Cultivated
land
(Mha)

Population
(million)

Cultivated land
per capita (ha)

Prime
Land

Good
Land

Marginal
Land

Low-income countries

441

2 651

0.17

28

50

22

Middle-income countries

735

3 223

0.23

27

55

18

High-income countries

380

1 031

0.37

32

50

19

1 556

6 905

0.23

29

52

19

Regions

Total

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
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BOX 1.1: HOW SUITABILITY OF LAND FOR CULTIVATION IS ASSESSED

This study considers three levels of suitability for cultivation: prime, good and marginal/
unsuitable. Prime land is capable of producing 80 percent of potentially attainable yields for
a basket of crops. Good land may produce 40–80 percent of potential. Marginal/unsuitable
land produces less than 40 percent. Management influences yields everywhere. The figures
shown in Table 1.3 assume appropriate production systems, where management and input
levels are matched to soil suitability. On this assumption, the estimated extent of prime and
good land worldwide varies between 70 percent at low input levels and 80 percent.
Source: Fischer et al. (2010)

Water use, withdrawals, scarcity and quality
Through the global hydrological cycle, renewable water resources amount to
42 000 km3/yr. Of this, about 3 900 km3 is withdrawn for human uses from rivers
and aquifers: some 2 710 km3 (70 percent) is for irrigation, 19 percent for industries and 11 percent for the municipal sector (Table 1.4). It is estimated that more
WKDQSHUFHQWRIDOOZDWHUZLWKGUDZDOVÁRZVEDFNWRORFDOK\GURORJLFDOV\VWHPVE\
UHWXUQÁRZVWRULYHUVRUJURXQGZDWHU7KHUHPDLQLQJSDUWLVFRQVLGHUHGFRQVXPStive water use through evaporation and plant transpiration.
With the doubling of the global irrigated area over the last 50 years, withdrawals
for agriculture have been rising. Globally, total water withdrawals still represent
only a small share – about 9 percent of internal renewable water resources (IRWR)
(Table 1.4), but this average masks large geographical discrepancies. The rate of
withdrawal varies greatly by country or region. Europe withdraws only 6 percent
of its internal resources and just 29 percent of this goes to agriculture. The intensive
agricultural economies of Asia withdraw 20 percent of their internal renewable
resources, of which more than 80 percent goes to irrigation. In many of the low
rainfall regions of the Middle East, Northern Africa and Central Asia, most of the
exploitable water is already withdrawn, with 80–90 percent of that going to agriculture, and thus rivers and aquifers are depleted beyond sustainable levels.
About 40 percent of the world’s population lives in transboundary river basins,
and more than 90 percent live in countries with basins that cross international
borders (Sadoff and Grey, 2005). These 263 international water basins account for
about 50 percent of global land area and 40 percent of freshwater resources (Giordano and Wolf, 2002). Many of these transboundary rivers are among the largest
flows of water globally. The growth in water withdrawals, primarily by agriculture,
has brought about the need for collaboration among countries, through treaties
and agreements between riparian countries, the formulation of international agreements such as the 1997 UN Convention on the Law of the Non-navigational Uses
of International Watercourses and regional initiatives such as the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Shared Water Resources.
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TABLE 1.4: WATER WITHDRAWAL BY MAJOR WATER USE SECTOR (2003)

Municipal
Continent
Regions
Africa
Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America
Central America and
Caribbean
Southern America
Asia
Western Asia
Central Asia

km3/yr

%

21

10

Industrial
km3/yr
9

Agricultural

Total water Total
withdrawal freshwater
*
withdrawal

Freshwater
withdrawal
as %
of IRWR

%

km3/yr

%

km3/yr

km3/yr

4

184

86

215

215

5

9

9

5

6

80

85

94

94

201

13

10

4

3

105

87

121

121

3

126

16

280

35

385

49

791

790

4

88

15

256

43

258

43

603

602

10

6

26

2

11

15

64

24

24

3

32

19

21

13

112

68

165

165

1

217

9

227

9

2 012

82

2 456

2 451

20

25

9

20

7

227

83

271

268

55

5

3

8

5

150

92

163

162

61

70

7

20

2

914

91

1 004

1 004

57

East Asia

93

14

150

22

434

64

677

677

20

Southeast Asia

23

7

30

9

287

84

340

340

17

61

16

204

55

109

29

374

374

6

Western and Central Europe

42

16

149

56

75

28

265

265

13

Eastern Europe and Russian
Federation

19

18

56

51

35

32

110

110

2

5

17

3

10

19

73

26

26

3

South Asia

Europe

Oceania
Australia and New Zealand

5

17

3

10

19

73

26

26

3

0.01

14

0.01

14

0.05

71

0.1

0.1

0.1

429

11

723

19

2 710

70

3 862

3 856

9

High-income

145

16

392

43

383

42

920

916

10

Middle-income

195

12

287

18

1 136

70

1 618

1 616

6

Paciﬁc Islands
World

Low-income
Low-income food deﬁcit
Least-developed

90

7

44

3

1 191

90

1 324

1 324

18

182

8

184

8

1 813

83

2 180

2 179

16

10

5

3

1

190

94

203

203

5
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Total withdrawal by sector

* Includes use of desalinated water
Source: FAO (2010c)
Note: See Annex A1 for the deﬁnition of regional and subregional country groupings.

Water resources are very unevenly distributed, with some countries having an
abundance of water while many manage conditions of extreme scarcity. In addition, even where water may appear abundant, much of it is not accessible or is
very expensive to develop, or is not close to lands that can be developed for agriculture. Water scarcity has three dimensions: physical (when the available supply
does not satisfy the demand), infrastructural (when the infrastructure in place
does not allow for satisfaction of water demand by all users) and institutional
(when institutions and legislations fail to ensure reliable, secure and equitable
supply of water to users).
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In terms of physical water scarcity, it is estimated that on average a withdrawal
rate above 20 percent of renewable water resources represents substantial pressure
on water resources – and more than 40 percent is ‘critical’. In some regions, particularly in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Central Asia, countries are already
withdrawing in excess of critical thresholds. The resultant stresses on the functions of ecosystems are increasingly apparent. It is now estimated that more than
40 percent of the world’s rural population lives in river basins that are physically
water scarce. Map 1.2 shows the global distribution of water scarcity by major river
basin, based on consumptive use of water in irrigation.
Equally, countries have developed their water resources extensively through a
combination of policies and investments to increase supply and stimulate demand.
As a result, in many countries demand is outstripping supply, and this imbalance is
creating new stresses on the agricultural sector. There remain few opportunities for
easy and low-cost infrastructure, and thus the marginal cost of new water development projects is high.
At the same time, demand from other sectors, particularly municipal and industrial demand, has been growing faster than agricultural demand. Whereas in
less-developed countries agricultural use remains dominant, in Europe 55 percent
of water is withdrawn by industry. Water stresses occur locally across the globe, but
some entire regions are highly stressed, particularly the Middle East, the Indian subcontinent and northeastern China. Sub-Saharan Africa and the Americas generally
experience lower levels of water stress.
When water is used in domestic and productive activities, and discharged again
into the environment, water quality is changed. In general, increasing population and economic growth combined with little or no water treatment have led to
more negative impacts on water quality. Agriculture, as the largest water user, is a
PDMRUFRQWULEXWRU.H\QRQSRLQWVRXUFHSROOXWLRQLQFOXGHVQXWULHQWVDQGSHVWLFLGHV
derived from crop and livestock management. A further problem arises from salinization: many soil and water salinity problems have been reported in large irrigation
schemes in Pakistan, China, India, Argentina, Sudan and many countries in Central
Asia, where more than 16 Mha of irrigated land are now salinized (FAO, 2010c).

Land and water resources in rainfed agriculture
Rainfed agriculture is the predominant agricultural production system worldwide.
As practised in highland areas and in the dry and humid tropics, it is the system
in which poorer smallholder farmers predominate and where the risks of resource
degradation are highest. Soil nutrient availability in many rainfed lands tends to be
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low, and sloping terrain and patterns of rainfall and runoff contribute to erosion.
High temperatures and low and erratic precipitation often make soil moisture availability inadequate, and techniques to improve water availability (such as water
harvesting) are expensive. Higher levels of input and management can increase
productivity, but many farmers cannot afford the costs or risks. All these factors
affecting land and water for rainfed agriculture as practised by the poor contribute
to their vulnerability and to their food insecurity.

Land and water resources distribution
Rainfed agriculture depends on rainfall for crop production, with no permanent
source of irrigation. Of the current world cultivated area of 1 600 Mha, about
1 300 Mha (80 percent) are rainfed. Rainfed agriculture produces about 60 percent of
global crop output in a wide variety of production systems (Table 1.5; Map 1.3). The
most productive systems are concentrated in temperate zones of Europe, followed
by Northern America, and rainfed systems in the subtropics and humid tropics.
Rainfed cropping in highland areas and the dry tropics tends to be relatively lowyielding, and is often associated with subsistence farming systems. Evidence from
farms worldwide shows that less than 30 percent of rainfall is used by plants in the
process of biomass production. The rest evaporates into the atmosphere, percolates
to groundwater or contributes to river runoff (Molden, 2007).
Depending on temperature and soil conditions, rainfed cropping of some kind is
possible where annual rainfall exceeds 300 mm. The distribution of rainfall during
TABLE 1.5: TYPES OF RAINFED SYSTEMS
System

Characteristics and selected examples

Rainfed agriculture: highlands

Low productivity, small-scale subsistence (low-input)
agriculture; a variety of crops on small plots plus few animals.

Rainfed agriculture: dry tropics

Drought-resistant cereals such as maize, sorghum and millet.
Livestock consists often of goats and sheep, especially in the
Sudano-Sahelian zone of Africa, and in India. Cattle are more
widespread in southern Africa and in Latin America.

Rainfed agriculture: humid tropics

Mainly root crops, bananas, sugar cane and notably soybean
in Latin America and Asia. Maize is the most important cereal.
Sheep and goats are often raised by poorer farmers while cattle
are held by wealthier ones.

Rainfed agriculture: subtropics

Wheat (the most important cereal), fruits (e.g. grapes
and citrus) and oil crops (e.g. olives). Cattle are the most
dominant livestock. Goats are also important in the southern
Mediterranean, while pigs are dominant in China and sheep in
Australia.

Rainfed agriculture: temperate

Main crops include wheat, maize, barley, rapeseed, sugar beet
and potatoes. In the industrialized countries of Western Europe,
the United States and Canada, this agricultural system is highly
productive and often combined with intensive, penned livestock
(mainly pigs, chickens and cattle).

Source: this study
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the growing season is also a key factor: ample annual averages may conceal poor
spacing in relation to the growing season and, combined with uncertainties such
as rainfall variability between years, this increases risks and reduces the chances of
rainfed agriculture being highly productive.
The extent of rainfed area has not grown in recent years, but this masks the
replacement of some land too degraded for further cropping and consequently
abandoned, and their replacement by lands newly converted from forests and
grasslands to arable farming. This process of land degradation and abandonment,
and the development of new lands in replacement, is particularly characteristic of low-input, low-management farming systems such as ‘slash-and-burn’ in
the humid tropics, or cultivation on steep slopes. Because data on these farming
systems are sparse, and because some of these lands may not be permanently
degraded but may be brought back into cultivation after long fallow, it is difficult
to estimate the areas involved.
Trends in rainfed areas differ by region. Sub-Saharan Africa, where 97 percent of
staple production is rainfed, has doubled cultivated cereals area since 1960. In Latin
America and the Caribbean, rainfed cultivation has expanded by 25 percent in the
last 40 years (FAO, 2010b).

Soil and terrain constraints
Provided that adequate moisture is available in the soil, the broad potential of rainfed lands is determined largely by soil quality (Map 1.4). The most important factor
is nutrient availability and related nutrient retention capacity of the soil. In addition,
soil depth affects plant rooting, and drainage characteristics affect the availability of
oxygen as roots grow. Soil structure is important for ease of cultivation, and is linked
to soil chemistry and cultivation practices. Finally, the slope of the land can affect
soil quality as sloping terrain erodes as a result of runoff and mass wasting.
Soil nutrient availability is the prevalent soil limitation in current cultivated
land in most regions, particularly in tropical developing countries. This is
due in part to lower availability of natural nutrients than in temperate lands.
Sub-Saharan Africa, Southern America, East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Australia
and New Zealand have particularly low levels of natural soil nutrient availability.
The share of soils with no or minor nutrient availability constraints is highest
in high-income countries (76 percent), compared with 68 percent in low-income
countries (Table 1.6). In addition, the natural fertility status of some soils has deteriorated over time through ‘nutrient mining’.
In several regions, soil quality constraints affect more than half the cultivated
land base, notably in sub-Saharan Africa, Southern America, Southeast Asia and
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TABLE 1.6: DISTRIBUTION OF CULTIVATED LAND BY CLASSES
OF SOIL QUALITY RATING OF NATURAL NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY
Area by class of soil nutrient availability rating (%)
Country category

Cultivated
land (Mha)

 40

40–60

60–80

! 80

Low-income countries

443

0

20

12

68

Middle-income countries

740

1

16

15

67

High-income countries

382

1

9

13

76

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)

Northern Europe. In low-income countries, only 44 percent of cultivated soils
(about 196 Mha), have no or only minor constraints. The main constraint on the
remaining 247 Mha is poor nutrient availability, affecting about 24 percent of the
soils with varying levels of constraints from light to very severe.
But with good soil management, quality can be improved. Under high-input
farming conditions, a low natural nutrient availability can be alleviated by
fertilizer application, provided the soil has adequate nutrient retention capacity. However, low nutrient retention capacities are found in Southern Africa, the
Amazon area, Central Asia and Northern Europe. In those areas increased use
of fertilizers alone may prove ineffective for increasing crop yields, and thus
additional forms of soil enhancement are necessary. Another major obstacle to
crop cultivation is poor soil structure and ‘workability’, which is, for example,
prevalent in large parts of Ethiopia, Sudan and central India. Such constraints may
again be reduced with the use of high input and appropriate soil management.
Often these are areas dominated by vertisols, which ideally should be cultivated
with zero-tillage techniques.

Rainfed productivity and production gaps
The productivity of rainfed cropping is measured by yields (production per unit
of area). Productivity varies enormously, and is highly sensitive to factors other
than soil and water – for example, the availability and affordability of technologies
DQGLQSXWVDFFHVVWRPDUNHWVDQGWKHORFDOÀQDQFLDOUHWXUQV$WRQHH[WUHPHGU\
farming systems produce sorghum or millet yields of a few hundred kilograms
per hectare. At the other extreme, farmers in Europe achieve yields as high as
7–10 t/ha for wheat (FAO, 2010b; Molden, 2007).
In sub-Saharan Africa, yields have changed little since the 1960s, and increases
in production have come almost entirely from land expansion. Rainfed maize
yields, for example, have remained constant at around 1t/ha. In Latin America
and the Caribbean, by contrast, yields for rainfed maize tripled over the same
period, from little more than 1t/ha to over 3t/ha. Average wheat yields across
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These results show that the yield gap is greatest in sub-Saharan Africa (where
yields are only 24 percent of what could be produced under higher levels of
management). The gap is lowest in East Asia (11 percent). This implies that if
all current land and water were managed optimally, output could double in the
regions where the yield gap is less than 50 percent: Northern Africa, sub-Saharan
Africa, Central America and the Caribbean, Southern America, Western Asia,
Central Asia, South Asia, Eastern Europe and Russian Federation, and the Pacific
Islands. By contrast, much of Asian farming is already using advanced management, with Eastern Asia in particular rivalling the most productive systems in the
developed world, at 89 percent of potential.
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Europe more than doubled (2t/ha to over 5t/ha). FAO has calculated a ‘yield gap’
by comparing current productivity with what is potentially achievable assuming that inputs and management are optimized in relation to local soil and water
conditions (Map 1.5; Table 1.7).

Land and water resources in irrigated agriculture
Irrigated systems have expanded in recent years to bring water control, which,
together with rapid increases in water productivity, has greatly boosted agricultural production and incomes. However, most irrigated farming systems are
performing well below their potential, and there is considerable scope for improving land and water productivity. Groundwater abstraction has provided an invaluable source of ready irrigation water, but has proved almost impossible to regulate.
As a result, agriculture withdrawals of groundwater are intensifying and some key
aquifers are being depleted. Water quality is deteriorating, with impacts from irrigation on both surface and groundwater, and the salinization of irrigated lands is a
growing problem. Competition for water from domestic and industrial users is growing fast, and many countries and basins face water scarcity with reduced quantities
available to irrigation. New impoundments and diversions have higher marginal
costs and pose increasing environmental challenges. Recycled water can increase
supply, but it is a limited and costly resource and it needs careful management.

Extent of land use and water resources control
In 2006, the global area equipped for irrigation stood at 301 Mha (Table 1.8). Irrigation has developed rapidly in recent decades, particularly in developing countries,
in response to the need to ensure controlled water sources for optimal crop productivity (Figure 1.4). As the global population grew, the area equipped for irrigation
more than doubled – from 139 Mha to 301 Mha – and water withdrawals for irrigation almost doubled – from about 1 540 km3 to 2 710 km3. Over the same period the
proportion of total cultivated land that is irrigated grew from 10 to 20 percent.
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TABLE 1.7: ESTIMATED YIELD GAPS (PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL) FOR CEREALS, ROOTS
AND TUBERS, PULSES, SUGAR CROPS, OIL CROPS AND VEGETABLES COMBINED
Actual yields in
2005 compared with
potential yield (%)
Region

Yield gap (%)

Northern Africa

40

60

Sub-Saharan Africa

24

76

Northern America

67

33

Central America and Caribbean

35

65

Southern America

48

52

Western Asia

51

49

Central Asia

36

64

South Asia

45

55

East Asia

89

11

Southeast Asia

68

32

Western and Central Europe

64

36

Eastern Europe and Russian Federation

37

63

Australia and New Zealand

60

40

Paciﬁc Islands

43

57
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Year 2005

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)

FIGURE 1.4: AREA EQUIPPED FOR IRRIGATION

High-income

Middle- and low-income

300

million hectares

225

150

75

0
1961

1967

1973

1979

1985

1991

1997

2003

2008

Source: FAO (2010b)
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TABLE 1.8: AREA EQUIPPED FOR IRRIGATION
(PERCENTAGE OF CULTIVATED LAND AND PART IRRIGATED GROUNDWATER)
Continent
Regions

Equipped area
(million ha)

Year
Africa
Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America

1961

2006

7.4

13.6

3.9

6.4

As % of
cultivated land

of which groundwater
irrigation (2006)

2006

Area equipped
(million ha)

As % of total
irrigated area

4.4

5.4

2.5

18.5

17.1

22.7

2.1

32.8

1961

3.5

7.2

2.4

3.2

0.4

5.8

22.6

48.9

6.7

12.4

21.6

44.1

17.4

35.5

6.7

14.0

19.1

54.0

Central America and Caribbean

0.6

1.9

5.5

12.5

0.7

36.3

Southern America

4.7

11.6

6.8

9.1

1.7

14.9

95.6

211.8

19.6

39.1

80.6

38.0

9.6

23.6

16.2

36.6

10.8

46.0

Asia
Western Asia
Central Asia

7.2

14.7

13.4

37.2

1.1

7.8

South Asia

36.3

85.1

19.1

41.7

48.3

56.7

East Asia

34.5

67.6

29.7

51.0

19.3

28.6

8.0

20.8

11.7

22.5

1.0

4.7

Southeast Asia
Europe

12.3

22.7

3.6

7.7

7.3

32.4

Western and Central Europe

8.7

17.8

5.8

14.2

6.9

38.6

Eastern Europe and Russian
Federation

3.6

4.9

1.9

2.9

0.5

10.1

1.1

4.0

3.2

8.7

0.9

23.9

Oceania
Australia and New Zealand
Paciﬁc Islands
World
High-income

1.1

4.0

3.2

8.8

0.9

24.0

0.001

0.004

0.2

0.6

0.0

18.7

139.0

300.9

10.2

19.7

112.9

37.5

26.7

54.0

6.9

14.7

26.5

49.1

Middle-income

66.6

137.9

10.5

19.3

36.1

26.1

Low-income

45.8

108.9

13.1

24.5

50.3

46.2

82.5

187.6

16.6

29.2

71.9

38.3

6.1

17.5

5.2

10.1

5.0

28.8

Low-income food deﬁcit
Least-developed
Data sources: FAO (2010b,c)

About 70 percent of the world area equipped for irrigation is in Asia, where it
accounts for 39 percent of the cultivated area (Map 1.6). South and East Asia account
for over half of the world’s area equipped for irrigation, and India and China alone
(each with about 62 Mha equipped for irrigation), account for 40 percent. Most of
this irrigation is large-scale development within major basins, primarily for paddy
rice production. Irrigation is also very important in Western Asia, where it accounts
for 37 percent of the cultivated area, and in Northern Africa (23 percent of cultivated area). The region with the least irrigation is sub-Saharan Africa, where only
3 percent is irrigated.
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Rate of expansion
The rate of expansion of irrigation, over 2 percent a year in the 1960s and 1970s, has
decreased substantially. The reasons are many, and include a long period of stable
food supply and declining food prices (until 2007), declining population growth
rate, and the rising importance of investment in other sectors (Faurès et al., 2007).
In addition, rising investment and maintenance costs (and associated low economic
return of irrigation schemes), and concerns over negative social and environmental
impacts, have led to reduction in government and donor interest.
Most irrigation expansion has taken place by conversion from rainfed agriculture.
Part of irrigation, however, takes place on arid and hyper-arid (desert) land that is not
suitable for rainfed agriculture. It is estimated that of the 219 Mha irrigated at present
in developing countries, some 40 Mha are on arid and hyper-arid land, which could
increase to 43 Mha in 2050. In some regions and countries, irrigated arid and hyperarid land forms an important part of the total irrigated land presently in use: 19 out
of 28 Mha in the Near East and Northern Africa, and 15 of 85 Mha in South Asia.
Some regionally specific factors also played a part. In Asia, almost all sites had
been developed. Eastern Europe and the countries of Central Asia, which developed
irrigation rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s, entered a period of economic crisis and
reorganization after the break-up of the former Soviet Union. Some parts of Eastern
Europe and the Russian Federation have seen large areas equipped for irrigation
abandoned in the last two decades.
Sources of irrigation water
Irrigation extracts water from rivers, lakes and aquifers. About 188 million ha
(62 percent of the irrigated area), is supplied from surface water, and 113 Mha
(38 percent) from groundwater (Map 1.7). Following the introduction of tubewell
technology, and driven by low energy prices, groundwater use has grown rapidly in
recent years, particularly in Asia, Northern Africa and the Middle East. From agricultural census data for India, the irrigated areas equipped with groundwater structures rose from approximately 10 Mha in 1960 (Mukherji and Shah, 2005) to almost
40 Mha by 2010 (Seibert et al. 2010). In South Asia, groundwater now accounts for
57 percent of the total irrigated area, and in the Arabian Peninsula for 88 percent.
Non-conventional sources of water such as treated wastewater and desalinated
water provide a minor source of irrigation water (about 1 percent). Use of treated
wastewater is on the increase as urban areas invest in treatment, and its use is
popular for peri-urban cropping. Desalinated water is used for irrigation where
high-value crops are grown and no alternative sources of water are available, but
these tend to be exceptional cases.
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Water resources constraints
In some regions, the competition for water and the growing water scarcity are
constraining both current availability of water for irrigation and further expansion
of the irrigated area. There are already very severe water shortages, in particular in
Western, Central and South Asia, which use half or more of their water resources in
irrigation (Table 1.9), and in Northern Africa, where withdrawals for irrigation exceed
renewable resources due to groundwater overdraft and recycling. By contrast, Southern America barely uses 1 percent of its resources. In many parts of the Middle East,
North Africa, China and elsewhere, water tables are declining as farmers abstract
over and above rates of replenishment from recharge and aquifer leakage.
TABLE 1.9: ANNUAL LONG-TERM AVERAGE RENEWABLE WATER
RESOURCES AND IRRIGATION WATER WITHDRAWAL

Continent
Regions

Precipitation
(mm)

Africa

678

Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America

Renewable
water
resources*
(km3)
3 931

Water-use
efﬁciency
ratio
(%)
48

Irrigation
water
withdrawal
(km3)

Pressure
on water
resources due
to irrigation (%)

184

5

96

47

69

80

170

815

3 884

30

105

3

1 091

19 238

41

385

2

636

6 077

46

258

4

Central America and
Caribbean

2 011

781

30

15

2

Southern America

1 604

12 380

28

112

1

Asia

827

12 413

45

2 012

16

Western Asia

217

484

47

227

47

Central Asia

273

263

48

150

57

1 602

1 766

55

914

52

634

3 410

37

434

13

South Asia
East Asia
Southeast Asia

2 400

6 490

19

287

4

540

6 548

48

109

2

Western and Central Europe

811

2 098

43

75

4

Eastern Europe and Russian
Federation

467

4 449

67

35

1

586

892

41

19

2

574

819

41

19

2.3

Europe

Oceania
Australia and New Zealand
Paciﬁc Islands
World

2 062

73

809

43 022

44

-

0.05
2 710

0.1
6

High-income

622

9 009

45

383

4

Middle-income

872

26 680

39

1 136

4

876

7 332

50

1 191

16

Low-income food deﬁcit

881

13 985

48

1 813

13

Least-developed

856

4 493

28

190

4

Low-income

* Refers to internal renewable water resources; it excludes ‘incoming ﬂows’ at the regional level.
Source: FAO (2010c)
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For several countries, relatively low overall figures may give an overly optimistic
impression of the level of water stress: China, for instance, is facing severe water
shortage in the north while the south still has abundant water resources. Groundwater mining also occurs in certain parts of some other countries of the Near East,
and in South and East Asia, Central America and in the Caribbean, even if at the
national level the water balance may still be positive.
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At the country level, variations are even higher. In 2005–7, four countries (Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Egypt) used volumes of water for
irrigation that were larger than their annual renewable water resources. Overall,
eleven countries used more than 40 percent of their water resources for irrigation,
the threshold that is considered critical. An additional eight countries withdrew
more than 20 percent of their water resources, indicating substantial pressure and
impending water scarcity.

Irrigation and land productivity
Irrigation has contributed greatly to the improvements in global agricultural
productivity and output in recent decades. India and China tripled production in
the 25 years from 1964–6 to 1997–9, mainly through investment in irrigation and
widespread adoption of measures to enhance land and water productivity. At presHQWLQGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHVLUULJDWHGDJULFXOWXUHFRYHUVDERXWDÀIWKRIDOODUDEOH
land, but accounts for nearly half (47 percent) of all crop production and almost
60 percent of cereal production. In the least-developed countries, irrigation accounts
IRUOHVVWKDQRQHÀIWK SHUFHQW RIWKHKDUYHVWHGFHUHDOVDUHDEXWDOPRVWWZRÀIWKV
(38 percent) of cereal production (Table 1.10).
Irrigated agriculture is highly diverse. The irrigation unit may range from an
individual farm up to massive integrated schemes such as the Rohri canal system
in Pakistan, which covers 1.04 Mha.
The predominant models are: large-scale public systems (either paddy fields for
rice production in humid areas or for staples and cash crops in dry areas); smalland medium-scale community-managed systems; commercial private systems for
cash crops; and farm-scale individually managed systems producing for the local
market (Molden, 2007: 359). Water conveyance and distribution may be by gravity or under pressure, and management and institutional set-up public, user-run,
private, community-based, or a combination.

Water productivity and productivity gaps
In water-scarce countries such as Mexico, the challenge is to optimize water productivity in the face of competition from municipal and industrial demand. In much of
China and India, the very high agricultural use of water is prompting improvements
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TABLE 1.10: SHARES OF IRRIGATED LAND AND SHARE OF IRRIGATED
CEREAL PRODUCTION IN TOTAL CEREAL PRODUCTION (2006)

Continent
Regions
Africa
Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America
Central America and Caribbean
Southern America

All irrigated crops

Irrigated cereals

Actually
irrigated
land as % of
cultivated
land

Harvested
irrigated
cereal land
as % of total
harvested
irrigated land

Harvested
irrigated land
as % of total
harvested
land

Harvested
irrigated
cereal land
as % of total
harvested
cereal land

Harvested
irrigated cereal
production as %
of total cereal
production

5

7

48

7

24

21

43

48

33

75

2

3

48

3

9

10

15

44

14

22

11

20

43

15

22

7

18

32

17

32

8

8

47

13

22

34

43

68

51

67

28

49

52

32

48

Central Asia

30

43

45

27

45

South Asia

38

41

70

52

70

East Asia

44

58

69

68

78

Southeast Asia

19

21

84

35

49

Asia
Western Asia

Europe

5

9

28

4

8

Western and Central Europe

9

12

30

5

10

Eastern Europe and Russian
Federation

1

5

23

2

4

7

12

14

2

7

Australia and New Zealand

7

12

14

2

7

Paciﬁc Islands

1

Oceania

17

25

62

29

42

High-income

World

11

19

39

13

20

Middle-income

26

28

63

32

49

Low-income

14

26

69

33

55

26

34

68

42

64

8

10

83

17

38

Low-income food deﬁcit
Least-developed
Sources: FAO (2010b,c)

in water productivity, but environmental issues of pollution and groundwater overdraft are threatening the resource base. In Pakistan, drainage problems and resultant
VDOLQL]DWLRQGRPLQDWHWKHLUULJDWLRQDJHQGDZKLOHÁRRGFRQWUROLVDSUHRFFXSDWLRQ
in the coastal deltas of Bangladesh and Vietnam.
Irrigation systems typically have yields at least twice those of nearby rainfed
crops. Globally, rainfed cereals yields in the developing world average 1.5t/ha, but
irrigated yields are 3.3t/ha. Irrigated cropping intensities are typically higher too,
with two crops per year in most of Asia (Faurès et al., 2007). Water productivity has
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Over the last 50 years, the rate of increase in production for globally important crop
groups exceeds the rate of increase of the extent of arable land and permanent crops.
Cereals are by far the most important crop group (on the basis of total harvested
area) and have registered relatively large average increases in yields (Figure 1.5).
More than two-thirds of the increase in production has come from yield increases,
especially under irrigated conditions. Bruinsma (2003) estimated that 77 percent of
production increases in developing countries came from ‘intensification’ arising from
increases in both yield and cropping intensities. South and East Asia, where the share
of irrigation in the cultivated area is highest, produced the most rapid growth in
productivity, with 94 percent of increased production attributable to intensification.
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also been increasing: over the last 40 years, both rice and wheat have more than
doubled their yield per unit of water. But as demand grows, more production will
be needed from these same equipped areas.

Two main factors have driven up irrigated yields: the widespread adoption of
new varieties, inputs and husbandry practices; and breakthroughs in irrigation
technology, such as tubewell and pressurized irrigation.

Forests, rangelands, inland fisheries and aquaculture
Forests
FAO’s Global forest resources assessment provides regular estimates of the state of the
world’s forests, their extent and health, and the status of their socio-economic and
environmental functions (FAO, 2010d). In 2010, forests covered approximately 4
billion ha. Deforestation arising mainly from the conversion of tropical forests to
agricultural land has recently shown signs of decreasing, but still continues at an
alarming rate. Around 13 Mha of forest were converted to other uses or lost through
natural causes each year in the last decade, compared with 16 Mha per year in the
1990s. However, during the last decade, the net reduction in forest areas has been
VLJQLÀFDQWO\OLPLWHGE\ODUJHVFDOHSODQWLQJRIWUHHVHVWLPDWHGDW0KDSHU\HDU
GXULQJWKHÀUVWGHFDGHRIWKHVWFHQWXU\1HWORVVHVRIIRUHVWHGODQGZHUHFRQFHQtrated in South America, sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia and Oceania, while the
US, India, China, Russia and several European countries showed net gains in forested
land. Primary forests account for 36 percent of forest area, but have decreased by
more than 40 Mha since 2000. Reduction in primary forests may have important
impacts on forest biodiversity.
Forests play a crucial role in the hydrological cycle, which is why they must be
taken into consideration when analysing water issues at landscape level. They
capture and store water, prevent soil erosion, and serve as natural water purifica-
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Rangelands
Rangelands extend over all latitudes, and are usually characterized by low biomass
production due to constraints related to soil, temperature and water availability. They
cover some 25 percent of the global land area, and include the drylands of Africa
(66 percent of the total continental land area) and the Arabian Peninsula, the steppes
of Central Asia and the highlands of Latin America (Nori and Neely, 2009). Vegetation is mostly dominated by natural plant communities of perennial and annual
species, including grasses, shrubs and trees. By their nature, rangelands are fragile
ecosystems and when mismanaged readily result in degradation, loss of biodiversity
and water retention capacity, carbon emissions and reduced productivity.
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tion systems. Forests influence the amount of water available, regulate surface and
groundwater flows, and ensure high water quality. Moreover, forests and trees
contribute to the reduction of water-related risks such as landslides, local floods and
droughts, and help prevent desertification and salinization. Forested watersheds
and wetlands supply three-quarters of the world’s accessible fresh water to satisfy
domestic, agricultural, industrial and ecological needs (FAO, 2008c).

The extent and trends in rangelands are hard to assess. Global statistics indicate
that the total area of rangelands was 3.43 billion ha in 2000, and decreased slightly to
3.36 billion ha by 2008. The reasons for these minor changes cannot be easily identified, though may include poor data, desertification and encroachment of agriculture. Large-scale conversion of drier grasslands to crops and inappropriate management has had unfortunate consequences, such as the ‘dust bowl’ of the Great Plains
of the USA in the 1920s and 1930s. In the mid 20th century, drylands were widely
cultivated in the USSR, but crop production was also unsustainable in that region
(Boonman and Mikhalev, 2005) and these lands are now reverting to rangelands.
The contribution that rangelands make to the maintenance of ecosystem functions
and biodiversity is important. In addition to providing feed for livestock, they play
an important role as a habitat for wildlife, for water retention and for the conservation of plant genetic resources. The flora of rangelands is rich: about 750 genera and
12 000 grass species. These ecosystems are also important for the maintenance of
fauna; for example, grasslands contain 11 percent of the world’s endemic bird areas
(White et al., 2000: 40), and contribute to the maintenance of pollinators and other
insects that have important regulating functions. Ecosystem benefits, especially
regulating services such as water infiltration and purification, climate regulation
(e.g. carbon sequestration) and pollination, have begun to be assigned an economic
value, and systematic data-gathering in rangelands of both developed and developing countries should be a global priority.
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Over 600 million people depend on rangelands for their livelihoods. Pastoral societies have developed strategies that continuously adapt to limited, highly variable
and unpredictable resource endowments (e.g. by migratory livestock rearing), but
both the rangelands and their users are also vulnerable to the changes brought by
demographic pressure, conversion of cropland (Box 1.2) and climate change. Fluctuations in rainfall and drought are recurring problems in rangelands – for example,
70 million people in the Horn of Africa, many of whom are pastoralists, suffer
from long-term chronic food insecurity (FAO, 2000). Table 1.11 lists major pastoral
systems and illustrates how they evolve with time.
Significant amounts of carbon are lost from drylands due to poor management,
driven largely by increasing human and livestock pressures. Due to degradation,
dryland soils are now far from being saturated in carbon and their potential to
sequester carbon may be very high. It has been estimated that improved range-

BOX 1.2: CONVERSION OF PASTURE TO CULTIVATION IN
NORTH AFRICA, THE NEAR EAST AND THE MEDITERRANEAN

Degraded pastureland in Morocco

Escalating human and livestock populations combined with loss of traditional grazing
rights have led to serious overstocking and degradation of pastures around the
Mediterranean littoral. Much semi-arid land has been ploughed for annual cropping, which
is unsustainable under current practices. Livestock production systems are changing
through intensification, the gradual control of animal diseases and commercialization
of livestock products, particularly in peri-urban areas. Drought and desertification
processes are being exacerbated by climate change.
Photo: G. Schwilch
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TABLE 1.11: REGIONAL ZONATION OF PASTORAL SYSTEMS
Main Species

Current Status

Sub-Saharan Africa

Cattle, camel, sheep, goats

Declining due to
advancing agriculture

Mediterranean

Small ruminants

Declining due to enclosure
and advancing agriculture

Near East and South-Central Asia

Small ruminants

Declining in some areas due
to enclosure and advancing
agriculture

India

Camel, cattle, sheep, goats

Declining due to advancing
agriculture but peri-urban
livestock production expanding

Central Asia

Yak, camel, horse,
sheep, goats

Expanding following
de-collectivization

Circumpolar

Reindeer

Expanding following
de-collectivization in Siberia,
but under pressure in Scandinavia

North America

Sheep, cattle

Declining with increased
enclosure of land and alternative
economic opportunities

Andes

Llama, alpaca

Contracting llama production
due to expansion of road systems
and European-model livestock
production but expansion of
alpaca wool production
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Zone

Source: Bleach (1999)

land management has the biophysical potential to sequester 1 300–2 000 Mt CO2eq
worldwide to 2030 (Tennigkeit and Wilkes, 2008). Strategies to increase the stock
of carbon in rangelands include restoring soil organic matter and root biomass,
thereby enhancing soil biota (e.g. rehabilitation with improved legumes and
grasses; manure cycling and agroforestry; erosion control; afforestation and forest
restoration; optimal livestock densities; water conservation and harvesting; landuse change, such as from crops to grass/trees; set-aside). However, there are still
significant gaps in knowledge about dryland carbon sequestration potential, acceptable methodologies and cost–benefit analysis of carbon-sequestering practices for
small-scale rural farmers and pastoralists.

Fodder and grasslands
Grasslands (including rangelands, shrubland, pasture land, and cropland sown
with pasture trees and fodder crops) occupy almost 30 percent of the emerged icefree land areas. Fodders and pastures cover over 60 percent of the world’s agricultural land (FAO, 2010b). Fodder and grasslands are multipurpose: they provide
essential ecosystem services and support livelihoods in a number of ways (e.g. as a
JHQHWLFUHVRXUFHIRUIRRGSURGXFWLRQDQGVXVWDLQDEOHSURGXFWLRQLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQDV
a resource for energy production; as a raw material in industrial production; and
for carbon sequestration). Many permanent fodder and grassland areas are used for
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watershed protection, polluted-land rehabilitation and bio-energy production. The
VXVWDLQDEOH LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ RI FURS²OLYHVWRFN V\VWHPV EDVHG RQ LPSURYHG PDQDJHPHQWRIIRGGHUVJUDVVODQGVDQGUDQJHODQGVFRXOGWKHUHIRUHFRQWULEXWHVLJQLÀFDQWO\
to the enhancement of sustainable development on a wide scale (Box 1.3). Globally, grassland soils have the potential to sequester 0.2–0.8 Gt CO2 per year by 2030,
depending on grazing and other management practices applied. Grassland cover
FDQFDSWXUH²SHUFHQWPRUHZDWHUUHGXFLQJULVNVRIGURXJKWVDQGÁRRGV7KHVH
attributes taken together are critical for climate change mitigation and adaptation.
The crop–livestock sector provides livelihoods to the majority of smallholders
around the world, and rapidly increasing demand for livestock products implies
that means must be found to decrease the production footprint of livestock systems.
This is an urgent rationale for integrated crop–livestock systems, for which crop
residues provide feed for livestock, which in turn produce manure to fertilize crops,
in on-site or within-landscape nutrient cycling. Although they have been a feature
of traditional agriculture for centuries, integrated crop–livestock systems are now
benefiting from synergistic components provided by the modern crop, livestock and
agroforestry sectors.
Grasslands are important to the livelihoods of almost a billion people, including
some 200 million pastoralist households. Improving crop intensification and diversification practices through the introduction of fodders, forage legumes and mixed
grass–forage species, efficient use of manure and nutrient management, and diversification of crop and livestock production at farm level, will assist these people to
increase the stability of their incomes and the efficient use of their soil and water
resources, and to improve the mitigation and adaptation potential of their agricultural practice.

Inland fisheries and aquaculture
*OREDOO\ODNHVUHVHUYRLUVDQGZHWODQGVLPSRUWDQWIRULQODQGÀVKHULHVFRYHUDQDUHD
of about 7.8 million km2. Relatively high proportions of land are covered with surface

BOX 1.3: FODDER GRASSES FOR FEED AND FUEL FOR ENERGY

Today we utilize large amount of plant produce for animal feed, and we need to
rethink our systems by improving the use of flexible fodders that can provide feed,
fuel, carbon sequestration, increase biodiversity of the ecosystem and improved soil
fertility, according to the economic and sustainability priorities of the farmer. Among
such fodders are Pennisetum purpureum (elephant grass), Miscanthus giganteus
(switchgrass) and Setaria spp. They produce high biomass yields, can be converted to
biofuels in biorefineries and leave a surplus of fodder for livestock production. They also
contain material that can be utilized as raw material in industry.
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About 90 percent of inland fish is caught in developing countries and 65 percent is
caught in low-income, food-deficit countries. Asia and Africa regularly account for
about 90 percent of reported landings. The reported harvest from the world’s inland
fisheries has grown from 2 million tonnes in 1950 to over 10 million tonnes in 2008.
However, the production is believed to be much higher, as much of the small-scale
and subsistence fishing is not registered. Large-scale and industrial inland fisheries,
for example on the Great Lakes of Africa, can produce hundreds of millions of US
dollars’ worth of fish, which are often exported (FAO, 2010a).
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waters in Southeast Asia, North America, east and central West Africa, the northern
SDUWRI$VLD(XURSHDQG6RXWK$PHULFD )$2D ,QODQGÀVKHULHVUHSUHVHQWDQ
H[WUHPHO\GLYHUVHDFWLYLW\WKDWLQFOXGHVODUJHVFDOHLQGXVWULDOÀVKLQJDVZHOODVVPDOO
VFDOHDQGVXEVLVWHQFHÀVKLQJWKDWUHTXLUHOLWWOHRUQRÀQDQFLDOLQYHVWPHQWLQRUGHUWR
SDUWLFLSDWH$VVXFKLQODQGÀVKHULHVSURYLGHTXDOLW\QXWULWLRQOLYHOLKRRGRSSRUWXQLties and a safety net for the poor when other food production sectors may fail.

Globally, aquaculture has increased from less than 1 million tonnes of annual
production in 1950 to 52.5 million tonnes in 2008, and accounts for 45.7 percent of
the world’s food fish production for human consumption (FAO, 2010a). Integrated
approaches to land and water use have been successfully applied in many parts
of the world (FAO/ICLARM/IIRR, 2001; Halwart and Van Dam, 2006). Rice–fish
culture, often operating at family scale with renovated paddy fields, has expanded
rapidly among rice farmers in China in recent decades, and the total area of
rice fields used for aquaculture was 1.47 Mha in 2008. Cage aquaculture in both
freshwater lakes and rivers has flourished in many countries, as a very efficient
non-consumptive use of freshwaters.
Asia (and especially China) has the greatest freshwater aquaculture production in
relation to land area and water surface area, although some European and African
countries are also significant, while the Americas have relatively low freshwater
aquaculture production per unit area of land or water, although the potential is
there (Bostock et al., 2010; Aguilar-Manjarrez et al., 2010). While in Africa and Latin
America there is still important room for freshwater aquaculture growth, the use of
freshwaters for this sector will become more restricted due to urban development
and high competition for land, and especially freshwater resources in countries
and regions with high population density, such as in Asia. Fish production in the
coastal and offshore marine environment offers alternative and new opportunities
for aquaculture and for the supply of world food fish when freshwater and land
become more scarce (FAO, 2010a).
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Agricultural demand towards to 2050
Demand for food and fibre towards 2050
It is expected that world population will grow from the current about 6.9 billion
WR DERXW  ELOOLRQ LQ  'HPDQG IRU IRRG DQG ÀEUH ZLOO JURZ PRUH TXLFNO\ DV
incomes and standards of nutrition rise and populations move towards more landand water-intensive diets, in particular the consumption of more meat and dairy
products. Current trends and model simulations indicate that global cereal demand
will grow from roughly 2.1 billion tonnes today to about 3 billion tonnes in 2050
(FAO, 2006b). Thus, by 2050, the world will be demanding the production of almost
an extra billion tonnes of cereal grain annually, and 200 million additional tonnes of
livestock products.

Production response
Estimates of growth in crop production (Bruinsma, 2009) are that world agricultural
production could rise by about 1.3 percent annually to 2030 and by 0.8 percent annually over the period 2030–50. To keep pace with population growth, food production
is expected to rise slightly faster in developing countries than in developed countries: 1.5 percent a year from 2005–2030, and 0.9 percent a year over 2030–50. These
estimates are based on an assessment of production capacity to respond to effective demand. Globally, the result would be a 43 percent increase in output by 2030,
and 70 percent by 2050 over 2005–7 levels. Regionally, the fastest rates of growth of
cereals production are anticipated in sub-Saharan Africa, where demographic pressure remains strong, and in Latin America and Australasia, where there is scope for
expansion of commercial food production (Table 1.12).
These rates are lower than those over the last half-century (Table 1.12). Estimates
of future growth are based on projections that about four-fifths of the growth in
developing countries could come from intensification in the form of yield increases
(71 percent) and higher cropping intensities (8 percent). The share of intensification would be even higher in land-scarce regions such as South Asia (95 percent),
and Near East and North Africa (100 percent). By contrast, arable land expansion
is expected to remain a factor in crop production growth in some areas of subSaharan Africa and Latin America, although less so than in the past (Bruinsma,
2009). However, this is likely to lead to losses in important ecosystem and cultural
services. Furthermore, even with a doubling of production in developing countries
by 2050, 5 percent of their population would remain undernourished (Table 1.13).
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TABLE 1.12: HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED GROWTH IN CEREAL PRODUCTION
Annual growth in cereal production (%)
1961–2006

2006–2050

Africa

2.4

1.9

3.0

1.6

Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas

2.3

2.0

2.0

1.2

Northern America

1.8

1.0

Central America and Caribbean

1.7

1.8

Southern America
Asia

2.6

1.7

2.5

0.7

Western Asia

2.4

1.0

Central Asia

1.1

0.8

South Asia

2.3

1.1

East Asia

2.5

0.3

Southeast Asia

2.9

0.8

1.1

0.3

1.5

0.2

Europe
Western and Central Europe
Eastern Europe and Russian Federation
Oceania
Australia and New Zealand

0.3

0.5

2.3

2.0

2.3

2.0

-

-

Paciﬁc Islands

2.0

0.9

High-income

World

1.6

0.8

Middle-income

2.1

0.8

2.4

1.2

Low-income food deﬁcit

2.7

0.9

Least-developed

1.9

1.9

Low-income
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Continent
Regions

Source: FAO (2010a)

TABLE 1.13: PROJECTED GROWTH IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION: MOST LIKELY OUTCOMES
Agricultural production index

Remaining undernourished

2005–7

2030

2050

%

Millions

World

100

143

170

n.a.

n.a.

Developing countries

100

158

197

4.8

370

Source: Alexandratos (2009)
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Implications for irrigated agriculture
Potential for intensification in irrigation
The area equipped for irrigation is projected to increase by about 6 percent by
2050. Water withdrawals for irrigation are projected to increase by about 10 percent
by 2050. Irrigated food production is projected to increase by 38 percent, due to
projected increases in cropping intensities and increases in productivity (Tubiello
and van der Velde, 2010). Overall, the scope to improve both land and water productivity on irrigation schemes is considerable, as illustrated by the large discrepancies
observed between schemes and within schemes.
It is projected that cropping intensities on irrigated land actually in use will
increase worldwide from 127 percent to 129 percent by 2050. In developing countries,
higher intensities are expected, rising from 143 percent in 2005–7 to 147 percent by
2050 (Bruinsma, 2009; Frenken, 2010). These increases are technically feasible, and
the best-managed systems already have cropping intensities of 200 percent or more.
.H\IDFWRUVLQDFKLHYLQJKLJKHULQWHQVLWLHVZLOOEHPRGHUQL]DWLRQRILQIUDVWUXFWXUH
and institutional change to improve water service, together with the development
of profitable agricultural markets (Nachtergaele et al., 2010b).

Scope for expanding irrigated area
7KHSRWHQWLDOIRUH[SDQVLRQRILUULJDWHGDUHDVLVGLIÀFXOWWRHVWDEOLVK3DVWHIIRUWVE\
countries to assess their irrigation potential have resulted in estimates that combine
land and water resources, economic and environmental considerations. Yet irrigation
potential should be calculated on the basis of river basins, the logical geographical unit
for water resources. When countries share common rivers, the risk is that the same
water is double-counted in assessing irrigation potential in several countries. Furthermore, many irrigation potential estimates date from when environmental concerns
were less acute and other sectors of water use were less demanding than today.
While potential for irrigation development is still abundant in several water-rich
regions, it is in water-scarce regions where limits have already been reached. SubSaharan Africa and Latin America are the two regions that have exploited the least
of their evaluated irrigation potential. In sub-Saharan Africa there is technically
ample scope for expansion of irrigation. Highland areas such as the Fouta-Djallon
and the Ethiopian highlands, for example, produce high volumes of runoff, but
have low levels of water infrastructure. Subject to the availability of suitable sites
and favourable economics, areas such as these could see diversion and development
of irrigated agriculture. At the other extreme, the countries of Northern Africa, West
Asia, Central Asia, and large parts of South Asia and East Asia have reached or are
reaching their potential. Among these countries, FAO estimates that eight countries
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The rate of expansion of land under irrigation is slowing substantially. Based
on a comparison between supply (irrigation potential) and demand (for agricultural products), FAO has projected that the global area equipped for irrigation
may increase at a relatively modest rate to reach 318 Mha in 2050, compared with
around 301 Mha in 2006 (Table 1.14). This would represent an increase of around
6 percent (0.12 percent per year). Most of this expansion is projected to take place
in developing countries. This rate of increase is much slower than in recent years;
between 1961 and 2009, irrigated area worldwide grew at 1.6 percent a year, and at
over 2 percent in the least-developed countries.
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have expanded their irrigation beyond its potential, while 20 countries (including
China) are above 75 percent of their potential.

TABLE 1.14: AREA EQUIPPED FOR IRRIGATION PROJECTED TO 2050
Area equipped for irrigation

Continent
Regions

Area (million hectares)
Year

Africa
Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America

Annual growth (%)

1961

2006

2050

1961–2006

2006–2050

7.4

13.6

17.0

1.3

0.5

3.9

6.4

7.6

1.0

0.4

3.5

7.2

9.4

1.5

0.6

22.6

48.9

46.5

1.6

−0.1

17.4

35.5

30.0

1.5

−0.4

Central America and Caribbean

0.6

1.9

2.4

2.5

0.5

Southern America

4.7

11.6

14.1

1.9

0.5

95.6

211.8

227.6

1.7

0.2

9.6

23.6

26.9

1.9

0.3

Asia
Western Asia
Central Asia

7.2

14.7

15.0

1.5

0.0

South Asia

36.3

85.1

85.6

1.8

0.0

East Asia

34.5

67.6

76.2

1.4

0.3

8.0

20.8

23.9

2.0

0.3

12.3

22.7

24.6

1.3

0.2

8.7

17.8

17.4

1.5

0.0

Southeast Asia
Europe
Western and Central Europe
Eastern Europe and Russian Federation
Oceania
Australia and New Zealand
Paciﬁc Islands
World

3.6

4.9

7.2

0.6

0.9

1.1

4.0

2.8

2.7

−0.8

1.1

4.0

2.8

2.7

−0.8

0.001

0.004

–

2.9

–

139.0

300.9

318.4

1.6

0.1

High-income

26.7

54.0

45.1

1.5

−0.4

Middle-income

66.6

137.9

159.4

1.5

0.4

Low-income
Low-income food-deﬁcit
Least-developed

45.8

108.9

113.8

1.8

0.1

82.5

187.6

201.9

1.7

0.2

6.1

17.5

18.4

2.2

0.1

Sources: FAO (2006b, 2010b,c)
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The expansion of the area equipped for irrigation is projected to be strongest (in
absolute terms) in the more land-scarce regions hard-pressed to raise crop production through more intensive cultivation practices. Middle-income countries are
projected to add 21 Mha, and the low-income food-deficit countries about 14 Mha.
By contrast, high-income countries in North America, Western Europe and Australasia are expected to reduce their irrigated area. Irrigated areas in Eastern Europe,
the Russian Federation and Central Asia are expected to return towards the levels
prior to the break-up of the Soviet Union. Although the overall arable area in China
is expected to decrease further, the irrigated area is projected to continue to expand
through conversion of rainfed land. Most of the expansion of irrigated land will be
achieved by converting land in use in rainfed agriculture into irrigated land. The
pressure on water resources will continue to increase everywhere, even in places
where water resources are already stretched, like Northern Africa and large parts of
Asia (Table 1.15).

Non-conventional sources of water
Use of non-conventional sources of water as an alternative to freshwater, although
currently a minor source, is increasing in certain regions and countries. Globally,
only 1 percent of the water used in agriculture consists of treated wastewater or
desalinated water. However, in regions such as the Arabian Peninsula, the rate of
XVH LV DURXQG  SHUFHQW DQG LQ FRXQWULHV VXFK DV .XZDLW 0DOWD RU 4DWDU QRQ
conventional sources of water constitute more than 50 percent of the water used, of
which around 40 percent is desalinated water and 10 percent wastewater. The top
ÀYHFRXQWULHVUHSRUWLQJWKHKLJKHVWDQQXDOSHUFDSLWDYROXPHRIWUHDWHGZDVWHZDWHU
XVHGIRULUULJDWLRQ FXELFPHWUHVSHU\HDUSHUFDSLWD DUH.XZDLW  8QLWHG$UDE
(PLUDWHV   4DWDU   ,VUDHO   DQG &\SUXV   0DWHR6DJDVWD DQG
Burke, 2010). While desalinated water is still rarely used for irrigated agriculture,
mainly because of the high cost of desalination, peri-urban agriculture often relies
on urban wastewater to satisfy water needs.

Implications for rainfed agriculture
Although irrigated agriculture is expected to produce most of the increased production needed in coming years, rainfed agriculture, which currently accounts for
60 percent of all agricultural output in developing countries, will remain an important contributor to the world’s food production. Bruinsma (2003) projected that
43 percent of the production increment over 1997–2030 would come from rainfed
agriculture. If considerable expansion of rainfed cultivated area is to be avoided, the
productivity of rainfed cultivation would need to rise.
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Continent
Regions
Africa
Northern Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Northern America

Renewable
water
resources *
(km3)

Water use
ratio **
(%)

Irrigation
water
withdrawal
(km3)

Pressure on
water resources
due to irrigation
(%)

2006

2050

2006 2050

2009

678

3 931

48

53

184

222

5

6

96

47

69

81

80

95

170

204

815

3 884

30

32

105

127

3

3

1 091

19 238

41

41

385

438

2

2

636

6 077

46

46

258

244

4

4

Precipitation
(mm)

2050

Central America and Caribbean

2 011

781

30

33

15

23

2

3

Southern America

1 604

12 380

28

29

112

171

1

1

827

12 413

45

48

2 012 2 073

16

17

217

484

47

56

227

251

47

52

273

263

48

50

150

133

57

50

1 602

1 766

55

58

914

889

52

50

Asia
Western Asia
Central Asia
South Asia
East Asia

634

3 410

37

42

434

458

13

13

2 400

6 490

19

21

287

342

4

5

540

6 548

48

48

109

100

2

2

Western and Central Europe

811

2 098

43

43

75

81

4

4

Eastern Europe and
Russian Federation

467

4 449

67

67

35

19

1

0

586

892

41

41

19

25

2

3

19

25

2

3

–

–

–

6

7

Southeast Asia
Europe

Oceania
Australia and New Zealand
Paciﬁc Islands
World

574

819

41

41

2 062

73

–

–

809

43 022

44

47

High-income

622

9 009

45

45

Middle-income

872

26 680

39

42

Low-income

0.05

2 710 2 858
317

4

4

1 136 1 330

383

4

5

876

7 332

50

52

1 191 1 212

16

17

Low-income food-deﬁcit

881

13 985

48

51

1 813 1 992

13

14

Least-developed

856

4 493

28

31

4

6

190

263
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TABLE 1.15: ANNUAL LONG-TERM AVERAGE RENEWABLE WATER
RESOURCES AND IRRIGATION WATER WITHDRAWAL, 2006, 2050

* Refers to internal renewable water resources; excludes ‘incoming ﬂows’ at the regional level.
** The water use ratio is the ratio of the irrigation water requirement to the amount of water withdrawn
for irrigation
Source: FAO (2010c)

Opportunities for expansion of rainfed agriculture
In some areas, cultivated land is already very limited in relation to population. Overall, developing countries are more constrained by land shortages than developed
countries. Availability of cultivated land per capita in the developed world (0.5 ha)
is twice that of developing countries (0.2 ha). The per capita availability of cultivated
land is less than 0.1 ha in East Asia, compared to more than 2 ha in Australia. Apart
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FIGURE 1.6: CULTIVATED LAND, PER CAPITA, 2000, 2050
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from Central Asia, no region of the developing world has as much land per capita as
the developed world average (Figure 1.6), and the situation is deteriorating.
Under strong demographic pressure in the coming decades, the per capita availability of land in developing countries is expected to halve (to 0.12 ha) by 2050, resulting in increasing pressures for expanding the cultivated area (Fischer et al., 2010).

Suitability of further land for cultivation
Worldwide, land suitable for cropping (prime and good categories combined)
is about 4.4 billion ha (4.0 billion ha if areas with protected status are excluded).
This is considerably more than the 1.6 billion ha currently cultivated (Table 1.16).
There is thus a large area of currently uncultivated land that could theoretically be
brought into production. However, much of this land is effectively not available
for crop production. In addition, it is generally of lower food potential than existing cultivated land: much of the presently agriculturally unused land suffers from
constraints such as ecological fragility, low fertility, toxicity, high incidence of disease
or lack of infrastructure. These constraints reduce productivity, require high input
use and management skills to permit its sustainable use, or require prohibitively
high investments to be made accessible or disease-free. Fischer et al. (2002) show that
over 70 percent of the land with rainfed crop production potential in sub-Saharan
Africa and Latin America suffers from one or more of these constraints.
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TABLE 1.16: GLOBAL AVAILABILITY AND QUALITY OF LAND RESOURCES SUITABLE FOR
CROP PRODUCTION (VALUE IN BRACKETS EXCLUDES LAND WITH PROTECTION STATUS)
Grassland
and woodland
ecosystems
(billion ha)

Forest land
(billion ha)

Other land
(billion ha)

Total (billion ha)

Prime land

0.4

0.4 (0.3)

0.5 (0.4)

0.0

1.3 (1.2)

Good land

0.8

1.1 (1.0)

1.1 (1.0)

0.0

3.1 (2.8)

Marginal land

0.3

0.5 (0.5)

0.3 (0.3)

0.0

1.1 (0.9)

Not suitable

0.0

2.6 (2.3)

1.8 (1.5)

3.4 (3.0)

7.8 (6.9)

1.6 (1.5)

4.6 (4.1)

3.7 /(3.2)

3.4 (3.0)

13.3 (11.8)

Total
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Land quality

Cultivated
land
(billion ha)

Source: Fischer et al. (2010)

Thus, much of the land would be capable of producing only at low to medium
average yields. Typical medium average yields for winter wheat are in the range
3–5 t/ha, or for wetland rice 3–6 t/ha. Only with very intensive management and
high levels of inputs could most of these lands produce maximum attainable yields
of up to 10t/ha for winter wheat and 9t/ha for wetland rice. In addition, there
would be a high opportunity cost to conversion from existing land use. All of this
land currently forms part of existing ecosystems with high economic, social and
environmental value, which would be lost by change of use. A large fraction may
not available for crop production due to its protected status, its carbon sequestration and biodiversity value (including forests), and its current use for feeding the
world’s 3.5 billion ruminant livestock (Fischer et al., 2010).
Finally, land with crop production potential not in agricultural use is unevenly
distributed between regions and countries, and does not always correspond to
where the market and economic opportunities for expanded production exist. In the
developing world, the regions with the largest apparent potential for agricultural
expansion are sub-Saharan Africa and Southern America. In the developed world,
Europe, Russia, Northen America and Australia have large areas of suitable land.
Half of the total balance is concentrated in just seven countries: Brazil, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Angola, Sudan, Argentina, Colombia and Bolivia. At the
other extreme, there is virtually no spare land available for agricultural expansion
in the agricultural areas of South Asia, East Asia, the Near East and Northern Africa.

Conclusions
This chapter has shown how global land and water resources have been exploited to
respond to large increase in demand. Most of the additional agricultural production
KDVEHHQGHULYHGIURPLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\RQSULPHDJULFXOWXUDOODQGZLWK
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the application of irrigation. Rainfed systems in the tropics and mountain regions,
by contrast, have exhibited slower increases in productivity and have proved more
vulnerable to food insecurity and poverty. Many uses of land and water systems are
continuing to impose negative impacts on ecosystem services, both on- and off-site.
Yet world food production could increase by 70 percent over the next 40 years (and
could double in developing countries). While it is likely that production will respond
to rising demand, it is the way it will achieve it that will be important. Success will
therefore be measured not just in terms of a stable and reliable supply of quality food
for the world’s population. The environmental sustainability of the main land and
water systems, and their capacity to satisfy the livelihood requirements of both urban
and rural populations, will be important criteria as well.
Policy-makers will need to take decisions on trade-offs between production and
environment. It is only in the light of full information on the consequences for socioeconomic outcomes and environmental impacts that decisions can be make. Decisions will need to be accompanied by measures to reduce negative impacts of policy
decisions, and risks will require management if production is to meet rising demand
without further degradation of land and water resources, or without compromising
food security and poverty targets.
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Photos: FAO Mediabase, J. Morgan
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC PRESSURES
AND INSTITUTIONAL SET-UP
Population increase and changed consumption patterns are the
major drivers of the pressures on land and water systems that have
been described in Chapter 1. Social and cultural dependency on land
and water has changed as agricultural transitions and urbanization
have accelerated in a more interconnected world. Many inter-related
policies (including trade, rural subsidy regimes and production
incentives) have promoted land and water use. But land and water
management tends to lag behind macro-economic policy and sector
development plans. In many cases active management has occurred
only after environmental degradation has occurred.
This lack of natural resource perspective continues even where a
limited natural resource base and high population growth rates are
placing extreme pressure on resources. In short, macro-economic
planners tend to be more concerned with supply and demand for
agricultural products than with the supply of natural resource inputs
and whether these are constrained or are reaching limits.
63

The large-scale spatial management of land and water systems
started with the rise of river valley civilizations and associated agrarian
development. More recently, land and water institutions have evolved to
facilitate the success of intensive crop production associated with the
breakthrough in genetic research – the so-called ‘green revolution’.
But in practice, few successful institutions have been developed
specifically for integrated land and water management. Recent
research has found that land and water institutions have not kept pace
with patterns of use and competition, and have rarely succeeded in
regulating environmental and economic impacts. In this respect, policy
alignment and institutional integration have remained an aspiration
rather than an operational reality. Land-use and agriculture planning,
for example, is often decoupled from river basin planning and
operational management for hydropower or navigation purposes.
As a result, it can be argued that economic opportunities have been
forgone and that a return to a much better-informed, more
knowledge-rich integration of land and water is warranted.
This chapter examines the current state of institutions for land and
water, and how they have both driven ever higher levels of output, as
well as providing too little for social, economic and environmental
sustainability. This has been to the detriment of the land and
water resource base and related ecosystems, and has had severe
implications for poverty and food insecurity.

As agriculture becomes more productive, output per unit of land and per capita
grows, incomes can be expected to rise, poverty reduces and food security improves,
leading to reinvestment in the rural economy. In general, more intensive agriculture
through irrigation has often arisen where the variability of rainfed production has
proved intolerable. However, intensive agriculture has not always resulted in more
rural employment and in many cases public agencies with limited budgets have
had to make choices about the most desirable styles of agriculture. For instance,
public investment in promoting rainfed agriculture may generate high distributional
impacts but lower total growth when compared with investment in irrigated agriculWXUHZKHUHJURZWKFDQEHKLJKEXWEHQHÀFLDULHVIHZHU7KHVHFRQVLGHUDWLRQVQRWZLWKstanding, the worldwide distribution of undernourished and food-insecure people,
including those in countries in protracted crises, remains varied (FAO and WFP, 2010)
and cannot always be linked to levels of agricultural productivity. Population pressure in resource-poor countries remains a key driver (Alexandratos, 2005, 2009).
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Socio-economic dependency on land and water

The links between poverty, access to land and water, and land degradation
Worldwide, the poorest either have no land or have the lowest access to land and
water (Figure 2.1), and low access to land is a predictor of poverty. In addition, poor
resource management and type of farming system are also linked to poverty. The
SRRUHVWRIWHQKDYHWKHOHDVWGLYHUVLÀHGIDUPLQJV\VWHPV+RZHYHUQRWDOOWKHSRRU
live in lands considered degraded (Figure 2.2). Worldwide, only 16 percent of the
poor live in degraded areas. Small changes in ecosystem health, in poor and popuORXVDUHDVKDYHDVLJQLÀFDQWHIIHFWLUUHVSHFWLYHRIWKHFXUUHQWHFRV\VWHPVWDWXVDVWKH
poor are heavily dependent on ecosystem health and the small surpluses they obtain
can be wiped out by small negative changes in system health.
A wide variety of monetary and non-monetary indicators have been used to assess
poverty levels (Coudouel et al., 2002). FAO uses stunting among young children as
a poverty-related chronic undernourishment measure (Gross et al., 1996; FAO and
FIVIMS, 2003). Indeed, where a single indicator of poverty is sought, ‘stunting
prevalence is one of the most reliable and most suitable indicators for monitoring
and assessing poverty’ (Simondon, 2010). Map 2.1 shows the prevalence of stunting among children under five years of age. It shows that high concentrations of
poverty are found in Africa and Asia, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa and India.
In sub-Saharan Africa as a whole, nearly half (45 percent) of the rural population
are classified as poor. Map 2.2 shows the distribution of the number of poor people
(based on density distribution of stunted children): in absolute terms, most of the
world’s poor people live in Asia.
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FIGURE 2.1: PER CAPITA SHARE OF RANGELAND, RAINFED AND IRRIGATED LAND
BY POVERTY QUINTILES IN RURAL AREAS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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Source: Geodata Institute (2010)

FIGURE 2.2: RELATION BETWEEN LAND DEGRADATION AND POVERTY
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Intensification and poverty reduction
The rapid productivity gains of the green revolution in Asia during the second half
of the 20th century was achieved through technologies of nitrogen-responsive, short
season cultivars and application of irrigation. It helped create a ‘springboard’ out of
poverty in Asia, and provided the foundation for the broader economic and industrial
development that has occurred in the last 20 years (World Bank, 2005; Huang et al.,
2006). Empirical evidence for a sample of 40 countries shows that for each 1 percent
improvement in crop productivity, poverty fell by 1 percent and the human development index rose by 0.1 percent (Irz et al., 2001). However, it is important to emphasize
WKDW GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH EHQHÀWV GHULYHG IURP LQFUHDVHG SURGXFWLRQ DUH QRW DOZD\V
equitable. In many cases it is the poorest losing both land and employment as a result
RISURGXFWLRQLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQVWUDWHJLHVZKLFKFRXOGORZHUFRPPRGLW\SULFHVORFDOO\
DQGUHGXFHLQFRPHVIRUSRRUHUSURGXFHUVQRWHQJDJHGZLWKIDUPLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ
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The concentrations of rural poverty can be linked to marginal lands where access
to land and water is uncertain. Commonly, poor farmers are locked in a poverty trap
of small, remote plots with no secure tenure, poor-quality soils and high vulnerability to land degradation and climatic uncertainty. At the same time, technologies
and farming systems within their reach are typically low-management, low-input
systems that often contribute to resource degradation. However, improved farming
systems can modify the relationship between land and water resources and poverty:
the likelihood of being poor is much lower (less than half) when improved farming
systems are employed (Hussain and Hanjra, 2004). Thus, improving land and water
tenure arrangements and management practices in these areas is likely to have a
direct positive impact on food insecurity and poverty (Lipton, 2007).

Irrigation and poverty reduction
A recent study of 26 irrigation schemes across six countries in Asia (Hussain, 2007)
has furnished evidence that development of large-scale irrigated agriculture reduces
poverty. The proportion of poor in such irrigated areas is much lower than in rainfed
ones, especially in Southeast Asia and parts of India. Access to agricultural water
reduces the incidence and severity of poverty. Agricultural water enables households to improve and stabilize crop productivity, grow high-value crops, generate high incomes and employment, and earn a higher implicit wage rate. Income
inequality and poverty rates are consistently lower for irrigated areas, and households with access to agricultural water and other inputs are less likely to be poor.
A key criticism of irrigation development is that it provides benefits to a relatively
small proportion of the population, giving them considerable value in terms of
infrastructure and share of water resources (Smith, 2004). This inequity is partially
offset by the multiplier effect of irrigation in generating additional welfare through
market activity (inputs, labour, contracting, transport, processing and packaging).
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Multiplier effects of greater than three have been found by various authors in Asia
(Bhattarai and Narayanamoorthy, 2003; Hussain and Hanjra, 2004), although Smith
(2004) assessed the range of multipliers to be from 1.3 to 2. The broader benefits of
private and communal groundwater development in India have been demonstrated
to be ‘pro-poor’ (Shah and Singh, 2004).
Irrigation reduces poverty in three ways: increased food output, greater demand
for employment and higher real incomes. Irrigation also has longer-run effects on
the poor through the multiplier effect that drives an increase in non-farm rural
output and employment as the level of rural spending rises. Risk reduction is also
an important impact of irrigation: reduced variability of output, employment and
income reduces the vulnerability to risk of the poor. Improved opportunities for
crop diversification also reduce risk. In turn, reduction in risk allows more productive investments to be made, and lessens the need for periodic liquidation of capital
(e.g. livestock) in times of crisis. Other benefits may also accrue, such as reduced
seasonal rural out-migration and improved girls’ attendance at school.
However, despite these poverty-reducing benefits, many irrigated systems are
still home to large numbers of poor. Irrigation can also have direct negative impacts
on the poor in situations where adverse social, health and environmental costs of
irrigation are so high that they outweigh the benefits received by the poor. Poverty
incidence is also generally correlated with position within a scheme (tail-enders
are typically poor) and with inequitable land distribution: irrigation’s impact on
poverty is highest where landholdings (and thus water) are equitably distributed
(World Bank, 2008). It is also the case that the introduction of irrigated production
in food staples can undermine the seasonal progression of producer prices enjoyed
by rainfed producers who compete in the same local markets (FAO, 2006c).

Multiple uses of water
Beyond agricultural production, irrigation systems and infrastructure can provide
further services, such as provision of potable water supply (formal and informal),
VWRFNZDWHULQJZDVKLQJDQGODXQGU\IDFLOLWLHVÀVKLQJ LQSRQGVULFHSDGGLHVLUULJDWLRQDQGGUDLQDJHFKDQQHOV DQGÁXYLDOWUDQVSRUW,QVRPHFDVHVZHOOGHVLJQHG
systems provide electricity supply and bulk water (e.g. for cities and towns of the
Fergana Valley in Central Asia). Despite these many potential uses of irrigation
water and infrastructure, it is only recently that development projects have systemDWLFDOO\LQFRUSRUDWHGWKHVHPXOWLSOHIXQFWLRQVDQGWDNHQWKHLUEHQHÀWVLQWRDFFRXQW
in the economic evaluation of irrigation development (Smits et al., 2008; FAO, 2011e).
Fish capture and production is also an important source of livelihood in rural
areas. While most rural people, particularly in Africa and Asia, identify themselves
as ‘farmers’, their households are usually engaged in a range of activities. People
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A sectoral approach to improve food security would therefore be counterproductive, as many rural people are involved in a variety of livelihood activities, inland
fisheries often being one activity much overlooked.
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move and alter their activities in response to seasonal and annual variations, in
particular the flood cycle. Each piece of land may seasonally serve as farmed field,
grazing area and fishing ground. The importance of each activity depends on the
socio-economic status of the people involved and the cultural settings, and is highly
dynamic, changing as a response to environmental conditions. Such a strategy
therefore not only ensures a diversified food base, but equally reduces the dependency on any single resource, and thus adds resilience to their livelihoods. Access
rights change during the hydrologic cycle as ownership usually only applies to the
land during the dry phase; when fields are flooded, everybody, including landless
people, have rights to use the resources.

Finding the balance between distribution and growth
As agriculture becomes more productive, output increases and food security
improves. As agricultural productivity has doubled over the last 40 years, global
levels of poverty and food insecurity have declined, even though malnourishment
KDV SHUVLVWHG ,QWHQVLÀFDWLRQ RI UDLQIHG DQG LUULJDWHG SURGXFWLRQ FRPELQHG ZLWK
reduction of post-harvest losses and more reliable storage and transport, have been
instrumental. However, these gains have not come without exerting pressure on
natural capital to the extent that some land and water systems are exploited to their
limits or degraded beyond economic remediation. The process of agricultural intenVLÀFDWLRQKDVW\SLFDOO\DOVREHHQDFFRPSDQLHGE\DGHPRJUDSKLFWUDQVLWLRQRXWRI
DJULFXOWXUHDVODQGFRQVROLGDWLRQLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQDQGPHFKDQL]DWLRQRIDJULFXOWXUH
proceed, even though labour intensity per hectare is higher in irrigated production.
By contrast, investment in rainfed agriculture generally results in higher distributional impacts but lower income growth outcomes for farmers. A policy choice
between investing in rainfed agriculture as an instrument of poverty reduction
with well-distributed impacts and in intensive, irrigated agriculture as an engine
of growth (World Bank, 2007a) may become apparent when public budgets are
limited. But generally, where rainfed agriculture is possible, a well-structured agriculture sector will have elements of both, with policies ensuring that investments in
rainfed agriculture optimize growth as well as distribution, and that investments in
irrigation maximize distributional impacts through a pro-poor strategy. The minimization of negative environmental impacts is critical for both.
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Basic systems of allocation
Land and water management is underpinned by systems of allocation and tenure
WKDWSURYLGHDFFHVVVHFXULW\DQGLQFHQWLYHVIRUSURÀWDEOHDQGVXVWDLQDEOHXVH7UDGLtional land tenure systems may include protected rights, but often they are communally held. However, the pace of demographic and economic growth has created
stresses over allocation and security of tenure, resulting in disputes over land and
ZDWHUVRPHWLPHVVSLOOLQJRYHULQWRFRQÁLFW,QPDQ\FDVHVWKLVKDVOHGWRZLGHVSUHDG
appropriation of communal rights by the powerful. At the same time, a variety of
modern land tenure institutions have emerged. Formal and informal land tenure
systems now overlap, although incorporating traditional institutions into modern
ones remains a challenge. Such institutional adaptation has tended to lag behind the
economic and social changes it was intended to accommodate. Arguably, the lack of
secure tenure combined with rigid land markets has resulted in under-investment
DQGLQHIÀFLHQF\LQWKHXVHRIUHVRXUFHV
Irrigation water use rights have always been protected, but rapid economic and
technological change has overwhelmed many traditional rights systems. Attempts
are being made to recreate local communal institutions through water user associations (WUAs). At the basin level, competition between irrigation, municipal and
industrial use, and increasingly hydropower is being addressed, but often there is a
mosaic of tenure and use rules, so that there are few examples of well-ordered and
regulated rights in use. At transboundary level, principles of equitable benefit-sharing and no uncompensated harm are accepted by many countries in regional and
basin level protocols, but, again, are only applied sporadically.

Land tenure
Formal and informal land tenure systems now overlap. Through historic processes of
competition and dispute resolution, land tenure institutions have been adapted to
local socio-economic conditions (FAO, 2002a). The predominant form of traditional
tenure was communal, with well-negotiated rules and norms for individual access.
The resulting tenure usually provided security and incentives for farmers to invest
in land and water development. Modern systems of legislation have then tended
to overlay individual property rights systems on these traditional institutions. As a
UHVXOWPRGHUQODZVKDYHUDUHO\GHÀQHGRUSURWHFWHGFRPPXQDOULJKWV,QVRPHVLWXations, this has led to progressive dispossession and inequity in land distribution.
Institutional adaptation has been slow. When population densities were low and farming systems at subsistence level, the tensions implicit in this legal asymmetry were
largely latent. However, demographic pressures on resources have put stress on
both resources and traditional institutions. At the same time, rapid technological
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&RPSHWLWLRQDQGGLVSXWHVRYHUODQGDQGZDWHULQUDLQIHGFXOWLYDWLRQDUHDVKDYHLQWHQVLÀHG
As competition has increased, institutions have not adapted to address emergent
FRQÁLFWRYHUODQGDQGZDWHU6XFKFRQÁLFWKDVDULVHQIURPLQHTXLWDEOHGLVWULEXWLRQ
with concentration of resources in the hands of a few, and from the appropriation
of traditional rights, often by former traditional leaders who converted communal
tenure into private property. Clashes between traditional and modern systems have
also resulted from changes in land and water use, for example between forest dwellers and agriculturalists, or when settlement agriculture has interrupted traditional
SDVWRUDOSUDFWLFHV&RQÁLFWVKDYHDOVRDULVHQZKHQODQGXVHFKDQJHVKDYHFDXVHG
separation of land and water rights previously managed jointly, for example when
ORFDOZDWHUVKHGVWKDWXVHGWRSURYLGHUXQRIIWRÀHOGVEHORZKDYHEHHQFRQYHUWHG
to cultivation.
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and economic changes have taken place but have not been accompanied by adaptation of institutions.

&RQÁLFWKDVDOVRDULVHQEHWZHHQFXOWXUDOJURXSVZLWKLQWKHSURGXFWLRQV\VWHPFor example,
FRQÁLFWEHWZHHQODQGRZQHUVDQGODQGOHVVODERXUHUVKDVORQJH[LVWHGLQ/DWLQ$PHUica, and has emerged in Africa between pastoralists and cultivators as population
pressures on limited land and water resources have increased. In some countries,
such as Brazil, landlessness has become a major political issue. Tensions between
large landlords and tenants or share-croppers are also widespread in the Indian subcontinent and the Philippines.
&RPPXQDOULJKWVDUHRIWHQSRRUO\GHÀQHGDQGSURWHFWHGE\ODZDQGUHJXODWLRQVUHVXOWing in widespread appropriation by the powerful in many places. Systems of communal
tenure coexist in many countries with individual tenure. Communal systems are
found in Africa, India, Brazil and Mexico. Historically, the introduction of modern
individual tenure into predominantly communal tenure systems resulted in
tensions, for example between indigenous populations and colonial settlers. More
recently, similar tensions have arisen between farmers settling in new irrigation
schemes and pastoralists (Hardin, 1968; McCay and Acheson, 1987). These kinds
RIFRQÁLFWVWHQGWRGLPLQLVKLQFHQWLYHVWRDGRSWRUPDLQWDLQVXVWDLQDEOHODQGDQG
water management.
Communal systems are, nonetheless, capable of adapting. They give tenure security by providing individual and inheritable use rights, and have often adapted to
rising scarcity by allowing for the emergence of rental markets for land and for sales
within the community. Communal systems can thus provide some of the security
of tenure that underpins sustainable land and water management. However, there
are drawbacks: investment in land is often constrained because communal rights
cannot be used as collateral for loans. The lack of secure status for traditional land
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tenure has resulted in underinvestment and inefficiency in the use of resources.
Rainfed farmers with insecure tenure will either not invest or will opt for technologies with short-term returns, preferring, for example, vegetative contour strips
rather than stone bunds to slow runoff and erosion, because the contour strips have
a shorter pay-off period and therefore offer a quicker return with lower risk.
There has been no easily identifiable trend in land tenure reform. Land tenure
reforms have been initiated on a periodic basis in response to population pressures
and associated impacts on land quality, but such national initiatives as the enclosure
or sale of public land are typically sporadic. However, these pressures are promoting more progressive examination of regional approaches and generic problems
in land tenure (FAO, 2011b), and links between reliable land tenure systems and
poverty reduction have been recognized.
Two broad lessons of experience have emerged. First, the nature of land tenure
arrangements determines scope and quality of land management, and without
stable and transparent arrangements, underinvestment and less sustainable farming
practices result. Second, the incorporation of traditional or customary institutions
into modern legal regimes remains a challenge.

Water-use rights
Water rights traditionally evolved to share irrigation water, but these have been overtaken
by economic and technological change. Historically, the evolution of water-use rights
systems has been driven more by irrigation development agendas than any other
sectoral interest (Caponera, 1992; FAO, 2006e). For irrigation systems, land and
water are inseparable components of the production system, and management institutions have dealt with them jointly in the form of irrigation districts, command area
authorities and WUAs.
The development of water control technologies and energized pumping has
enabled the expansion and intensification of irrigated areas. These have, however,
been largely outside of communal institutions and regulation, and have altered
previous patterns of use within irrigation schemes and across river basins. Traditional institutions have proved unable to cope with many of these alterations, and
disputes over entitlements to water are now common (Box 2.1).
There has been a marked expansion of groundwater use in irrigated agriculture.
Aquifer depletion and the accompanying deterioration of groundwater quality have
been driven by demand for precision irrigation and economic incentives, such as
rural energy tariffs that encourage a ‘race to the pumphouse’. As shown by Shah
(2009) in the case of India, formal attempts by states to regulate groundwater rights
and extraction have had little or no impact. The challenge of intervening at the local
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BOX 2.1: CONFLICT, ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
A SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM IN YEMEN’S WADI DAHR

Yemen has a long history of water conflict and of subsequent accommodation of change.
Yet Wadi Dahr (close to Sana’a) had a long, well-documented history of managing its
water resources well. Rules had been agreed over centuries through an evolving process
of conflict, contentious judgements, and ultimate development and acceptance of new
rules that progressively crystallized into an ‘established tradition’.
In 1970, tubewell technology burst into the finely balanced water economy. A
downstream community in the wadi complained to the court of the sheikh that upstream
motor pumps had reduced the stream flow and disturbed ‘laws and customs … by
which we have been guided for thousands of years’. This new conflict was resolved,
CHAPTER 2

but not by the courts. The rich and influential downstream farmers simply invested in
the new pump technology themselves. ‘The stream dwindled and died, but no one with
influence any longer cared.’ A new equilibrium emerged: assets were rebalanced and
concentrated more in the hands of the richer. The conflict was resolved, and a new
‘established tradition’ had emerged.
Sources: Mundy (1995); World Bank (2010b)

level in the regulation of hundreds of thousands of groundwater users can exceed
the capacity of many water pressure administrations, but this is not to say that local
autonomous solutions are impossible (Blomquist, 1992).
If the institutional and incentives framework remains unchanged, the current
patterns of agricultural groundwater use (Siebert et al., 2010) will continue to result
in permanent damage to both the quantity and quality of strategic groundwater
reserves. Important sources of freshwater for growing rural, municipal and industrial
demands are also affected. For groundwater, local ‘point of abstraction’ regulation is
required, and better-informed management by water user groups may offer a way
to moderate the demand for groundwater, or at least bring local agreement on the
maximum admissible drawdown in shared aquifers (World Bank, 2010a).
Institutions also have to arbitrate between agriculture, municipal and industrial
needs (and increasingly hydropower). Governments generally give priority to
abstractions for municipal and industrial supplies. Although the volumes are often
relatively small in comparison with uses in agriculture or the in-stream requirements for maintaining hydropower generation, rising allocations to municipal and
industrial uses are raising levels of water stress. In water-scarce regions such as the
Middle East and Northen Africa, there is strong competition among sectors, and
water allocations to agriculture are diminishing, such as in Jordan. The institutional
rules to govern surrender of water entitlements are highly contested, and real-
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location of water out of agriculture can lead to social unrest. In many developed
river basins, competition for releases between irrigation and hydropower can both
constrain optimal allocation between the productive sectors and compromise the
reliability and quality of flows for municipal water supply.
At the transboundary level, cooperative principles rather than water rights have
been adopted as the best approach. The high political and economic cost of development by individual states, and the loss of the extra value if investment were planned
at the basin scale, have led to a number of cooperative agreements and the development of principles of ‘equitable use’ and ‘no significant harm’, which are codified in
the (as yet unratified) Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses. In practice, though, nations have largely given priority to their
own internal water agendas over those that require cooperation and benefit-sharing
(Bingham et al., 1994; Yetim, 2002).
Under conditions of intensifying competition, the need to manage land and
water jointly becomes even more pressing (FAO, 2004b). However, the relationship between land tenure and water-use rights is highly variable, with a mosaic of
regimes even within countries. For example, some states in the USA and in India
adopt prior appropriation rules while others give precedence to upstream claims.
At the same time, the use of land has major impacts on both the quality and quantity of water resources, so that decisions regarding the use and allocation of one
resource impact directly or indirectly on the use and allocation of the other. There
is thus strong advocacy in many countries for integrated approaches to the use and
management of land, water and other natural resources. In rare cases, such as the
Andhra Pradesh Water, Land and Trees Act of 2002, these approaches have been
translated into law.

Policy responses to date
Policies and their incentive frameworks are the mechanisms by which governments
seek to align development with societal objectives. Land and water use in agriculture
is at the crossroads between several suites of policies, which can easily lack alignment or work at cross-purposes. As a result, policies and incentives have often driven
unsustainable use and the proliferation of negative environmental externalities.
Agricultural policies typically aim at growth with equity, but sometimes result
in damage to the environmental services on which growth depends – for example,
fertilizer subsidies contribute to nutrient pollution, or energy subsidies to groundwater depletion. The typical objective of land policy is to ensure equitable, secure
access. Yet institutions for defining, negotiating and managing access problems
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By contrast, environmental policy has emerged as an active force in diagnosing
problems, but it is often catching up rather than intervening with foresight, and is
generally weak in regulatory capacity. Environmental policy faces particular challenges in low-income countries in influencing the development agenda, where it
may be seen as anti-development, or even anti-poor. Some joint land and water
management approaches have arisen, both for specific environmental problems
and from introduction of basin planning, and land and water master-planning.
However, these have had little impact on macro-economic planning or on development, although basin planning has improved water resource management practices
and accountability.
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are often under-resourced. Past supply-driven water policies have created excess
demand for water in many basins. In recent years, integrated water resource
management policies have been adopted, applying intersectoral, often decentralized approaches. As a result, better options have emerged for efficient allocation
and management of scarce water resources, but these are only slowly being applied.

Agriculture and related policies
The policies and institutions related to land and water management are generally
GHVLJQHGLQOLQHZLWKQDWLRQDOREMHFWLYHVW\SLFDOO\SULQFLSOHVRIHIÀFLHQF\HTXLW\DQG
sustainability. But choices and decisions at lower levels (provincial, local, individual
IDUPHUV DOVRVKDSHSROLFLHVDQGLQVWLWXWLRQV3ROLF\REMHFWLYHVDLPHGDWHIÀFLHQF\LQ
the allocation of resources to create the highest economic value are tempered by an
equity objective that may aim to alleviate poverty in rural economies. The third objecWLYHRIVXVWDLQDELOLW\UHÁHFWVWKHORQJUXQLQWHUHVWLQSURWHFWLQJQDWXUDOFDSLWDOWRPDLQWDLQDÁRZRIHQYLURQPHQWDOVHUYLFHVXSRQZKLFKJURZWKDQGOLYHOLKRRGVGHSHQG
Objectives have tended to be translated into a policy and institutional framework
through a range of instruments. These include price and trade policy, fiscal policy
and budget allocations, legislation and institutional set-ups for land and water
administration, and agricultural services. A dominant feature of agricultural policy
has been the influence of the incentive framework transmitted through the tax
regime, subsidy policies and the pricing of inputs, particularly for fertilizers and
energy. Policies that affect the costs of production, such as trade policy, tariff barriers
and export bans, have also proved powerful incentives. Some of these policies have
led to unintended negative impacts on the environment.

Land policy
The typical objective of land policy is to ensure equitable, secure access (Molden,
2007). Land policies set the framework for how land is allocated and how land use is
planned. Land policies may also set rules for investment in land, including commerFLDO DQG VRYHUHLJQ LQYHVWPHQW /DQG SROLFLHV DOVR GHÀQH DQG UHJXODWH ODQG WHQXUH
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rules, administration and dispute resolution, and manage the information base for
ODQGEDVHG WD[DWLRQ )$2 D $ ODQG SROLF\ PD\ DOVR SURYLGH IRU VSHFLÀF ODQG
tenure measures, such as: management, development and privatization of public
lands; consolidation of fragmented land (FAO, 2003); and land reform and distribution of former collective lands (as in the former Soviet Union). Particular problems are:
Under-resourced institutions for defining, negotiating and managing access
– poorly functioning land registration, weak defence of rights, and poorly
performing markets for both ownership and rental.
Common property regimes that adapt poorly to changing socio-economic
FRQGLWLRQV Well-functioning common property regimes are governed by
agreed rules with no free riders, with low competition and high cooperation. As discussed above, where traditional institutions become weak or do
not adapt, individuals may exploit common resources outside the rules, with
resulting overexploitation and degradation.
*HQGHU DQG ODQG DFFHVV In many societies women perform most of the
agricultural work, and may be sole operators of a family farm, yet tenure rules
often exclude them, so that they have no access to land title, and hence have no
security of tenure or access to bank credit (FAO, 2002c; Ellis, 2000).
,QZDUG FRPPHUFLDO DQG VRYHUHLJQ LQYHVWPHQW Inward investment in land
for production is on the rise. Lands may be allocated by governments under
modern land tenure statutes when the lands are already owned and in use
under traditional tenure arrangements. Unless policies and institutional
mechanisms are in place to ensure the interest of local people, growth of this
phenomenon could lead to impoverishment, food insecurity, and social and
political tensions (Cotula et al., 2009).

Water policy
Many water policies and sector strategies have been dominated by a focus on supply.
The development of water resources to supply irrigation, hydropower, and municipal and industrial demands has characterized the activities of river basin agencies for
most of the 20th century. Massive investments have been made in large public irrigation schemes, and during the 1960s to the 1980s more than half the public agriculture
budget in many countries and more than half of World Bank agricultural lending was
directed to irrigation (Rosegrant and Svendsen, 1993). Arguably, this supply-driven
approach has led to excess demand in many countries. In countries where water is
short, resources may have been over-allocated to one sector (typically agriculture),
creating rigid entitlements. Water charging policies that have depressed the real cost
of supply may have encouraged overuse (FAO, 2004c). Water entitlements locked into
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these uses have proved hard to negotiate downward even as farmers have increased
their water productivity. However, the pressure to account for water use in agriculture in social, economic and environmental terms is building (OECD, 2010a).

Integrating land and water into macro-economic planning processes
The need for more integrated land and water planning and management to address
LQWHQVLI\LQJFRPSHWLWLRQIRUUHVRXUFHVKDVEHHQLGHQWLÀHGDQGVRPHMRLQWODQGDQG
water approaches have emerged. What began as the aspiration of geographers to
combine hydrology with earth and social sciences (Chorley, 1969) was integrated
into global initiatives such as the 1992 Rio Conference on Environment and DevelopPHQWDQGWKHUHODWHGFRQYHQWLRQVRQELRGLYHUVLW\GHVHUWLÀFDWLRQDQGFOLPDWHFKDQJH
To date, two types of approach have emerged: (1) as a remediation of the negative
side-effects of intensive agriculture (the clean-up of the Rhine and Danube systems
in Europe and the adoption of the European Union Water Framework Directive are
cases in point; see Box 2.2); and (2) as a means of planning development at the basin
or regional scale, which forced consideration of land management and the circulation of water through and across it.
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As many nations came to the end of the period of ‘easy’ expansion of irrigation,
problems of rising costs, excess demand and fiscal over-commitment have become
apparent. At the same time, negative environmental and socio-economic impacts
emerged. Adjusting supply and demand while also taking into account sets of environmental externalities requires institutional change. Responses typically include
demand management measures, such as pricing measures, rationing and reduced
allocations. However, poverty reduction and food security goals also had to be taken
into account and a rationale for integrated water resource management set.

Generally, it is in the highly developed river basins in post-industrial economies,
such as the Danube and the Rhine (with correspondingly high levels of infrastructural development and intensive use), where the management of land and water
have been tightly linked and regulated to protect rights in use and to reduce environmental impacts. Elsewhere, land and water management have been decoupled
by default, as different institutions have responded to specific demands from
their respective sectors, or by design in order to free up natural resource transfers
among users and sectors. The evolution of the Murray-Darling basin, Australia is
a case in point.
Despite these advances, few natural resource management criteria are used in
macro-economic and sector planning. It is only where land and water constraints
impact economic growth that more explicit forms of land and water planning and
management appear on the political agenda, as for example with integrated landscape planning (‘gestion du terroir’) in Burkina Faso.
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BOX 2.2: EUROPEAN UNION WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE

The EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) was adopted in October 2000 in response to
increasing demand by EU citizens and environmental organizations for cleaner rivers,
lakes, groundwater and coastal beaches. Early European water legislation began with
standards for rivers and lakes used for drinking water abstraction in 1975, followed in the
1980s by quality targets for drinking water, and legislation on fish and shellfish waters,
bathing waters and groundwater. In 1991, the Urban Waste Water Directive imposed
secondary wastewater treatment, and the Nitrates Directive addressed water pollution
by nitrogen from agriculture. Later, the Drinking Water Directive reviewed and tightened
drinking water quality standards, and in 1996 an Integrated Pollution Prevention and
Control Directive (IPPC) addressed pollution from large industrial installations.
Pressure for a fundamental rethink of EU water policies came to a head in mid-1995,
when the EU was requested to address in a more coherent fashion the increasing
awareness of citizens and other involved parties for the quality and the management
of their water resources. The main purpose of the new European Water Policy was to
reduce pollution and ensure clean waters are kept clean. It had the following aims:
 expanding the scope of water protection to all waters, surface waters
and groundwater;
 achieving ‘good status’ for all waters by a set deadline;
 water management based on river basins;
 ‘combined approach’ of emission limit values and quality standards;
 getting the prices right;
 getting the citizen involved more closely; and
 streamlining legislation.
Citizens were put at the centre of the reform process: the policy was thus developed
through an inclusive and open consultation process involving representatives of Member
States, regional and local authorities, enforcement agencies, water providers, industry,
agriculture and, not least, consumers and environmentalists.
Source: European Commission (2010)

Integrated spatial ‘master plans’ today have little influence on development. In
the 1970s and 1980s, detailed land-use planning was carried out for agricultural
purposes (e.g. classification of soils and land-use suitability) and incorporated in
area development ‘master plans’. However, these plans were generally used as information repositories rather than as spatial planning instruments. District or county
structure plans today in industrial countries give broad zoning demarcations, including ‘green space’ and environmental reserves, but they are not generally used for
detailed agricultural planning or environmental management of land use.
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Basin planning has, however, improved water resource management and accountability. The emphasis on district or river basin water master plans in the 1970s and
1980s has not continued, although their legacy has formed a variety of river basinbased water allocation and management institutions (e.g. River Basin Offices in
Tanzania), and continues to provide a strong information baseline for national
inventories of water use. These master plans also helped in the first compilation of
)$2$48$67$7GDWDLQWKHODWHV2YHUDOODOWKRXJKODQGSROLF\DQGPDQDJHment may not have always been coupled with basin planning, the ‘sentiment’ of
integrated water resource management has prompted adoption of more progressive
water accounting and environmental regulation. The degree to which these basin
planning approaches have succeded in mitigating negative socio-economic and
environmental impacts remains open to question (Molle and Wester, 2009).

Institutional approaches and performance
The institutional responses to rising demands on land and water include the policies, incentives, norms laws and rules that allocate resources and regulate their use.
These land and water institutions are taken to include:
land and water development policies, plans and organizations, and systems of
allocation and protection of land and water rights;
related agricultural policies, plans and organizations, together with broader
policies affecting incentives such as fiscal policy and trade policy; and
environmental policy and organizations dealing with regulations and incentives for natural resource protection, and the consequences of the ‘externalities’
of land and water use.
For land and water, the challenge is that, while governments may make policies,
management is largely the responsibility of farmers. Ministries of agriculture or
rural development usually have primary responsibility for guiding land and water
management, but it has become increasingly common for services such as extension
to decline precisely where they are most needed. Some attempts at joint approaches
to land and water have been effective at the watershed level, but much more attention is needed to integrate approaches for land and water. Few programmes are yet
to persist long enough to achieve significant results.
Nonetheless, land-use planning has improved, with more accessible tools, and it
has been effective in land resource allocation in some developed countries. But such
land-use planning has had little impact on development programmes in developing
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countries, and there has been limited compliance with plans in countries with little
or no institutional capacity. Some decentralized and participatory land-use planning has been successful, but generally only at local levels.

Agriculture agencies
The primary institutional responsibility for land and water management has rested
with ministries of agriculture or rural development. The role of these agencies in
delivering technical and support services to rural communities or to individual farmers has been to encourage the uptake of inputs and the adoption of improved agronomic practice. In some cases, the role of the private sector and equipment suppliers
has been important, particularly in the application of precision irrigation. It has been
UDUHIRUWUDGLWLRQDOH[WHQVLRQVHUYLFHVGHSOR\LQJXQGHUUHVRXUFHGJRYHUQPHQWRIÀFHUVLQWKHÀHOGWRKDYHPRUHWKDQOLPLWHGLPSDFWRQLPSURYLQJSURGXFWLYLW\LQODQG
and water management. In a recent global review of extension practice (FAO, 2008b)
the case has been made for transforming national advisory services into decentralized, farmer-led, market-driven extension systems.

Watershed management approaches
An example of an institutional approach is the watershed management approach,
which seeks to manage both land and water and the wider ecosystem of the watershed in an integrated way. Successes have been limited so far, partly because of the
asymmetry of interests between upstream and downstream stakeholders, and partly
because of the sheer complexity of the perceptions of natural and anthropogenic
functions at the scale of a watershed (see Box 2.3).
The first generation of watershed management projects in developing countries
in the 1970s and 1980s applied a soil and water planning approach that emphasized engineering works for specific on-site and downstream physical outcomes.
In general, too little attention was paid to the needs of upstream populations or to
their ownership of programme actions. As a result, investments were high-cost and
not always well justified, and the assets created often had a limited life. By the end
of the 1980s, the comparative failure of this ‘engineering-led’ approach was clear,
and a major rethinking of watershed management approaches was undertaken by
national and international agencies.
The 1990s represented a departure for watershed management programmes
supported by the international community in developing countries. While engineering solutions were not excluded, the emphasis was placed more on farming systems
and on participatory approaches implemented in a decentralized fashion. Support
was given by the renewed emphasis on rural poverty reduction in development
programmes. The move away from planned investments towards participatory
approaches was designed to seek synergies between both local land and water
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BOX 2.3: WATERSHED MANAGEMENT EFFECTS ON THE WATER CYCLE

Experience from SE Zimbabwe exposes the myth that ‘poor agricultural practices in
the headwaters lead to increased siltation in reservoirs’. The large sugar estates of
the lowlands are major agribusiness users of water, and rely on an extensive series of
mid-catchment storage dams that now face problems of sedimentation. This increased
sediment is blamed on poor farming practices, including deforestation and overgrazing
by the ‘indigenous’, ‘subsistence’ farmers of the headwaters.
Following the devastating drought of the early 1990s, some of the sugar estates
started outreach programmes to work with farmers in the headwaters to ‘improve’ their
land management. By the late 1990s, those involved in the outreach programme were
reporting positive results: the suspended solids entering their dams were decreasing
CHAPTER 2

dramatically. Yet, there appeared a contradiction: the outreach programme was tiny, and
the catchment area large. Research also revealed a ten-year cyclical pattern of above
and below ‘average’ rainfall, possibly related to the El Niño southern oscillation (ENSO).
The 1980s had been the driest on record.
The combination of research and local farmers’ perspectives resulted in an alternative
narrative to that of the sugar cane farmers. During the long dry years, water levels drop,
shrubs and grass die, and livestock (before dying) exacerbate the situation by eating
everything available. During this period, sediment levels generally increase, as erosion
occurs when rain does come. In particular, large storm events at the end of the dry period
move huge quantities of ‘stored’ soil. However, once a wetter period is entered, browse
and crop cover quickly returns, aided by low livestock numbers, and erosion more or less
ceases. Photographs of the study site in the 1990s show bare red earth; yet since then,
vegetation has been lush. Sediment measured leaving a small headwater catchment
where there had been no outreach programme and where subsistence agriculture was
being practised never exceeded 5 t/ha – far below the 70-100 t/ha reported from many
plot-based experiments.
Source: FAO (2002b)

management benefits and downstream impacts. However, the timeframe for implementation is generally long, and few programmes have persisted for long enough
to achieve significant results, and even then the long-term impacts on the water
resource base can be questionable (Batchelor et al., 2003).

Land-use planning
Land-use planning has formed a part of area development planning since the 1970s,
such as through soil surveys and land capability or evaluation mapping exercises
(FAO, 1976, 2007b). With the advent of cheaper computing systems, more sophisticated geographical information system (GIS) approaches have been deployed, for
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H[DPSOH LQ .HQ\D 6ZD]LODQG DQG %DQJODGHVK DOO VXSSRUWHG E\ )$2  +RZHYHU
while national capacities in land-use decision-making have been strengthened, these
have not translated into agricultural plans or investment strategies, mainly because
they were attempting to be too deterministic (deciding which crops should be grown
based on soil and terrain conditions) at a time when economic liberalization and
market penetration was advancing. Where plans have been developed, compliance
has been limited as there is little or no institutional capacity to regulate land-use. By
contrast, land use planning in Europe has tended to play a more structural role in
allocating land to different uses: urban, forests, farming or protected areas.
In general, land-use planning has been more successful at the local scale and
generally has had only weak links to the larger scale. When tied to decentralization
and agriculture sector support programmes, there is more evidence of localized
investment and support for land-use planning. The adoption of participatory rural
appraisals (PRAs) as a primary planning tool in the 1990s has improved local-level
ownership. However, the decentralized and demand-driven focus has contributed
to fragmentation. This remains one of the main issues in watershed management,
for example, where participatory and demand-driven planning at local level is not
matched with the needs of those downstream or with integrated plans for basinwide land and water management.

Irrigation management agencies
Given the scale of public funding to medium- and large-scale irrigation, the role of
government agencies in developing, operating and maintaining irrigation systems
has been dominant. But few publicly managed large irrigation schemes have
DFKLHYHGÀVFDOHIÀFLHQF\RUGHPDQGUHVSRQVLYHZDWHUVHUYLFH 0ROGHQ 7KH
major causes of poor service delivery are bureaucratic institutions and rigid technical design, both of which generally originate in a top-down, planning-led approach
WR LUULJDWLRQ 7KHUH KDV EHHQ D YLFLRXV FLUFOH RI LQVXIÀFLHQW IXQGLQJ LQDGHTXDWH
operation, and maintenance and system deterioration, often leading to the need for
successive rehabilitations.
Nonetheless, governments have been transferring some responsibility for
large-scale irrigation management to user groups. But the experience with participatory irrigation management (PIM) and irrigation management transfer (IMT)
has been mixed (FAO, 2007a; Molden, 2007, Ch. 5). In the evolution from public to
collective and market-oriented institutions, irrigation management is going to have
to be more contextualized and pluralistic (Meinzen-Dick, 2007). However, the issue
of covering operation and maintenance costs and turning transferred assets into
profitable, viable operations remains considerable (Box 2.4).
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BOX 2.4: IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT TRANSFER EXPERIENCE:
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE IN ROMANIA

In Romania, irrigation systems depend heavily on pumping. Out of a total of 3.1 Mha of
developed land in the late 1980s, about 2.85 Mha were under sprinkler irrigation, with
heavy energy costs: in some places, the static lift of irrigation systems exceeds 270 m.
After the dissolution of state and collective farms in 1990, there was no clearly
designated authority for the operation and maintenance of irrigation infrastructure, and
national organizations had neither the staff nor the budgetary resources to take such
responsibility. As a result of ageing of the irrigation infrastructure, complicated by an
inability of both the government and farmers to pay for energy costs, the earlier annual
irrigation use of 2 500–3 000 m3/ha dropped to about 1 000 m3/ha, and the revenues from
fee collection became insufficient to cover the cost of maintenance of the infrastructure.
CHAPTER 2

In addition, on-farm equipment and pumps had been destroyed or stolen, or were too
old to operate properly.
The Land Reclamation Law of 1999 formalized the creation of WUAs and completely
restructured the National Land Reclamation Society (SNIF) into a land reclamation
agency, which included significant staff reduction, transfer of authority to regional
offices, as well as a stronger WUA role in systems management. Now canals and
secondary pressure pump stations are operated by WUA staff who are also responsible
for fee collection. The law was further modified in 2004 and 2005 to allow WUAs to
control management from the primary pumps to the river. At present only about 700 000
ha are being irrigated, owing to lack of maintenance of the irrigation systems and the
age of the large pumping units, as well as the costs of energy. The Land Reclamation
Law established that an irrigation system can only be operated if there is a demand
for water of at least 20 percent of its command area, both at the distributary canal and
overall system levels. The challenge for the WUAs remains that of being able to maintain
enough area under irrigation to be able to properly maintain the existing infrastructure.
Source: FAO (2007a)

In some cases, the private sector has been effective in introducing modern irrigation by helping to introduce more advanced farming practices, such as downstream control, surge irrigation, subsoil drip and fertigation. These have been led
by privately financed initiatives where market conditions have exerted a strong
pull for precision irrigation. The efficiency of some private initiatives sometimes
stands in stark contrast to publicly run schemes: for example, the productivity of the
SULYDWHO\UXQ.HQDQDVXJDUHVWDWHLQFHQWUDO6XGDQFRPSDUHGZLWKWKHYDVWSXEOLF
Gezira scheme only 100 km to the north, where the full operation of the sugar estate
compares with only partial cropping within the Gezira. Another example is the
advent of shallow groundwater access in many gravity irrigation commands across
India, which has triggered what Shah (2009) terms ‘atomistic irrigation’ – a private
response to the institutional and hydraulic failure of the command area authorities.
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Overall, there is a need for more flexibility and responsiveness in irrigation management, which requires well-thought-out capacity-building programmes as much as
modernized infrastructure (FAO, 2007e).
As these private operators have demonstrated they can manage commercial
schemes, so public–private partnership (PPP) models might be adaptable to private
management of smallholder schemes. Large-scale commercial operators in premium
crops such as sugar, tea and citrus fruits have been efficient irrigation managers,
even under difficult circumstances. It is possible that private operators could run
public schemes; however, experience is limited to date. A review of emerging PPPs
in irrigation (World Bank, 2007b) recommends that bringing in a third-party service
provider to improve service efficiency makes sense, but that in doing so careful
attention has to be paid to mitigating risks for third-party service providers.

The emergence of flexibility outside the public sector
Overall, the liberalization of irrigated agriculture, away from centralized planning
and production quotas or the dominance of price support schemes, has seen irrigated
production respond to changing market demands with a more diverse set of crops.
Traditional surface irrigation schemes have not been able to match the on-demand,
MXVWLQWLPHUHTXLUHPHQWVIRULUULJDWLRQEXWÁH[LELOLW\KDVEHHQSURYLGHGE\DGHHSening reliance on groundwater (Shah, 2009), with all the consequent externalities
generated by more intensive aquifer use (Llamas and Custodio, 2003).
As a result of growing water scarcity, both informal and formal water markets
have developed for surface water and groundwater. Water markets have strong
theoretical advantages and can be efficient, particularly local markets which can
increase water-use efficiency with little infrastructure and minimal governance
structures. Informal water markets have proven effective in distributing benefits
derived from groundwater (Shah, 1993). Yet such formal markets exist only in Chile,
Australia and the western USA. They have demanding requirements: clear, defensible water rights, an institutional and legal framework for trade, and infrastructure
to transfer water between users.

Environmental consequences of past policy choices
Past policy and institutional approaches have raised land and water productivity
and output, but have also led to environmental externalities in some regions. Agricultural policy has promoted mechanization, fertilization and pesticide use, all of
which have created environmental risks and costs. In some cases, land policy has
promoted expansion into marginal lands, along with forest and wetland clearance,
while tenure insecurity has led to underinvestment and short-horizon production
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Environmental institutions have emerged in response to these environmental
impacts of intensified farming, but face challenges in developing countries in influencing the development agenda. Following the 1992 Rio Conference, awareness of
environmental problems rose, and most nations established an institutional framework of laws, policies and organizations to influence growth and natural resource
management towards paths of environmental sustainability, and to limit and mitigate environmental degradation. These institutions have been effective in ‘greening’
the agenda, particularly in developed countries. For example, the US Environmental
Protection Agency has established major programmes to reduce non-point sources
of fertilizers and pesticides from agricultural land. However, environmental institutions have to cope with weak compliance, and tend to be reactive rather than proactive. A further problem is the ownership of the environmental agenda: although the
environment has a voice in developed countries, in developing countries concern
for the environment can be seen as anti-development, or even anti-poor, and environmental policy faces challenges in influencing the development agenda.
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strategies. Water policy has promoted large-scale irrigation schemes, groundwater
development and wholesale water abstractions. While most of these policies contributed to the rapid rise of productivity, they also contributed to widespread degradation of land and water resources. In recent years, environmental policy and organizations have been active in diagnosing these problems, but have been reactive rather
than predictive, and have often been weak in regulatory capacity.

Unintended perverse incentives have also been a powerful driver of negative externalities. The incentives with which countries have promoted agricultural growth
have frequently produced negative externalities, for example macro-economic
and trade policies favouring food production and natural resource extraction in
areas without comparative advantage. In some countries, distorted incentives have
contributed to degradation of land and water (Box 2.5). Subsidized energy prices,
for example, have driven the depletion of groundwater reserves in many countries.
The problem is not just the application of poorly adapted policies, but also the
DEVHQFH RI JRRG RQHV ([DPSOHV IURP .HQ\D DQG (WKLRSLD %R[   VKRZ WKH
powerful effect on land and water of getting policies right, and the negative impacts
of getting them wrong or leaving a policy vacuum.
A central problem is that costs and benefits of externalities are asymmetrical.
On-site intensification may produce both on-site and downstream risks to land
and water. For example, higher stocking rates for animals can exacerbate soil loss
on-site, causing loss of fertility as well as downstream siltation. Intensified use of
fertilizers may contaminate on-site groundwater and also cause downstream water
pollution. On-site costs can be internalized; that is, if the incentive and enabling
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BOX 2.5: THE IMPACT OF DISTORTED INCENTIVES ON LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT

In some countries, a distorting incentive framework encourages degradation of land
and water resources. Where fertilizer is heavily subsidized (e.g. Bangladesh, China),
application rates tend to be beyond recommended levels, resulting in overuse. In 2008,
Chinese farmers received US$84 per ha in fertilizer subsidy. In 2008–9, Bangladesh
spent US$758 million on urea support. In both countries, large adverse impacts on
groundwater quality resulted.
In Brazil, until the economic crisis of the early 1990s, credit subsidies and tax
exemptions favoured the clearing of land in the Amazon region for often unsustainable
production. The distorted incentive framework contributed to the permanent loss of forest
ecosystems, but failed to encourage an efficient, equitable or sustainable agriculture.
Sources: Huang et al. (2011); Binswanger (1991)

BOX 2.6: HOW OVERALL POLICIES CAN INFLUENCE SUSTAINABLE LAND MANAGEMENT

In the former Machakos district of Kenya, population increased sixfold from the 1930s
to 1990s, while agricultural output increased tenfold. Recent years have witnessed
widespread adoption of erosion control measures and a significant increase in tree
coverage. The conditions that favoured these developments were relatively favourable
price policies, access to international markets for export crops, the development of
infrastructure, the proximity to the market in Nairobi, the remittances sent by temporary
migrants, secure individual rights to land, and local extension services helping with soil
conservation practices.
In Ethiopia during the time of Haile Selassie and the Derg, farmers were heavily taxed
through a variety of methods. Infrastructure and market development was minimal, and
agricultural services largely absent. Access to domestic and international markets was
often disrupted. Employment opportunities in the rural non-farm sector and the urban
economy were limited. Land rights were highly insecure. Widespread deterioration of
land resources resulted from the insecure rights, combined with poor infrastructure,
market access and incentives, and from the policy distortions.
Sources: Tiffen et al. (1994); Grepperud (1994); Heath and Binswanger (1996)

framework encourages natural resource conservation, the farmer will correct
practices that impair the productive capacity of his farm. But farmers rarely have
incentives to correct externalities. Usually some adjustment to the incentive framework is needed. There is thus now a challenge of how to adjust the actual incentive
structure so that upstream farmers (who bear most of the costs of acting on externalities but receive a smaller part of the benefits) are motivated to practise land and
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As competition for land and water has increased, the lack of clear and stable
use rights has reduced private incentives to invest and manage, and policies have
too often driven unsustainable use and the proliferation of negative externalities.
Despite the functional systemic integration of land and water, modern law and
institutions now tend to deal with land and water separately. Even institutions dedicated to integrated resource management (such as basin agencies) deal primarily
with a single resource in multiple uses, rather than with land and water jointly. This
institutional gap has widened as natural resource planning has become increasing
micro-focused, with decentralization and demand-driven approaches.
In addition to impacts on natural resources, there have been socio-economic costs
such as competition and conflict where land and water resources have become
scarcer and competition from other sectors has grown. Poverty and food insecurity
have resulted from changes in the allocation of land and water resources, insecurity
of tenure, or deterioration of land and water assets. In most basins and countries, the
rate of socio-economic change and the accumulation of environmental impacts has
outpaced institutional responses. The growing intensity of river basin development
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water conservation in their part of the watershed. There are some good examples of
reconciliation of such conservation and intensification objectives (Box 2.7), but other
programmes have had difficulty in establishing incentive structures that work.

BOX 2.7: WATERSHED REHABILITATION IN THE
LOESS PLATEAU OF CHINA’S YELLOW RIVER BASIN

Unsustainable farming practices on the Loess Plateau of China’s Yellow River Basin,
including deforestation, overgrazing and poor land reclamation practices, together with
growing population pressure over the last hundred years, has resulted in the reduction
of protective vegetative cover to only 20 percent of the total area (Brismar, 1999). A
successful watershed rehabilitation programme was implemented, including terracing,
strip farming, sediment retention dams, and the large-scale planting of trees and
grasses. About 2 100 small sediment control structures were built, capturing an
estimated 25 million tonnes of sediment per year.
These measures improved both land and water quality through reduction of soil
erosion and river sedimentation. Grazing bans, particularly on sloping lands, generated
dense natural vegetation cover at low cost. Artificial grasses and herbs (mainly
astragalus and alfalfa) were planted on flat or gently sloping wasteland as fodder
for pen-fed animals and to reduce unsustainable grazing on slopes. The sustainable
production systems established are now profitable for farmers. They now have the
incentive to maintain these investments. This outcome has been obtained after high
initial levels of public investment.
Sources: World Bank (2003, 2007d)
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and the degree of interdependence and competition over land and water resources
require more adaptable and authoritative institutions (Molle and Berkoff, 2006).

Investments in land and water
Investment in land and water management is essential for attaining sustainable
increases in agricultural productivity. Overall investment in land and water has
LQFUHDVHGVOLJKWO\LQWKHODVWÀYH\HDUVEXWOHYHOVUHPDLQEHORZWKRVHQHFHVVDU\WR
intensify production while minimizing negative impacts on the ecosystem. A particular concern is the low level of investment in the more vulnerable rainfed systems
where poverty and food insecurity are prevalent and risks of land and water resource
degradation are high.

Public investment in agriculture
Global public expenditure in agriculture doubled in real terms between 1980 and
2002, although declining from 11 percent to 7 percent of total public expenditures
(Table 2.1). The increase in real expenditure is particularly evident in Asia, where it
almost tripled to US$192 billion in 2002. Levels of public investment in agriculture
across sub-Saharan Africa have remained low.

Private capital and foreign direct investments
,Q UHFHQW \HDUV SULYDWH FDSLWDO DQG WUDGH ÁRZV KDYH FRQFHQWUDWHG PRUH RQ WKH
industrial nations which account for much of the surge in global foreign direct
LQYHVWPHQW )', ÁRZVZKLFKUHDFKHG86WULOOLRQLQ:LWKLQGHYHORSLQJ
FRXQWULHVWKHRYHUDOOÁRZRI)',KDVEHHQKHDYLO\FRQFHQWUDWHGLQ(DVW$VLDDQG
WKH3DFLÀFDQGLQ/DWLQ$PHULFDDQGWKH&DULEEHDQZLWKVFDQWLQYHVWPHQWLQVXE
Saharan Africa. The long-term trend, however, suggests a larger share for sub-Saharan Africa (Winpenny, 2010).
TABLE 2.1: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN AGRICULTURE IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1980–2002
Agricultural share
of total government
expenditure (%)

Constant 2000 US$ (billion)

Percentage of
agricultural GDP

Regions*

1980

1990

2000

2002

1980

1990

2000

2002

1980

1990

2002

Africa (17)

7.3

7.9

9.9

12.6

7.4

5.4

5.7

6.7

6.4

5.2

4.5

Asia (11)

74

106.5 162.8 191.8

9.4

8.5

9.5

10.6

14.8

12.2

8.6

11.5

Latin America and
Caribbean (16)

30.5

21.2

19.5

6.8

11.1

11.6

8.0

2.0

2.5

Total

111.8 125.9 190.9 225.6

10.8

8

9.3

10.3

11.3

7.9

6.7

18.2

* Number of developing countries examined in each region.
Source: Akroyd and Smith (2007)
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Although agriculture attracts less than 1 percent of overall FDI in developing
economies (US$14.3 billion from a total US$2 trillion stock in 2004), investment in
the sector has been growing, tripling between 1990 and 2004 (Table 2.2). Part of these
capital inflows have been commercial and sovereign investment in land and water
under deals to produce food and biofuel feedstock. Concerns have been raised
about the possible impact on equity and food security in host countries from this
kind of investment (Box 2.8).

Based on long-term estimates for food demand, FAO projects that gross investment
requirements 2007–50 for primary agriculture and its related industries in developing
countries could amount to US$9.2 trillion, with 18 percent of the total (US$960 billion)
allocated to water management and irrigation, and about 3 percent (US$161 million)
IRUODQGGHYHORSPHQWVRLOFRQVHUYDWLRQDQGÁRRGFRQWURO 7DEOH 
The bulk of the investment (58 percent) is expected to be in Asia, reflecting the
region’s large agricultural base, its high overall output and its relatively capitalintensive forms of agricultural production (Table 2.4). Rates of growth in agricultural
production in Asia are more modest. The opposite is true for sub-Saharan Africa,
where the overall level of investment requirements is expected to be relatively low
as a consequence of the region’s generally labour-intensive and capital-saving forms
of production (9 percent of the total). Growth rates, however, are projected to be
higher, reflecting a very gradual shift to a more capital-intensive form of agriculture and moderately rising per capita production levels, driven by a doubling of its
population and consumer base.
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Future investment needs

TABLE 2.2: ESTIMATED INWARD FDI STOCK, BY SECTOR
AND INDUSTRY, 1990 AND 2004 (MILLION US$)
Sector

1990

2004

Developed
countries

Developing
economies

World

139 563

23 715

163 278

268 171

151 632

20 725

440 529

3 193

4 063

7 256

7 739

14 339

483

22 561

136 371

17 601

153 972

256 642

137 294

20 242

414 177

 Unspeciﬁed
Primary

–

2 051

2 051

3 791

–

–

3 791

Manufacturing

586 379

144 372

730 750

2 406 127

613 559

20 448

3 040 135

Services

716 544

151 589

868 133

4 624 699

1 224 356

34 286

5 883 341

Primary
 Agriculture
 Mining,
quarrying and
petroleum

Developed Developing
Southeast
countries economies Europe and CIS

World

Source: UNCTAD (2006)
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BOX 2.8: LAND DEALS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Investments in fertile land in developing countries have significantly increased. Typically, land
deals are for substantial blocks of land (over 10 000 ha) and have a lease period of between 50 and
99 years. The main actors involved are national governments, agricultural investment funds and
the private sector, including investment banks, agribusinesses, commodity traders and mining
companies (Smaller and Mann, 2009). These land acquisitions can be categorized into four types
(Bickel and Breuer, 2009):
 Countries with large populations and sustained growth (China, India, Japan, South Korea)
undertake investments to satisfy the increasing internal demand for agricultural products.
 Countries with negative food balances and limited land and water resources but rich in
capital (Gulf states, Libya).
 Industrialized countries target land investments for biofuel production.
 Domestic land speculation in developing countries (e.g. for touristic purposes).
Land acquisition can be seen as a win–win strategy. The investor country acquires land and
guaranteed access to the food produced, while reaping high financial returns. The recipient country
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International cooperation on land and water
International cooperation on land and water originated in the 1940s with concerns
about food security, linked to the need for rural development in the newly emerging nations. From the 1980s, negative environmental impacts from unregulated
use of natural resources became increasingly apparent at local, regional and global
scales. The evaluation of the causes of these impacts brought land and water issues
such as soil erosion, salinization of irrigated lands, spread of waterborne diseases,
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obtains an infusion of capital into its agricultural sector, leading to economic development. Yet
these arrangements do contain risk for the investor (e.g. political risk in the host country) and for
the citizens of the host country, who may face expropriation of land, labour abuses and loss of
their own food security (Cotula et al., 2009).
As is the case for other international trade and foreign direct investment, ‘rules of engagement’
are advisable to ensure that foreign investments are beneficial to both host countries and land
users who lose their land permanently or temporarily. These rules could include transparency
in negotiation and trade deals, protection of investors, compensation of land users, respect for
existing land rights, focus on investments with benefits for local communities, and assessment of
potential positive or negative environmental impacts (Von Braun and Meinzen-Dick, 2009; Cotula
CHAPTER 2

et al., 2009). No single institutional mechanism will ensure favourable outcomes for all parties
involved: rather, cooperation through international law, government policies, and the involvement
of civil society, the media and local communities is needed to ensure that the land transactions
follow the rules of engagement.
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water resource depletion and pollution to international attention. Since the 1990s,
further land and water issues in relation to reduction of biodiversity, climate variability and climate change have joined earlier environmental concerns. From these
origins, sustainable land and water management issues have become an integral
component of global focus on the food security, environment and climate change
nexus of challenges.
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TABLE 2.3: PROJECTED INVESTMENT NEEDS OVER THE PERIOD
2005–7 TO 2050 IN BILLION 2009 US$
Net

Depreciation

Gross

3 636

5 538

9 174

2 378

2 809

5 187

864

2 641

3 505

Land development, soil conservation and ﬂood control

139

22

161

Expansion and improvement of irrigation

158

803

960

Permanent crops establishment

84

411

495

Mechanization

356

956

1 312

Other power sources and equipment

33

449

482

Working capital

94

0

94

1 514

168

1 683

1 257

2 729

3 986

Depreciation

Gross

Share in total

Total for 93 developing countries
Total investment in primary production

of which crop production

of which livestock production
Total investment in downstream support services
Source: Schmidhuber et al. (2009)

TABLE 2.4: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTED
INVESTMENTS IN CROP PRODUCTION 2005–7 TO 2050
Net

%

Billion 2009 US$
93 developing countries

3 636

5 538

3 505

100

Sub-Saharan Africa

478

462

319

9.1

Latin America and Caribbean

842

962

528

15.1

Near East and North Africa

451

742

619

17.7

South Asia

843

1 444

1 024

29.2

1 022

1 928

1 015

29.0

East Asia
Source: Schmidhuber et al. (2009)

Milestones and achievements
From the 1980s, the UN emerged as the forum where global values and principles for
sustainable development were negotiated. Milestone conferences, including the Rio
Summit (1992), the Millennium Summit (2000), and the Johannesburg Summit on
Sustainable Development (2002), helped shape the global development agenda that
was summarized in the 2002 Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The ConvenWLRQ WR &RPEDW 'HVHUWLÀFDWLRQ 81&&' %R[   WKH &RQYHQWLRQ RQ %LRORJLFDO
Diversity (CBD) and the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
all have important linkages to land and water management. In addition, the UN
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has sponsored global research and synthesis efforts like the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (MEA), the Global Environmental Outlook, and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
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The remarkable mobilization of the global community around sustainable development over the past 30 years has seen a consensus emerge on development pathways and benchmarks. Principles of economic, social and environmental sustainability have been adopted. From the successive conferences and resulting actions,
there are clearer principles for important parts of the land and water management
agenda, particularly for sustainable management of forests, for integrated water
resource management and for combating desertification.

BOX 2.9: DESERTIFICATION: THE CHALLENGES OF LAND
AND WATER IN DRYLANDS AND THE UNCCD RESPONSE

The world’s drylands include desert, grassland, savannah and woodland, in climates
ranging from the hottest deserts to the coldest arctic regions. Most of the dryland
ecosystems are fragile, and suffer from water scarcity and low productivity. Dryland
resources are increasingly threatened, as results of inappropriate management
practices and overpopulation. The fight against desertification is also a fight against
rural poverty and food insecurity, which are all strongly inter-related.
The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) is the centrepiece
in the international community’s efforts to combat desertification in the drylands. It was
adopted in 1994, entered into force in 1996 and currently has 194 parties. The UNCCD
recognizes the physical, biological and socio-economic aspects of desertification, the
importance of redirecting technology transfer so that it is demand-driven, and the
involvement of local communities in combating desertification and land degradation. The
core of the UNCCD is the development of action programmes by national governments
in cooperation with development partners. A strategic plan of action and framework
was devised in 2008 to promote the mainstreaming and upscaling of sustainable land
management (SLM) practices and enabling policies, in synergy with the food security,
climate change and biodiversity agendas. These programmes aim to build collaboration
among the concerned line agencies, and strengthen farmer and pastoralist organizations,
along with decentralized capacities. They promote secured land tenure arrangements,
new market opportunities (including green products), as well as participatory land use
planning, research and extension programmes.
Action on the ground to combat desertification includes the upscaling of a number
of practices based on sustainable intensification, such as conservation agriculture and
no-tillage techniques, crop rotations and intercropping, integrated pest management,
agro-forestry and reforestation schemes, and pasture improvement with planned grazing
processes. Improved water management is promoted through the implementation of
water harvesting and small-scale irrigation investments, at watershed and village levels.
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International cooperation has also allowed countries to share knowledge and
develop principles and approaches that can be applied at regional, national and local
levels. The process has enabled countries to agree on actions where each nation and
individual can contribute to sustainable management of ‘global commons’. International cooperation has also given countries access to financial and technical resources,
and innovative financing mechanisms such as PES, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and carbon trading have begun to test ways to improve incentives.
However, there have been disappointments on the sustainable development
agenda both at the international level and at the national level. At the international
level, progress on increasing levels of aid and improving its effectiveness has been
slower than expected, and a further slowdown may be anticipated from the global
economic crisis. In addition, there has been lack of unanimity on important parts of
the agenda, including stalemate in the World Trade Organization (WTO) Doha round,
particularly on the key issue of trade in agricultural products. Divergent donor agendas have further complicated the prioritization of key development requirements.
On land issues, countries have recently developed and implemented biofuel policies without international consultation, and international land leases and purchases
have been concluded by several countries without broader consultation or consideration of the ramifications for local and global communities. On water issues, where
transboundary resources are concerned, nations have not ratified the UN Convention on International Watercourses, and have often given priority to their own internal agendas over those that require cooperation and benefit-sharing. Major water
impoundment and diversion investments have been made without consideration
of the possibility of optimizing benefits at the basin scale, or of negative impacts of
unilateral development on other riparians.
Overall, the principles and programmes agreed at the international level have
made a substantial contribution to changing policies and approaches, but their
impact on changing behaviour on the ground has been limited. Only in a few places
has the challenge of intensifying land and water use while limiting negative impacts
on the resource base and on the broader environment been successfully met. The
challenges of the vulnerability of the major food-producing systems of the developing world remain outstanding, while little progress has been made with pro-poor
and ecologically sustainable intensification in the rainfed systems of the tropics and
mountain areas. Agreements on sustainable groundwater management have been
followed by increasing levels of overdraft. The elaborate and well-thought-out integrated water resource management framework agreed at the Dublin International
Conference on Water and the Environment in 1992 has been widely incorporated into
policy and institutions, but results on the ground have been limited.
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Despite agreement on important component principles, there is no consolidated and
agreed set of principles for the joint management of land and water within a sustainable ecosystems context, joining up the principles and practices that have been
discussed throughout this report. There is thus no agreed international integrated
framework around which major initiatives for sustainable land and water management can be formulated. Nonetheless, in response to land and water degradation
and increasing levels of risk, several programmes, supported by the GEF and the
UNCCD in particular, have developed visions and strategies, and recent conceptual
DQGHPSLULFDOZRUNKDVGHÀQHGHFRV\VWHPVHUYLFHVDQGSODFHGDJULFXOWXUDOSURGXFtion and land and water management within an ecosystems framework. Advantage
should be taken of these advances to work towards an agreed set of principles for
the management of land and water resources.

Trends in official development assistance

CHAPTER 2

Is there an agreed framework for sustainable land and water management?

Total donor assistance to developing countries in 9 broad sectors of relevance to land
and water1 shows an upward overall trend, increasing from US$57 billion annually
in 1995 to US$158 billion in 2008 (in constant 2008 US$ terms). However, overall
VXSSRUWWRVSHFLÀFODQGDQGZDWHUVHFWRUVLQDJULFXOWXUH QDPHO\6HFWRU²$JULcultural land resources, and Sector 4 – Agricultural water resources) dropped in the
1990s and stagnated until some recovery, largely attributed to commitments to environmental policy and research (Sector 8), was apparent starting in 2005. The share
RIODQGDQGZDWHULQRYHUDOORIÀFLDOGHYHORSPHQWDVVLVWDQFH 2'$ IRUUXUDOZDWHU
and environmental investment has also been declining (Figure 2.3). In recent years,
most of the ODA for land and water (54 percent) went to Asia, and almost a quarter
(21 percent) was invested in sub-Saharan Africa (Figure 2.4) (OECD, 2010b).

The gap between commitments and actual investments
In the framework of commitments made at the FAO High-Level Conference on
World Food Security (Rome, 2008), the G8 summits in Japan (2008) and in Italy (2009)
agreed that US$30 billion should be invested each year in agriculture in developing
countries (equivalent to just 8 percent of the subsidies paid by OECD countries to
their farmers). The G8 L’Aquila summit pledged US$20 billion to be mobilized over
WKUHH \HDUV VSHFLÀFDOO\ IRU LQYHVWPHQW LQ IRRG SURGXFWLRQ LQ RUGHU WR PRYH IURP
emergency food relief to reliable and sustainable domestic production.
These commitments were paralleled on a regional scale by the governments of
sub-Saharan Africa. In Maputo in 2003, African Union governments committed

1

Major ‘land and water’ sectors defined by OECD: (1) Water resources protection, (2) River development, (3) Agricultural
land resources, (4) Agricultural water resources, (5) Forestry development, (6) Environmental policy and administrative
management, (7) Flood prevention/control, (8) Environmental research and (9) Rural development.
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FIGURE 2.3: LAND AND WATER ODA AS A SHARE OF OVERALL
ODA FOR RURAL, WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENT
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FIGURE 2.4: DISTRIBUTION OF AID FOR LAND AND WATER BY REGION (MEAN 1995–2008)
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to allocating at least 10 percent of their national budgets to agriculture and rural
development. However, actual transfers and investments have fallen short of these
targets. Governments, authorities and development practitioners are thus facing
the paradox of having agreed to development goals requiring increased production with diminishing per capita natural resources, but without the accompanying
investment to do this.

Maintaining the integrity of linked land and water systems to meet an increasingly
sophisticated set of competing demands has become a well-accepted global priority.
Integrated river basin development has been embraced as an ideal tool for reconciling these demands since the mid-20th century. But the practice has been overrun by
the sheer pace of economic development, and the subsequent expansion of urban,
industrial and agricultural land use in river basins. A decade into the 21st century,
a return to integration should be much better informed. Advanced knowledge on
the hydrological cycle, improved agricultural practices and new tools for mitigating the impacts of chemical pollutants and managing wastewater now offer a set of
knowledge-rich solutions to reduce environmental impact. When combined with
stakeholder-centred institutional approaches to resource management, the scope
for effecting positive change across the key land and water systems that furnish
the global food supply is expanded. Conservation of forests and wetlands will be
particularly important in this context, as they play a crucial role as natural regulators of the hydrological cycle. Addressing systems at risk will require land and water
management institutions to become much more resourceful in the way they engage
with stakeholders and deploy solutions.
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LAND AND WATER
SYSTEMS AT RISK
The previous chapters have highlighted the current and future threats
to agricultural systems across the world. It is clear that current
practices and models of agricultural development that have been
followed during the last 50 years are far from satisfactorily addressing
the challenges of poverty reduction, food security and environmental
sustainability. A total of 975 million people, most living in rural areas,
do not have the food security they deserve. Under pressure from
agriculture, both soil and water are being harmed, erosion accelerated,
salinization and seawater intrusion progressed, and groundwater
depleted. In addition, the current model of intensive agriculture is
associated with a high carbon and greenhouse gas footprint, while at
the same time many agricultural systems are highly vulnerable to the
predicted impacts of climate change.
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The situation, however, varies substantially from one region to another
in response to a combination of biophysical and socio-economic
factors: climate, soil, water, population and economic development, as
well as national policies and global changes. In the framework of this
global study, it is thus necessary to describe and analyse the world’s
main agriculture production systems and the particular challenges
they face. The problems discussed in this chapter include the growing
competition for land and water, land and water degradation, and the
expected impacts of climate change. They occur with varying incidence
and severity in the different agricultural land- and water-use systems
across the world, and the main systems at risk are discussed at the
end of this chapter.
Map 1.3 in Chapter 1 shows a global overview of major agricultural
production systems. Both rainfed and irrigated areas are experiencing
degradation or risk due to limitations in land and water resources,
to current land and water use and management practices, and to
institutional and socio-economic factors.

Growing competition for land and water
With increased pressure on land and water resources, a problem is that some of
the countries experiencing the fastest population growth are those where land and
water resources are least abundant. Land and water for crop production, already
constrained in some locations, will experience rising competition, particularly from
fast-growing urban settlements. Increasing respect for conserving broader ecosystem services will further limit access to land and water. Competition within agriculture will increase too.

Patterns of increasing water stress due to irrigation withdrawals

In industrial and transition countries, water withdrawals for irrigation are
expected to stabilize or even to reduce. Overall, withdrawals in the high-income
countries are expected to decline by 17 percent. By contrast, withdrawals in the
low-income, food-deficit countries are expected to increase by 10 percent. The largest increases in absolute terms are expected in Southeast Asia (where irrigation is
already very important – an increase of 55 km3 annually, or 19 percent of current
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Globally, the expected increases in water withdrawals for irrigation from 6 to
7 percent, or in developing countries from 8 to 9 percent, may not seem to be very
alarming, but this is without accounting for the fact that a large part of irrigation is
practised in water-scarce regions. There are wide regional and country-level variations in water resource availability, with a number of countries already experiencing
water stress.

withdrawal levels) and in Southern America (an increase of 59 km3, or 53 percent
over present withdrawal levels). In relative terms, the increase in water withdrawals
for irrigation is also expected to be high in sub-Saharan Africa (21 percent), although
there is currently relatively little land irrigated, so in absolute terms the growth in
water withdrawals remains modest (22 km3). In all three of these regions, the share
of water resources withdrawn for irrigation will remain low (less than 5 percent), and
water availability will not generally be a constraint.
The regions that cause most concern are the Near East and Northern Africa, where
water withdrawals are already near or above total renewable resources and where
precipitation is low. In Northern Africa, pressure on water resources due to irrigation
is extremely high, resulting in extensive water recycling and groundwater overdraft.
Just as global averages mask regional differences, variations at the country level
can be hidden. In at least three countries (Libya, Saudi Arabia and Yemen) evaporation rates due to irrigation in 2005–7 were higher than each of their annual renewable
water resources (FAO, 2010c). In China, for example, regional stresses are greater in
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the north of the country, and this will intensify. Areas dependent on non-renewable
groundwater, such as parts of the Arabian peninsula, face a particular challenge: the
potential depletion of their entire resource (Nachtergaele et al., 2010b).

Urbanization
Crop production will have to compete with growing needs for land and water from
other users. Urbanization will continue, and the expansion of urban areas and land
required for infrastructure and other non-agricultural purposes is expected to at
least keep pace with population growth. Growing cities, industries and tourism will
have priority for water supply, and this is likely to reduce the water available locally
to agriculture and thus lead to further loss of cultivated land, particularly in dry
areas. This phenomenon is already under way in the Sana’a Basin in Yemen and in
the Oum er Rbia River in Morocco, where water is being transferred to municipal
and industrial uses, and the area under irrigation is progressively dwindling.
Competition for land with growing cities will be strongest in developing countries, which will account for more than 90 percent of the additional urban and
built-up land required. At the same time, rapid urbanization will create markets for
high-value agriculture, and intensive peri-urban market gardening is likely to be a
growth sector. A useful synergy will be the safe re-use of wastewater in peri-urban
agriculture. Treated wastewater provides a year-round supply of low-cost water
rich in nutrients and organic matter, and its re-use lessens the pollution load on
downstream watercourses. It needs, however, clear guidelines for safe re-use and an
effective regulatory framework (Mateo-Sagasta and Burke, 2010; Fischer et al., 2010).

Increasing attention to environmental requirements
Changes from other land and water uses to cultivation have important impacts on
ecosystem services, and poor management may diminish the ability of ecosystems
to support the functions or services required to ensure their sustainability (Molden,
2007). As awareness grows about the interdependence of parts of ecosystems, pressures will grow for agriculture to reduce negative impacts on ecosystems (for example,
by reducing erosion or maximizing carbon storage). At the limit, land- and water-use
planning will increasingly constrain the release of resources for cultivation purposes.
Already cultivation is partially to totally restricted on 1.5 billion ha (11 percent of
global land area) that have been declared protected areas (Fischer et al., 2010).

Livestock production
Competition for water is expected to grow as result of changing patterns of livestock
production and the demand for fodder. Dietary preferences for animal protein are
changing consumption patterns across the world (FAO, 2006b,c) and this is expected
WR LQFUHDVH GHPDQG IRU IRGGHU VLJQLÀFDQWO\ 7KH IRGGHU²DQLPDO SURWHLQ FRQYHUVLRQ
LQYROYHVDORVV²LWWDNHVÀYHWLPHVPRUHIRGGHUWRSURGXFHWKHHTXLYDOHQWFDORULHVIRU
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human consumption (Fischer et al., 2010). The expansion of land for livestock grazing has led to deforestation in many countries. Intensive livestock production is also
a major source of pollution. Livestock farming also contributes less than 2 percent of
global GDP, and yet it is said to produce some 18 percent of GHGs (FAO, 2006b).
Up to 2030 and beyond, growth in consumption of livestock products is expected
to continue, but the rate will vary. In high-income countries, where population
growth is slow, the scope for growth will be limited as the consumption of livestock
(meat and dairy) products is already very high (around 305 kg per person per year).
This against 60 kg per person per year in low- and middle-income countries and a
world average of 115 kg per person per year. In 2050, these figures are projected to
be 330, 110 and 150 kg per person per year, respectively. At the same time, health
and food safety concerns focused on animal fats and the emergence of new diseases
may hold back demand for meat (FAO, 2006c).

'LVSXWHVRYHUXVHVRIZDWHUIRULUULJDWLRQDQGÀVKHULHVDUHRIWHQGLIÀFXOWWRUHVROYH
GXHWRWKHGLIIHUHQWVSDWLDODQGWHPSRUDOZDWHUQHHGVRIFURSVDQGÀVK([SDQVLRQ
DQGLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQRIFURSSURGXFWLRQWKURXJKGUDLQLQJRIZHWODQGVH[WHQVLRQRI
LUULJDWLRQV\VWHPVÁRRGSURWHFWLRQDQGLQFUHDVHGXVHRIIHUWLOL]HUDQGSHVWLFLGHV
ZLOO DIIHFW ÀVKHULHV QHJDWLYHO\ $Q\ ZDWHU GHYHORSPHQW SURMHFW VKRXOG WKHUHIRUH
WDNHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQWKHQHHGVRIÀVKDQGÀVKHULHVLQWHUPVRIZDWHUTXDQWLW\
and quality. In most developed countries and in some developing countries, strict
UHJXODWLRQV IRU HQYLURQPHQWDO ÁRZ DQG ZDWHU TXDOLW\ FULWHULD DUH QRZ LQ SODFH
ZKLFKLVKHOSIXOLQVXVWDLQLQJÀVKDQGÀVKHULHVZKLOHFRPSHWLQJZLWKRWKHUXVHUV
for water resources. Some problems can be mitigated, and with proper planning
DQGDKROLVWLFDSSURDFKWRGHYHORSPHQWIDUPLQJDQGÀVKHULHVDUHQRWLQFRPSDWLEOHSUDFWLFHV7KHULFHÀHOGÀVKHULHVLQ$VLDDUHH[FHOOHQWH[DPSOHVRIKRZWKHWZR
DFWLYLWLHVFRH[LVW7KHUHDUHIRULQVWDQFHPDQ\H[DPSOHVWKDWGHPRQVWUDWHWKDWÀVK
KDYHDSRVLWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHULFHFURSDQGZKHUHÀVKDUHSUHVHQWWKHUHLVOHVVQHHG
for applying pesticides.
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Inland fisheries and aquaculture

Large-scale acquisition of cropland
In recent years, two new areas of investment in commercial agriculture have
emerged. One is where countries with high dependence on food imports seek to
assure food supplies through agricultural investment in developing countries. The
other is investment in liquid biofuel feedstock production (see below). Several drivers underpin inward investment in agriculture: commodity prices, land values,
policy shifts in investing and recipient countries, and concerns about food and
energy security. The shock of global food price rises experienced in 2007 and the
SHUVLVWHQWKLJKOHYHOVRIHQHUJ\SULFHVKDYHVKDUSHQHGLQWHUHVW.H\LQYHVWRUFRXQtries are in Europe and Africa, as well as the Gulf, and South and East Asia. Land
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DFTXLVLWLRQVE\GRPHVWLFLQYHVWRUVDUHDOVRVLJQLÀFDQW6XE6DKDUDQ$IULFD6RXWKeast Asia and Latin America are the main target areas (Cotula, 2010).
The scale of the phenomenon is considerable, and competition with existing agricultural uses is heightened because investor interest tends to focus on higher-value
lands in terms of higher fertility, greater irrigation potential, better infrastructure or
greater proximity to markets. These lands are usually keenly sought after by local
people for smallholder cultivation, and there is a risk to local livelihoods and food
security if they are assigned to estate cultivation without proper consultation and
safeguard (Cotula, 2010).
IBRD (2011) examines the issue by distinguishing countries on the basis of land
that may be suitable for cropland expansion and yield gap, with the implication
that different development pathways to deal with the associated risks and opportunities may be appropriate, depending on local context. The significant interest in
countries with weak governance (notably, those pertaining to local rights) is cited
as a major factor contributing to several risks (e.g. inadequate compensation, delays
in implementation, low job creation, etc.). While opportunities may exist through
these investments to remove existing constraints to agricultural production (e.g.
access to technology, capital, infrastructure), this would require, among others, a
strategic approach that proactively engages investors, changes in land governance
and policy, and greater institutional capacity.

Liquid biofuel feedstock production
Currently, bioenergy represents about 10 percent of global energy use, and is used
mainly for traditional cooking and heating in developing countries. Approximately
2.5 billion people in developing countries depend on traditional biomass as their
main cooking fuel. But among these traditional bioenergy products it is the increasing production of liquid biofuels (bioethanol and biodiesel) that is expected to have
the greatest impact on land and water use. Bioenergy has begun to compete with
food production for land and water resources, and this competition is likely to
increase as food crops, ethanol and biodiesel feedstock production have virtually
the same land suitability requirements. The rises in recent world prices of food have
been partly attributed to diversions for liquid biofuels.
Liquid biofuel has been forecast to account for 5 percent of total road transport
energy use by 2030, and pressures for carbon savings may increase this. To produce
this volume, land use for liquid biofuel feedstocks would need to more than double
between 2007 and 2030 to 3–4.5 percent of cultivated land. Implementing all
current national liquid biofuel policies and plans worldwide could already take 30
Mha of cropland (2 percent of the current cultivated land), displacing current food
crop production and driving further conversion of current forest and grassland
(Fischer et al., 2010).
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Liquid biofuel production also places pressure on water resources – the water
required to produce one litre of liquid biofuel is approximately the amount needed
to produce food for one person for one day. Currently, global irrigation water
used for liquid biofuel production is estimated to be 1–2 percent of world total
irrigation water use. If all current national liquid biofuel plans were implemented,
liquid biofuel production could require 5–10 percent of worldwide irrigation water
(Hoogeveen et al., 2009).

These considerations have led many countries to reassess their near-term production targets (Box 3.1) and to evaluate the potential of second-generation liquid
biofuels derived largely from biomass waste, which does not compete directly with
food crops.

BOX 3.1: TRENDS IN LIQUID BIOFUEL DEMAND AND PRODUCTION

CHAPTER 3

However, these ambitious expansion plans may be scaled back, as there are
concerns about competition of bioenergy and food over resources, related impacts
on food security, and questions over the environmental sustainability of production (Tilman et al., 2009). In addition, there are questions about the extent of net
greenhouse gas emissions savings, particularly where forest or grassland has been
converted for liquid biofuel production.

Global liquid biofuel supply reached 0.7 million barrels (Mb) daily in 2007, an increase
of 37 percent on 2006, equivalent to 1.5 percent of road transport fuel. Trends indicate
worldwide demand will rise significantly to 1.6 Mb/d by 2015 and to 2.7 Mb/d in 2030,
thus meeting 5 percent of total world road transport energy demand. A coordinated
global commitment to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases at 450 ppm
of CO2 equivalent would require a further doubling of global liquid biofuel demand in
2030, with increased use of liquid biofuels in the transport sector accounting for 3
percent of CO2 savings.
But concerns about competition of bioenergy and food over scarce land and water
resources, impacts on food security, actual GHG emission savings, and environmental
sustainability of production, have had many countries reassessing their near-term
production targets for liquid biofuels. This is particularly true for ‘first generation’
liquid biofuels (i.e. those obtained largely from dedicated energy crops such as maize
and sugar cane). Potential negative impacts on cropland and food security may be
reduced by the introduction of second-generation liquid biofuels (i.e. fuels derived
largely from biomass waste). By 2030 a quarter of liquid biofuel production could be
of this origin.
Sources: Tubiello and van der Velde (2010); IEA (2009)
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Degradation of land and water: impacts and causes
Past achievements in terms of agricultural production growth have been accompanied by negative side-effects or externalities on land and water resources, both
on-farm and downstream. Part of this degradation has been caused by poorly
adapted production systems, and part by deliberate choices or trade-offs to increase
agricultural output at the expense of ecosystem services.

Land and water use and the ecosystem: definition of land degradation
Recent studies (Nachtergaele et al KDYHEURDGHQHGWKHGHÀQLWLRQRI¶ODQG
degradation’ beyond simply soil erosion or loss of soil fertility, extending it to the
deterioration of a balanced ecosystem and the loss of the services that ecosystem
provides. Land degradation thus needs to be considered in an integrated way,
taking into account all ecosystem goods and services – biophysical as well as
socio-economic.
Ecosystems in which cultivation, forest management or grazing are dominant
activities are at present often negatively affected by human-induced causes, most
importantly by land use and land-use changes (Box 3.2) that affect the biophysical characteristics of the land (e.g. pollution, salinization, nutrient depletion).
Where management practices are poorly adapted to local ecological conditions,
degradation can occur. Even a number of causes that are seemingly natural can
have wholly or partly indirect human causes (bush invasion, forest fires, floods,
landslides and droughts).

LADA: FAO’s framework for assessing land degradation
A new, scalable and ‘integrative’ framework for assessing land degradation has
been recently developed by FAO in close collaboration with the World Overview of
Conservation Approaches and Technologies (WOCAT), as part of the Land Degradation Assessment in Drylands (LADA, 2010a). This programme was originally
initiated at the request, and in support, of the UNCCD. It builds on the concept
of ecosystem services developed by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA,
 DQGUHÁHFWVDPHWKRGRORJLFDOVKLIWLQHYDOXDWLQJWKHRFFXUUHQFHVHYHULW\GULYing forces and impacts of land degradation, and extent and effectiveness of good
management practices. This approach to assessment is different from earlier methods such as Global Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD; Oldeman et al., 1990),
which focused primarily on soils (Box 3.3). ‘Land degradation’ is thus a broader
concept than just soil degradation or water pollution. It also allows assessment of
the inter-related components of the ecosystem and of the trade-offs that may exist
between them: loss of biodiversity, for example, matched against improvements in
economic services under intensive farming.
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BOX 3.2: LOSS OF NATURAL FORESTS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Between 1990 and 2010, the net forest area in the Latin America and Caribbean region
decreased by about 87 Mha, or almost 9 percent (FAO, 2011c). In particular, the Amazon
Basin, which contains the world’s most extensive tropical rainforest, encompassing
unique biodiversity, has one of the world’s highest rates of deforestation. Commercial
farmers have cleared large areas for soybean exports in Brazil, Bolivia and Paraguay,
for coffee in Brazil, and for bananas in Central America, Colombia, Ecuador and the
Caribbean. Small-scale farmers also cause forest degradation by employing slash-andburn practices in migrating their agricultural practices around forests.

CHAPTER 3

Logs felled to open new ﬁelds with traditional slash-and-burn practices in Santa Cruz, Bolivia

Source: CDE (2010) Photo: Wocat

The FAO-LADA framework for land degradation assessment has recently been
applied at national level in several countries of the LADA project (Argentina, China,
Cuba, Senegal, South Africa, Tunisia), for which the total area of selected types of
biophysical degradation, land management practices and ecosystem impacts have
been estimated. Results from the LADA national- and local-level land degradation
assessments are used in support of policy formulation and interventions for natural
resources management, as well as in countries reporting to the UNCCD (Box 3.4).
An operational methodology for applying the FAO-LADA framework to the integrative analysis of global datasets (GLADIS: Global Land Degradation Information
System) is in final stages of development by FAO (LADA, 2010a). GLADIS assesses
the status, trends and impacts of land degradation on local populations using a
set of indicators spanning the social, economic and environmental dimensions of
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BOX 3.3: THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAO-LADA FRAMEWORK

 The key role of stakeholder evaluation of the status and trends of multiple ecosystem
benefits spanning three dimensions – social, economic and environmental – widely
recognized as the three pillars of ‘sustainability’.
 Degradation is deemed to be occurring whenever pressures exerted upon an ecosystem
trigger a continual declining trend (over a period of approximately ten years or more)
in the value of one or more benefits to levels below that which is considered acceptable by the community of stakeholders that, directly or indirectly, is responsible for
the ‘management’ of the ecosystems. The underlying rationale is that stakeholders will
continually make trade-offs among various benefits in order to ‘manage’ the ecosystem
towards the attainment of acceptable levels on all three ‘sustainability’ criteria.
 Degradation can be considered to be permanent when the cost of rehabilitating
degraded land using currently available technologies would be judged unacceptable by
stakeholders, from economic and or social standpoints.
 The ‘state of land degradation’ (equated to the condition of ecosystem benefits at a
point in time) as well as ‘trends’ in land degradation can only be evaluated against
a reference year. Both ‘state’ and ‘trend’ are important considerations in evaluating
the urgency for remedial actions. Critical situations occur when low ‘state’ occurs
simultaneously with a rapidly declining ‘trend’ in ecosystem services. Areas with low
to moderate ‘state’ and declining ‘trend’ should be highlighted for preventative actions,
for greater cost-effectiveness.
 Data collection methodologies used to measure various aspects of degradation evolve
over time. The FAO-LADA framework can be applied independently of specific methodologies and at various scales. Either measured variables or related indicators can be
used.
 Drivers and impacts of land degradation are assessed at different scales. This allows
comprehensive understanding of the behaviours and strategies of various land users,
and facilitates coherent actions at different levels of decision-making.

ecosystem services. In GLADIS, the condition of multiple ecosystem benefits is
represented in the form of radar diagrams that allow rapid assessment of the status
and trends in six main dimensions of land- and water-related ecosystem services:
biomass, soil, water, biodiversity, economic and social (Figure 3.1).
The GLADIS assessment shows that land use and management are the most
important causes of degradation. For example, conversion of forest to cropland
causes loss of a range of ecosystem services, and the resulting cultivated lands –
often as a result of soil tillage – are more susceptible to degradation. Forests have
high capacity to produce biomass, soil health and biodiversity. When forests are
converted to cultivation, many of these services are lost and the subsequently cultivated lands are more likely to degrade.
Trends are an important element in the assessment of ecosystem services. GLADIS
assesses changes in ecosystems services over 1990–2005 in order to monitor
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BOX 3.4: NATIONAL LAND DEGRADATION ASSESSMENT, SENEGAL

Following the LADA national assessment methodology, expert estimates were
made on the spatial extents of selected types, degree and rate of biophysical
degradation, as well as their causes and impacts on ecosystem services, within all
major land-use systems. Types of degradation include soil erosion (wind, water) and
soil deterioration (chemical, physical, water, biological). Their causes include soil
management, crop management, deforestation, over-exploitation of vegetation for
domestic use and overgrazing (LADA, 2010b).
Extent of degradation (percentage area of land-use system)
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improvement or further deterioration. Large parts of all continents are experiencing
degradation, with particularly high incidence of degradation down the west coast
of the Americas, across Southern Europe and North Africa, across the Sahel and the
Horn of Africa, and throughout Asia. The greatest threat is the loss of soil quality,
followed by biodiversity loss and water depletion (Molden, 2007).
Global extent of degraded area – preliminary results from GLADIS
In GLADIS (LADA, 2010a), global datasets covering environmental, economic and
social dimensions were input to models, which produced indices that are indicative of
WKHFXUUHQWVWDWXV LHWKH¶EDVHOLQH·FRQGLWLRQ RIHFRV\VWHPEHQHÀWVDVZHOODVWUHQGV
LHWKHRYHUDOOORQJWHUPWHQGHQF\RIFKDQJHVLQWKHÁRZRIVXFKEHQHÀWVZKHWKHU
improving or not). Status and trends were determined for eleven globally impor-
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FIGURE 3.1: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A LIKELY CHANGE IN CONDITION OF SIX
SELECTED ECOSYSTEM SERVICES ASSOCIATED WITH A MAJOR CHANGE IN LAND USE
(FROM FOREST TO EXTENSIVE LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION)
Forest – virgin

Sparsely vegetated area – moderate or higher
livestock density
Biomass

100

Soil

Social
50

0

Water

Economic

Biodiversity
Source: this study

WDQWODQGXVHFODVVHVDVGHÀQHGLQ*/$',6ZKLFKDOORZHGWKHLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRIIRXU
different typologies of degradation (Figure 3.2) . These typologies facilitate geographic
targeting and priority-setting of remedial strategies and interventions.
The relative extents of the different typologies of degradation vary depending on
land use. Highest values for Type 1 were associated with sparsely vegetated areas
with moderate or high livestock density (68 percent of the global extent of this land
use class). The highest shares of improving lands (i.e. Type 4) are mostly associated with cropping with little to no livestock (24 percent). Globally, approximately
25 percent of all land is of the critical Type 1 category, while about 46 percent are
VWDEOH QHLWKHU VLJQLÀFDQWO\ LQFUHDVLQJ QRU GHFUHDVLQJ WUHQGV  DQG DUH VOLJKWO\ WR
moderately degraded (Type 3). Only 10 percent is associated with improving conditions (Figure 3.2).

Negative on-farm impacts of agriculture
The current 1600 Mha of cultivated land represent the better and more productive
part of global land resources. However, parts of this land are degrading through
farming practices that result in water and wind erosion, nutrient mining, topsoil
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FIGURE 3.2: STATUS AND TRENDS IN GLOBAL LAND DEGRADATION
Typology of degradation
of ecosystem benefits

Intervention options

Type 1 – High degradation trend
or highly degraded lands

Rehabilitate if economically feasible; mitigate
where degrading trends are high

Type 2 – Moderate degradation trend
in slightly or moderately degraded land

Introduce measure to mitigate degradation

Type 3 – Stable land, slightly
or moderately degraded

Preventive interventions

Type 4 – Improving lands

Reinforcement of enabling
conditions which foster SLM

Type 4:
Improving lands

Bare areas

10%

Water

2%
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Type 3:
Stable land,
slightly or
moderately
degraded

18%

36%
25%

8%

Type 1:
High degradation
or highly degraded lands

Type 2:
Moderate degradation in slightly
or moderately degraded land
Source: this study

compaction, salinization and soil pollution. As a result, the productivity of the
land resource base has declined. Land degradation also leads to off-site problems,
such as sedimentation of reservoirs, reduced watershed system functioning and
carbon dioxide emissions.
Deterioration of land productivity can occur in several ways. First, there may be
loss of organic matter and physical degradation of the soil, such as when forests are
cleared and soil structure declines rapidly. Second, nutrient depletion and chemical degradation of the soil may occur. Globally, only half the nutrients that crops
take from the soil are replaced, with nutrient depletion in many Asian countries
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equivalent to 50 kg/ha annually. In some Eastern and Southern African countries,
annual depletion is estimated at 47 kg/ha of nitrogen, 6 kg/ha of phosphorus,
and 37 kg/ha of potassium. When farming systems do not include fertilization or
nitrogen fixation, losses from nutrient mining and related erosion are even higher
(Sheldrick et al., 2002).
A third aspect of deterioration is on-site soil erosion caused by poor land management. Many studies have demonstrated the effect on yields of loss of nutrients
and organic matter and the related deterioration of the water-holding capacity of
the soil. Loss of soil quality and its protective cover also affects broader ecosystem
services by causing hydrological disturbance, loss of above- and below-ground
biological diversity, and reduced soil carbon stocks and associated increases in
carbon dioxide emissions.
Soil health is declining in many cropping systems both in developed and developing countries. The worst situations occur in highland rainfed cropping systems in
the Himalayas, Andes, Rockies and the Alps, in low-input, low-husbandry systems
such as the rainfed cropping systems in the sub-Saharan Africa savannahs (Box 3.5)
and agro-pastoral systems in the Sahel, Horn of Africa and Western India, and in
intensive systems where nutrients and pesticides can lead to soil and water pollution if not properly managed.
Irrigation development has played a vital function in raising agricultural production worldwide, but the negative side-effects of intensive irrigated farming on soil
and water have also been substantial. On-farm, salinization and waterlogging are
the main problems. Few plants can tolerate much salt, as it prevents the uptake of
moisture, with a consequent rapid decline in yields. Salinization may come about
when irrigation releases salts already in the soil, or when irrigation water or mineral
fertilization brings new salts to the land. Waterlogging is a related problem. It
curtails plant growth by eliminating air from the soil, effectively stifling the plant.
Waterlogging also often leads to salinization of soils. Worldwide, FAO estimates
that 34 Mha (11 percent of the irrigated area) are affected by some level of salinity (Map 3.1); Pakistan, China, the United States and India represent more than 60
percent of the total (21 Mha). An additional 60–80 Mha are affected to some extent
by waterlogging and related salinity.

Off-farm impacts and externalities
In addition to the on-site impacts of land and water management, there are also
extensive off-site and downstream impacts, including changes in river hydrology
and groundwater recharge rates, the pollution of downstream water bodies and
of groundwater, downstream effects of siltation due to runoff from farms, and the
overall impact on water-related ecosystems.
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BOX 3.5: NUTRIENT DEPLETION IN SMALL-SCALE
CROPPING SYSTEMS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Only 7 percent of sub-Saharan Africa is under cropland. Crop productivity is low.
Soil fertility depletion is reaching a critical level in the region, especially under
small-scale land use. It results from a negative nutrient balance, with at least four times
more nutrients removed in harvested products compared with nutrients returned in the
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Traditionally cultivated, unfertilized ﬁelds with high spatial variability in plant growth, Senegal

form of manure and mineral fertilizer.
Source: CDE (2010) Photo: USGS

Impacts on the hydrological regime due to irrigation water withdrawals
Irrigated agriculture has had a profound impact on water-related ecosystems. The
ÁRZUHJLPHVRIULYHUVKDYHFKDQJHGVRPHWLPHVZLWKVXEVWDQWLDOQHJDWLYHHIIHFWVRQ
water availability downstream and on downstream aquatic ecosystems, and with
substantial reduction in discharge to the ocean. Many rivers heavily used for irrigaWLRQQRORQJHUKDYHVXIÀFLHQWOHYHOVRIÁRZWRNHHSULYHUV\VWHPV¶RSHQ·,QVRPH
heavily populated basins in China and India, rivers no longer discharge to the sea,
with resulting saline advance upstream, and loss of coastal habitat and economic
DFWLYLW\ %XW WKHUH PD\ EH SRVLWLYH LPSDFWV WKURXJK LPSURYHG ÁRRG FRQWURO DQG
aquifer recharge (Charalambous and Garratt, 2009), although this may also reduce
WKH WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ RI EHQHÀFLDO VHGLPHQWV 0ROGHQ   ,UULJDWLRQ ZLWKGUDZDOV
have also contributed to the shrinkage of vast lakes: Lake Chapala in Mexico lost 80
percent of its volume between 1979 and 2001, and the Aral Sea all but disappeared
DWWKHHQGRIWKHWKFHQWXU\DVLUULJDWLRQZLWKGUDZDOVIRUFRWWRQUHGXFHGLQÁRZV
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Wetlands have also been drained. In Europe and North America, more than half
of wetlands have been drained for agriculture, leading to loss of biodiversity, risk of
flooding and downstream eutrophication (FAO, 2008c; Molden, 2007: 249).
Water pollution from agriculture
The most important water pollution problems related to agriculture are excess nutrients accumulating in surface and coastal waters, nitrate accumulating in groundwater, and pesticides accumulating in groundwater and surface-water bodies.
Water pollution by excessive application of nutrients (particularly nitrate and
phosphate) has increased with the intensification of agriculture together with significant inputs from urban sewage. Increased use of mineral fertilizers (Figure 3.3) and
higher concentrations of livestock are the main causes. The increase in the load of
FIGURE 3.3: TRENDS IN MINERAL FERTILIZER USE (NPK)
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nutrients in croplands has increased the transport and accumulation of nitrates in
water systems through run-off and drainage. Agrochemical pollution is currently
a serious and widespread problem, including much of East and Southeast Asia,
Europe, parts of the USA and Central Asian countries, as well as on some plantations in Central and Latin America.
Nutrients in surface waters can cause eutrophication, hypoxia (depletion of
dissolved oxygen supporting aquatic life), and algal blooms and other infestations,
such as of water hyacinth. Coastal areas of Australia, Europe and the USA, and
many inland waters, are affected (Mateo-Sagasta and Burke, 2010). Life in some seas,
including parts of the Baltic and Adriatic, is often stifled. Wetlands and lakes receiving influxes of nutrients may cross eutrophication thresholds. It has been suggested
that the planetary boundary, or upper tolerable limit, for changes to the global
nitrogen cycle (Rockström et al., 2011) and for freshwater eutrophication, has already
been crossed (Carpenter and Bennet, 2011). It is estimated that there are 12 000 km3
of polluted freshwater in the world, equivalent to six years of irrigation use.
A further problem is related to the use of some pesticides (Turral and Burke, 2010).
Pest management has been a recurrent issue in irrigated agriculture since the emergence of modern large-scale rice and wheat farming. In monocultures, pests and
diseases can spread rapidly and result in epidemics when conditions are favourable
to a particular pathogen or pest. Some high-yielding varieties of rice have proved
to be susceptible to particular pests (e.g. IR64 to brown plant hopper). Early pesticides, such as organochlorines, proved to be persistent, and accumulated in food
chains. Although many were banned in the 1970s, their use continued in some
parts of the world. They were replaced by more apparently benign formulations,
such as organophosphates, which then also became largely banned or restricted.
The risks of pollution are linked to the solubility and mobility of different chemical
compounds. For example, the herbicide atrazine, widely used in maize production
in the USA, has been held responsible for considerable groundwater contamination.
Agricultural run-off and drainage readily transport these pollutants to water bodies.
Greenhouse gases
Agriculture also contributes substantially to the release of greenhouse gases. Its
emissions amount to about 5–6 billion t CO2eq per year. Together with deforestation
activities, it is responsible for a third of total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, or about 13–15 billion t CO2eq per year (Table 3.1). It emits about 25 percent of
total carbon dioxide (largely from deforestation), 50 percent of methane (rice, enteric
fermentation, animal waste) and 75 percent of N2O (fertilizer application, animal
waste) emitted annually by anthropogenic activities. Although much of these emisVLRQVPD\EHDQXQDYRLGDEOHSDUWRILQWHQVLÀHGDJULFXOWXUHDQXPEHURIPLWLJDWLRQ
VWUDWHJLHV LQ WKH DJULFXOWXUH DQG IRUHVWU\ VHFWRUV KDYH EHHQ LGHQWLÀHG DV XVHIXO LQ
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TABLE 3.1: ANNUAL ANTHROPOGENIC GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (2005)
Billion tCO2eq

Share %

Global

50

100 %

Agriculture

5–6

10–12 %

Methane

(3.3)

N2O

(2.8)

Forestry

8–10

Deforestation

(5–6)

Decay and peat

(3–4)

Total agriculture and forestry

13–15

15–20 %

25–32 %

Source: FAO (2008a)

achieving the goal of stabilization of atmospheric concentrations. These options are
discussed in Chapter 5.

The quantity of water available to agriculture is likely to be affected by dwindling of
the groundwater resource in many areas. As discussed earlier, the boom in groundZDWHUXVHIXHOOHGE\WXEHZHOOWHFKQRORJ\FKHDSHQHUJ\DQGSURÀWDEOHPDUNHWVKDV
led to widespread depletion of groundwater reserves, including irreversible mining
of some aquifers (Shah, 2009; Llamas and Custodio, 2003; Morris et al., 2003). But
while depletion has been a dominant impact, in some circumstances pumping can
increase recharge (Shamsudduha et al., 2011).
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Depletion of groundwater

Widespread and largely unregulated groundwater withdrawals by agriculture
have resulted in depletion and degradation of some of the world’s most accessible
and high-quality aquifers. The depletion in the Central Valley of California or the
Ogallala aquifer in the US Great Plains are well known. But other examples from
key agriculture areas include the Punjab, North China Plain and the Souss basin in
Morocco, where annual declines of up to 2 metres since 1980 have been recorded
(Garduno & Foster, 2011). Pumping costs to individual farmers and public groundwater supply schemes rise as the water table drops. But in some cases the demand
for groundwater to service high-value crops appears inelastic (Hellegers et al., 2011):
in Yemen some pumping is from depths of over 1 km.
Groundwater depletion has also contributed to subsidence as aquifer structures
collapse. The most notable example to date is the Central Valley of California, due
to the continued exploitation of deeper groundwater for irrigation. In Iran, intensive withdrawal of groundwater is contributing to drying up of traditional qanat
(springs and shallow wells) and has also led to subsidence of productive agricul-
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tural land due to compression of underlying aquifers as groundwater is withdrawn.
A further risk is salinization of groundwater resources. This may occur when
saline irrigation drainage water percolates to an aquifer. But in many coastal zones
and small islands, intensive pumping of groundwater for agricultural use has
induced saline intrusion, rendering many economically important aquifers unfit for
water supply. Some aquifers are already permanently salinized (for example, the
coastal aquifers of Gaza, Gujarat (India), west Java and Mexico).
A global inventory of groundwater use in agriculture conducted by FAO (Siebert
et al., 2010) indicates that almost 40 percent of the global irrigated area is now reliDQW RQ JURXQGZDWHU 7DEOH   .H\ IRRGSURGXFLQJ UHJLRQV DUH GHSHQGHQW RQ
groundwater. Regions affected include some of the world’s major grain-producing
areas, such as the Punjab and the North China Plain. Four of the world’s largest
food producers depend on groundwater for a third or more of their irrigated area,
and India (64 percent) and the USA (59 percent) for up to two-thirds of the irrigated
area. Consequently, risks to global food supply from depletion and deterioration of
aquifers are high.

Anticipated impacts of climate change
Worldwide, agricultural systems are also considered at risk from climate change
(FAO, 2011d). Climate change and variability affect thermal and hydrological
UHJLPHV DQG WKLV LQ WXUQ LQÁXHQFHV WKH VWUXFWXUH DQG IXQFWLRQDOLW\ RI HFRV\VWHPV
and human livelihoods. Expected changes in the mean and variability of temperature and precipitation, elevated CO2 , plus complex interactions among these, will
TABLE 3.2: MAJOR FOOD-PRODUCING COUNTRIES DEPENDENT ON GROUNDWATER

Country

Area equipped for
irrigation (ha)

Groundwater
(ha)

Surface
Water (ha)

Dependence
on groundwater
(% of area equipped
for irrigation)

Brazil

3 149 217

591 439

2 557 778

19%

China

62 392 392

18 794 951

43 597 440

30%

Egypt

3 422 178

331 927

3 090 251

10%

India

61 907 846

39 425 869

22 481 977

64%

Pakistan

16 725 843

5 172 552

11 553 291

31%

Thailand

5 279 860

481 063

4 798 797

9%

27 913 872

16 576 243

11 337 629

59%

USA

Source: Siebert et al. (2010)
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have impacts on land and water resources, affecting crop productivity and the agricultural sector in the coming decades (Tubiello and van der Velde, 2010).
These impacts will vary by region and over time. It is expected that up to 2050,
moderate warming may benefit crop and pasture yields in temperate regions, while
it will decrease yields in semi-arid and tropical regions. Global warming thus has the
potential to boost food production in some parts of the world (e.g. Canada, Russia),
and to limit it in others (e.g. Southern Africa). Changes in precipitation regimes are
also expected. The associated changes in evapotranspiration to precipitation ratios
will modify ecosystem productivity and function, particularly in marginal areas.
There is likely to be an increased frequency of extreme events—such as heatwaves,
hailstorms, excessive cold, heavy and prolonged precipitation, and droughts—with
negative impacts on crop yields. Climate change will need to be taken into account
in all considerations of future land and water management strategies (FAO, 2010c).

Climate change impacts are expected to combine to depress yields and increase
production risks in many areas, with increasing aridity, more unpredictable weather
patterns and more pronounced rainfall events. Increases in precipitation and temperature may lead to increased pest and disease pressure on crops and livestock. Impacts
are expected to grow more negative and pronounced with time, especially in developLQJUHJLRQV7KHUHPD\EHVRPHEHQHÀWVLQFHUWDLQSDUWVRIWKHZRUOGIURPZDUPHU
temperatures, more water and a longer growing season. Even increasing atmospheric
CO2FRXOGKDYHDEHQHÀFLDOHIIHFWRQSURGXFWLYLW\DOWKRXJKWKLVLVXQFHUWDLQ
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Possible climate change impacts at the global level

The impacts of climate change on world aggregate cereal production, depending
on the scenario considered, may vary between –5 percent and +3 percent (Box 3.6).
If risks materialize, climate change may have serious consequences in developing countries, due to the vulnerability and food insecurity of the poorer parts of
the population, scarcity of capital for adaptation measures, their warmer baseline
climates and their heightened exposure to extreme events. It is estimated that
climate change could increase the number of undernourished by between 10 and
150 million people.

Anticipated climate change impacts by zone
Although all climate change projections are subject to a wide range of uncertainty,
projections indicate an increase in the percentage of current cultivated land falling
into arid and semi-arid climatic zones in Africa, particularly in Northern Africa
and Southern Africa. By 2080, arid and dry semi-arid areas in Africa may increase
by 5–8 percent (60–90 Mha). Drier areas may become less productive, or go out of
production altogether. In Asia, by contrast, aridity would decline in all subregions.
In temperate zones, impacts may be more favourable, although offset by the likeli-
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hood of more extreme weather events. The expected changes in temperature and
precipitation regimes, and associated soil moisture conditions, will modify the suitability of crop species and cultivars. This will lead to changing management requireBOX 3.6: ANTICIPATED IMPACTS ON PRODUCTION POTENTIAL OF CEREALS

If impacts are unmitigated, scenario results show an overall decline in the production
potential of rainfed cereals of about 5 percent (see table below). If adapted crop types
are used or if increased CO2 associated with climate change has a fertilization effect,
then the decline in production potential would be lessened. If both adapted crop types
and the CO2 fertilization effect are assumed, then climate change could result in an
overall global increase in production potential of 3 percent. Increases would be largest
in East and Central Asia. Production would still decline in some regions, particularly in
Western Africa. Within these projections, it is likely that poor rainfed areas and farmers
will have the least access to adaptation, and so will suffer the most.
Impacts of climate change on the production potential
of rain-fed cereals in current cultivated land
Percentage changes with respect
to potential under current climate*

Cultivated
land

Without CO2
fertilization;
current crop
types

Without CO2
fertilization;
adapted crop
types

With CO2
fertilization;
current crop
types

With CO2
fertilization;
adapted crop
types

19

−15

−13

−10

−8

Sub-Saharan Africa

225

−7

−3

−3

1

Northern America

258

−7

−6

−1

0

Central America
and Caribbean

16

−15

−11

−11

−7

Southern America

129

−8

−3

−4

1

Western Asia

61

−6

−6

−1

−1

Central Asia

46

19

19

24

24

South Asia

201

−6

−2

−2

2

East Asia

151

2

6

7

10

Southeast Asia

99

−5

−2

−1

4

Western and
Central Europe

132

−4

−4

2

3

Eastern Europe and
Russian Federation

173

1

1

7

7

Australia and
New Zealand

51

2

4

7

9

Paciﬁc Islands

0

−7

−3

−2

2

Region
Northern Africa

* Using Hadley A2 scenario for year 2050 versus reference climate.
Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
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ments, such as increased need for irrigation in many regions, new cropping calendars, and altered planting and harvesting operations (Fischer et al., 2010).

Effects of climate change on irrigation

On the demand side, impacts of climate change on irrigation requirements will be
felt through net changes in precipitation and evapotranspiration (Bates et al., 2008).
Net crop irrigation requirements may increase 5 to 20 percent globally by 2080, with
larger changes in some regions; Southeast Asia, for example, may see requirements
rise by 15 percent. Larger impacts are foreseen in temperate regions, as a result of
both increased evaporative demands and longer growing seasons under climate
change (Fischer et al., 2007). The ratio of irrigation withdrawals to available renewable water resources may increase as a result of climate change, especially in the
Middle East and Southeast Asia. Irrigation requirements may also increase in North
Africa, but decrease in China (Bates et al., 2008). Increased frequency of droughts
is expected to stress water reservoirs, as more water will be necessary to offset
increased crop demand.
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Although there are many uncertainties about climate change, impacts on water
UHVRXUFHV DUH H[SHFWHG WR EH VLJQLÀFDQW ZLWK SURMHFWHG LQFUHDVHV LQ ZDWHU VWUHVV
already pronounced by 2050 (FAO, 2011a). Regional water availability may change
WKURXJK VKLIWV LQ VQRZPHOW DQG ULYHU ÁRZV 0DMRU SUHFLSLWDWLRQ FKDQJHV PD\
LPSDFWULYHUÁRZLQNH\LUULJDWHGUHJLRQVHVSHFLDOO\WKH,QGLDQVXEFRQWLQHQW )$2
2011a; De Fraiture et al $OWKRXJKWKHVHLPSDFWVDUHGLIÀFXOWWRTXDQWLI\D
FRPELQDWLRQRIUHGXFHGULYHUEDVHÁRZVLQFUHDVHGÁRRGLQJDQGULVLQJVHDOHYHOV
is expected to impact highly productive irrigated systems that help maintain the
VWDELOLW\RIFHUHDOVSURGXFWLRQ7KHSURGXFWLRQULVNVZLOOEHDPSOLÀHGLQDOOXYLDO
plains dependent on glacier melt (e.g. Colorado, Punjab) and in lowland deltas
(e.g. Ganges, Nile) (Frenken, 2010).

Systems at risk
62/$: KDV LGHQWLÀHG QLQH PDMRU FDWHJRULHV RI V\VWHPV DW ULVN IRU ZKLFK VSHFLDO
attention is needed (further breakdown has led to a total of 14 subsystems presenting
VSHFLÀFSDWWHUQVRIULVNDQGGHYHORSPHQWRSWLRQV $OOWKHVHV\VWHPVDUHH[SHFWHG
to experience some negative impacts, as well as to impose negative externalities
RQ RWKHU V\VWHPV XQOHVV FRUUHFWLYH DFWLRQV DUH WDNHQ .H\ FKDUDFWHULVWLFV VWDWXV
and trends) and options for addressing land and water issues in these systems are
shown in Table 3.3. The incidence and severity of negative impacts anticipated are
described, together with the main options needed to address risk, restore sustainability, and improve contribution to local and global food needs.
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TABLE
typology)
TABLE3.3:
3.3:MAJOR
MAJORLAND
LANDAND
ANDWATER
WATERSYSTEMS
SYSTEMSAT
ATRISK
RISK(a(Abroad
BROAD
TYPOLOGY)
Global
production
systems

Cases or locations
where systems are at risk

Risks

RAINFED
CROPPING
Highlands

Densely populated highlands in poor
areas: Himalayas, Andes, Central
American highlands, Rift Valley,
Ethiopian plateau, Southern Africa.

Erosion, land degradation, reduced
productivity of soil and water, increased
intensity of ﬂood events, accelerated
out-migration, high prevalence of
poverty and food insecurity.

RAINFED
CROPPING
Semi-arid
tropics

Smallholder farming in
Western, Eastern and Southern
Africa savannah region and in
Southern India; agro-pastoral
systems in the Sahel, Horn of
Africa and Western India.

Desertiﬁcation, reduction of
production potential, increased crop
failures due to climate variability and
temperatures, increased conﬂicts,
high prevalence of poverty and
food insecurity, out-migration.

Densely populated and intensively
cultivated areas, concentrated mainly
around the Mediterranean basin.

Desertiﬁcation, reduction of production
potential, increased crop failures,
high prevalence of poverty and food
insecurity, further land fragmentation,
accelerated out-migration. Climate
change is expected to affect these
areas through reduced rainfall
and river runoff, and increased
occurrence of droughts and ﬂoods.

Highly intensive agriculture
in Western Europe.

Pollution of soils and aquifers leading to
de-pollution costs, loss of biodiversity,
degradation of freshwater ecosystems.

Intensive farming in United
States, Eastern China, Turkey,
New Zealand, parts of India,
Southern Africa, Brazil.

Pollution of soils and aquifers, loss of
biodiversity, degradation of freshwater
ecosystems, increased crop failure due
to increased climate variability in places.

Southeast and Eastern Asia.

Land abandonment, loss of buffer role
of paddy land, increasing cost of land
conservation, health hazards due to
pollution, loss of cultural values of land.

Sub-Saharan Africa, Madagascar,
Western Africa, Eastern Africa.

Need for frequent rehabilitations,
poor return on investment, stagnating
productivity, large-scale land
acquisition, land degradation.

RIVER BASINS
Large contiguous irrigation systems
from rivers in dry areas, including
Colorado river, Murray-Darling,
Krishna, Indo-Gangetic plains,
Northern China, Central Asia,
Northern Africa and Middle East.

Increased water scarcity, loss of
biodiversity and environmental
services, desertiﬁcation, expected
reduction in water availability
and shift in seasonal ﬂows due to
climate change in several places.

AQUIFERS
Groundwater-dependent irrigation
systems in interior arid plains: India,
China, central USA, Australia, North
Africa, Middle East and others.

Loss of buffer role of aquifers, loss of
agriculture land, desertiﬁcation, reduced
recharge due to climate change in places.

RAINFED
CROPPING
Subtropical

RAINFED
CROPPING
Temperate

IRRIGATED
Rice-based
systems

IRRIGATED
Other crops
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Cases or locations
where systems are at risk

Risks

RANGELANDS

Pastoral and grazing lands, including
on fragile soils in Western Africa
(Sahel), North Africa, parts of Asia.

Desertiﬁcation, out-migration, land
abandonment, food insecurity, extreme
poverty, intensiﬁcation of conﬂicts.

FORESTS

Tropical forest-cropland
interface in Southeast Asia, the
Amazon basin, Central Africa,
and Himalayan forests.

Cropland encroachment, slash-andburn, leading to loss of ecosystems
services of forests, land degradation.

DELTAS AND
COASTAL AREAS:
Nile delta, Red River delta, Ganges/
Brahmaputra, Mekong, etc. and
coastal alluvial plains: Arabian
Peninsula, Eastern China, Bight
of Benin, Gulf of Mexico.

Loss of agricultural land and
groundwater, health-related
problems, sea-level rise, higher
frequency of cyclones (Eastern
and Southeast Asia), increased
incidence of ﬂoods and low ﬂows.

SMALL ISLANDS
Including Caribbean, Paciﬁc islands.

Total loss of freshwater aquifers,
increased cost of freshwater
production, increased climatechange related damages (hurricanes,
sea-level rise, ﬂoods.

PERI-URBAN agriculture

Pollution, health-related problems
for consumers and producers,
competition for land.

Other locally
important
subsystems

CHAPTER 3

Global
production
systems

Source: this study

Map 3.2 highlights areas within agricultural systems where the rural population
exceeds the capacity of land or water resources to provide food. This map shows
where rural population density presents a challenge to agricultural systems, and
where responses need to be crafted in combinations of sustainable intensification
practices and reduction of demographic pressure on the environment.

Densely populated highlands in poor areas
These systems, which include areas such as the Himalayas, the Andes and highland areas of sub-Saharan Africa (including the Rift Valley, the Ethiopian plateau
and Great Lakes area), are characterized by extreme population pressure on fragile
ecosystems. Expansion into marginal lands leads to high rates of erosion, increased
risk of landslides and changes in patterns of runoff, with consequent degradation of
ZDWHUUHVRXUFHVGRZQVWUHDP1HJDWLYHLPSDFWVRIHURVLRQDQGGHVHUWLÀFDWLRQOHDG
to declining productivity, and are expected to be exacerbated by climate change.
In these systems, there is almost no possibility of expanding the cultivated area.
The scope for intensification is limited to non-marginal lands and requires heavy
investments in soil and water conservation measures. Better land husbandry and
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efforts to reduce pressure on fragile lands are needed, otherwise impoverishment
and out-migration are likely to occur. Response options in such fragile ecosystems
include soil and water conservation, watershed management practices, terracing,
flood protection, and reforestation in most fragile areas. PES in watersheds, promotion of agri-tourism, planned out-migration and provision of basic services and
infrastructure are among the non-agricultural options that need to be developed.

These include smallholder farming in sub-Saharan African savannahs and some
agro-pastoral systems in Asia (western India) and Africa. They are currently characterized in many places by overexploitation of natural resources and fuelwood, and by
expansion into more marginal lands. With low cropping potential and unimproved
agricultural practices, productivity is low (and sometimes declining) due to depleWLRQRIVRLORUJDQLFPDWWHUDQGIHUWLOLW\VRLODFLGLÀFDWLRQSRRUVRLOPRLVWXUHKROGLQJ
capacity, and wind and water erosion. Ecosystems are degrading, with biomass and
ELRGLYHUVLW\GHFOLQHIUHTXHQWRFFXUUHQFHRIÀUHVDQGZDWHUVKRUWDJHV,QVWLWXWLRQDO
failings contribute to problems of land tenure and access, and to agriculture–liveVWRFN FRQÁLFWV 0DQ\ RI WKHVH DUHDV DUH FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ ZLGHVSUHDG SRYHUW\ DQG
vulnerability to climate shocks, with highly variable production subject to climate
YDULDELOLW\,VVXHVRIDFFHVVWRODQGDQGFRQÁLFWVEHWZHHQDJULFXOWXUHDQGOLYHVWRFN
are widespread.
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Rainfed systems in the semi-arid tropics

The potential for expansion is low to medium, with some possibilities where
lands are not too fragile and irrigation water is available. Potential for intensification varies, and depends on scarce water resources, presence of fragile lands and
population density. Options for improvement include enhanced land tenure security, land reform and consolidation where possible, better integration of agriculture
and livestock, investments in irrigation and water harvesting where possible, crop
insurance, integrated plant nutrition, plant breeding adapted to semi-arid conditions, improved governance, and investments in infrastructure (markets, roads).
These regions also offer potential for more systematic use of solar energy for agriculture and household consumption. In extremely pressurised systems, planned
out-migration may be needed.

Subtropical systems
Subtropical systems include those found in the densely populated and intensively
cultivated areas around the Mediterranean basin and in Asia. They suffer from
overexploitation of land and water, leading to erosion, low soil fertility, vegetaWLRQDQGELRGLYHUVLW\GHFOLQHZDWHUVKRUWDJHDQGÀUHV6RFLRHFRQRPLFSUREOHPV
include land fragmentation and high rates of out-migration, in particular by male
family members.
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These systems have very little potential for expansion, as most agriculturally suitable land is already in use. Instead, reduction in cultivated areas is likely to happen,
under the combined pressure on land and on water resources by other sectors. The
potential for intensification is relatively low and likely to be constrained by further
land fragmentation. Out-migration and progressive marginalization of agriculture
are likely to continue. The pace of degradation and its impact on the livelihoods of
rural populations will depend on agricultural policies and the effective implementation of better conservation programmes.
Response options will need to include plant breeding adapted to semi-arid
conditions, improved soil and water conservation and integrated plant nutrition.
On the institutional side, a combination of land reforms and consolidation and
climate change adaptation planning, setting up of viable crop insurance systems,
investments in rural infrastructure and services and planned out-migration will be
necessary. These systems must be considered in the overall context of social development, where the necessary transition towards a more urbanized society will need
to be anticipated and accompanied in order to ensure good balance and integration
between urban and rural environment.

Intensive temperate agriculture systems
Most temperate systems are in high-income countries. Agricultural systems in Western Europe are characterized by the highest level of productivity, associated with
KLJK OHYHOV RI LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ ,QWHQVLYH IDUPLQJ DOVR RFFXUV LQ WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV
Eastern China, Turkey, New Zealand, parts of India, Southern Africa and Brazil.
These systems are well integrated into global markets and include some of the most
active food-exporting areas in the world. Some receive the highest levels of agricultural subsidies in the world.
Some systems do have potential for further expansion: set-aside land in Europe
could be put into agricultural use again, and expansion is also possible in both
Northern and Southern America. Potential for intensification is very limited in
Europe, but still possible elsewhere. However, yield gaps are reducing rapidly in
several regions, including Eastern China. Climate change may provide a warming effect in Europe, shifting agro-ecological zones further north and expanding
the areas suitable for agriculture. However, less reliable rainfall patterns and more
extreme events may cancel out any benefits.
These systems are productive, but often associated with environmental problems. Soil health degradation (compaction, organic matter decline, sealing),
pollution of soils and aquifers (leading to health hazards and de-pollution costs),
loss of biodiversity and the degradation of freshwater ecosystems are among the
main challenges these systems face. The negative environmental impacts associ-
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ated with such levels of intensification are likely to increase unless they are more
carefully managed.
Response options include pollution control and mitigation, conservation agriculture, integrated plant nutrition and integrated pest management. Expansion and
intensification will probably happen in response to market pulls, but they need to be
carefully planned and monitored to avoid further negative impact on the environment.

Rice-based systems

Irrigated systems in Asia are at high risk from many drivers. In the already
intensive rice-based systems, there is little opportunity for further intensification
or expansion, and stresses will grow due to strong competition for land, water
and labour from urban settlements and industry. Increased demand for diversified
production to serve urban populations, increased rainfall variability, and occurrence of droughts and floods are further challenges faced by these systems, together
with land abandonment, loss of buffer role of paddy land, increasing cost of land
conservation, health hazards due to pollution, and loss of cultural values of land.
Improved water storage, mechanization, diversification (introduction of fish and
vegetables), pollution control and PES are among the options that may help these
systems respond to a rapidly changing economic environment and climate change.
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Rice-based systems are concentrated mostly in Southeast and Eastern Asia, and to
a lesser extent in sub-Saharan Africa (Madagascar, Western Africa, Eastern Africa).
These regions show distinct characteristics and face quite different types of challenges. In Asia, rice-based systems have high but level productivity and suffer from
IUDJLOHHFRV\VWHPVJURZLQJRFFXUUHQFHRIGURXJKWVDQGÁRRGVDQGVRLODQGZDWHU
pollution. Competition for land, water and labour, and a dynamic economic transition in most of the countries, are placing new stresses on these systems.

Rice-based systems in sub-Saharan Africa are, by contrast, low in productivity,
mainly due to institutional problems of poor management and governance (in
particular in relation to irrigation and water user associations, rapid degradation of
irrigation infrastructure and poor market development). These systems show a high
potential for both intensification and expansion, but this would require solutions to
the institutional and economic problems that have plagued operations up to now.
These solutions need to consider market and technologies, better incentives to farmers, access to inputs and improved varieties, and improved governance, management and infrastructure. Several systems would benefit from adapted agronomic
packages such as the system of rice intensification, where local systems of water
control and topography are suitable. (Uphoff et al., 2011)
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Large contiguous surface irrigation systems in dry areas
Large contiguous systems found in the basins of Asia, Northern America, Northern
China, Central Asia, Northern Africa and the Middle East suffer from water resource
problems of scarcity, overexploitation and competition, and have major negative
externalities, including sediment and salinity transport, and impacts on waterrelated ecosystems. For the large contiguous irrigation systems in dry areas, mostly
in Asia, demographic pressure and urbanization will increase pressure on land and
ZDWHU9HU\OLWWOHH[SDQVLRQLVH[SHFWHG)XUWKHULQWHQVLÀFDWLRQDQGGLYHUVLÀFDWLRQ
are possible through modernization of irrigation service delivery and better soil and
water management, but the negative impacts on the ecosystems are likely to deteULRUDWHIXUWKHUZLWKLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQXQOHVVFRUUHFWLYHDFWLRQLVWDNHQ&OLPDWHFKDQJH
LVOLNHO\WRPRGLI\WKHYROXPHDQGSDWWHUQVRIULYHUÁRZVDQGLQFUHDVHFURSZDWHU
requirements, with possible imbalance between water availability and demand.
The scope for expansion is very low in many places that have already reached their
limits in terms of land or water availability. Where it is still possible, irrigation schemes
must be carefully planned, and environmental and social concerns incorporated.
Modernization of irrigation schemes (both infrastructure and governance) is needed
to improve water service and increase flexibility and reliability in water supply to
support diversification. It will also be necessary to develop incentives for efficient use
of water, as well as prepare and implement climate change adaptation plans.

Groundwater-dependent irrigation systems
Groundwater-dependent irrigation systems in interior arid plains are found in India,
China, central USA, Australia, Northern Africa, the Middle East and elsewhere.
They are characterized by the continuing depletion of high-quality groundwater,
pollution and salinization in places, leading to the loss of the buffer role of aquifers,
ORVVRIDJULFXOWXUHODQGDQGGHVHUWLÀFDWLRQ7KH\IDFHFRPSHWLWLRQIURPFLWLHVDQG
industries for a source of good-quality water. Climate change is expected to affect
the pattern and style of recharge of these aquifers.
In the places where aquifer depletion is already occurring, there is limited scope
for expansion, and it is likely that the extent of agricultural land served by intensive aquifers will progressively shrink as water levels fall, while groundwater use
in supplementary irrigation may increase in other areas. Regulatory measures for
groundwater withdrawal, more effective water allocation and use, and enhanced
water productivity in irrigation are the only options to avoid losing excessive
production capacity.

Rangelands
Pastoral and grazing lands are found in all continents. In areas at risk, including
West Africa (Sahel), North Africa and parts of Asia, these systems are characterized
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by decreases in traditional grazing and food use, livestock pressure on land, develRSPHQWRILQYDVLYHVSHFLHVÀUHVIUDJPHQWDWLRQVHGHQWDUL]DWLRQFRQÁLFWVH[WUHPH
poverty, food insecurity and out-migration. Such systems are extremely vulnerable
to climate variability, which affects the productivity of land. Climate change, through
increased temperature and rainfall variability, is likely to accentuate this trend.
Possibilities for expansion are very limited because land is already near or beyond
the limit of use, particularly in fragile lands in poor countries. Scope for better land
husbandry, while limited, is possible, and depends on economic and climatic conditions and the adoption of better practices, which may include lowering or control of
stocking rates, improved rangeland management, controlled grazing practices and
better integration with agriculture.

Forest–cropland interface systems are found mostly in tropical areas (Southeast
Asia, the Amazon basin, Central Africa) and in the Himalayas. The main risks are
associated with encroachment of agriculture on tropical forests, include loss of
biodiversity and forest ecosystem services, introduction of invasive species, pests
DQGGLVHDVHVÀUHVHURVLRQVHGLPHQWDWLRQDQGVRLOGHJUDGDWLRQ,WLVDOVRZHOOHVWDElished that conversion of forest to cropland represents a net positive contribution to
global GHG emissions.
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Forest–cropland interface

Expansion of cropland encroachment into forests is not desirable in most cases.
Possibilities for intensification exist through improved management of forest
resources, agroforestry and the establishment of incentives such as PES.

Deltas, coastal alluvial plains and small islands
Deltas, coastal areas and small islands share the characteristics of high population
density and vulnerable coastal ecosystems. They are vital for regional food production. Highly populated deltas include the Nile, the Red River, the Ganges/Brahmaputra and the Mekong. Coastal alluvial plains include those in the Arabian Peninsula and Eastern China, Bight of Benin and the Gulf of Mexico. These systems are
under heavy demographic pressure and have seen important losses of biodiversity,
particularly mangroves. Competition for land and water from industry and urban
settlements is growing. They are increasingly polluted (notably by arsenic), and
suffer from alkalinization and compaction of soil, and from contamination of shallow alluvial aquifers and underlying systems by industrial causes. Saline intrusion
LQJURXQGZDWHUDQGULYHUVLVLQFUHDVLQJXQGHUWKHWZLQHIIHFWVRIUHGXFHGÁRZRI
freshwater from the rivers and sea-level rise. Groundwater depletion is a common
problem of many small islands and coastal areas.
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Climate change is expected to affect these systems by sea-level rise, higher
frequency of cyclones (Eastern and Southeast Asia), increased incidence of floods
and low flows. Risks include loss of agricultural land and groundwater (with possible total loss of freshwater aquifers in small islands) and health-related problems.
There is generally no scope for expansion, as competition for land is already strong,
and expansion is determined by physiographic considerations and sea-level rise.
The scope for intensification depends on existing levels of productivity, which are,
in many places, already very high. Response options include land-use planning,
control of groundwater depletion, the establishment of climate change adaptation
plans, flood and pollution control, mitigation of arsenic contamination through
improved irrigation practices, and implementation of integrated water management strategies at the river basin level.

Peri-urban agriculture
Peri-urban agriculture occurs all across all parts of the world, in response to increasing demand for agricultural products by urban centres. It suffers from scarcity of
suitable land, poor land tenure security, limited access to clean water and pollution
problems. Peri-urban agriculture will continue to expand where land and water are
available, thus taking advantage of dynamic and fast-growing markets associated
with urbanization. Health risks, both for producers and consumers, will need to
be managed much more systematically than today, particularly where untreated
waste-water is used. Better integration of urban and peri-urban agriculture in urban
SODQQLQJZRXOGDOORZVXFKSUDFWLFHVWRHIÀFLHQWO\DQGVDIHO\VHUYHJURZLQJFLWLHV

Conclusions
The world’s agricultural systems, and the land and water resources on which they
are based, have to respond to increasing demand for food and other agricultural
products by a growing and richer population. Increase in production is likely to
FRPHSULPDULO\IURPVXVWDLQDEOHLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQLQWHPSHUDWH]RQHVDQGLQLUULJDWHG
systems in large river basins; from extension of cultivated areas in parts of Latin
$PHULFD DQG $IULFD IURP VXVWDLQDEOH LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ LQ UDLQIHG DUHDV DQG IURP
progressive conversion of some rainfed land to irrigated production where it is
economically and technically feasible. Groundwater-based supplemental irrigation
will continue to serve an increasingly productive agriculture, where feasible.
Overall, the picture is also that of a world with increasing imbalance between
availability and demand for land and water resources at local level: the number of
regions reaching the limits of their production capacity is fast increasing. Food trade
will compensate for some deficits, but this will have important implications for local
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and national food self-sufficiency, and for the livelihoods of rural communities. On
the other hand, the intensive agricultural practices associated with past increases in
productivity have been accompanied by severe degradation of ecosystems services.
On-farm and downstream risks associated with demographic pressure and intensification will persist and worsen in several agricultural systems as long as corrective
measures are not taken to reverse this trend. This represents a major challenge to the
sustainability of land and water resource management.
Climate change will negatively affect farming systems, in the semi-arid and subtropical areas in particular, impacting water resources and irrigation systems in a
number of ways, and requiring major adaptation efforts in most cases. Deltas and
coastal areas will be doubly at risk of flooding from sea-level rise and more variable
wet-season rainfall. Figure 3.4 gives a schematic overview of the global distribution
of risks associated with main agricultural production systems.
In conclusion, a substantial share of the world’s land and water resources, and
their ecological integrity, are under stress from increasing demand and unsustainable agricultural practices. Further demand from agriculture and other sectors,
taken with the anticipated aspects of climate change, will add stress and threaten
their future production capacity.
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TECHNICAL OPTIONS
FOR SUSTAINABLE LAND
AND WATER MANAGEMENT
As discussed in Chapter 1, it is expected that more than four-ﬁfths
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Chapter 4

of the increased production to 2050 will come from existing land
areas through increased productivity. Many systems are, however,
already constrained either because of existing high productivity
levels, or because there are technical, socio-economic or institutional
constraints. In addition, as the intensity of farming increases, the
risks and related trade-offs discussed in the previous chapter become
more pressing. This chapter reviews technical options for moving
towards ‘sustainable land and water management’ – that is, more
intensive integrated management of soil, water, nutrients and other
inputs to produce increased crop value while maintaining or enhancing
environmental quality and conserving natural resources, both on-site
and off-site.
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Even though the growth in the area of rainfed agriculture has remained
static, rainfed agriculture is still projected to produce one-third or
more of the increase in global food output in the coming decades.
Rainfed systems in temperate zones are already high-yielding, but
face problems of nutrient and pesticide pollution. Smallholder rainfed
systems in developing countries face far more problems of poor soil
quality, soil moisture deﬁcits and high levels of agro-climatic risk,
exacerbated by climate change. They are also hindered by the absence
of proﬁtable market outlets and the resources to invest in improving
productivity.

Improving rainfed productivity

Rapid increases in rainfed yields in some areas in recent years show that improvements are realizable if favourable conditions are in place (Molden, 2007). These
conditions include institutional reform to deliver research and advisory services,
efficient markets for inputs and outputs, road infrastructure, mechanization,
improved use of fertilizer and high-yielding varieties, and better soil moisture
management. These are the conditions that have allowed the rapid growth of
productivity in rainfed systems across Asia and in the developed world. However,
although all of these conditions are well known and have shown their value, rainfed yields in many smallholder production systems in the developing world have
stagnated, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, despite efforts that have been made
for many years to improve performance. Rainfed yields in Eastern Africa have stagnated at 16 percent of potential for years.
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<LHOG LQFUHDVHV SOD\ D VLJQLÀFDQW UROH LQ SRYHUW\ UHGXFWLRQ ,W KDV EHHQ HVWLPDWHG
that every 1 percent increase in agricultural yields translates into a 0.6–1.2 percent
decrease in the numbers of absolute poor is households that cannot afford basic needs
for survival (Thirtle et al., 2001). However, the data also underline the risk that, if
the enabling environment does not encourage change to farming systems in developing countries, cereals yields under traditional management could stagnate at less
than 2t/ha. Several African countries, for example, have yields that are at around 20
percent of potential. Others, by contrast, realized gains of several percentage points in
UHFHQW\HDUV IRUH[DPSOHLQ6RXWKHUQ$IULFD 7UHQGVRYHUWKHÀYH\HDUSHULRG–5
FRQÀUPWKDWWKHVHSRWHQWLDOSURGXFWLYLW\JDLQVFDQEHUHDOL]HGZLWKERWKPRUHGHYHOoped countries (four percent increase) and less-developed countries (three percent
increase) reducing the yield gap). The gap between actual and potential is largest in
parts of sub-Saharan Africa, which even under low-input farming have the potential
to almost double cereals yields. There is thus considerable scope to close the yield gap
for some of the poorest parts of the world, with potential for developing countries to
double average cereals yields from 2.9 t/ha to 5.7 t/ha (Fischer et al., 2010).

One major challenge in rainfed farming is how to introduce accessible technical
solutions to improve management without increasing risks. Rainfed systems in
developing countries are often characterized by low productivity, caused by low
and variable water availability, and by environmental and soil problems of salinity,
temperature and lack of nutrients. The technological solutions available are characteristically low-yielding: the innovations of the green revolution depended largely
on water availability. In addition, productivity-boosting improvements for rainfed
systems typically heighten levels of risk. The insecurity of rainfed production is
intensified by the risks associated with climate variability.
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In some areas, these constraints have been overcome. In China, combined soil
and water management investments have delivered good returns with manageable
levels of risk. The Loess Plateau watershed rehabilitation project demonstrated on
an area of 1.5 Mha that soil and water management improvements could be profitDEOH %R[ (OVHZKHUHLQWKHZRUOG $UJHQWLQD$XVWUDOLD&DQDGD.D]DNKVWDQ
and sub-Saharan Africa) a range of rainwater management technologies and conservation farming techniques have been introduced with some success, and there is
increasing evidence that farmers are taking these up (Pretty et al., 2011). One of the
greatest problems is that some innovations take time to pay back investments.

Managing soil health and fertility
The challenges of low and depleting nutrients in soils and of poor soil structure are
prevalent on rainfed croplands. The lowest average productivity of rainfed agriculture is found in sub-Saharan Africa, especially in small-scale systems, because
of low inherent soil fertility of the land, compounded by severe nutrient depletion:
cereal crop yields are often below 1 t/ha. Solutions that depend on large applications of fertilizers are often unaffordable and too risky within many low-potential
rainfed cropping systems. In these cases, sustainable land and water management
techniques, including conservation agriculture, may help to restore and improve soil
fertility through integrated soil fertility management (Pretty et al., 2011).

Benefits of keeping soils healthy
7KH GLUHFW DQG LQGLUHFW EHQHÀWV RI LPSURYLQJ VRLO PDQDJHPHQW LQ DJULFXOWXUDO
systems can be assessed in economic, environmental and food security terms:
Economic benefits: improved soil management reduces input costs by enhancing resource-use efficiency (especially decomposition and nutrient cycling,
nitrogen fixation, and water storage and movement). Less fertilizer may be
needed if nutrient cycling becomes more efficient and fewer nutrients are
leached from the rooting zone. Fewer pesticides are needed where a diverse
set of pest-control organisms is active. As soil structure improves, the availability of water and nutrients to plants also improves. It is estimated that
nutrient cycling provides the largest contribution (51 percent) of the total value
(US$33 trillion) of all ‘ecosystem services’ (including cultural, services waste
treatment, disturbance regulation, water supply, food production, gas regulation and water regulation) provided each year (Costanza et al., 1997).
Environmental protection: soil organisms filter and detoxify chemicals and
absorb the excess nutrients that would otherwise become pollutants when
they reach groundwater or surface water. The management of soil biota helps
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to prevent pollution and land degradation, especially through minimizing the
use of agrochemicals and maintaining or enhancing soil structure and cation
exchange capacity (CEC). Excessive reduction in soil biodiversity, especially
the loss of keystone species or species with unique functions (for example, as a
result of excess chemicals, compaction or disturbance) may have catastrophic
ecological effects leading to loss of agricultural productive capacity. The mix of
soil organisms also partially determines soil resilience.
Food security: improved soil management can improve crop yield and quality,
especially through controlling pests and diseases, and enhancing plant growth.
Soil biodiversity determines the resource-use efficiency, as well as the sustainability and resilience of agro-ecological systems.

Techniques for managing soil fertility

Organic sources of plant nutrients enhance soil fertility and improve soil structure, water retention and biological activity. They can be derived from incorporation
of crop residues, application of animal manure, composting of organic wastes or
from biological fixation through leguminous crops, green manures or nitrogenfixing trees. However, these sources are by themselves not sufficient to sustain soil
fertility. Recycling of crop residues does reduce losses, but it does not compensate
for the nutrients exported in harvests, nor does it add to the total amount of nutrients originally available. Organic fertilizers need to be used in conjunction with
other sources of nutrients.

CHAPTER 4

Low-input agriculture depletes the soil, mining soil nutrients and leading to decline
of agricultural production, and ultimately to non-sustainable farming systems.
When correctly applied, the use of mineral fertilizer in combination with other techniques for improving soil health has proved effective in restoring and enhancing soil
fertility and in generating increased yields. However, mineral fertilizer is not affordable to many farmers, and in any case can form only one component of the solution
to the challenge of soil fertility.

The use of locally available rock phosphate can be an important component in
integrated plant nutrient systems, as an essential phosphorus supply or as a strategy of phosphorus recapitalization. The effects of rock phosphate are beneficial
primarily on acid and phosphorus fixing soils found mainly in the humid tropics,
which are forested or used for perennial crops such as oil palm, cocoa or coffee. In
order to be effective it has to be accompanied by a balanced supply of the other
major plant nutrients.
For strongly acid soils, the application of soil amendments of lime or dolomite
remedies deficiencies in calcium and magnesium, and neutralizes aluminium toxic-
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ity, constraints that limit root penetration and hence reduce access to other nutrients
and water in subsurface layers. Without amendment, the effectiveness of other soil
fertility-enhancing measures is very limited. The application required depends on
land use (some crops are acid-tolerant) and soil characteristics. Liming in excess can
reduce the availability of essential trace elements.
Plant diversity in cropping systems reduces the negative impact of monocropping on soils, and can bring positive advantages to soil health, improving soil
quality, improving nutrient cycling and sustaining biodiversity. Biodiversity within
the farming system can be achieved through intercrops (growing two or more
crop species simultaneously on the same land), crop rotations (growing different
crops sequentially on the same land) and relay crops (growing different crops with
partially overlapping growing seasons). There is also evidence that using a diversity
of crops can improve the effectiveness of mycorrhizal (fungal root symbioses) associations in a cropping system, provided that soils are not mechanically disturbed
(e.g. through tillage, which has negative impacts on fungal life, as well as meso- and
macro-fauna).
The use of legumes enhances biological nitrogen fixation. However, while the
amounts of nitrogen fixed by legumes under experimental conditions have been
well investigated, there is less data on the gains obtained in cropping systems under
farmer conditions. Inoculation is often required, and the infrastructure and extension for this is often lacking. Furthermore, the effectiveness of nitrogen fixation is
constrained by phosphorus deficiency in soil. As farmers grow many legumes for
food (e.g. phaseolus beans, cowpeas, pigeon peas, groundnuts), relay or mixed
cropping may prove to offer an economic return.
Agro-forestry systems have contributed to soil fertility. The use of Faidherbia albida
(Acacia albida) provides a good example. Yields of grain crops are substantially
higher under the tree crown than in the open field (Box 4.1). The beneficial effect is
attributed to a higher content of soil organic matter and to the fertilizing effect of
dung of animals grazing in the shade of the tree. Maintaining protective soil cover
is also important, such as through minimum or zero tillage, the use of crop residues
and mulch to reduce evaporation from bare soils, and optimization of rainwater
infiltration and groundwater recharge. These practices have a positive impact on
soil fertility, and hence on crop yields and water use efficiency. They also mitigate
drought risk.

The need for improvement
Technical actions to enhance and restore soil fertility have to be selected and
GHVLJQHGLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKHVSHFLÀFFRQVWUDLQWVDQGSRWHQWLDOVRIGLYHUVHHQYLURQPHQWV$GYRFDWLQJELRORJLFDOQLWURJHQÀ[DWLRQZKHUHOHJXPHVDUHQRWSDUWRIWKH
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BOX 4.1: FERTILIZER TREES – A SUCCESS

Maize growing under Faidherbia trees in southern Tanzania

Scientists from the World Agroforestry Centre and national institutions have been
evaluating various species of fertilizer trees for many years, including Sesbania,
Gliricidia and Tephrosia. Currently, Faidherbia albida is showing promise. This indigenous
African acacia is already a natural component of systems across much of the continent.
Unlike most other trees, Faidherbia sheds its leaves during the early rainy season and
remains dormant throughout the crop-growing period: the leaves grow again when the
dry season begins. This reverse phenology makes it highly compatible with food crops,
because it does not compete for light, nutrients or water during the crop-growing season.

CHAPTER 4

The combination of trees in farming systems (agroforestry) with conservation farming is
emerging as an affordable and accessible science-based solution to caring better for the
land and increasing smallholder food production. Millions of farmers in Zambia, Malawi,
Niger and Burkina Faso are restoring exhausted soils and increasing both crop yields
and incomes with this approach. The most promising results are from the integration
of fertilizer trees into cropping systems. These trees improve soil fertility by drawing
nitrogen from the air and transferring it to the soil through their roots and leaf litter.

In Zambia, 160 000 farmers now grow food crops within agroforests of Faidherbia over
an area of 300 000 ha. Zambia’s Conservation Farming Unit has observed that unfertilized
maize yields in the vicinity of Faidherbia trees averaged 4.1 t/ha, compared with 1.3 t/ha
nearby (but beyond the tree canopy). Similar promising results have emerged from
Malawi, where maize yields increased up to 280 percent in the zone under the canopy
of Faidherbia trees compared with the zone outside. In Niger, there are now more than
4.8 Mha of Faidherbia-dominated agroforests enhancing millet and sorghum production.
Promising results have also been observed from research in India and Bangladesh.
Source: Garrity et al. (2010) Photo: © World Agroforestry Centre
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cropping pattern may face a low adoption rate. The use of rock-phosphate outside
the acid soils of the humid and moist subhumid zones would have a limited impact.
Liming may be effective in neutralizing aluminium toxicity in acid soils, but is
VXSHUÁXRXVRQVRLOVZLWKIDLUFDOFLXPVDWXUDWLRQ,QRUGHUWREHHIIHFWLYHDSSOLFDtions of fertilizers in semi-arid areas need to be accompanied by water harvesting
and water conservation, or by small-scale irrigation. Timing of fertilization needs to
be designed for soils with low plant nutrient retention capacity. Relying on organic
sources of plant nutrients in semi-arid areas, where biomass production is severely
OLPLWHGE\ZDWHUGHÀFLWLVXQUHDOLVWLF7KHVDPHDSSOLHVWRUHO\LQJRQDQLPDOPDQXUH
in areas of severe tsetse infestation.
Cash inputs, in particular, are rarely adopted in subsistence systems. Despite
significant growth in the use of fertilizers in a small number of countries in
sub-Saharan Africa, the use of fertilizers has remained generally low as a result of
unfavourable cost–benefit ratios, high risk and weak markets. However, in contrast
with the past, staple food crops (e.g. maize, teff, barley, wheat) are now increasingly
among the main crops that are fertilized (Morris et al., 2007).
Packages also have to be designed for each local farming situation. Numerous
attempts to improve soil fertility have failed because the proposed technology was
not appropriate and because elementary information about the characteristics of
the natural resource base was ignored. Recommendations that are formulated for
entire countries or regions, without taking into account the great diversity that
prevails at farmer level, are often counterproductive. Adapted packages are needed,
with combinations of technical options tailored to meet site-specific ecological and
socio-economic conditions.
There are many socio-economic constraints to adoption. Crop residues have
alternative uses as fodder, fuel and building material, for which there are often
no substitutes. Crop residues are also burnt in order to control weeds and pests.
Applications of manure are effective in homestead gardens where farm animals are
stabled, but elsewhere animals may be feeding on extensive rangeland from which
manure cannot be collected. Composting is labour-intensive, and organic wastes
on a small farm are limited. Grass and legume cover crops compete with food
crops for land and for available water and nutrients. The same constraints apply
to green manuring, which may require considerable labour for the incorporation of
produced biomass. Major constraints to incorporating additional organic matter in
the soil are the lack of draught power and the lack of short-term returns.
Packages thus need a ‘feasibility and risk’ assessment to build in incentives. Recent
work in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia has developed packages that are designed to
manage risk and provide incentives to farmers (Box 4.2). Some techniques, in fact,
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BOX 4.2: INTEGRATED SOIL FERTILITY MANAGEMENT

Farmyard manure, Nepal

Integrated soil fertility management is a strategy to incorporate both organic and inorganic
plant nutrients for higher crop productivity, prevention of soil degradation and reduction
of nutrient loss. It relies on nutrient application through organic inputs such as compost,
manure, inorganic fertilizer and/or the integration of nutrient-fixing crops. The integrated
use of organic and mineral inputs in crop production has many positive interactions.
However, for lasting positive effects on soil health, soil tillage should be avoided.
CHAPTER 4

Source: CDE (2010) Photo: K. M. Sthapit

seem to offer several incentives. Plant diversity has the benefit of offering other
advantages to farmers that make adoption attractive, including spreading market
risks, increasing income opportunities, improving dietary balance, spreading labour
requirements more evenly throughout the year, and decreasing risk from pests and
adverse environmental factors such as drought.

Soil moisture management for rainfed areas
Improvement in rainfed agriculture is dependent on an adequate supply of water to
SODQWURRWV7KHÀUVWOLQHRIDFWLRQLQVRLOPRLVWXUHFRQVHUYDWLRQLVWRPDNHWKHEHVW
use of the available rainfall. This involves minimizing unproductive water evaporation, increasing soil organic matter content and minimizing soil disturbances
through appropriate techniques, including conservation agriculture.
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Soil moisture management in high rainfall areas has traditionally been practised by
a range of water-harvesting systems, including terracing and runoff diversion. There
is considerable technical scope for improving agricultural water management in rainfed cultivation through more water harvesting and better soil moisture conservation
techniques – but also many technical and socio-economic constraints to adoption.
Rainwater harvesting aims to improve water control and ensure adequate soil
moisture for crop roots during the growing season (Box 4.3). Such harvesting
captures runoff from a managed catchment area and reserves it either in a storage
area or in the soil profile. Technologies include simple on-farm structures diverting
water to a planting pit, structures in the catchment that divert runoff to storage or
run-on fields, permanent terraces and dams (CDE, 2010). Effective rainwater harvest-

BOX 4.3: RAINWATER HARVESTING

Furrow-enhanced rainwater (runoff) harvesting, Syria

Rainwater harvesting uses a range of technologies that gather runoff to make it
available for agricultural production or domestic purposes. Rainwater harvesting aims
to minimize variations in water availability and enhance the reliability of agricultural
production. The basic components of a rainwater harvesting system are (1) a catchment
area, (2) a concentration / storage area and (3) a cultivated area. When runoff is stored
in the soil profile, (1) and (3) are synonymous. Rainwater harvesting covers a broad
spectrum of different technologies, from simple measures such as V-shaped structures
with a planting pit to more complex and large structures such as dams. The investment
costs vary considerably.

Source: CDE (2010) Photo: F. Turkelboom
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ing can boost yields by two to three times over conventional rainfed agriculture,
especially when combined with improved varieties and minimum-tillage methods
that conserve water. Several of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR) centres are researching issues of rainwater harvesting, and related
issues of drought-tolerant and water-efficient germplasm and agronomic management for dryland conditions (World Bank, 2006: 170).
Farming on slopes comes with problems of rapid loss of moisture from the soil
profile and erosion by runoff. Many vegetative and structural techniques for soil and
water conservation on slopes are available, including vegetative strips on contours
to retain moisture and prevent erosion (Box 4.4), and terraces and bunds that act as
structural barriers (Box 4.5). Vegetative measures usually require lower investment
and are more easily established, and farmers tend to give them priority over more
demanding structural measures. Structural measures should be promoted where
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BOX 4.4: VEGETATIVE STRIPS

Natural vegetative strip, Philippines

Vegetative strips may be composed of grass, shrubs and trees. These are often used
along contours, helping to hold back excessive runoff, but may also be set perpendicular
to the wind, to control wind erosion. Vegetative strips along the contour often lead to the
formation of bunds and terraces due to ‘tillage erosion’ via the downslope movement of
soil during cultivation. Compared with terraces and bunds they are thus much easier and
cheaper to establish. Vegetative strips can also be utilized on flat land as shelterbelts,
windbreaks or as barriers surrounding fields.

Source: CDE (2010) Photo: A. Mercado, jr
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BOX 4.5: STRUCTURAL BARRIERS

Establishment of small bench terraces, Thailand

Structural barriers are measures on sloping lands in the form of earth/soil bunds and
stone lines for reducing runoff velocity and soil erosion. This is achieved by reducing the
steepness and/or length of slope. Structural barriers are well known and are commonly
prominent as traditional soil and water conservation measures. Structural barriers
are often combined with soil fertility improvement (e.g. soil cover, manure or fertilizer
application).

Source: CDE (2010) Photo: S. Sombatpanit

vegetative measures are not sufficient on their own, such as on very steep and erodible slopes. Ideally, structural measures are combined with vegetative or agronomic
measures for protection, and to improve soil fertility and water management.
These techniques have traditionally relied on high levels of cheap or subsidized
labour and animal draught. On marginal lands in low rainfall areas, the limited
opportunities for on-farm control and related soil conservation still remain risky.
Recent experience with introduced techniques in many countries is that they are
often not profitable for farmers and can increase risk. They are thus rarely replicated
in the absence of project support.
The best options are adaptable management practices that increase vegetative cover, and enhance retention of organic matter and soil moisture, along with
adoption of adapted crop varieties. Strategies to provide yield stability in the face
of climatic variability and to increase yields through improved soil, water and
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biological resource management will go hand in hand. Investment in improving
agricultural water management needs to form part of a package that integrates soil,
water and agronomy with a broader rural development and livelihoods approach,
particularly to open access to input and output markets.

Integrated approaches to improving
productivity in rainfed systems
Several integrated production approaches have developed that combine best practices in sustainable land and water management, adapted to both the local ecosystem and social circumstances as well as to a viable market demand (Neely and
Fynn, 2010; CDE, 2010). They incorporate improved soil and water management
WHFKQLTXHV LQ D ZD\ WKDW LQWHQVLÀHV SURGXFWLRQ WKURXJK LQWHJUDWHG VRLO IHUWLOLW\
PDQDJHPHQWLPSURYHGZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\DQGFURSGLYHUVLW\7KHVHDSSURDFKHV
offer opportunities for farmers, particularly smallholder rainfed farmers, to
improve productivity sustainably. Some of these approaches are also applicable in
larger-scale farming.

Agro-ecological approaches combine ecological knowledge and agriculture to
promote a whole-systems approach to agriculture and food systems, using a range
of traditional and modern approaches. Agro-ecological approaches use combined
methods sourced from traditional knowledge, alternative agriculture, advanced
science and technologies, and local food systems. Typically, the approaches employ
minimum- and low-till methods, rotational grazing, intercropping, crop rotation,
crop–livestock integration, intraspecies variety and seed saving, habitat management, and pest management rather than ‘control’. Agro-ecological approaches also
HQFRXUDJHEHQHÀFLDOSUHGDWRU\DQGSDUDVLWLFLQVHFWVDQGWKHHQKDQFHPHQWRIEHQHÀFLDOELRWDLQFOXGLQJP\FRUUKL]DHDQGQLWURJHQÀ[HUVDVZHOODVFRQVHUYLQJUHVRXUFHV
LQFOXGLQJHQHUJ\ZDWHU WKURXJKGU\IDUPLQJDQGHIÀFLHQWLUULJDWLRQ VWRFNVRIVRLO
nutrients and organic matter (Neely and Fynn, 2010; Pretty et al., 2011).
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Agro-ecological approaches

Conservation agriculture
Conservation agriculture approaches seek to conserve natural resources while
increasing yields and resilience. Conservation agriculture systems are grouped
around three core technologies that, applied simultaneously, provide a basis for
sustainable improvements in productivity through synergetic effects: minimal soil
disturbance, permanent soil cover and crop diversity.
Conservation agriculture provides (1) improved rainwater infiltration (with
reduced runoff, evaporation and erosion) (2) increased biodiversity and soil organic
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matter, and (3) improved soil structure. Labour requirements are reduced, and the
use of synthetic fertilizer, pesticide and fossil fuels is minimized. Each of the technologies can serve as an entry point. However, only the simultaneous application of
all three results in full benefits. Conservation agriculture is suited to both small- and
large-scale farming. Its adoption is particularly attractive for situations facing acute
labour shortages. Because of its proven track record, conservation agriculture is now
being promoted by FAO globally, and there are currently around 117 Mha under
conservation agriculture worldwide.

Organic agriculture
Organic agriculture avoids the use of synthetic input, conserves soil and water, and
optimizes productivity by organic means. It is a holistic management system that
PLQLPL]HV RU HOLPLQDWHV V\QWKHWLF IHUWLOL]HU SHVWLFLGHV DQG JHQHWLFDOO\ PRGLÀHG
organisms, conserves soil and water, and aims to optimize the health and productivity of interdependent communities of plants, animals and people.
Organic agriculture includes a series of measures: crop rotations and enhanced
crop diversity; different combinations of livestock and plants; symbiotic nitrogen
fixation with legumes; application of organic manure; and biological pest control,
such as ‘push–pull’. All these strategies seek to make the best use of local resources.
However, medium- and large-scale organic production often requires imports of
organic material (in the form of compost, mulch, etc.) in order to maintain soil
productivity. Medium- and large-scale organic production also often includes
mechanical tillage.
Organic agriculture is a sustainable system that minimizes conflict with other
ecosystem services, and has an enhanced economic value due to growing consumer
preference for organic products. Over 32 Mha worldwide are now farmed organically by 1.2 million farmers, with organic wild products harvested on around
30 Mha (CDE, 2010; Neely and Fynn, 2010).

Agroforestry
Agroforestry is a land-use system in which woody perennials are integrated with
DJULFXOWXUDO FURSV DQG OLYHVWRFN LQ RUGHU WR DFFHVV EHQHÀFLDO LQWHUDFWLRQV DQG WR
balance ecological needs with the sustainable harvesting of tree and forest resources.
$JURIRUHVWU\SURYLGHVPDQ\EHQHÀWVDQGVHUYLFHV– more productive and sustainable use of soil and water resources, multiple fuel, fodder and food products, and
provision of a habitat for associated species. There are usually both ecological and
economic interactions between the components of the system.
There are five main forms of agroforestry: alley cropping, forest farming, silvopastoralism (Box 4.6), riparian forest buffers and windbreaks. Agroforestry may
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BOX 4.6: SILVOPASTORALISM, SHINYANGA, TANZANIA

Silvopastoralism systems include the introduction of trees into grazing areas, providing
shade and shelter, increased resilience, and in some cases improved forage quality.
Silvopastoralism can bring dramatic results: 20 years ago in the Shinyanga region of
Tanzania soil erosion was such that dust storms were common; today the activity of the
Shinyanga Land Rehabilitation Programme (HASHI) means that woodlots yield firewood
and building timber, while fruit orchards provide food and fodder trees supply proteinrich feed for livestock.
Source: Neely and Fynn (2010)

integrate a wide range of technologies: contour farming, multistorey cropping,
(relay) intercropping, multiple cropping, bush and tree fallows, parkland, or home
gardens. Many of the approaches form part of traditional land-use systems, which
can be upgraded with the introduction of new or improved technologies.

Integrated crop–livestock systems

The aim is for components to interact synergistically. For example, waste products
such as manure from livestock are used to improve soil fertility for crop production,
while crop residues provide supplementary feed for animals. Mixed systems diversify production, making resource use more efficient, and improve resilience to risks
of climate change, market variability or production failure.

CHAPTER 4

Mixed and integrated systems optimize the use of the biomass and nutrient cycles
within a crop and livestock production system. Integrated crop and livestock systems
can positively affect biodiversity, soil health, ecosystem services and forest preservation. Due to the integration of components, they are able to compete economically
with intensive large-scale specialized operations. Variants include systems with or
without trees or aquaculture, and agropastoral systems with or without trees.

Traditional agriculture systems
Traditional agricultural systems comprise indigenous forms of ecological agriculture
resulting from the coevolution of social and environmental systems. These systems
are usually characterized by a high degree of complexity and plant biodiversity.
0XFK FDQ EH OHDUQHG IURP WKH YHU\ VSHFLÀF XVH RI HQYLURQPHQWDO NQRZOHGJH
and natural resources in these systems, because of their highly evolved synthesis
between productive and natural systems. Some have now achieved the status of
Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Sites (GIAHS). Careful introduction of
management improvements to these systems, based on sustainable land and water
management technologies, can result in higher yields, particularly from agroforestry
and integrated crop and livestock practices. However, some forms of traditional
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agriculture are encountering pressures that may make them less sustainable, and
changes may be needed (CDE, 2010; Neely and Fynn, 2010).

Sustainable agropastoral and pastoral practices
Healthy and productive grasslands are obtained in drylands by bunching the stock
into large herds and moving them frequently. Controlled grazing allows for more
even distribution of dung and urine that can enhance soil organic matter and nutrients for plant productivity. In fact, overgrazing is often more a function of time
than of the absolute numbers of animals – it happens when livestock have access
to plants before the above-ground parts and rooting systems have had time to
UHFRYHU7KHKROLVWLFSODQQHGJUD]LQJPHWKRG 6DYRU\DQG%XWWHUÀHOG VKRXOG
LPSURYH VRLO FRYHU SODQW GLYHUVLW\ DQG ELRPDVV LQFUHDVH ZDWHU LQÀOWUDWLRQ DQG
increase animal density to better distribute dung and urine, while limiting grazing time. It results in improved biomass production, as well as improved livestock
quality and productivity.
Many researchers on pastoral systems have concluded that extensive livestock
production on communal land is the most appropriate use of semi-arid lands in
Africa (Scoones, 1995). Therefore, the conversion of de facto common property
resources that are commonplace in rangelands into private user rights encourages short-term resource exploitation rather than the long-term conservation they
UHTXLUH&RPPXQLW\PDQDJHGFRQVHUYDQFLHVLQ.HQ\DDUHXWLOL]LQJKROLVWLFJUD]LQJ
of livestock to increase productivity of the livestock, as well as wildlife numbers
(Box 4.7).
.H\ FRQVWUDLQWV VWHPPLQJ IURP ODFN RI WHQXUH SURPRWLRQ RI SULYDWL]DWLRQ DQG
minimal health and education services must be addressed to ensure that the synergistic relationship between livestock-based livelihoods and environmental health
can be successful and sustainable (UNCCD, 2007). Improving pastoralists’ capacities to move towards sustainable management of rangelands requires a combination
of measures that include adaptive management approaches, social organization and
tenurial arrangements that cover the common property resources upon which their
livelihoods depend.

Constraints and challenges
7KH DSSURDFKHV GHVFULEHG DUH DOO FRQWH[WVSHFLÀF DQG VKRXOG EH DGDSWHG WR WKH
local agro-ecological and socio-economic context. Major challenges are knowledge,
incentives and resources. All approaches require knowledge and knowledge transfer, and the institutional basis for this has to be available. All of the approaches have
WKHLURZQHFRQRPLFUDWLRQDOHEXWRIWHQÀQDQFLDOFRVWVDUHKLJKHUWKDQLQWUDGLWLRQDO
V\VWHPVDQGRYHUDOOSURÀWDELOLW\PD\EHXQFHUWDLQ3DUWRIWKHEHQHÀWRI¶HFRORJLFDOO\ DGDSWHG· DJULFXOWXUH JRHV RIIVLWH WR GRZQVWUHDP RU JOREDO EHQHÀFLDULHV
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In the land around Lake Baringo in Kenya’s central Rift Valley, a quiet natural revolution
is taking place to reverse devastating land degradation and re-establish grassland
resilience. The Rehabilitation of Arid Environments (RAE) Trust recognized that, in
pastoral areas, grass is the most important commodity. With community members, they
are transforming the Baringo basin. Some 2 200 ha have been successfully rehabilitated
using trees and grass plantings, and improved livestock management. Bringing back
the grass has now positively impacted some 15 000–30 000 people – including individual
families, pastoralists managing communal fields and group ranches, as well as self-help
and women’s groups. Grass seed is being harvested and is now sold throughout Kenya.
Getting the perennial grasses back has not just refurbished the ecosystem processes
(land, nutrients, water and biodiversity) but has resulted in the confidence and
competence for the communities to be self-sustaining. A focus on the drylands and
grazing lands of Africa is indispensible to efforts for reversing degradation and reducing
poverty.

CHAPTER 4

BOX 4.7: REVERSING DESERTIFICATION IN BARINGO GRASSLANDS, KENYA

Source: Elizabeth Myerhoff and Murray Roberts, RAE Trust. Photo: W. Lynam

ZKHUHDVWKHIDUPHUEHDUVDOORIWKHFRVW(YHQLIWKHSURÀWLQFHQWLYHLVSUHVHQWWKH
investment costs and lead time before these approaches ‘pay back’ is a constraint for
farmers, particularly poor smallholders.
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Sourcing water for irrigated agriculture
New diversions and multipurpose projects
Over the four decades to 2050, a net increase of water withdrawals for agriculture
of about 150 km3 is anticipated, with the largest gross increases in Southeast Asia,
Southern America and sub-Saharan Africa. Most of this will have to come from
surface water, as groundwater is already fully developed in most locations.
Opportunities for large storage dams are fewer than in the past, and low economic
returns and environmental and safety considerations have reduced interest in the
construction of large dams. High cost means that large dams can usually only be
justified by hydropower benefits. However, projects are under way or under consideration in a number of countries, including China, Iran and several African countries.
Some irrigation water may also be added by optimizing release rules on existing
dams. Transboundary cooperation on water resources development and management could also increase water availability for irrigation. For example, hydropower
dams on the Blue Nile in Ethiopia could provide extra irrigation water downstream.
But most new storage specifically for irrigation is likely to be at a small scale. In
many countries there are options for such small structures. All such impoundments
require social, economic and environmental assessment of the risks and trade-offs
involved, and projects need to be studied within a basin-planning framework. At
the policy level, diversion of extra water for agriculture would require decisions
about locking in entitlements to agriculture over other, possibly higher value uses,
and about downstream risks to the aquatic environment and wetlands. Where
transboundary resources are concerned, governments would have to weigh the
benefits of optimizing investment at the basin scale (which might, for example,
suggest upstream investment in hydropower and downstream diversion for irrigation) against sovereignty and water security issues. A decision to invest in irrigation development rather than in rainfed agriculture or in other pro-poor assets and
services would be conditioned by the impacts of possible investment alternatives.

Groundwater
Despite the problems of depletion and pollution, groundwater will continue to
offer a key buffer in maintaining optimal soil moisture for irrigated crops, and this
role will grow with increasing climatic variability (FAO, 2011d). In many countries,
though, there are few opportunities for new groundwater development, so better
use of existing groundwater resources is a vital priority.
But groundwater depletion as a consequence of intensive agriculture is unrelenting (Siebert et al., 2010). Although introduction of management approaches is
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unlikely to restore many aquifers to complete sustainability, aquifer life and productivity can be improved. Recent experience with community self-management of
groundwater is encouraging, where recharge of shallow aquifers is active and
user interests in maintaining dependable levels of agricultural production are high
(World Bank, 2010a).
Salinization of aquifers arises from percolation of polluted or saline waters from
irrigated agriculture, and also when aquifer stocks are depleted and concentrations
of salts rise. In addition, depletion of coastal aquifers can result in saline intrusion. The key solution is active management of aquifers, to reduce extraction to
the sustainable yield. Aquifer health may also be restored by artificial injection of
freshwater to dilute saline water or to create salt water intrusion barriers, but this
can be costly and requires a high degree of control (Mateo-Sagasta and Burke, 2010).

Scope for investing in non-conventional sources of water

Drainage water can be re-used either through loops in systems or by farmers
pumping direct from drains. Use of these relatively saline waters poses agricultural
and environmental risks due to soil salinization and water quality degradation
downstream, and thus salinity risk assessment and monitoring are needed. Actions
to prevent further salinization of land and water, or to remediate saline or sodic
soils, also have to be implemented. Successes include in Egypt, which re-uses over
10 percent of its annual freshwater withdrawals without deterioration of the salt
balance. Desalination of salty groundwater and brackish drainage water for agriculture is so far uneconomic due to high energy costs, with the exception of intensive horticulture for high-value cash crops, such as vegetables and flowers (mainly
in greenhouses) grown in coastal areas, where safe disposal of the brine is easier
than in inland areas (Mateo-Sagasta and Burke, 2010). However, desalinated water,
including drainage water, is becoming a more competitive option, because costs are
declining while those of surface water and groundwater are increasing.
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Globally, only about 60 percent of water withdrawn is actually consumed in direct
evaporation – some 2 900 km3 out of 5 200 km3. The rest is returned to the hydrological system and is potentially recoverable for secondary uses, such as agriculture. If all
this water were recovered, it would represent more than three-quarters of the present
consumptive use in agriculture. Thus, particularly in water-short countries, investment
in re-use of drainage water and municipal or industrial wastewater can offset scarcity.

As cities expand, more municipal and industrial wastewater will become available. Wastewater has the advantage of being rich in nutrients, and is available close
to centres of population and markets, so is ideal for peri-urban market gardening
and aquaculture. However, contaminants in wastewater pose risks for human
health and the environment. To maximize benefits and minimize risks related to the
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use of wastewater, a robust policy and institutional framework has to be designed
(WHO-FAO-UNEP, 2006). Decisions on technical aspects need to be taken up-front,
because this will determine the treatment method for re-use of effluent. The water
resources allocation aspects need to be planned: who will receive the water needs to
be assessed and become subject to contractual arrangements. On the environmental
side, rules and regulation are required to control contaminants at source, and to
protect human health. Finally, on the agricultural side, restricted irrigation and cropping practices may need to be applied.

Modernizing irrigation systems
Improving water service in large irrigation schemes
7KHVFRSHIRUHIÀFLHQF\JDLQVDQGLPSURYHGODQGDQGZDWHUSURGXFWLYLW\LQLUULJDWLRQ LV FRQVLGHUDEOH (IÀFLHQFLHV ZRUOGZLGH DUH ZHOO EHORZ WHFKQLFDO PD[LPXPV
pressurized systems and protected agriculture still occupy only a small area;
low-value staples predominate in cropping patterns; and agricultural yields and
farmer incomes are well short of potential (Molden et al., 2010). Three elements can
contribute to ‘more value per drop’: improving water service, improving on-farm
ZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\ HVSHFLDOO\RQIDUP DQGLPSURYLQJDJURQRPLFHIÀFLHQF\
Pathways to improve productivity and bridge the yield gap in irrigation include
increasing the flexibility, reliability and timing of water service through operation
and maintenance of the diversion and canal system, or better distribution within
the system (for example, by increasing supplies to tail-end areas). In principle,
improved water service is feasible on almost all irrigation schemes.
An integrated approach is required to invest in the different inputs to the production system – soil, water, agronomy, along with economic and institutional improvements. The concept of large-scale irrigation scheme modernization embraces all
the changes in the irrigation delivery system, in agronomic practices, and in the
institutional and incentive structure needed to provide farmers with a sustainable,
efficient and demand-responsive water delivery service that will underpin a high
productivity and sustainable farming system (FAO, 2007e).
A second pathway is to improve water-use efficiency (consumptive use of water
in irrigation as a proportion of water withdrawal for irrigation) so that a larger
share of water diverted is used beneficially (for example, by reducing losses in the
irrigation system, improving on-farm water management or recycling drainage
water). The scope for increasing the beneficial use of water withdrawn for irrigation
is demonstrated by the very low ratio in many areas between water required and
water withdrawn, as up to three times as much water is withdrawn on irrigation
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schemes as is actually required for plant growth. However, the scope for saving
water must be considered with caution, as a large part of unused water returns to
rivers and aquifers through percolation and drainage.
Integrated modernization will require both ‘hardware’ and ‘software’ investments. Hardware investments will go beyond the simple rehabilitation of existing
systems to include physical improvements to the system, such as the correct selection of gates and control structures, lining of canals with geosynthetics, construction
of interceptor canals and reservoirs, and installation of modern information systems,
as well as on-farm irrigation improvement technologies such as drip irrigation, and
a drainage network that allows a non-polluting management of the salt balance.
Modernization investments also include a range of ‘software’ improvements such as
scheme management and institutional structures, on-farm water management practices, combined water and soil fertility management, drainage water management,
and integrated approaches to combating drought, salinity and floods. Investment in
irrigation modernization for sustainable, high-productivity agriculture requires an
economic environment that provides undistorted incentives, manageable risk and
market access.

7KHVFRSHIRULPSURYHPHQWVLQLUULJDWLRQSURGXFWLYLW\LVQRWFRQÀQHGWRODUJHIRUPDO
schemes. Many smallholders in Asia, Africa and the Middle East make their livelihoods from agriculture practised in small-scale and traditional irrigation systems.
Often, small-scale irrigation is based on community-constructed water diversion and
FRQYH\DQFH V\VWHPV RSHUDWHG E\ XVHUPDQDJHG LQVWLWXWLRQV 7KHVH LQFOXGH ÁRRG
EDVHGV\VWHPV VXFKDVVSDWHGLYHUVLRQRUÁRRGUHFHVVLRQ VSULQJDQGVKDOORZZHOO
systems, small-scale perimeters lifting water from rivers, run-off/run-on systems,
water-harvesting systems, and local market-gardening systems using wells, local
runoff or even tap water.
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The scope for improving productivity in small-scale and informal irrigation

Small-scale irrigation systems exist in almost all agro-ecological zones, and are
important where water is a significant constraint on crop production and where
water resources are limited or overused, particularly in semi-arid to subhumid
zones. Often these schemes are partly (or even mainly) rainfed, using only supplementary irrigation. Typically, yields are well below those of larger formal schemes
due to lack of economies of scale, lack of appropriate varieties and water control,
and difficulties of accessing markets. Their strengths lie in well-developed traditional knowledge, sustainable management of land and water resources, and levels
of local social capital.
The challenge is how to improve performance on these schemes without compromising their present sustainability. Some technologies are available – for example,
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BOX 4.8: DRIP IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGY

Drip irrigation system

The aim to increase returns to water, (‘more crop per drop’), can be achieved through
many ways, including more efficient water collection, abstraction, storage, distribution
and application in the field. Drip irrigation schemes are water-efficient systems that
apply small volumes of water at frequent intervals close to the root-zone. In drip
irrigation systems, water flows through a filter into special drip pipes and is discharged
directly onto the soil near the plants. When this technology is properly managed, the
advantages include better water control, improved plant nutrition and reduction in labour
requirement. It is well suited for high-value crops, including vegetables and fruit trees.
Source: CDE (2010) Photo: W. Critchley

canal lining for spring-fed schemes, or treadle pumps for market gardening. What
is needed are mechanisms to transmit knowledge, technology and investment
support, ensuring that change is introduced within the framework of traditional
sustainable land and water management practices (Box 4.8).

Increasing on-farm water productivity
Water-use efficiency
,PSURYLQJRQIDUPZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\ EHQHÀFLDOFRQVXPSWLYHXVHE\HYDSRWUDQVpiration as a proportion of water delivered) depends on the on-farm water managePHQWVNLOOVRIIDUPHUV0HDVXUHVWRLPSURYHRQIDUPZDWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\FRPELQH
increasing the skills of farmers to better manage the timing and quantity of irrigation
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for their crops with investment in on-farm irrigation technology that provides better
control over water deliveries and reduces wastage. Better control can be provided by
piped distribution systems, and by precision delivery to wet the plant roots, (e.g. by
GULSRUEXEEOHULUULJDWLRQ 7KHVHWHFKQRORJLHVZLOODOVRUHGXFHQRQEHQHÀFLDOZDWHU
FRQVXPSWLRQE\UHGXFLQJWUDQVPLVVLRQORVVHVWRSHUFRODWLRQDQGQRQEHQHÀFLDOHYDSRUDWLRQ(IÀFLHQF\FDQEHLQFUHDVHGIXUWKHUE\FRQWUROOLQJWKHPLFURFOLPDWHDURXQG
the crop, such as in protected agriculture under greenhouses.
Agronomic efficiency depends on the skills of farmers, though some constraints,
such as climatic and socio-economic factors, are outside their control. Agronomic
efficiency can be improved by:
Water control and soil moisture management to ensure adequate availability
of moisture to plant roots for optimal growth. Conservation agriculture, in
particular, reduces significantly unproductive water losses.
Water, soil and nutrient management to ensure timely availability of nutrients
in the root zone and efficient nutrient uptake by plants. In particular, water, soil
and input management to raise nitrogen availability is critical for high yield
per unit of evapotranspiration.

Water productivity
An additional route towards a more productive use of irrigation water is to increase
agronomic or economic productivity so that more output is obtained per unit of
water consumed. This can be obtained through better agricultural practices, leading
to increased yields of irrigated crops (including by achieving a higher harvest index)
and for which no additional irrigation water is needed, or through hanging cropping patterns and moving towards higher-value crops, bearing in mind the overall
biophysical limits (Steduto et al., 2007).
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Crop husbandry to select the optimal cropping pattern, choose the bestperforming varieties, align the cropping calendar with moisture availability,
sow at the right time, and manage weeds, arthropod pests and diseases.

Despite the considerable improvements in water productivity in recent years, a
gap remains between the actual and attainable yield per unit of water consumed.
Figure 4.1 shows actual recorded water productivity for both irrigated and rainfed
crops, matched against the realizable potential water productivity. The data confirm
that water productivity in irrigated agriculture is typically higher than in rainfed.
For both irrigated and rainfed conditions, actual productivity falls well short of the
potential. Wheat and rice show the largest gaps, indicating where water productivity can still improve substantially.
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FIGURE 4.1: WATER PRODUCTIVITY FOR MAIZE, WHEAT
AND RICE: POTENTIAL, IRRIGATED AND RAINFED
Potential

Actual irrigated

Actual rainfed

4

Water productivity (kg/m3)

3

2

1

0
Maize

Wheat

Rice

Source: Sadras et al. (2010)

It is generally observed that cropping patterns progressively change towards
higher-value crops in water-constrained areas. In China, for example, there have
been shifts, with a slight decrease in rice and wheat, and sharp increase in maize,
vegetable and other high-value crops. The potential for closing the water productivity gap is considerable, but realizing higher levels of water productivity requires
more intensive production techniques.
Many of the on-farm practices to increase crop water productivity are well known
and could double water productivity. Situations vary widely across crops and
production systems, and analysis and proposals for improvement need to be highly
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specific. Box 4.9 contains five case studies drawn from environmentally, technologically and culturally diverse regions, and covering farming systems ranging from
subsistence to high-tech production systems. In most situations, adopting measures
to improve soil moisture availability and raise the capacity of crops to capture
water are the lowest-cost and quickest ways to raise water productivity. In addition,
overall water productivity can be raised by improved methods to reduce harvest
and post-harvest losses, which may add up to 30–40 percent of the yield originally
produced at the farm (Lundqvist et al., 2008).

BOX 4.9: FIVE CASE STUDIES OF IMPROVING CROP WATER PRODUCTIVITY

Rainfed wheat in southeast Australia, Mediterranean Basin, China Loess Plateau
and North American Great Plains: a considerable gap between actual and maximum
potential yield per unit of water was found. The average gap was 68 percent for the
southern Great Plains of North America, 63 percent for the Mediterranean Basin, and
56 percent for China Loess Plateau, Northern Great Plains and southeast Australia. The
reasons for these gaps included nutrition, sowing time and soil constraints. Soil moisture
management was a key problem. Among the solutions identified were rapid ground
cover to reduce evaporation, minimum tillage approaches and stubble management.
A similar yield gap exists for commercial rainfed sunflower in the western Pampas of
Argentina, with nutrient and water availability and interaction at sowing time the most
important leverage point to increasing yield and water productivity.
For rice systems in the lower Mekong River Basin, the yield gap is large, with actual
main opportunities for improvement include using high-yielding varieties, increasing
application of fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides, and supplementary irrigation. Changing
cropping patterns to higher-value crops such as coffee, vegetables and peanuts (which
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productivity per unit of water consuming only 15–30 percent of maximum possible. The

outperform rice in economic returns per mm of water use) may also be an option.
The irrigated commercial maize systems in the western US corn belt were only
10–20 percent below maximum productivity. Nonetheless, better management of water
could still improve productivity; for example, irrigation scheduling based on real-time
crop requirements and some water monitoring.
Environmental, management and plant-related factors contribute to very low water
productivity of millet in the Sahel, averaging only 0.3 kg for each m3 consumed. Improving
water productivity of millet in dry, hot environments of Africa requires higher inputs,
chiefly large fertilizer doses. However, the low harvest index of millet that contributes to
its low water productivity needs to be considered in the context of a trade-off between
grain production and valuable crop residues.
Source: this study
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Where will improving crop water productivity make a difference?
Water productivity can improve, even over a relatively short timeframe, as recent
progress in some systems shows. For example, the water productivity of rice in the
lower Mekong River Basin is low (14–35 percent of potential), but has been increasing rapidly in recent years (Figure 4.2). The improvements arise from adoption of
high-yielding varieties, better application of fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides, and
supplementary irrigation. There are some straightforward technical gains for crops
VXFKDVFKLFNSHDDQGVXQÁRZHUZKHUHODUJHLPSURYHPHQWVLQ\LHOGSHUXQLWRIZDWHU

FIGURE 4.2: MEKONG RIVER BASIN YIELD PER UNIT EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
OF RICE AT A REGIONAL SCALE (IN kg GRAIN/ha/mm)
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BOX 4.10: CHINA IS A WATER–SAVING SOCIETY

China has made significant achievements in saving water used for agriculture, largely
because of institutional and technological innovations. Between 1980 and 2004, while the
total volume of water being used rose by 25 percent, the amount allocated to irrigation
remained at 340–360 km3. At the same time, the irrigated area increased by 5.4 Mha,
food production capacity increased by 20 million tonnes and 200 million people gained
food security. In the past decade, China’s irrigation water use per hectare dropped from
7 935 to 6 450 m3 nationwide.
Source: Wang et al. (2007)

The technical scope for improving crop water productivity varies between crops,
production systems and regions (Box 4.10). Among food grains, there is most
potential for rice, but also considerable scope for improvement in wheat and some
maize systems. Some parts of the world already exhibit high physical crop water
productivity, with limited prospects for improvements with present technology.
This is the case in many of the most productive regions, such as the Lower Yellow
River Basin, and most of Europe, North America and Australia. The areas with the
highest potential gains are sub-Saharan Africa, and parts of South, Southeast and
Central Asia. In all these areas, increases in water productivity would increase land
productivity and result in higher output from the existing cultivated area, with little
change in overall water consumption. However, these productivity gains need to be
considered in relation to overall river basin and aquifer balances. (Perry et al., 2009).
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consumed may result from simply shifting the growing season from spring–summer
to autumn–winter, provided diseases and weeds are properly managed.

Managing environmental risks
associated with intensification
The techniques associated with higher productivity have to be accompanied by
adequate and balanced use of fertilizers, to boost yields and to compensate for the
removal of soil nutrients in crop yields. Intensive production also often requires
further treatment of weeds, diseases and insects. But the use of inputs brings the
associated risks of pollution from fertilizers and pesticides. Where the technical and
socio-economic conditions are not in place for sustainable land and water managePHQW RQVLWH ULVNV DULVH DQG WKHUH DUH DOVRVLJQLÀFDQW ULVNV WR GRZQVWUHDP ZDWHU
bodies and to human health. Management of inputs is essential to avoid these negative impacts (FAO, 1996).
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In irrigation there may also be another spin-off in terms of improved health:
malaria and bilharzia often plague irrigation schemes. Improved water management can reduce risks of infection (e.g. by reducing pools of standing water). In
addition, modernization combined with water savings gives opportunities to
extend schemes to supply water to local communities (Molden, 2007).

Fertilizer pollution and nutrient management
The largest quantities of fertilizer applied to crops are nitrogenous and phosphorous compounds. Nitrogen is required as nitrate for uptake by roots. The maximum
DFKLHYDEOHHIÀFLHQF\ XSWDNHDSSOLFDWLRQ LVRQO\DURXQGSHUFHQWDQGLQSUDFWLFH
IHUWLOL]HUHIÀFLHQFLHVDUHUDUHO\EHWWHUWKDQ²SHUFHQW%HFDXVHQLWURJHQIHUWLOL]HUV
are highly water-soluble and are rapidly cycled in the soil, much of what is not taken
XSE\WKHSODQWPD\EHGLVVROYHGDVQLWUDWHLQVROXWLRQÀQGLQJLWVZD\LQWRGUDLQDJH
systems, downstream watercourses and groundwater. Nitrogen is also released to
the atmosphere as ammonia or nitrous oxide.
Managing nitrogen fertilizer loss can be achieved through a combination of
(1) better application practices, (2) more efficient nitrogen take up by the plant and
(3) better water management. Additionally, a healthy soil is needed to better hold
nitrogen. Measures to improve the efficiency of application – and so reduce the
release of nitrates – include such simple steps as:
Split applications across the most responsive growth stages of a particular crop.
‘Little and often’ application in horticulture, using soluble fertilizers mixed
into the irrigation water and applied with some precision. Farmers in Sunraysia (Australia), for example, have found that they achieve the highest fertilizer
efficiency in fertigation by applying nitrogen at the end of an irrigation (in a
10–15 minute period, 25 minutes before the end of the watering).
Placing the fertilizer in the root zone below and either side of the crop, at a
shallow depth, where there is the highest concentration of roots.
Deep placement of ammonia fertilizer as depot (CULTAN method). Nitrogen
is partly taken up by the plants as ammonia, without passing through the state
of nitrate, avoiding nitrate leaching.
Measures to promote higher uptake by plants include the use of protected and
slow-release compounds, which release nitrogen progressively at a rate determined
by soil moisture content, pH and soil temperature, thus creating a longer period of
availability. These compounds have good commercial potential in high-value and
shallow-rooted crops, and in areas where there is high potential for nitrate loss.
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Biological additives may also be used to enhance nitrogen-use efficiency by encouraging stronger root growth and more active uptake, and by slowing the release of
nitrogen as ammonia. Additives have resulted in 54 percent less ammonia volatilization in sugar cane and 79 percent less in wheat.
Soil management solutions include enabling the medium to hold nutrients and
to convert them efficiently into plant nutrients. It is essential to pay more attention to soil health. This not only improves internal nutrient availability, and hence
improves fertilizer efficiency; it also significantly reduces wastage of soil nutrients
through erosion and leaching. It has been proven in several places (e.g. Brazil,
Germany) that intake of nitrates and phosphates into water bodies is directly linked
to soil tillage and that the reduction or avoidance of soil tillage could be crucial to
significantly reduce the pollution to acceptable levels, without negatively impacting
on production levels.

Unlike nitrogen, phosphate is generally bound to soil particles and is made slowly
available to plants. It is thus less likely to find its way into the drainage system or
groundwater. A combination of good water management and soil incorporation of
phosphate can reduce phosphate export to close to zero. Overall, where policies and
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Although the fertilizer industry is innovating to improve fertilizer use efficiency
and reduce environmental externalities, farmers may have neither the knowledge
nor the incentives to reduce polluting behaviour. There are several policy options:
(1) continue research, in partnership between the fertilizer industry, farmers and
research bodies; (2) use selective regulation and incentives to encourage the use of slow
release fertilizers wherever possible, and particularly in areas where risks of nitrogen
being exported to water bodies are highest; and (3) farmer education (see Box 4.11).

BOX 4.11: CHINA’S NITROGEN POLLUTION PROBLEM

The highest rates of nitrogen application in the world are now reported to be in China
(around 550 to 600 kg N/ha/year in the east, southeast and North China Plain). Fertilizer
use has increased rapidly between 1998 and the present, especially in the use of NPK
fertilizers in horticulture and nitrogen fertilizers more generally. One consequence is
that more than half of the nation’s 131 large lakes are suffering from eutrophication.
Surveys have revealed that most farmers are unaware of the efficiency of use and the
environmental consequences of excessive fertilizer application. It has been suggested
that price is too low and that this encourages overuse. But surveys reveal that farmers
without access to irrigation water do not apply much nitrogen fertilizer, which indicates
price sensitivity. Reducing nitrogen pollution thus depends on development and use of
appropriate fertilizers, regulation and incentives, and farmer education.
Sources: Turral and Burke (2010); Jua et al. (2009)
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programmes have been applied, there have been some successes in reducing pollution
loads from agriculture, though most successes have been in reduction of urban loads.

Pesticide pollution
A range of IPM methods have been developed to address problems of pesticide
pollution of water and risk to human health. IPM encourages rational and minimal
XVHRILQSXWVE\UHJXODUPRQLWRULQJDQGLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRISHVWQXPEHUVDQGVHHNVWR
preserve healthy populations of natural predators and supportive habitats. IPM also
incorporates the breeding and planting of pest-resistant varieties (bred by convenWLRQDORUJHQHPRGLÀFDWLRQPHWKRGV VWUDWHJLFPL[WXUHVRIYDULHWLHVZLWKGLIIHUHQW
resistance characteristics, as well as crop rotation and fallowing. It may also include
the introduction of natural predators of pests.
IPM approaches have been widely adopted by commercial farmers in developed
countries in order to improve effectiveness and efficiency and in response to increasing environmental awareness. Take-up in developing countries has been slower,
though farmer field schools have been highly effective at increasing farmer knowledge and uptake of IPM (Settle and Garba, 2011). Legislation, product approval
requirements, farmer education and product price also play a role in restraining the
use of pesticides. The lag in regulatory activity between developed and developing countries is a cause for concern, especially when cheap generic pesticides are
produced locally after being removed from the market in richer countries.
Wider adoption of conservation agriculture, in which mechanical disturbance of
the soil and other physical impacts are minimized, also has the potential to reduce
the contamination of waters with pesticides due to erosion.
Many pesticides are soluble and mobile, and water management techniques are
required to minimize their export to water courses (Box 4.12). Strict on-site regulation of compounds is needed when the risk of downstream contamination is high.

Minimizing risks from arsenic
Arsenic contamination of groundwater has been reported in more than 20 countries
where contaminated shallow groundwater is used for both drinking and irrigation
purposes. Additional industrial sources, such as from mineral extraction and processing wastes, poultry and swine feed additives, pesticides, and highly soluble arsenic trioxide stockpiles, have further contaminated soils and groundwater. Some 130
million people are at risk from arsenic toxicity (arsenosis), which causes skin lesions
and various cancers. Arsenic accumulation in the food chain, such as arsenic transfer
in rice in Asia, is a major concern (FAO, 2007d). Management options to prevent and
mitigate arsenic contamination of food are being developed and tested. Strategies for
management of arsenic that would enable rice production to continue in polluted
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BOX 4.12: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT UNDER IRRIGATION

1. Do not apply pesticide immediately before irrigation or in the likelihood of heavy rain.
2. Irrigation scheduling should avoid high-risk periods (especially where furrow or
overhead irrigation are used).
3. Apply pesticides with the appropriate droplet size and dose rate to avoid runoff of
spray liquid from the target areas.
4. Reduce soil and sediment loss in surface runoff. Significant reduction in pesticide
transport from runoff can result, particularly for compounds such as paraquat,
trifluralin and chlorpyrifos, which have high adsorption to soil particles.
5. Risk of significant off-site movement from the farm can be reduced by not treating
large areas at one time. This will reduce the potential source if irrigation is scheduled or heavy rain falls.
6. Some herbicides are highly mobile and can move quickly off-farm (either in runoff
or by leaching), particularly if irrigation or rainfall occurs.
7. Newly applied pesticides are often more mobile than those that have had time to
bind to soil or foliage.
8. Irrigation tail-water can contain high levels of pesticide residues; recycling and
avoiding excessive irrigation after application can minimize off-site losses.
9. Additional precaution should be taken where storm or irrigation runoff discharges
near streams or sensitive habitats. Good water management is strongly linked to
effective pesticide management.
10. In highly porous soils or in areas with shallow water tables, less mobile alternatives should be considered to minimize potential contamination of groundwater or
baseflows in streams.
CHAPTER 4

Source: Simpson and Ruddle (2002)

areas include growing rice in an aerobic environment and switching to non-contaminated surface or deep groundwater to avoid further build-up of arsenic in the soil.

Salinity and drainage
In irrigated areas, the on-site and off-site risks from salinization and waterlogging
have become a serious problem in many parts of the world (Mateo-Sagasta and
Burke, 2010). Leaching and drainage are required to maintain salt balance in the soil
SURÀOHDQGWRVXVWDLQFURS\LHOGVLQDULGDUHDV+RZHYHUUHPRYDORIVDOWVIURPWKH
soil through leaching and drainage increases the salinity of drainage water, which
then might be up to 50 times more concentrated than irrigation water. Its disposal can
raise the salinity of receiving water bodies to levels that make them no longer usable.
Solutions start with more efficient water use to reduce excess application and
maintain the correct salt balance through tactical leaching doses. Subsequent drain-
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age options are: (1) drainage water management; (2) drainage water reuse; (3) drainage water disposal; and (4) drainage water treatment. Each of these has differing
impacts on the hydrology and water quality, and complex interactions and tradeoffs occur when more than one option is applied.
Drainage water management is the primary method of controlling soil salinity. A
drainage system should permit a small amount of the irrigation water (about 10–20
percent of drainage or leaching fraction) to be drained and discharged out of the
irrigation project. This can be achieved by open ditches, tile drains or pumping from
boreholes. The choice depends on the permeability of the soil, subsoil and underlying
aquifer material, on the funds available for the capital works, on the resources of local
communities for operation and maintenance, and on the energy costs of pumping.
Saline drainage water can be re-used downstream if blended with freshwater.
These approaches require planning at the watershed scale to adapt agricultural
practices and crops to the higher salt content. Here crop selection is important, as
crops vary considerably in their ability to tolerate saline conditions: durum wheat,
triticale and barley tolerate higher salinity than rice or corn. Irrigation with saline
water can even improve the quality of some vegetables, as the sugar content in
tomatoes or melons can increase.
Disposal options include direct discharge into rivers, streams, lakes, deserts and
oceans, and discharge into evaporation basins. But such discharge of salty water can
bring environmental problems to downstream areas. The hazards must be considered
very carefully and, if necessary, mitigating measures taken. If possible, the drainage
should be limited to wet seasons only, when the salty effluent inflicts the least harm.
Constructed wetlands are a relatively low-cost option for protecting aquatic ecosystems and fisheries, either downstream from irrigated areas or in closed basins.

Land and water approaches in view of climate change
Agriculture and climate change
The relationship between land and water management and climate change has been
LGHQWLÀHGDFURVVVRPHRIWKHNH\DJULFXOWXUDOV\VWHPV )$2G /DQGDQGZDWHU
management practices have a strong impact on climate change drivers, both negatively and positively. Many past and current agricultural practices are among the
causes of climate change, with agriculture and associated deforestation activities
responsible for up to a third of total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. At
the same time, climate change is expected to have a considerable impact on land
and water use for agriculture (IPCC, 2007; Fisher et al., 2007), and the funding of
adaptation strategies for increasing resilience of agricultural systems in the face of
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increasing climate threats, especially in poorer countries already at the margins of
food insecurity, is now a global priority.
Sustainable land and water management can not only increase resilience of farming in the face of climate change but also have a positive impact on the drivers of
climate change, offering cost-effective mitigation options (Tubiello et al., 2008). Many
management techniques that strengthen production systems also tend to sequester
carbon either above or below the ground, as well as reducing direct greenhouse gas
emissions.

Options for adaptation to climate change

From the technical perspective, adaptation options are largely similar to the
existing activities that have been developed in the past in response to climate variability. Broadly speaking, adapting to changes will require farmers to (1) adapt
management, (2) choose other more robust crop varieties, (3) select other crops and
(4) modify water management practices. Such changes will come as a result of
a combination of scientific knowledge and field experience. If widely adopted,
these adaptations singly or in combination have the potential to offset negative
climate change impacts and take advantage of positive ones. Adapting to increased
frequency of extreme events, on the other hand, will be much harder, especially
since such new regimes may not have historical analogues.
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Adaptation responses will require farmers and policy-makers to address key
additional challenges: (1) from the farmer’s side, the ability to implement new (or
adapt previously known) technologies as the climate changes; and (2) from the
policy-maker’s side, the ability to develop the right incentives and deliver the necessary infrastructure in a planned and forward-looking fashion. Autonomous adaptation
actions will be implemented by individual farmers on the basis of perceived climate
change, and without intervention from above. Maladaptation (for example, pressure
to cultivate marginal land, or to adopt unsustainable cultivation practices as yields
drop) may increase land and water degradation, possibly jeopardizing future ability to respond to increasing climate risks. Planned adaptation, including changes in
policies, institutions and dedicated infrastructure, will be needed to facilitate and
PD[LPL]HORQJWHUPEHQHÀWVRIDGDSWDWLRQUHVSRQVHV

Options for cropping include: changes in crop varieties and species for increased
resistance to heat shock and drought, flooding and salinization; adaptation of
fertilizer rates; altering the timing or location of cropping activities; diversifying
crop production; making wider use of integrated pest management; developing
and using varieties and species that are resistant to pests and diseases; improving
quarantine capabilities and monitoring programmes; and matching livestock stocking rates and grazing to pasture production. In particular, conservation agriculture,
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through simultaneous improvements in crop diversification, soil structure and
organic matter content, can reduce the impacts of climate variability and represents
a broad response to climate change adaptation.
Water management is a critical component of adaptation to climate pressures in
coming decades. These pressures will be driven by changes in water availability
(volumes and seasonal distribution), and in water demand for agriculture and other
competing sectors. Practices that increase the productivity of irrigation water use
may provide significant adaptation potential for all land production systems under
future climate change. At the same time, improvements in irrigation performance
and water management are critical to ensure the availability of water both for
food production and for competing human and environmental needs (FAO, 2007e,
2011d). A number of farm-level, irrigation system-level and basin-level adaptation techniques and approaches are specific to water management for agriculture.
They include: modification of irrigation amount, timing or technology; adoption of
supplementary irrigation and improved soil moisture management techniques in
rainfed cropping; adoption of more efficient water allocation rules; conjunctive use
of surface water and groundwater; and adoption of structural and non-structural
measures to cope with floods and droughts.
Better data and more attention to monitoring would support better climate
forecasting, particularly seasonal forecasting. Forecasting technologies, even to
the optimization of rainfall use, already exist and are commercially available in
some countries. Much still needs to be done to improve the quality of forecasting and its communication in a user-friendly way if they are to have a positive
adaptive benefit.
Government-level solutions should focus on developing new infrastructure,
policies and institutions, including addressing climate change in development
programmes, increasing investment in water control and irrigation infrastructure
and in precision water-use technologies, ensuring appropriate transport and storage infrastructure, adapting land tenure arrangements (including attention to welldefined property rights), and establishing accessible, efficiently functioning markets
for products and inputs (including water pricing schemes) and for financial services
(including insurance).

Contribution to climate change mitigation
$OODFWLRQFRQWULEXWLQJWRWKHSURWHFWLRQRIODQGDQGZDWHUUHVRXUFHVWKHHIÀFLHQWXVH
of resources and inputs, reducing wastes and losses in agriculture, and making landand water-use systems more resilient to the vagaries of weather and markets should
all already facilitate mitigation and adaptation. The impact of more sustainable
ODQGDQGZDWHUPDQDJHPHQWFRXOGEHVLJQLÀFDQW %R[ ,WLVHVWLPDWHGWKDWLI
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BOX 4.13: DRYLAND PASTORAL SYSTEMS AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Pastoral systems hold great potential for synergies between climate change mitigation
and adaptation. They occupy two-thirds of global dryland areas and their rural
population is proportionally poorer than in other systems. They also have a higher rate of
desertification than other land-use systems, which negatively affects the accumulation
of carbon in the soils. Improved pasture and rangeland management in extensive
dryland areas would contribute to substantial carbon accumulation and storage.
Improved grazing is a proven strategy for restoring soil and increasing land resilience
while building the carbon pool. One of the most effective strategies for sequestering
carbon is fostering deep-rooted perennial plant species on land used for agriculture,
through rotations that include grass fallow or grass leys, and integrating fodder crops,
trees or other perennial species into the cropping systems (i.e. maintaining mixed
crop-livestock–tree systems).
Management practices that sequester carbon have the potential to generate economic
benefits to households in degraded drylands, both through payments for carbon
sequestration and, importantly, through co-benefits in terms of enhanced production,
increases in ecosystem processes and sustainable resource use, thus enhancing climate
change adaptation. While payments for carbon sequestration are currently limited to
voluntary carbon markets, negotiations on future global climate change agreements
as well as emerging domestic legislation in several developed countries may soon
increase the demand for emission reductions from rangeland management activities in
developing countries (Lipper et al., 2010).

and restoration of degraded lands have potential to sequester around 300 Mt CO2eq up to
2030; at US$100 per tCO2eq they have the potential to sequester around 1 400 Mt CO2eq
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The economic feasibility of carbon sequestration in grasslands also depends on the
price of carbon. IPCC (2007) note that, at US$20 per tCO2eq, grazing land management

over the same period.

action is taken on improved crop and livestock management and agroforestry practices, reduced tillage and land restoration, production of bio-energy from biomass,
and forestry sector mitigation strategies, total CO2 reductions could be 4–18 billion
WRQQHVVXIÀFLHQWQHDUO\WRRIIVHWVHFWRUHPLVVLRQV 7DEOH 

Reducing methane and nitrogen emissions
Methane and nitrogen emitted by agricultural production have a high global warming potential. Mitigation of these non-CO2 greenhouse gases is therefore very imporWDQW,QDGGLWLRQWRPHDVXUHVVSHFLÀFWROLYHVWRFNZKLFKDUHRXWVLGHWKHVFRSHRIWKLV
book, mitigation options for reducing methane from cultivation concern principally
WKHGHYHORSPHQWRIPRUHHIÀFLHQWULFHFXOWLYDWLRQV\VWHPVLQFOXGLQJORZHUUHTXLUH-
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TABLE 4.1: MITIGATION POTENTIAL IN AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY IN 2030
Billion tCO2eq
Global mitigation potential

15–25

Agriculture mitigation potential

1.5–5.0

Reduction of non CO2 gases

(0.3–1.5)

Agroforestry

(0.5–2)

Enhanced soil carbon sequestration

(0.5–1.5)

Forest mitigation potential

2.5–12

REDD+

(1–4)

Sustainable forest management

(1–5)

Forest restoration*

(0.5–3)

Bio-energy mitigation potential

0.1–1.0

Total sector mitigation potential

4–18

Total sector emissions

13–15

* Including afforestation and reforestation.
Sources: FAO (2008); Tubiello and van der Velde (2010)

PHQWVIRUZDWHUXVH HJDHURELFULFHFXOWLYDWLRQLQZKLFKÁRRGLQJRIFXOWLYDWLRQ
ÀHOGV LV DYRLGHG  VKLIWV IURP WUDQVSODQWHG ULFH WR GLUHFWVHHGHG ULFH V\VWHPV DQG
alternate wet–dry production system (FAO, 2006c).
In intensive agricultural systems with crops and livestock production, N2O emissions from fertilized fields and animal waste can contribute more than half of total
greenhouse gas emissions from farms. As these nitrogen emissions are diffuse over
space and time, they are hard to mitigate. Current techniques focus on reduction
of absolute amounts of nitrogen fertilizer applied to fields while minimizing soil
compaction (which causes anaerobic conditions and thus increases nitrous oxide
emissions), as well as on changes in livestock feeding regimes.
An effective strategy for mitigating non-CO2 gases in intensive mixed crop–livestock farming systems, such as those in place in both Europe and North America,
could involve a change in human diet towards less meat consumption, reducing
both direct methane and N2O emissions, and reducing the consumption of grain
by livestock. However, patterns of development of cultures, tastes, lifestyles and
demographic changes drive strongly in the opposite direction, towards major dietary
changes – mainly in developing countries, where shares of meat, fat and sugar to
total food intake continue to increase significantly (Tubiello and van der Velde, 2010).
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Sustainable agriculture and forestry
Many of the sustainable agricultural and agroforestry management practices that
have long been recommended for broader ecological and economic reasons also
have a climate change mitigation impact, largely through carbon sequestration.
Trees integrated into farming systems, whether as shelterbelts, for slope protection,
or for woody biomass or fruit and nut production, not only form part of sustainable land and water management approaches for improved soil water retention
DQGUHGXFHGHURVLRQEXWDOVRKDYHDFDUERQÀ[LQJLPSDFW %R[ ,QDGGLWLRQ
micro-climate improvement brought about through trees and shrubs in agroforestry
systems combines with better soil cover to help regulate the climate and reduce the
impact of extreme events (for example, reduced impact of strong winds in humid
and dry areas, and protection against high temperatures and radiation, and against
moisture loss in dry and warm areas).

Many of the land and water management strategies discussed earlier link to both
climate change mitigation and adaptation (Tubiello et al., 2007). For example,
reduced tillage, agroforestry and other ‘best practice’ soil and water management
strategies not only improve productivity and sustainability by increasing the ability
of soils to hold soil moisture and better withstand erosion, and by enriching ecosysWHPELRGLYHUVLW\WKURXJKWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQWRIPRUHGLYHUVLÀHGFURSSLQJV\VWHPV
They also enhance the long-term stability and resilience of cropping systems in the
face of climate variability, helping cropping systems to better withstand climateFKDQJHLQGXFHGGURXJKWVDQGÁRRGV DGDSWDWLRQ ,QDGGLWLRQWKH\FRQWULEXWHWR
soil carbon sequestration (mitigation). Box 4.15 illustrates how sustainable farming
investments in vegetative sand barriers protect cropland against erosion (adaptaWLRQ  DQG ZLOO DOVR À[ FDUERQ PLWLJDWLRQ  6LPLODUO\ DYRLGLQJ GHIRUHVWDWLRQ DQG
improving techniques for forest conservation and management can not only lead
to more resilient and healthy ecosystems, but also have important adaptation and
mitigation effects.

CHAPTER 4

Synergies between mitigation and adaptation

BOX 4.14: COMMUNITY REFORESTATION, BRAZIL: RESPONSE TO FLOODS AND LANDSLIDES

Many people from Brazil’s interior have moved to cities such as Rio de Janeiro, and
now live in slums (favelas) with poorly constructed houses on steep hillsides. The rapid
growth of the favelas has led to deforestation, soil erosion and landslides, which in turn
have caused sedimentation, flooding and wet areas with mosquitoes. The city created the
Community Reforestation Project in 1986, which aimed to control erosion and reduce the
associated landslide and flood risks through the reforestation of erosion-prone areas of
the city. The project employs residents and is reintroducing native tree species that are
suited to erosion control.
Source: CDE (2010)
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BOX 4.15: VEGETATIVE SAND BARRIERS AGAINST
WIND EROSION IN GANSU PROVINCE, CHINA

Vegetative barriers

Northern China is suffering from severe land desertification, which brings economic
losses to dryland agriculture – and also damage to the railway line. The railway
department raised funds to construct tall living barriers. These consist of bushes and
trees of an appropriate height and penetrability, suitable for dry and sandy conditions. It
helps to protect fields and infrastructure from drifting sand.
Source: CDE (2010) Photo: Yang Zihui

Prospects for implementation
Increasing pressures on land and water resources will, in some regions, place severe
constraints on efforts to appropriately intensify agricultural production in order
to meet projected needs for food. The production systems ‘at risk’ where these
conditions currently exist or are anticipated warrant appropriate remedial action.
Remedial management actions should encompass not only the technical options to
SURPRWHVXVWDLQDEOHLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQDQGUHGXFHULVNVDVGHVFULEHGLQWKLVFKDSWHUEXW
should also be accompanied by the enabling conditions required to eliminate instiWXWLRQDOPHFKDQLVPVWKDWUHLQIRUFHLQHIÀFLHQF\VRFLDOLQHTXLW\DQGWKHGHJUDGDWLRQ
of resources, as well as knowledge exchange and research, as addressed in other
chapters of SOLAW (see also Box 4.16).
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BOX 4.16: THE SUCCESSFUL SPREAD OF INDIVIDUAL PRIVATE IRRIGATION IN NIGER

In Niger, traditional small-scale irrigation using simple water-lifting techniques
(shaduf, bucket) were long employed, but the introduction of pumps has led to rapid
expansion and intensification. By 2006, the area covered by small-scale private irrigation
was 16 000 ha. Plots are typically less than 1 ha (usually 0.1–0.75 ha). Most production is of
horticultural crops for market. Producers in some areas are specializing (onions, peppers,
garlic, tomatoes). Demand is strong for produce, both domestically and for export.
In 1996, the government took the decision to support the growth of small-scale private
irrigation, and encouraged the establishment of an apex association for the private
irrigation profession. With project support, the association has helped farmers acquire
new technology (typically treadle pumps) and has promoted changes in husbandry
and cropping patterns. An artisanal industry has emerged, comprising drillers, well
technicians, and pump makers and repairers. Accessible microfinance, private sector
farming advisory services and farmer-run input supply have also been promoted.
Farmers’ net annual income has increased from US$159 to US$560 (in a country where
median annual per capita income is US$60). The distribution of benefits is broad: over
26 000 poor families have benefited. The programme makes a good contribution to
growth, exports, household income and poverty reduction.

CHAPTER 4

Source: World Bank (2008)
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Photos: FAO Mediabase

INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES
FOR SUSTAINABLE LAND AND
WATER MANAGEMENT
The main food production systems are at risk of being degraded

CHAPTER 5

Chapter 5

to the point at which global food security is compromised.
Land and water management practice on these large areas
of moderate– to high-potential lands needs to be improved urgently
to reverse trends in degradation and maintain levels of productivity.
Adaptation to climate change in the major food producing areas
of the world will also be vital. Given these trends, what pathways
towards more sustainable intensiﬁcation can be set?
177
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The overall policy environment
The macro settings
The need for differentiated planning processes and implementation practices that
can be scaled across systems at risk has been emphasized. The degree to which these
processes and practices can be ‘joined up’ in a coherent approach to land and water
management to achieve desired environmental outcomes will be determined by two
factors. First, the urgency of the environmental problem and the political attention it
attracts. Second, the competence of the institutional arrangement to address public
JRRGFRQFHUQV&RQWH[WXDODSSURDFKHVWKDWUHODWHWRVSHFLÀFVFDOHVPD\EHQHVWHG
DQG RUGHUO\ LQ D ZHOOGHÀQHG DQG DJUHHG SODQQLQJ IUDPHZRUN ,Q SUDFWLFH LW KDV
SURYHG GLIÀFXOW WR H[WHQG DQG VXVWDLQ QDWXUDO UHVRXUFH JRYHUQDQFH IURP QDWLRQDO
institutions down to local land and water management to the point where social and
HFRQRPLFEHQHÀWVFDQEHVSUHDGDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOWUHQGVFDQEHUHYHUVHG0XFKRI
the ‘blame’ could be levelled at the institutions (public and private) that are responsible for making decisions over land and water use.

Prioritization from a neutral planning perspective will be driven by four main
considerations. First, the priorities need to be clear with respect to national development objectives for sustainable, equitable and efficient growth. For low- and
middle-income countries, they are likely to be pro-poor and promote local food security. Specific growth targets for the rural sector or for commodities (food, fibre), or
socio-economic goals such as poverty reduction for marginalized groups or prevention
of land and water conflicts, may also drive priorities. Second, the investments need
to offer the best cost–benefit ratio. Third, the choices must offer the biggest ecological
boost, including considerations of climate change mitigation and adaptation. Finally,
priorities will need to be feasible in the light of national and local socio-economic
and political realities, or at least there must be the possibility of adjusting the incentive structure so that local stakeholders are motivated to adopt sustainable practices.

Chapter 5. Institutional responses for sustainable land and water management
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Farmers and agriculture policy-makers are under pressure to make choices between
alternative approaches to natural resource management. The selection of a sustainable pathway will be scale-dependent. At the local level, livelihoods and ecosystem
compatibility will determine patterns of use. At the subnational administrative scale
(e.g. district or sub-basin level), considerations of land and water planning and environmental regulation will be factored in, setting norms and bounds for agricultural
development. At the national level, policy objectives of economic development, food
security, poverty reduction and conservation of nature will be important drivers.
At the global level, concern for growth with equity in developing countries will be
matched by the imperative of conserving global commons of freshwater across transboundary river basins, forest cover, marine environments, climate and biodiversity.
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Trade-offs between ‘development’ and ‘conservation’, and between commercial
farming and staple production, between growth and income distribution, between
urban and rural will be inevitable. What is vital is that the analysis should be
explicit and decisions taken in the public interest where livelihoods and agricultural
productivity are at risk.

The role of public investment
Public investment in research and development, in technology transfer, and in land
DQGZDWHULQIUDVWUXFWXUHDQGURDGVPD\EHWKHPRVWSROLWLFDOO\DFFHSWDEOHDQGHIÀcient means for governments to promote sustainable land and water management.
One key role of government is to invest in pilot programmes that demonstrate the
technology and economics of sustainable agriculture. This was successfully adopted
in Brazil’s Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária (EMBRAPA) programme,
which fostered conservation agriculture and demonstrated how it could be run
RQ SURÀWDEOH OLQHV DV DJULEXVLQHVV *RYHUQPHQWV PD\ DOVR VXSSRUW IDUPHUEDVHG
institutions through smarter agricultural services. Advisory services to farmers can
now include a much broader array of information ‘push’, and even credit services
through mobile technology. The adoption of information kiosks based on ATM
models in rural India has been trialled together with dissemination of near-real-time
remote-sensing products. These types of innovation will go beyond the conventional
‘extension service’ models used by agricultural and rural development agencies.

Setting incentives for sustainable land and water management
Incentives to promote or constrain agricultural production are most commonly transmitted through the tax regime, input subsidies, support prices, regulatory measures,
infrastructure investment (e.g. in water-saving technology) and support measures
such as extension or product market development. Policies that affect the price of
production or consumption, such as trade policy to ban exports or impose import
tariffs, can also quickly transmit new levels of demand for agricultural production,
and hence feed directly through to land- and water-use decisions.
Removing distortions in the existing incentive framework that encourage less
sustainable land and water management practices will be essential. An example is
where low energy prices drive intensive groundwater abstraction. Governments
typically control energy prices. Raising the price of energy to border parity levels
will increase the cost of pumping groundwater, and should moderate over-extraction. However, altering a distorted incentive structure by raising prices can be politically unpalatable. Often governments opt to allow subsidies to dwindle through
the unseen hand of inflation rather than to raise the price of politically sensitive
commodities. In addition, knock-on effects may be hard to manage. Energy price
rises will put up the cost of transport and increase consumer prices across the
board. Higher-cost agricultural production will increase the cost of food or shrink
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the incomes of poor farmers. Resetting the incentive framework, therefore, has to
be carefully designed and managed, with a clear political and economic strategy. A
further problem is the impact on household incomes and the rural economy, which
may be dependent on benefits generated by the existing incentive framework. Raising subsidized energy prices may save water, but it will also reduce farm incomes
and employment. These risks underline the need to balance adjustments to distorted
incentive frameworks with positive incentives designed to restore farm incomes.
For poor farmers living on the margin, change, including the adoption of appropriate technologies, can increase risk. The same is true of irrigation farmers being
encouraged to take over the management of public assets for which operation and
maintenance were previously under publicly funded agencies. The change has to
yield tangible benefits. Clearly any incentive structure has to meet the combination
of ecosystem conservation, intensified natural resource use and livelihoods objectives, with an eye on poverty-related impacts. Designing a structure that will achieve
multiple objectives requires careful study and will inevitably involve trade-offs.

Dealing with externalities

One of the key challenges in promoting more ecologically sound intensification
is thus to design an incentive framework that can ‘internalize’ these externalities,
and so correct the ‘asymmetry of interest’ among stakeholders. The framework has
essentially to cope with this asymmetry both in the status quo, where the farmer
garners the benefits and the remote stakeholder bears the costs, and in corrective
measures (e.g. watershed management), where the farmer may bear the costs and
the remote stakeholder (e.g. downstream urban dweller) gains the benefits. In addition, the incentive framework has to deal with the fact that time horizons are different – investing in corrective measures may bring benefit to the farmer, but only in
a few years’ time (terracing or tree planting, for example), and smallholders cannot
wait to feed their families.

Chapter 5. Institutional responses for sustainable land and water management
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Incentives to switch to more productive and sustainable land and water management practices may not be present in the market. One reason for this is the existence
of strong ‘externalities’. Costs of poor land and water management may be felt, for
H[DPSOHIDUGRZQVWUHDPLQGDPVLOWDWLRQ%HQHÀWVRIVZLWFKLQJWRDOWHUQDWLYHSUDFtices may be felt not by the farmer but by his neighbours in the community (e.g.
reduced groundwater overdraft), or at basin level (e.g. reduced pollutant load), or at
QDWLRQDOOHYHO UHGXFHGGHVHUWLÀFDWLRQRUDWPRVSKHULFGXVW RUHYHQDWJOREDOOHYHO
(enhanced conservation of biodiversity or cultural landscape values, or reduced
carbon emissions). Farmers will reason on the basis of their own livelihoods, and
are unlikely to change attitude in the public interest unless returns to livelihoods
(including household health) are apparent.
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In some cases, productivity improvements that solve both the farmer’s and the
public good problem may be possible; for example, integrated approaches such
as conservation agriculture or agroforestry, or improved irrigation and drainage
management. In other cases, there may be a contradiction between the intensification path and public interest, as in increased use of chemical inputs. The
incentive package needs to correct the mismatch between farmer interest and the
public good.
One example of correction of this asymmetry of benefits is conservation of soil
moisture, which extends the period of stress-free growth, but may be unattractive
to a farmer because of the high cost of investment or of lag in benefits. Terraces,
for example, require high initial investment in labour and materials, although
they provide significant long-term benefits. However, investment in soil moisture
conservation may also deliver downstream benefits. Mechanisms have been developed for PES, by which land users upstream are remunerated for their contribution
to the provision of reliable water quantity and quality downstream.
An extension of this could be to soil carbon sequestration. Restoration of soil
organic carbon will improve agricultural productivity. Farmers have an incentive to
invest in this kind of agriculture, but may find it slower to yield and less financially
profitable in the short run than less conservation-friendly approaches. However,
soil carbon restoration also contributes to improving the agriculture carbon balance.
Many forms of agriculture-based soil carbon sequestration are low-cost means of
mitigating climate change that can be readily implemented through a range of
proven land and water management technologies. In this sense, there is a justification for a mechanism to support farmers who invest in soil carbon.
The principle of PES is therefore based on the acceptance that practices adopted
by one category of stakeholders benefit other stakeholders, either downstream
(erosion or pollution control in watersheds) or at global level (carbon sequestration, biodiversity maintenance). PES can be used to encourage the adoption of more
sustainable land- and water-use systems, and to enhance the economic viability of a
given management system. Table 5.1 shows who benefits from a given practice (onor off-site) – a first step towards recognition of environmental services.

Valuing costs and benefits and their distribution
,Q RUGHU WR SURYLGH MXVWLÀFDWLRQ IRU DGMXVWLQJ WKH LQFHQWLYH VWUXFWXUH WR FRPSHQsate for externalities and asymmetry of interest, it is necessary to have a method of
FDOFXODWLQJFRVWVEHQHÀWVDQGWKHLUGLVWULEXWLRQDQGDOVRDPHFKDQLVPIRUFKHFNing outcomes. However, at present methodologies are weak (Box 5.1). More work
is required to develop widely accepted technical and economic approaches to
measure and assess the cost of direct relationships such as those between soil loss
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TABLE 5.1: INDICATIVE TRENDS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS
AND BENEFITS OF VARIOUS TECHNOLOGIES OR PRACTICES

Conservation
agriculture (CA)

Integrated
soil fertility
management

Pollution
control/
integrated pest
management

Groundwater
monitoring
and controlled
extraction

Agroforestry,
vegetative strips

Structural
barriers

Shortterm

+/−

++

+

−

+

+/−

Longterm

++

+++

+++

+

+++

+++

Beneﬁt
on-site*

++

+

+/−

−

+/−

+

Beneﬁt
off-site*

Comments

+

The establishment of CA may have
relatively low entry costs: hand tools, seed
for new crops and cover crops. However,
the availability and affordability of these
tools and seeds can be a major obstacle,
especially for small-scale land users.

++

Relatively small extra inputs in the form of
organic and/or inorganic fertilizer can have a
noticeable impact on crop production, so this
technology can be introduced progressively,
allowing testing and risk management.
However, proﬁtability depends on price.

++

Integrated pest management and the
control of pollution through pesticides
requires more specialized skills and may
not be seen as immediately attractive to
users. Beneﬁciaries include both onfarm and downstream water users.

+

Controlling and limiting groundwater
extraction implies reduction of pumping
by all users sharing a common aquifer.
The short-term impact on individual
farmers is negative, while the long-term
impact on the community is positive.
Such practices imply a good knowledge of
aquifer recharge mechanisms and strong
community management mechanisms.

+

The establishment of seedling nurseries
and distribution of plants at community/
catchment levels need to be taken into
account, as well as community/individual
costs of protecting planted trees from
livestock and ﬁre. Vegetative strips can
be used as cost-effective contour farming
measures for reduction of runoff or as
wind barriers. They have similar effects as
structural barriers and also require labour,
but the investment cost overall is lower.

+/−

The establishment of structural measures
such as terraces and stone lines requires
high initial investments in material
and labour. They may be very effective
on steep lands and in dry conditions,
but their construction often needs
ﬁnancial and or material support.
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Technology
or practice

Key: Positive when beneﬁts outweigh costs, negative otherwise.
* Beneﬁts are on-site, when farmers beneﬁt from proposed changes and off-site, when others beneﬁt from
the change.
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BOX 5.1: COUNTING THE COST OF LAND DEGRADATION

In the wake of the original GLASOD study from 1987–1990, a debate developed on the
cost of land degradation. One earlier argument contended that ‘soil erosion is a major

environmental threat to the sustainability and productive capacity of agriculture. During
the last 40 years, nearly one-third of the world’s arable land has been lost by erosion
and continues to be lost at a rate of more than 10 Mha per year. With the addition of a
quarter of a million people each day, the world population’s food demand is increasing at
a time when per capita food productivity is beginning to decline’ (Pimentel et al., 1995).
More recently a study on soil erosion and food security (den Biggelaar et al., 2003)
stated that ‘production loss estimates vary across crops, soils, and regions but average

0.3 percent yr −1 at the global level, assuming that farmers’ practices do not change.
Reducing production losses by limiting soil erosion would, therefore, go a long way to
attain food security, especially in the developing countries of the tropics and subtropics’.
However, there is no clear methodology for measuring the actual cost of the productivity
losses incurred, as there are no consistent empirically demonstrated relations between
soil losses and productivity (Eswaran et al., 2001). In addition, most studies only
estimate costs of soil erosion, not of land degradation, which may be magnitudes higher
when biomass, water and biodiversity are considered. There is no accepted costing of
other ecosystem services, or there are widely varying estimates – carbon markets, for
example, show differences in carbon prices at a ratio of 1:10 in different markets. Unless
the environmental cost (loss of carbon, decline in water resources, loss of cultural
services) is correctly valued, economic valuation results will largely underestimate the
costs. What is needed are both more developed approaches to measuring the soil loss/
productivity relationship, and agreed methodologies for valuation of ecosystem goods
and services. Until that is achieved, no progress will be made in accurately estimating
the real global or national cost of land degradation.
Source: Nachtergaele et al. (2006d)

DQGSURGXFWLRQDQGDOVRWKHRYHUDOOFRVWVEHQHÀWVDQGWUDGHRIIVRIDFWLRQRQGHJUDdation within the overall ecosystem (FAO, 2006d).

Securing access to land and water resources
The need for inclusive and stable land tenure
Per capita shares of land in low-income countries are expected to halve by 2050,
creating pressures for opening of new lands for agriculture. Although there is
considerable land theoretically suitable for cultivation, almost all of it is either in use
for economic production or providing essential ecosystem services to both the local
area and the biosphere. In addition, availability of land is not well matched with
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areas where demand is likely to be strongest. Nonetheless, some expectations are
that 120 Mha of new land may be brought into cultivation by 2050.
At the level of global and national policy, expansion of the cultivated area has to
be balanced with current use and the need to maintain existing ecosystem functions,
protect global gene pools and enhance terrestrial carbon pools. Decisions to expand
the cultivated area should be the product of well-reasoned and negotiated national
policy, with involvement of the global community where appropriate. Careful evaluation of limitations and risks under alternative land uses is also a prerequisite.

Sustainable agriculture requires that the user of land and water resources have a
long-term interest in the integrity of the resource base to ensure future production.
In most countries, systems of individual freehold or long leasehold tenure provide
this security. But where communal rights are poorly defined and not protected by
law, clarity needs to be sought. Two options are most commonly applied. One is to
assist communal land tenure systems to adapt (for example, by legal recognition and
protection, demarcation of lands, and strengthening of the institutional capacity of
landholders for self-management and self-regulation). This has been done in South
Africa, Ghana, India and Brazil. Another solution is to introduce legal and institutional changes to enable the equitable conversion of communal rights to formal
individual property rights. Individual plots inside communal areas or communities
as a whole may convert to individual property rights. Land laws in some countries,
for example in Mozambique and Tanzania, provide for such a negotiated process.

CHAPTER 5

Once policy is set and expansion of cropland is decided at the policy level, what
then are the conditions for optimal use of new land? First, strategies for orderly
management of pressures on land will become increasingly important. This requires
well-functioning institutions, particularly for administering land tenure. Second,
there needs to be policy and institutional support to ensure that when land conversion takes place, land and water use are appropriately regulated to retain the
integrity of a sustainable and ecosystem-friendly production system. Incentives
and regulatory frameworks that encourage managed development and sustainable
farming are required. Research and technology transfer, farmer advisory services,
access to capital and credit, and market development need to be in place. Finally, the
crops and production system need to be profitable and sustainable, and compatible
with sustainable land and water management principles and approaches. Farming
should minimize trade-offs and mitigate loss of ecosystem services. Participatory
monitoring and evaluation will be a useful support to decision-making.

Land markets can help manage competing uses and growing scarcity. Land rental
markets have been shown to enhance efficiency and equity in land allocation.
However, rental markets have often been constrained by insecurity of land owner-
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ship, or by prohibitions or controls on land rental and share-cropping. For rental
markets to reach their full potential, land tenure security and registration need to be
improved, and regulation of rental markets needs to be eased. Land sales markets
also require well-developed property rights and administration.
Land reform and redistribution have occurred periodically across most countries.
State-owned land is hard to manage by governments, as it is often subject to invasion, settlement, historic ownership claims, and non-transparent and corrupt allocation via rental and sales. Often governments do not even know how much land they
own and where, and if they do they are reluctant to dispose of it. Any reform initiative therefore needs to ensure the maintenance of an accurate cadastral register and
the application of fiduciary safeguards on disposal of state assets. However, recent
land reform has a mixed track record. Initiatives need to be accompanied by access
to capital and credit, by beneficiary empowerment in planning and implementation,
and by training and capacity-building.
Reforms are often opposed by existing right holders if they do not recognize their
pre-existing rights. Beneficiaries of distortions, subsidies and other privileges will
also staunchly defend them: Even if new laws and regulations are enacted, they may
remain unimplemented, opposed by powerful stakeholders, constrained by lack of institutional capacity or crippled by unworkable stipulation. Registration procedures may make
it difficult or impossible for some existing users to have their rights recognized. Security
for some users may come at a cost of reinforcing inequities and institutional rigidity that
excludes others. Reforms may achieve economic gains, but leave environmental demands
unmet (Bruns et al., 2005). It is therefore important to choose the objectives and
sequencing of reforms carefully, as well as the specific policy, rights and institutional
changes that are most likely to be adopted and implemented given the existing
historical and political context.

Securing access to water and ensuring flexible water allocation
:LWKZDWHUDYDLODELOLW\DVWKHSULPHGHWHUPLQDQWRIIXUWKHULQWHQVLÀFDWLRQSK\VLFDO
and economic water scarcity will continue to pose a constraint to production and
environmental management in areas which use a high proportion of their renewable
water resources.
Setting up systems of modern water rights to enable responsible engagement with
water resources, and at the same time promote responsible land use, may not be a
realistic presumption in all cases (FAO, 2006e). But two principles emerge. First,
that securing basic access to water for productive land use still requires effort to
be inclusive of all users. Second, once secured, the ability to be flexible in use and
regulation of that use will demand higher orders of knowledge on the part of both
the user and the regulator.
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Securing basic rights in use for agricultural users will still require progressive
transformation of customary use into formally accepted and defendable rights
where new resources are sought (FAO, 2009). Making use of water-use rights in a
flexible manner is a key issue for WUAs. The scale of the association needs to be
commensurate to the natural system and the level of practical networking to make
effective resource allocation decisions and transfers among members. To be successful as an association, the primary prerequisite is information flow from the basin or
water regulator and information flow among users. User associations thus have to
be knowledge-rich.

Most modern water administrations give the state powers to allocate water
between uses, to regulate water rights and use in the public interest, to ensure maintenance of water quality, and to support users and local institutions with research
and knowledge. Given the complexity of regulating local water management, decentralized solutions have begun to emerge for both surface and groundwater management on a partnership basis with local users. In the case of irrigation schemes, this
has taken the form of participatory irrigation management, with users increasingly
involved through WUAs in scheme management, operation and maintenance, and
in financing the running of the scheme through user fees. For other forms of agricultural water management, initiatives have focused on reviving or creating communal
water management institutions. For groundwater, the bypassing of traditional institutions and weak regulatory capacity have contributed to competition, with rapid
depletion of groundwater stocks. Self-regulation and management by user groups
has been shown to be effective in conserving groundwater resources. Support may
be provided by official agencies, and the communal institutions may be linked to
local government or to specific hydrological units (Box 5.2).
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These patterns of use happen in a basin or aquifer context for which the resource
basin is changing on a day to day basis. Any basin manager or regulator has to
find a way to relate to end users (the user associations), adjudicate over allocations,
maintain levels of productivity derived from water and comply with environmental
legislation. In the same way that WUAs can adjust within certain degrees of freedom, the regulator is also in a position to apply rules and regulations in a flexible
manner. At the very minimum, irrespective of technology and investment levels,
the flow of high-quality information is essential. Under conditions of competition,
this information flow becomes even more important. Policy adjustments can correct
the imbalance between supply and demand, improving the efficiency, equity and
sustainability of water allocation and use. Integrated water management suggests
four basic elements: a system of water allocation; incentives to efficient water
use; promoting water efficient technology; and decentralization and partnership
approaches to water management.
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BOX 5.2: COLLECTIVE PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT OF GROUNDWATER IN ANDHRA PRADESH

The Andhra Pradesh Farmer Managed Groundwater Systems (APFAMGS) project was
supported by the government of the Netherlands and FAO between 2006 and 2010
in response to widespread drought and out-migration across the state. The project
aimed to improve groundwater-use efficiency by empowering farmers in monitoring
and managing groundwater resources. Groundwater management committees in each
aquifer or hydrological unit came together to estimate the total groundwater resource
available and work out the appropriate cropping systems to match. The committees
then disseminated the information to the entire farming community and acted as
pressure groups encouraging appropriate water saving/harvesting projects, promoting
low-investment organic agriculture and helping to formulate rules that would ensure
inter-annual sustainability of limited groundwater resources.
Some 6 500 farmers in 643 communities have been trained to collect data fundamental
to the understanding the local aquifers. Farmers record daily rainfall at 191 rain gauge
stations. At more than 2 000 observation wells, they carry out regular measurements
of groundwater levels. In all, more than 4 500 farmers, men and women, are
voluntarily collecting data. The data are maintained in registers kept at the groundwater
management committee offices and are also entered on village display boards. At the
aquifer level, ‘hydrological unit members’ are trained to use these data for estimation
of groundwater recharge following the end of the summer monsoonal rains. In terms
of cumulative water abstractions, 42 percent of the hydrological units have consistently
reduced the rabi (dry season) draught over the three years of project operation, while
51 percent have reduced the draught intermittently, and only 7 percent have witnessed
an increase in groundwater draught during this period. This impact is unprecedented,
in terms of reductions actually being realized in groundwater withdrawals and, in
terms of the geographic extent of this impact, covering dozens of aquifers, hundreds of
communities, and approximate outreach of 1 million farmers.
Sources: FAO; www.apfamgs.org; World Bank (2010a) Photo: J. Burke
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The absence of cooperation frameworks on some major transboundary rivers has
led to suboptimal investment and to tensions between riparians. As demand for
land and water grows, further unilateral development may take place, leading to
loss of the added value that would have come from investments in land and water
planned to optimize returns and to share benefits at the basin scale. Where possible,
moves towards a cooperation framework may be taken, starting at the technical
level and leading to mutually beneficial development and management and, ultimately, to agreements on international waters.

Defining national strategies
This section discusses institutional approaches that are likely to become increasingly important. Well-informed diagnosis and participatory planning approaches
UHÁHFWWKHQHHGIRUERWWRPXSLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRISUREOHPVDQGVROXWLRQV)RULUULJDtion management, the search for production and environmental performance will
remain a priority whether through public or private agencies.

Diagnosis

Choices of priority at the local level will need to be guided by knowledge of
options, and have to be made on a partnership basis between local communities
and public and other institutions. Private sector interests and investment opportunities have to be factored in. The balance between short-term revenue and long-term
sustainability will need to be considered. Choices will be expressed through local
and individual plans, supported where needed by public agencies and financing.
Local priorities will be developed in interaction with national priorities, and in partnership between local and national institutions.
At system level and/or national level, mapping the spatial extent, including
causes and impact of land degradation and conservation, indicates where investments can best be made, which practices have the potential to spread and what
support is required. It also helps to set the agenda for further research and development. In many places, large-scale irrigation schemes are underperforming due to a
combination of infrastructure degradation and outmoded management approaches.
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Packages for sustainable land and water management depend on the integration
of knowledge stemming from research combined with local diagnosis to identify
the appropriate entry points. Substantial knowledge already exists at the global,
regional and national levels, and agricultural and land and water agencies need to
bring this together and to work with farmers to match knowledge to need.
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Choices at the national level will also benefit from flexibility and open debate,
and will be based on lessons learned and best practice from field experience and
global knowledge. These choices will also need to find expression in laws, policies,
programmes and investments. Diagnostic approaches can also be applied to more
general agricultural variables. An example of one area of diagnosis is assessment
of soil health and its relation to current and potential productivity in terms of crop
yield and profitability. Box 5.3 describes how soil health can be evaluated within an
ecosystem framework as a component of an integrated appraisal.

Setting strategies – invoking pluralism and participation
A key lesson from the past is that technical approaches in land and water management, however correct, cannot be imposed. Formal land and water management
LQVWLWXWLRQVUDUHO\KDYHPRQRSROLHVRYHUNQRZOHGJHDQGFDSDFLW\$VSHFLÀFSURMect may provide incentives to change behaviour for a period, but such approaches
rarely produce sustainable improvements. More effective participatory planning
approaches can engage local people and create lasting ownership. They can also tap
local knowledge and match that with new ideas in order to identify solutions that can
be integrated into sustainable farming practices. In this sense, pluralistic approaches
to land and water management need both recognition and application. Additionally, while the concept of participatory planning is not new, its concrete application
remains a challenge in many places where technological solutions prevail over a
more balanced approach to problem-solving.

BOX 5.3: EVALUATING SOIL HEALTH WITHIN AN ECOSYSTEMS FRAMEWORK

An integrated appraisal of land and water, and their potential for sustainable agricultural
development, would include an appreciation of the effects of soil life on soil physical,
chemical and biological properties and processes, and on the air and water resources
with which the soil interacts, as well as an assessment of the effects of agricultural
practices on soil biota and their functions. Also, gauging the current and likely
environmental effects from drainage, leaching, runoff and erosion is essential in order to
evaluate the likely sustainability and externalities of various land and water management
strategies. The diagnosis also needs to evaluate the impact of those interactions on
soil degradation, and related effects on food production and environmental problems,
including the greenhouse gas effect and water pollution. Improved understanding of the
organisms and related processes and their interactions within the agricultural system,
in regard to climate, soil type, plant species and diversity, and farm practices, will help
build the appropriate land and water management package. The challenge is to develop
approaches for assessing soil quality and health that are useful to producers, specialists
and policy-makers. Soil health thresholds could then be used as tools to facilitate a
change in direction towards more sustainable crop production intensification practices.
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Participatory approaches and community watershed management plans have
been used to reconcile the overlay of human activity on naturally defined watersheds. In wider watershed management projects, for example, participatory
approaches have been employed to establish management plans. The participatory
processes succeeded where there were common purposes that could interest all or
most of the population, where the participatory process was flexible and provided
for capacity-building and genuine empowerment, and where there were income
and livelihoods incentives. Where communities could see the economic benefits,
they were more willing to invest in long-term conservation.
Participation does not, however, guarantee outcomes. It involves shifts in decision-making power between the state and local communities, and also between
different segments of the local community. Participatory processes therefore have
to be designed for the intended development and distributional outcomes. Participatory approaches impose a demanding set of requirements – political commitment and equitable rules, time for the process to mature, inclusion of all stakeholders in the process, public agencies that understand the rationale and process
of participation, and sustained capacity-building at all levels for both stakeholders
and public agencies.
Experience in recent years has allowed certain practical lessons to emerge on how
to introduce and scale up successful innovations, with particular focus on community action and partnerships. A set of basic principles includes the following:

7KHZRUNKDVWRVWDUWDQGHQGDWWKHORFDOOHYHO Local land and water users
have detailed knowledge of their ecosystem. This needs to be complemented
by access to knowledge from outside the local context through partners, as well
as to advisory services, professional training, and technical and financial assistance. Partners can jointly identify, evaluate, select and implement potential
strategies at the local scale. Once plans are agreed and support measures are in
place, local stakeholders can take primary responsibility for implementation.

CHAPTER 5

6WDNHKROGHULQYROYHPHQWLVFULWLFDO This needs to start at the identification of
the problem, followed by the planning and implementation stage, and to carry
on to monitoring, evaluation and research. There are a variety of approaches
that have been tested and documented on how to motivate land users to implement and further refine technologies.

.QRZOHGJH DQG GLVVHPLQDWLRQ DUH NH\ Stakeholders need easily accessible information that is based on sound knowledge and experience. For
this purpose, decision support systems are essential. Mapping, monitoring
and evaluation, and other decision support tools ensure that decisions about
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investments are based on facts, and implementation can be adjusted in the light
of emerging impacts.
3HUPDQHQWSDUWQHUVKLSDSSURDFKHVDUHUHTXLUHG Changes require collaboration and partnership at all levels (land users, technical experts and policymakers) to ensure that the causes of the degradation and corrective measures
are correctly identified. Partnerships involving governmental institutions,
non-governmental organizations, civil society organizations, private sector
and individual land owners and users foster mutual respect and allow negotiation among these diverse stakeholder groups for a common sustainable future.
Expert networks are key to these partnerships.
'LDJQRVHV DQG SURJUDPPHV KDYH WR FRYHU QRW MXVW WHFKQRORJLHV EXW WKH
ORFDODQGKLJKHUOHYHOHQDEOLQJHQYLURQPHQWLQFOXGLQJWKHNH\TXHVWLRQRI
LQFHQWLYHV ‘No farm is an island’, and it is necessary to broaden the scope of
the diagnostic and related solutions through nested approaches, from the farm
or household level upwards. Many conditions are essential if change is to take
off; they range from the question of incentives and financial support to markets
and prices, services and infrastructure, legislation and regulations, education
and promotion, and documentation and knowledge management. Through
partnerships and participatory approaches, these framework conditions have
to be identified alongside the technical solutions.

Modernizing management in irrigation
/DUJHVFDOH LUULJDWLRQ VFKHPHV RIIHU D SULYLOHJHG HQWU\ SRLQW IRU LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ DV
they provide both a means to manage crop production at scale and a platform on
which to concentrate transfer of knowledge, supply of inputs and access to output
markets. However, many institutional and business models for managing large-scale
VFKHPHVKDYHJLYHQPL[HGUHVXOWVZLWKVRPHDFKLHYLQJQHLWKHUÀVFDOHIÀFLHQF\QRU
demand-responsive water service (World Bank, 2006; Molden, 2007). As a result,
user involvement through WUAs, increasing delegation of water management functions and cost recovery, and progressive stages of irrigation management transfer
have been on the agenda of many countries, with the purpose to relieve governPHQWV RI ERWK WKH ÀVFDO EXUGHQ DQG WKH UHVSRQVLELOLW\ IRU DVVHW PDQDJHPHQW DQG
PDLQWHQDQFHDQGWKXVWRLPSURYHHIÀFLHQF\E\HPSRZHULQJIDUPHUV
To this extent, success depend on the intrinsic profitability and physical sustainability of the scheme, as well as capacity-building for scheme management, operation
and maintenance, secure land and water rights, and careful management of the WUA
formation/management transfer process, including post-handover support. Where
scale and complexity preclude full farmer management and there is no alternative
to management by a professional agency, this needs to be financially self-sustaining.
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Water service charges need to be adequate to cover the real costs of operation and
maintenance, and overhead costs need to be kept to the minimum. Above all, the
agency needs to be transparent and accountable to the users – a condition that can
usually only be achieved when there is genuine participation of users in its management. Future stages in the process need to be designed after ample study and consultation, and to be well-adapted to the context. In some cases, governments have opted
for continuing with state management, but with a new, service-oriented approach, as
promoted by FAO's MASSCOTE programme (Box 5.4). Other countries are increasing
farmer involvement either through assigning operation and maintenance responsibilities to farmers’ organizations or through processes of irrigation management transfer.

FAO defines modernization of irrigation as a process of technical and managerial
upgrading (as opposed to mere rehabilitation) with the objective to improve resources
use productivity through better water delivery services. The MASSCOTE programme
(Mapping System and Services for Canal Operation Techniques; FAO, 2007e), is a
methodology for analyzing and evaluating different components of an irrigation system
in order to develop a modernization plan. The plan consists of a set of physical, technical,
institutional and managerial innovations to improve water delivery services and cost
effectiveness of operations and maintenance.

CHAPTER 5

BOX 5.4: FAO’S MASSCOTE: ENCOURAGING IRRIGATION STAFF TO MODERNIZE

The programme is introduced to engineers and managers in large irrigation systems
to promote the concept of service-oriented management and to help them design
their system’s modernization plan. As an example, since MASSCOTE was introduced in
Karnataka, India in 2006, staff have shifted their focus from being supply-oriented to
service-oriented and have improved the way in which they target investment planning.
This approach has been introduced more recently in other countries of South and Central
Asia, the Middle East and North Africa.
Photo: R.Wahaj
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Increased private or user involvement in management may offer a further way
forward. Often termed public–private partnerships (PPPs), these involve finding a
viable ‘third party’ between farmers and governments. This could be a public entity,
such as a reformed or financially autonomous government agency. Alternatively, it
might be private, such as a contracting firm or WUA turned into a private corporation or a farmers’ company. Such PPPs have arisen in the water and sanitation sector
over the last two decades with mixed results, but are less widespread in the irrigation
sector. A part of the PPP could involve unbundling management of large irrigation
canal systems into, for example, reservoirs, main canals and distribution networks,
in a way similar to reforms that have taken place in the power sector. PPPs could be
useful in mobilizing financing, implementing investment programmes and improving the water delivery service. Morocco (Guerdane) and Egypt (West Delta) have
successfully negotiated PPP arrangements for irrigation. China has experimented
with using private contractors, with some success (Box 5.5). Sri Lanka has also experimented with a farmer-managed irrigation company. Experiences in Mali, France and
New Zealand also support the notion that the private sector can efficiently manage
irrigation systems and collect water charges, even in the absence of formal WUAs.

Developing national investment frameworks
Developing implementation approaches into national programmes that can mobilize
and sustain public and private investment in land and water management requires
another level of effort and institutional commitment. For instance, to be effective,
national irrigation strategies may require a package of technical and managerial

BOX 5.5: SCOPE FOR INVOLVING THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT

Transfer of responsibility to users has its limits, and PPP may be one way of bringing
in efficient management skills and fresh funds, and relieving government of fiscal
and administrative burdens. Experience in the water supply sector has shown that,
under some circumstances, the private sector can help mobilize financing, implement
investment programmes and improve performance of service delivery. Under PPP,
governance functions typically remain with government, although there is some
scope for contracting out. Operation, management and maintenance functions have
proved the easiest functions to contract out. Regarding investment, the private sector
is essentially risk-averse and, faced with relatively high levels of risk, is reluctant to
commit investment capital unless government assumes much of that risk. Although
efficiency and service delivery have certainly improved, charges have usually gone up
at the same time, and there have been social problems over the need to downsize staff.
Overall, experience in the water supply sector shows that PPP may not entirely relieve
government’s investment burden, but is useful to establish the principle of financial
autonomy and to raise professional standards.
Sources: FAO (2007a); World Bank (2007b)
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upgrading that ensures that they can respond to the needs of high-value agriculture
WKURXJKLPSURYHGUHOLDELOLW\ÁH[LELOLW\DQGHTXLW\LQZDWHUVHUYLFHV'HFLVLRQVRYHU
the allocation of public resources and the promotion of private investment need to
be programmed and monitored. Investment frameworks can be used as a tool for
programming public and private resources to restructure the irrigated subsector
in line with national development objectives, and also allow the investments to be
tracked. In this way, overall monitoring and evaluation of any national irrigation
investment can be monitored and evaluated. Figure 5.1 illustrates how a notional

FIGURE 5.1: NOTIONAL STRATEGY MODEL FOR AN IRRIGATION INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK
Commercial farmers
Share of sector

Emerging farmers – commercial
production
Emerging farmers – subsistence
production

Strategic emphasis – capital assets

Commercial farmers – new schemes

Strategic importance – enabling environment

Traditional farmers

Public sector planners, policy-makers
and regulators – capacity-building

Emerging farmers – new schemes
Emerging farmers – rehabilitation,
upgrading and expansion of existing
schemes
Traditional farmers – new schemes
Traditional farmers – rehabilitation,
upgrading and expansion of existing
schemes

Irrigators – institutional strengthening
and capacity-building
Private and parastatal service providers –
establishment and operation
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Public sector service providers –
institutional reform and capacity-building

Public-private partnerships –
establishment and operation
Policies
Planning instruments
Short term
(up to 4 yrs)

Medium term
(4–8 yrs)

Long term
(above 8 yrs)

Laws and regulations
Incentives (including tax breaks, markets
and market chain added value)

Source: FAO Generic Investment Framework, Land and Water Division internal reports
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strategy model for such a framework can be applied to a national irrigation strategy.
Finally, monitoring and evaluation allow progress to be tracked, and technical and
economic evaluations of outcomes and impacts to be made, which can then be fed
back into improving and scaling up investment programmes. Within such investment programme, individual schemes can be appraised and ‘benchmarked’.

The role of river basin agencies
In the future, the intensity of economic development across river basins and the
degree of interdependence and competition over land and water resources can be
expected to force a return to integration. However, despite the functional systemic
integration of land and water, modern law and institutions now tend to deal with
land and water separately. Even basin agencies, in principle dedicated to integrated
resource management, deal primarily with a single resource, rather than with land
DQGZDWHUMRLQWO\8SWRQRZULYHUEDVLQPDQDJHPHQWKDVKDGOLWWOHGLUHFWLQÁXHQFH
over land use and land-use planning, except where it has contributed to remediation
of non-point source pollution or has restricted agricultural water use. Basin management has largely been restricted to river functions such as hydropower, navigation
DQGÀVKUHVRXUFHV
Current institutional trends in river basin management tend to be driven by either
‘water development’ or an ‘ecosystem approach’. For example, major water transfer
projects in China and India have been conceived within a water development planning framework, while the EU Water Framework Directive and Murray-Darling
Basin planning follow an ecosystems conservation approach. In between, a range
of solutions that respond to development priorities expressed at national and transboundary level have become apparent, with greater or lesser degrees of economic
and environmental priority.
Irrespective of the agenda, whether development or environmental, to have a
truly integrated effect on land and water use across a basin, planning and negotiation need to go beyond dealing only with in-stream water use along the course of
the river. River basin audits offer an entry point. These audits give a basic account
of land and water use throughout the basin in social, economic and environmental
terms. This stage may be followed by the development of a vision for the basin in
terms of feasible development and environmental outcomes. This requires extensive
consultation with basin users to set measurable objectives for social, economic and
environmental performance.
The range of policy tools now at the disposal of river basin agencies include:
(1) statutory minimum environmental flow requirements to maintain a healthy
ecology and fish populations; (2) requirements for environmental impact assessments (EIAs) as a precondition for granting licences for water use (most frequently
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surface and groundwater abstractions, and waste disposal); (3) declaration and
supervision of reserves and protected areas (for example, wetlands) to maintain
biodiversity and protect land and water quality; and (4) negotiation and supervision of measures to protect the watershed (e.g. through watershed management
projects or other forms of PES).

The role of knowledge
The research and development agenda
Most research will have to be adaptive. For example, in rainfed agriculture, extendLQJ WKH SRVLWLYH HQYLURQPHQWDO DQG VRLO PRLVWXUH FRQVHUYDWLRQ EHQHÀWV RI FRQVHUvation agriculture techniques will depend on mechanization capacity to respond
rapidly to rainfall events. Techniques are known, but they need to be adapted to
VSHFLÀFODQGDQGZDWHUDQGVRFLRHFRQRPLFVHWWLQJV:KHUHORZWHFKQRORJ\RSSRUtunistic runoff farming is practised, which falls short of full water control over the
whole cropping calendar, techniques to manage risk, particularly under more erratic
rainfall regimes, need to be devised.

In irrigated systems, knowledge-based precision irrigation that offers farmers
reliable and flexible water application will continue to form a major platform for
intensification. In future, components like fertigation technology, deficit irrigation
and recycling of treated wastewater, in particular for orchard crops (Winpenny et al.,
2010), are likely to become more widely used. All techniques are expected to become
better integrated within irrigation systems that offer on-demand, just-in-time water
delivery. Research and development will be needed to adapt these technologies to
local farming practices.
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Sustainable intensification is more than improved land and water management.
Agronomic practices such as earlier sowing, fertility management, weed control
and the use of improved varieties play a key role too (Wani et al., 2009). Efforts to
stabilize production from existing rainfed systems in the face of climate change will
need a better analysis of climate in relation to farming – rainfall patterns and soil
moisture deficits linked to socio-economic vulnerability, not just in order to forecast
food production volatility but also to structure inputs and services.

Measures to modernize large-scale irrigation schemes will also require government intervention because of the scale and cost of investments. But in many cases,
research and development may be best conducted by the private sector. Developing countries, for example, have already seen the promotion of low-head drip
kits and pressurized subsoil drip for horticulture. In addition, the availability of
cheap plastic moulded products and plastic sheeting for plasticulture will expand.
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However, the broad-scale adoption of alternatives (e.g. solar technologies) or avoidance of polluting technology (plastic) will need to be led by government regulatory
measures with effective policing of compliance.
Farming systems research will also be essential to determine intensification strategies. If rainfed production is to be stabilized with a contribution from enhanced soil
moisture storage, the physical and socio-economic circumstances under which this
can occur need to be well identified. There are also knowledge gaps that need to be
filled, particularly on the economic and financial aspects, but also monitoring and
evaluation of land and water degradation and of the positive impact of sustainable
management measures.

Transferring the message
6XVWDLQDEOH LQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ RI ODQG DQG ZDWHU PDQDJHPHQW ZLOO UHTXLUH LQGXFing a very large number of farmers to improve their farming systems, adopting
DSSURDFKHVWRODQGDQGZDWHUSURGXFWLYLW\HQKDQFHPHQWWKDWÀWWKHLUVRLOVZDWHU
availability, labour force, access to inputs and markets, and also their income objecWLYHV7KXVLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQSDFNDJHVPXVWEHDFFHVVLEOHDQGIHDVLEOHLQWHFKQLFDODQG
ÀQDQFLDOWHUPVDQGHQVXUHDQHFRQRPLFUHWXUQRQIDUPHUV·LQYHVWPHQWRIODERXUDQG
resources. There is ample evidence that technology-driven top-down approaches
DUHQRQVXVWDLQDEOH7KHUHIRUHWKLVPDWFKRILQWHQVLÀFDWLRQSDFNDJHVZLWKIDUPHU
endowment and objectives requires a ‘demand-driven’ approach that addresses the
FRQVWUDLQWVDVLGHQWLÀHGE\WKHIDUPHUVWKHPVHOYHV
The capacity of existing extension systems to convey messages and technical
packages to farmers is often limited. Site-specific behavioural changes would be
best served by educational means (e.g. through Farmers’ Field Schools, which
reinforce farmers’ decision-making capacities to adopt changes to land and water
management). Flexible curricula need to be developed that specifically address
problems of sustainable and environmentally sound land and water management
for increased production. Where possible, indigenous knowledge and traditional
practices should be integrated. Farmers should typically be addressed above the
individual level, as land and water management generally requires cooperation.
Although a wealth of information exists on technologies and approaches, there is
insufficient sharing of experiences at all levels, and between countries or regions.
Existing knowledge bases are generally not widely accessible and may have sectoral
or institutional biases. The knowledge is not always very user-friendly and is rarely
directly accessible by the land users. Systems are largely ‘passive’, with few possiELOLWLHVIRUUHJXODUXSGDWLQJ.H\VWHSVLQSXWWLQJLQSODFHDQHQDEOLQJHQYLURQPHQW
will therefore be to develop the networks, forums and media for exchanging and
disseminating knowledge, and for identifying and filling knowledge gaps.
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Strengthening international partnerships
Resource inventory and use monitoring
As the challenges of sustainable land and water management mount, managers
and users need accurate and timely data to monitor changes in land and water.
New technologies, particularly remote sensing, are contributing to mapping and
monitoring a wide range of parameters. A number of international programmes
are developing resource inventory and monitoring tools. The potential of these
spatial technologies for improving land and water management is enormous. One
challenge is to ensure that there is access by all, and some programmes (such as
the UNEP/FAO Digital Chart of the World and FAO’s Geonetwork) have developed spatial data infrastructure and geospatial standards to increase data exchange
between platforms.
New partnerships are sourcing data and interpreting it specifically for management purposes (Table 5.2). GEOSS initiatives (Box 5.6) comprise projects to support
decision-taking on land and water across Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, including
forest carbon tracking. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment is a collaborative
effort to track the impact of human activities on ecosystem services. In addition to
its educational impact and influence on scientific research and policy, the coopera-

BOX 5.6: GLOBAL EARTH OBSERVATION SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS (GEOSS)

The global challenges posed by desertification, biodiversity loss and climate change
have created an urgent need for an integrated system to monitor environmental changes
and provide the information needed to move towards, a more sustainable management
of natural resources. The group on Earth Observation (GEO), a voluntary partnership of
governments and international organizations, was created in 2005 to build a Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) to generate, disseminate and manage Earth
observation data collected from a vast array of observation systems (oceanic buoys,
areas ranging from disaster risk mitigation to adaptation to climate change, integrated
water resource management, biodiversity conservation, sustainable agriculture and
forestry, public health, and weather monitoring.
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hydrological and meteorological stations, and satellites), and to facilitate analysis in

In 2008 GEO launched the Forest Carbon Tracking Task (FCT) in collaboration with
FAO, the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS). The goal of FCT is to develop a system of forest observation and carbon
monitoring, reporting and verification based on satellites, airborne and in situ forest
measurement data, and thus support countries that wish to monitor their forests, and
create a system of carbon accounting.
Source: GEO (2010)
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TABLE 5.2: INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR DATA GENERATION, HARMONIZATION AND SHARING
Programme

Goal related to land and water

URL

AQUASTAT (FAO)

Global information system on water
resources, water uses and agricultural
water management, with an emphasis
on countries in Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean

FAO Land and Water
Digital Media Series

Provides a wide suite of data as
well as educational resources
on land and water issues

FAOSTAT

The largest global source of
agricultural data, with over
one million time series

Geonetwork

FAO’s geospatial clearing house is
a standardized and decentralized
catalogue giving wide access to
geo-referenced data, cartographic
products and their metadata

GEOSS

Earth geospatial data network

Global Soil Map
Consortium

Soil analysis to inform land
management practices

www.globalsoilmap.net

Global soil partnership
(under discussion)

Harmonization of global soil databases

www.fao.org/nr/water/
news/soil-db.html

www.fao.org/nr/aquastat

www.fao.org/landandwater/
lwdms.stm

faostat.fao.org

www.fao.org/geonetwork/
srv/en/main.home

www.earthobservations.org

www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/
LUC/External-World-soildatabase/HTML/index.html
GTOS

Inter-agency coordinating
mechanism for improving earth
observation of natural resources

LADA

Land degradation
assessment in drylands

UNEP/FAO digital
charts of the world

Provide information on land
cover and population density

UN-Water

Fostering information-sharing and
knowledge-building across all UN
agencies and external partners
dealing with freshwater management

Wocat

Global network to disseminate
knowledge on SLM practices

www.glcn.org

www.fao.org/nr/lada/

www.fao.org/docrep/009/
a0310e/A0310E09.htm
www.unwater.org/
ﬂashindex.html

www.fao.org/ag/agL/agll/
wocat/default.stm

Source: Nkonya et al. (2010)
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tion process itself has produced a deeper understanding of relationships between
humans and natural systems.
But while progress has been made, efforts remain fragmented, financing for key
functions has been dropping, and measures to ensure harmonization, accessibility and the sharing and use of data require further strengthening. On climate and
water, global hydrological data and observation networks are still inadequate, and
many countries have limited access to data. Data production needs to be further
harmonized and dissemination needs to be broadened. Despite the potential of
remote-sensing technologies, data are still not sufficiently tapped, and lack of data
has been a key constraint to cooperation and investment. There is also a need for
further effort to translate data into a usable format. International cooperation is
required to facilitate the sharing of knowledge, and education and training in the
application of information by decision-makers and managers needs strengthening
(WWAP, 2009).

Coordinated policies and actions
Regional cooperation on land and water has been driven by the existence of multiple
shared agendas – economic linkages, shared land and water resources, and common
development challenges. There are numerous regional initiatives, with a particular
FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVXE6DKDUDQ$IULFDUHÁHFWLQJWKHSRYHUW\LPSDFWRIWKHKLJKOHYHOV
of resource degradation prevailing in the region (Table 5.3).

International approaches for joint
management and protection of land and water

In land, the UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) supports
national action plans and collaboration between donors and countries for combating degradation of land and water resources in dry areas. UNCCD has raised awareness and created some political momentum, but financial resources and a clearer
mandate are needed to have significant impact.
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Successive international conferences have resulted in international agreements relating to management and protection of aspects of land and water resources. Several
UN agencies share responsibility for supporting their implementation, including
FAO, UNEP and the World Bank. This section discusses the progress with implementation of some of these agreements.

The Global Environment Facility (GEF) was established in 1991. Its objective is
to promote international cooperation to prevent global environmental degradation and to rehabilitate degraded natural resources. To date, the GEF has allocated
US$8.8 billion, supplemented by over US$38.7 billion in cofinancing, for more than
2 400 projects. Through its Small Grants Programme, the GEF has also made more
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TABLE 5.3: SELECTED REGIONAL COOPERATION EFFORTS ON LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Regional cooperation

Activities related to land and water

Source

Cooperation institutions in Africa
Comprehensive
Africa Agriculture
Development
Programme (CAADP)

‘Pillar 1’ of the CAADP aims at
extension of area under sustainable land
management and reliable water control
systems. Targets 6 percent growth in
agricultural productivity and 10 percent
public expenditure budget for agriculture.

www.africa-union.org/root/
au/Documents/Treaties/
treaties.htm

TerrAfrica

Partnership set up in 2005 that aims to
address land degradation through countrydriven sustainable land management (SLM)
practices in sub-Saharan African countries.

Partnership for
Agricultural Water
in Africa (AgWA)

AgWA promotes and encourages investment
in agricultural water management in Africa.
Its ﬁve priorities are: advocacy; resource
mobilization; knowledge sharing; donor
harmonization; and capacity development.
AgWA is a framework for coordination
and for linkages with African subregional
partnerships such IMAWESA, ARID and SARIA.

AU (African Union)

Convention for the establishment of the
African centre for fertilizer development;
and African convention on the conservation
of nature and natural resources

www.africa-union.org/root/
au/Documents/Treaties/
treaties.htm

SADC

Collaborative water management initiatives

Giordano and Wolf (2002)

www.terrafrica.org

www.agwaterforafrica.org

Other cooperation institutions
Association
of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN)

Establish mechanisms for sustainable
development through protection of the
region’s environment and natural resources

Organization of
American States
(OAS)

Equitable and efﬁcient
land-tenure systems and increased
agricultural productivity

EU

Convention on Environmental Impact
Assessment in a Transboundary Context
(1991); Convention on the Protection and Use of
Transboundary Watercourses and International
Lakes (1992); Water framework directive for
integrated river basin management (2000).

ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
on Environment 2009
www.aseansec.org/19601.htm
www1.umn.edu/humanrts/
iachr/oascharter.html

Giordano and Wolf (2002)

Source: this study

than 10 000 small grants directly to non-governmental and community organizations. With US$792 million invested to date in sustainable land management, the
GEF is the largest global grant investor in this sector (Box 5.7). Issues concern insufficient synergies among GEF’s various focal areas, and constraints experienced in
scaling up from projects to a programme approach.
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BOX 5.7: EXAMPLES OF GEF SUPPORT TO SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT

 In the coffee fields of Central America, the GEF is working with farmers to raise
incomes by increasing their harvest of shade-grown coffee. This helps protect
biodiversity, reduces dependence on pesticides and sequesters carbon.
 GEF funding to restore degraded wetlands in Romania has resulted in the removal
of an estimated 55 tonnes of phosphorus, 1 200 tonnes of nitrogen and 40 000
tonnes of sediment from the Danube River before it enters the Black Sea.
 GEF projects in the humid tropics, Amazonia, Guyana Shield, the Caucasus and the
Himalayas collectively work to conserve the largest remaining tracts of tropical
rainforests, home to millions of species.
 The regions of southern Mexico and Central America are helping to restore the
Mesoamerican Biological Corridor through a GEF-supported project that combines
nature conservation with improving the standard of living for people in the area.
 Under a GEF project, Brazilian technicians are designing a biomass gas turbine
that runs on the residue and waste from sugar refining, including waste from
harvesting and bagasse, a residue from processing. The new turbines provide
efficient clean energy, reducing emissions.
Source: GEF (2011)

The International Land Coalition was set up as a ‘convener’ of civil society,
governmental and intergovernmental stakeholders on land policies and practices.
It has an advocacy mission to increase access to land resources by the poor, particularly through more secure land tenure.

All of these agreements and organizations are pursuing agendas defined within the
broad principles agreed at international conferences. They have contributed to raising awareness and have prompted action on land and water issues by member states.
In some cases, these initiatives have strengthened institutions and governance. GWP
partners, for example, have contributed substantially to awareness of integrated water
resource management and to its adoption into national law, strategy and practice. All
the initiatives subscribe to an approach that in principle integrates land and water
issues together. However, in practice, approaches remain largely sectoral. The GWP,
for example, focuses mainly on water; the ILC on land. An international convention
on sustainable land and water management could help to resolve these difficulties.
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In water, the Global Water Partnership (GWP) was established in 1996 to promote
integrated water resource management and the coordinated development and
management of land and water. GWP provides advice to governments on management approaches. The World Water Council (WWC) was established in 1996 to
promote awareness and build commitment on sustainable water resources management, and is best known for its flagship conference, the World Water Forum.
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Several of the organizations are working in the same field and with limited
resources, which reduces focus and impact. There has been insufficient feedback on
the successes and problems of these initiatives, so that the lessons of experience are
not always being built in to new approaches. What is needed is a permanent forum
and information exchange in which best practice and lessons can be pooled.

River basin cooperation
Although absence of a cooperative framework has been a constraint for the optimal
development of many transboundary rivers, considerable progress has been made
in recent years to reach varying degrees of cooperation. Cooperation on river basin
development and management has usually started with technical cooperation, such
as information exchange, leading over time to cooperation on planning, investment
DQG EHQHÀWVKDULQJ 7KH EHQHÀWV RI FRRSHUDWLRQ FDQ EH FRQVLGHUDEOH RQH VWXG\
estimated that cooperation among Blue Nile riparian countries could increase net
DQQXDOEHQHÀWVIURPWKHULYHUE\86ELOOLRQ :KLWWLQJWRQet al., 2005).
The UN Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International
Water Courses codified rules for equitable use, obligations of protection and
conservation of international water bodies, information exchange, and settlement of
disputes. The convention has not yet entered into force as insufficient members ratified it, but it provides a set of principles and standards to which riparians can refer.
In some basins, cooperation has resulted in a formal treaty and the legal establishment of a river basin organization: examples include the Mekong, the Senegal,
the Volta and the Niger (Nkonya et al., 2010). The Mekong River Basin Commission
allowed planning to reduce flooding in the delta. Under the cooperative framework
of the Lake Victoria Basin Commission, the water hyacinth problem in Lake Victoria
was addressed (Foster and Briceño-Garmendia, 2010). However, experience shows
that it may take decades before nations agree to joint development and management. For example, of the 18 initiatives for river basin cooperation in sub-Saharan
Africa launched since the 1960s, only four have yet reached the stage of a legally
established river basin committee (Grey and Sadoff, 2006). Some programmes
are specifically addressing land and water management and degradation issues
at the transboundary basin scale. Two GEF projects (the Fouta Djallon project in
:HVW$IULFDDQGWKH.DJHUD5LYHU3URMHFWLQ(DVW$IULFD DVZHOODVWKH/DNH&KDG
Basin Sustainable Development Program (Box 5.8), are supporting environmental
management and monitoring to improve land and water management, to mitigate
carbon emissions and conserve biodiversity.

New partnerships and mechanisms
A number of recent initiatives and partnerships are likely to have positive effects
on sustainable land and water management. Alongside traditional development
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BOX 5.8: INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT TO SUSTAINABLE
LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT IN LAKE CHAD BASIN

The Lake Chad Basin Sustainable Development Program (PRODEBALT) was designed
in 2007 as a contribution to the implementation of the Strategic Action Plan and Vision
2025 of the Lake Chad Basin Commission (LCBC). It aims for the rehabilitation and
conservation of the productive capacities of Lake Chad basin ecosystems through
an integrated and judicious management of the basin, so as to adapt the production
systems to climate change, thus reducing poverty among the populations living around
the lake. The programme started in 2009 and has a duration of six years. Its cost of
approximately US$97 million is jointly financed by an African Development Bank grant
for about half of the total and the rest from other donors: GIZ, BGR, European Union,
World Bank and Islamic Development Bank.
In particular, the activities carried out within PRODEBALT are:
1. Protection of Lake Chad and its basin: soil conservation; regeneration of grazingland ecosystems; control of invasive aquatic plants in water bodies; conservation
of the Kouri cow species; study and plan of optimal management of reservoirs and
water supply points of the basin.
2. Adaptation of production systems to climate change: extension of the piezometric
observation network; sustainable management of forestry, pasture and fishery
resources; establishment of local development funds to finance basic community
infrastructure.
3. Institutional support: improvement of stakeholder skills; building of LCBC institutional capacities, including strengthening of the Lake Basin Observatory; conduct
of studies and research, including preparation of the erosion and silting control
master plan; contribution to the final design of the project of transfer of the
Oubangui waters to Lake Chad.

partners, the civil society, NGOs and the private sector and private foundations are
playing an increasingly important role in the promotion of sustainable development
(Box 5.9).
Public–private partnerships have emerged in land and water development and
management. Recent examples include Guerdane in Morocco, where an international consortium entered into a 30-year concession for the construction, cofinancing, operation and management of an irrigation water supply and distribution
network; and Brazil’s semi-arid region where government invested in large-scale
irrigation projects on 200 000 ha to demonstrate new cropping alternatives, technologies and productive processes, and so attracted private investment on a
further 360 000 ha.
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Source: AfDB (2008)
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BOX 5.9: PRIVATE INITIATIVES IN SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT

Fairtrade: in addition to paying farmers a premium price for their produce, Fairtrade
builds human and social capital in participating communities, as well as promoting good
farm management practices with an emphasis on long-term sustainable production.
Today, more than five million people across 58 developing countries benefit from
Fairtrade. A good example is Thailand’s Green Net Cooperative, which was established
in 1993 by a group of producers and consumers. Farmers were suffering rises in their
production costs and at the same time a decline in the prices of agricultural products.
Meanwhile, Thai consumers were becoming increasingly conscious of the impact of
pesticides on their health and on the environment. Green Net was the first (and is still
the largest) wholesaler of fresh organic produce in Thailand. In 2002 Green Net was
certified by Fairtrade Labelling Organizations International (FLO) and it now exports
Fairtrade rice to Switzerland, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Austria, the Netherlands
and Sweden (Fairtrade, 2011).
Green and organic labels and certifications: there are many examples of labels and
certifications on the products of organic agriculture systems. Smallholder farmers can
benefit from commodity-specific certification programmes (for example, by forming
cooperatives or through participating in contract-farming arrangements). Products
concerned include coffee, tea, cocoa, non-wood forest products and cotton.
Ecotourism: the key to sustainable ecotourism is sustainable ecosystem management
with benefit-sharing among local populations. Functioning ecosystems are vital for
ecotourism to thrive, and ecotourism is a key mechanism to provide incentives for
sustainable agriculture and forestry within a whole-ecosystem context.
Environmental interest groups: many are actively engaged in partnerships to promote
sustainable land and water management. They play both a financing and an advocacy
role to promote policies and programmes to address climate change impacts and
enhance biodiversity, and water quality and quantity. The Zambia Agribusiness Technical
Assistance Centre helps small farmers in Zambia to invest in sustainable irrigated
market gardening linked to wholesalers for export. Smallholders now grow irrigated
fresh ‘organic’ vegetables for markets in Europe.
Foundations: private foundations such as the Rockefeller Foundation and Ford Foundation
are supporting sustainable agriculture. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation focuses on
areas with the potential for high-impact, sustainable solutions, including agricultural
development. Recent grants in sustainable agriculture include funding for legumes that
fix nitrogen in the soil, higher-yielding varieties of sorghum and millet, and research on
crops that can withstand drought and flooding. The foundation also funds research for
improved agricultural water management in support of smallholder enterprise.
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TABLE 5.4: VIRTUAL WATER TRADE OF SELECTED COUNTRIES
Total use of
domestic water
resources in
the agricultural
sector (km3/yr)

Water saving
due to import
of agricultural
products
(km3/yr)

Water loss
due to export
of agricultural
products
(km3/yr)

Net water saving
due to trade
in agricultural
products
(km3/yr)

Ratio of net
water saving
to use of
domestic
water

China

n.a.

79

23

56

0.08

Mexico

94

83

18

65

0.69

Morocco

37

29

1.6

27

0.73

Italy

60

87

28

59

0.98

Algeria

23

46

0.5

45

1.96

Japan

21

96

1.9

94

4.48

Source: Hoekstra (2010)

Globalization has also increased opportunities for trading virtual water – water
used in the production of goods or services. The concept of virtual water suggests
that a well-functioning global trade system would induce countries to export or
import goods based on their natural resource endowment. Water- and/or land-poor
countries would be net importers of agricultural commodities produced by waterabundant countries. It is argued that such a system would be more likely to achieve
an optimal use of both land and water resources. Many countries are already net
importers of agricultural goods, therefore importing large volumes of virtual water.
Jordan, for example, imports about 6 km3 of virtual water per year and withdraws

It is argued that the virtual water content in trade of agricultural products from
relatively land- and water-abundant to more land- and water-scarce areas has
helped to increase water- and land-use efficiency. In fact, the realization of apparent
‘comparative advantage’ is hard to establish (Wichelns, 2010) since national
economic policies appraise a range of factor productivities, not just water ‘content’.
The contribution of labour or energy can be much more significant in determining
the comparative advantage in a specific crop. In this respect, it is important not to
‘oversell’ the importance of water in agriculture. It may be critical, but other factors
of production can be equally important or dominant.
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only 1 km3 from domestic sources (Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007). Table 5.4 shows
the level of water savings due to international virtual water trading.

Enhancing international cooperation and investment
Investment in land and water is essential to increasing agricultural productivity and
production sustainably. Investment in land and water has increased slightly in the
ODVWÀYH\HDUVEXWOHYHOVUHPDLQEHORZWKRVHQHFHVVDU\WRLQWHQVLI\SURGXFWLRQZKLOH
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minimizing negative impacts on the ecosystem. A particular concern is the low level
of investment in the more vulnerable rainfed systems, where poverty and food insecurity are prevalent and risks of land and water resource degradation are high.

Growing interest but unmet needs
International cooperation on land and water has become a higher level of priority in many quarters. Continuing preoccupations over food security, poverty reduction and environmental protection have been heightened by growing concern over
climate change, the recent food price crisis and associated land acquisitions. Interest
in sustainable land and water management as a core development approach has
also been heightened by a shift in thinking towards the possibilities of a new ‘green
economy’ (Box 5.10). However, despite these positive trends, the level of investment
is small compared with the levels needed to stem negative trends in land and water
status and to develop higher productivity sustainably within an ecosystems context.

The case for a focus on sustainable land and water management
Agriculture is vital to poverty reduction, and strong agricultural growth has been
a consistent feature of countries that have successfully managed to reduce poverty.
*'3JURZWKJHQHUDWHGLQDJULFXOWXUHLVIRXUWLPHVPRUHHIIHFWLYHLQEHQHÀWLQJWKH
BOX 5.10: A GREEN AGRICULTURE FOR A GREEN ECONOMY

Faced with multiple crises, many questions have been raised about how to overhaul
the global business model. One notion is that a low-carbon ‘green economy’, which
recognizes and assigns value to natural capital, helps to mitigate climate change
and adapt to its impacts, and reverses current negative trends in ecosystems (water
resources depletion, pollution, land degradation, loss of social and cultural values,
fisheries collapse). A green agricultural economy would incorporate the best elements
of the old ‘green revolution’ (improved adapted crop varieties and livestock breeds) into
more ecologically friendly land and water management that would take an ecosystem/
landscape approach to respond to global environmental threats, land degradation,
biodiversity loss and, in particular, climate change. This kind of green agriculture is
becoming an important direction proposed by the Rio+20 programme.
The fiscal stimulus packages that many countries prepared to respond to the recent
financial crisis contained funds dedicated to green projects, many related to energy
efficiency and low-carbon technologies, river restoration and water management
(World Bank, 2009a; Robins et al., 2009). This green stimulus showed that the economic
turndown was taken as an opportunity for investing in the green sector (i.e. restoring
growth through investing in a restructuring of the economic system). It also shows that
a green economy requires substantial initial public investments and regulations, as well
as a private sector ready to deliver on new technologies and markets.
Source: Salman et al. (2010)
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poorest half of the population than growth generated outside agriculture (World
Bank, 2007c). Increased agricultural productivity improves farmers’ incomes, generDWHV RQIDUP HPSOR\PHQW ORZHUV IRRG SULFHV DQG KDV VLJQLÀFDQW LQFRPH DQG
employment multipliers within the local non-farm economy, all of which reduce
poverty, as the poor typically spend two-thirds of their income on food. Such
increases in productivity will require increased investment in agriculture, and especially in land and water development.
The new focus on the green economy and on a win–win approach to productivity
and maintenance of ecosystem services creates a powerful case for this strengthened
focus on sustainable land and water management. Box 5.11 recapitulates the contribution of sustainable land and water management to multiple development goals.
However, investment in these areas is decreasing, or at best stagnating. The drop-off
in investment in agricultural land and water was mainly driven by the perception
of a decline in rates of return compared to alternative investments in other sectors,
but the recent surge in food prices and worsening of the food security situation
show the limits of such short-sighted strategies. Moreover, the fact that the return
on capital invested in agriculture rarely matches that in industry and urban services
does not capture the multiplier and social benefits from rural investment, beyond
the direct impacts on food security. Only a healthy agricultural sector, combined
with a growing non-farm economy and effective safety nets and social protection
programmes, will be sufficient to face the global recession, as well as to eradicate
food insecurity and poverty.

There are nonetheless encouraging signs. First, a policy favouring increased producWLRQ E\ VPDOOKROGHUV LQ IRRGGHÀFLW GHYHORSLQJ FRXQWULHV LV EHLQJ HPEUDFHG DW
both international and national level. The Joint Statement on Global Food Security
made at the 2008 G8 meeting in L’Aquila, Italy stressed the need to adopt a comprehensive strategy focusing on small farmers. Second, many countries have already
made considerable steps towards hunger eradication. For example, Ghana, Malawi,
0R]DPELTXH 7KDLODQG 7XUNH\ 8JDQGD DQG 9LHWQDP KDYH VLJQLÀFDQWO\ UHGXFHG
WKH QXPEHU RI XQGHUQRXULVKHG SHRSOH LQ WKHLU FRXQWULHV RYHU WKH ODVW ÀYH \HDUV
Although most have fallen short of the target, eight African countries have met the
Maputo Declaration target of allocating 10 percent of the government budget to agriculture (Fan et al., 2009). The foundations for increased agricultural productivity and
production to foster food security have been laid: programmes, projects and plans
DOUHDG\H[LVWDQGDUHVLPSO\ZDLWLQJIRUWKHSROLWLFDOZLOODQGÀQDQFLDOUHVRXUFHVWR
become operational.
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Some successes and new initiatives

Third, moves to increase aid efficiency and to align national programmes in
accordance with the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda
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BOX 5.11: SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT
TO ACHIEVE BROAD DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Cooperation on land and water is not an end in itself. It is a means of achieving larger
development goals – the MDGs, overall food security, poverty alleviation, conservation of local
and global ecosystem services. Land and water investments are appropriate for financing from
a large range of programmes and funds.
Key linkages between larger development goals and sustainable land and water management
include:
 Rural poverty reduction: Reducing rural poverty depends directly on the productivity and
profitability of land and water-based activities, all of which are threatened by land and
water degradation.
 Food security: National-level food security depends heavily on sustainable production of
food from land and water, which, in turn, requires sustainable land and water management. In addition, sustainable land and water management can reduce dependence on net
food imports, and thus conserve important financial resources.
 Provision of a range of livelihood products such as wood, fibre and biofuels: Land
and water degradation reduces the productivity of natural resources, not only for food
production but also for the production of other outputs, such as fibre, building materials,
bioenergy and non-timber forest products.
 Mitigation and adaptation to climate change: Poor land and water management contributes to greenhouse gases. More sustainable land and water management practices
increase soil carbon sequestration and reduce GHG emissions in agriculture. They also
often contribute to adaptation to climate change by increasing resilience in the face of
climate variability and extreme events.

for Action have led to more programmatic approaches to financing in support of
national policies and strategies. In this context, several new financing facilities
have been established, such as the African Fertilizer Financing Mechanism or the
Global Agricultural and Food Security Program created after the G8 summit in 2008.
However the establishment of dedicated funds with narrow targets, may be less
efficient than fungible resources available for financing integrated national development programmes.

Attracting carbon sequestration financing for land and water strategies
One important innovation is the development of carbon markets. But although
the potential for mitigation through agriculture is vast, the regulatory markets,
VXFKDVWKH&'0XQGHUWKH.\RWRSURWRFRODQGWKH(8HPLVVLRQVWUDGLQJVFKHPH
exclude agriculture. However, work is underway to reverse this. In addition, new
initiatives are under discussion under the UN-REDD initiative (Box 5.12) to allow
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 Preserving biodiversity: The trend towards monoculture and poor land and water
management have negatively affected biodiversity. Matching of land and water use with
land potential, thereby promoting diverse landscapes and products and adapted land use
systems, is important to preserve remaining biodiversity levels.
 Maintenance of other ecosystem functions: Sustainable land and water management
can also support other ecological functions or services, including the breakdown of waste
products, pollination, soil biological activity that maintains nutrient and organic matter
cycles, and biological control of pests and diseases. These important regulatory functions
and the process of soil formation can only be maintained through appropriate land and
water management practices.
 Natural disaster prevention/mitigation: Sustainable land and water management can
increase the resilience of ecosystems, thereby reducing the risk and impact of natural
disasters, such as floods, droughts, hailstorms or pest infestations.
 Ecosystem health: Overall, sustainable land and water management can not only arrest
ecosystem degradation but can positively improve certain services: biomass, soil health,
water storage and supply, and economic productivity. Amenity, tourism and cultural
heritage values of landscape may also be improved.
 Social stability: Wellbeing and social stability in rural areas are directly related to the feasibility of earning a living from natural resources, and therefore to issues of access to land
and water resources, security of tenure, and capacity to manage these resources in the
most profitable and sustainable manner, through sustainable land and water management.

reward for carbon sequestration in all landscapes, including ‘agriculture, forestry
and other land uses’. Pilot projects are being implemented in developing countries
under voluntary carbon standards. A global survey of agricultural mitigation projHFWVLGHQWLÀHGDJULFXOWXUDOSURMHFWVIRFXVLQJRQFOLPDWHFKDQJHRIZKLFKDUH
GHYHORSHGVSHFLÀFDOO\ZLWKD*+*PLWLJDWLRQREMHFWLYH
However, problems both in the design of schemes and in the development of
qualifying strategies in developing countries are not yet fully resolved. The basic
difficulty is in quantifying and monitoring agricultural mitigation strategies and
the resulting low-confidence, high-transaction costs and low prices of certified emissions. Problems on the side of developing countries are both in policy (lack of public
commitment to invest in climate change adaptation and mitigation) and in implementation (weak property rights, low institutional capacity). Several pilot projects
are being developed to try to overcome these hurdles (Box 5.13).
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Sources: Nkonya et al. (2010); Salman et al. (2010)
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BOX 5.12: THE UN COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMME ON REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (UN-REDD PROGRAMME)

The United Nations Collaborative initiative on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation
and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD) in developing countries is an effort to create a
financial value for the carbon stored in forests, offering incentives for developing
countries to reduce emissions from forested lands and invest in low-carbon paths to
sustainable development. REDD+ goes beyond deforestation and forest degradation, and
includes the role of conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement
of forest carbon stocks. The UN-REDD Programme was launched in September 2008 as
a collaboration between FAO, UNDP and UNEP. A multidonor trust fund was established
to allow donors to pool resources, and provides funding towards programme activities.
The Copenhagen Accord recognizes the role of UN-REDD and calls for ‘immediate’
establishment of a REDD+ mechanism. Developed countries committed to new
and additional resources approaching US$30 billion to support enhanced action on
mitigation, including ‘substantial finance’ for REDD+.
Source: UN-REDD (2011)

BOX 5.13: PILOT CARBON FINANCE PROJECTS FOR SMALLHOLDERS IN CHINA

FAO is currently developing a sustainable grazing project in China in cooperation with
Chinese national counterparts, which aims to increase the resilience of alpine grazing
systems using carbon finance. In addition, FAO is currently developing through MICCA
(Mitigation of Climate Change in Agriculture) several pilot projects to support efforts
of smallholder farmers to mitigate climate change through agriculture and to move
towards climate-smart agricultural practices. MICCA emphasizes supporting knowledge
generation on GHG emissions and mitigation potential, and testing at country and field
level how mitigation-promoting techniques can be integrated into agricultural practices.
Source: FAO (2010e)

There is also a voluntary carbon market financed by companies that wish to
offset their carbon footprint (Box 5.14). If agriculture in developing countries can
benefit from the carbon market, this has the potential to bring considerable funding to national and local sustainable land and water management strategies. Early
research (Tennigkeit et al., 2009) suggest that revenues from yield improvements
through the improved management techniques far outweigh the payments to be
received from carbon credits, so that carbon credits may simply have a complementary or catalytic role in well-designed land and water programmes.
If sustainable land and water management investments cannot be compensated under existing programmes or under possible future programmes such as
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BOX 5.14: VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKETS

The voluntary carbon market, financed by companies that want to offset their carbon
footprint as a way of corporate responsibility, can be separated into two categories,
the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) and the ‘over-the-counter’ market. Currently,
compliance markets (regulatory markets, such as CDM and the EU Trading Scheme) and
voluntary carbon markets account for less than 2 percent of the global carbon market
(Capoor and Ambrosi, 2009), but are increasing.
The CCX is the world’s only voluntary cap-and-trade system, while the over-the-counter
market is the non-binding offset market. The CCX is the only market with a considerable
share of agricultural soil projects. However, from 2007 to 2008, this share fell from
48 to 15 percent. The drop in agricultural soil projects was due in part to the growth of
the programme itself, and in part to modifications made to the agricultural soil protocol,
which has led to a slowdown of the verification process (Hamilton et al., 2009).
Source: Salman et al. (2010)

UN-REDD, an option is to set up special funds to finance adoption of sustainable
land management practices by smallholder farmers, with specific rules and requirements, and linked to programmes designed to support policy, strategy and farmerlevel implementation of sustainable land and water management along the lines
recommended in this report.

Payment for environmental services
3(6 PHFKDQLVPV KDYH DWWUDFWHG LQWHUHVW DQG ÀQDQFLQJ ERWK ZLWKLQ FRXQWULHV DQG
from international investors. Systems exist for watershed services, biodiversity
FRQVHUYDWLRQEHQHÀWVKDULQJLQWUDQVERXQGDU\ULYHUEDVLQGHYHORSPHQWDQGUHGXFtion in carbon emissions (Box 5.15).

The prospects for the implementation of more forward-looking land and water
management policies, to reverse degradation trends and conserve resources for
the future, will only look bright if the institutional mechanisms prove adaptive to
scale/environmental context and more comprehensive (pluralistic) engagement
with users.

CHAPTER 5

Lessons for the future

A combination of scale-specific policy responses, innovative institutional solutions and more inclusive (but more strategic) planning solutions can be packaged
to meet human demand for agricultural production and environmental services.
The test is whether any of these interventions will have a measurable impact in
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BOX 5.15: PAYMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

In recent years, several mechanisms have been developed to overcome the problem
that the costs of sustainable resource management may be borne by one party but the
benefits reaped by another. The practice of contracting between the parties for payments
for environmental services (PES) takes several forms.
Under PES for watershed services, watershed management programmes typically
invest in sustainable development for poor communities in the upper catchment of river
basins, justifying public investment subsidy on the grounds that the benefits largely
accrue downstream, in the form of clean water, flood control and reduced siltation.
Under PES for biodiversity, financial incentives are provided for land users to
conserve biodiversity. For example, in 1996 Costa Rica implemented an innovative
programme under which forest and plantation owners were financially rewarded and
legally acknowledged for the environmental services their forests provide nationally
and globally. The early years of the PES scheme showed that it mainly benefited larger
farmers and people using their forest for leisure purposes. Since then a number of
measures have been taken to promote participation of small farmers and indigenous
communities.
At a larger scale, benefit-sharing in transboundary river basin development
compensates the country that bears an undue share of the costs with other benefits.
For example, loss of water due to upstream abstractions might be compensated by
hydropower benefits.
PES through the carbon market has an important potential. For example, the African
agriculture sector has an estimated 17 percent of the total global mitigation potential.
This could potentially translate into an annual value stream for African countries of
US$4.8 billion. However, carbon markets still need to refine their implementation
mechanisms in order to allow poor land users to benefit from them.
Source: Nkonya et al. (2010)

conserving or lengthening the life of Earth’s natural endowments. In places where
the natural capital is stretched, national institutions are more likely to be driven by
environmental agendas in the future. The case for making the value of land and
water explicit, and providing incentives to resource users and investors, is now well
established (World Bank, 2009b).
In terms of water management, the ‘more crop per drop’ slogan will still apply,
but the pressures from competing demands for water will necessitate ‘more crop
with less drop and less environmental impact’. This implies that water management
for sustainable crop production and intensification will need to anticipate smarter
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precision agriculture. This will be technology-intensive and knowledge-intensive.
It will also require agriculture to become much more adept at accounting for its
water use in economic, social and environmental terms. But it is at farm level that
farmers self-interest can be harnessed to improve environmental outcomes. In addition, private sector interests (including fertilizer and agro-chemical supply) can be
regulated and incentivized to support more sustainable irrigation. All this suggests
a shift from government roles in operating and maintaining irrigation schemes into
the business of smart regulation, which can promote adoption of proven water
management technologies combined with knowledge-rich agronomic practice.
The time is right to put sustainable land and water management in its rightful
place at the centre of the global development debate. A first priority might be to
develop and agree an integrated shared vision at the global, regional and national
levels. This vision would need to be reflected in a strategy and investment framework, setting out how a shared vision might be operationalized, with tangible
milestones, human and financial resource requirements, and responsibilities of the
various actors. This strategy and framework could then be translated at the regional
and national level into strategies and investment programmes.

There is scope for increased international cooperation on land and water, engaging
with private sector partners, NGOs and international foundations. In this context,
there is a need for international cooperation to establish ‘rules of engagement’, to
ensure that foreign investments are beneficial to the host countries and that small
farmers and the poor have access to increased economic opportunity as a result.

Chapter 5. Institutional responses for sustainable land and water management
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At the global level, financing is required for increased levels of investment, and
this might be linked to carbon credits. Investment is needed at the farm level, at
the level of the basin, watershed or irrigation scheme, and at macro level, through
government investment in institutions, knowledge and public goods, and through
private investment in research and development and in productive capacity. Implementation would require a supportive enabling environment and incentive structure, institutional support, and a strong monitoring and evaluation mechanism.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND MAIN
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
This book has traced three challenges facing the land and water
resources upon which agriculture relies: to increase food production
by almost 70 percent by 2050; to reduce hunger and improve
livelihoods for the poorest; and to minimize or mitigate degradation
of land and water and of the broader ecosystems. A range of
technical and institutional solutions exist and have been discussed in
previous chapters. They need to be adapted to local farming systems
incentive packages, can then establish a framework for investment
that assigns agreed values to natural capital. On this basis, land and
water management that is efﬁcient, equitable and sustainable can be
encouraged at all scales.

CHAPTER 6

and socio-economic contexts. Improved planning, linked to smart

Movements towards this new ‘green economy’
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Increasingly, governments, civil society
ety and the private sector are
looking for technologies and approaches
roa
that can raise productivity
while protecting the natural resource
eso
base and associated ecosystems.
Packages for more sustainable
ab farming are being adopted, and
measures to overcome the technical and socio-economic constraints
have been devised.
However, despite
ite this progress, there
here remain considerable barriers to
adoption. The
e proliferation off ins
instruments, conferences and diverging
commitments
men is time- and resource-consuming,
-consu
with very little effect
on the gr
ground. Politi
Political commitment by nations
ons a
and the international
community
mm nity to tackle issues in a synergetic manner is essential.
Moving to more sustainable pathways of intensiﬁcation and ecological
M
management will require additional efforts. Policies, institutions
and implementation strategies will need adjustment at global,
national and local levels to equip organizations and farmers with the
knowledge, incentives and ﬁnancial resources they need. With this
support, farmers can raise productivity sustainably and strengthen
the integration of their farming within local ecosystems, managing
trade-offs to keep adverse effects to the minimum. A knowledge-rich
engagement at local, national and global levels, focusing on land and
water systems at risk, will ultimately spread socio-economic growth
beneﬁts far and wide, reducing food insecurity and associated poverty.

Ensuring sustainable production
in major land and water systems
Many major land and water systems are globally important and present substantial levels of risk, in terms of sustainability, productivity and capacity to address
poverty and food security. This section summarizes how responses can be applied
in the world’s major land and water systems to promote expanded production
within an ecologically sustainable framework, and with a focus on poverty reduction and food security.

Major land and water systems at risk
Although productivity improvements, and in some cases expansion of the cropped
area, are possible in many land and water systems, all systems are at risk of degradation and loss of productive capability. The status varies. Among rainfed systems
RXWVLGH WKH WHPSHUDWH ]RQHV GHVHUWLÀFDWLRQ DQG ODQG GHJUDGDWLRQ DUH VLJQLÀFDQW
risks. In temperate zones there is considerable scope for expanding production, but
at the risk of pollution and other degradation of ecosystems. In the vast productive
basins of Asia, systems are generally highly developed, but with water scarcity and
land deterioration problems. Delta systems will also suffer risks from sea-level rise,
as well as rising pollution; in many locations, new infrastructure may be needed to
improve water security and productivity in the face of likely increased but more
variable rainfall patterns. All systems using groundwater are at risk from aquifer
depletion and degradation.
Priorities for action include the areas from which the bulk of extra production
will have to come (notably irrigated systems and rainfed production in temperate
zones). In addition, priority has to go to geographical areas that are poor and vulnerable to degradation, and where agriculture, including livestock and forestry, plays a
predominant role in poverty reduction and food security. Tackling the problems of
production systems particularly vulnerable to degradation in every region is also a
priority: for example, marginal mountain systems, marginal grazing lands converted
to rainfed farming, or forest converted to quick-return commercial farming.

Earlier chapters highlighted current problems and future risks in the world’s major
land and water systems as they face the challenge of greatly increasing output in the
coming decades. This section summarizes the technical and institutional options that
may be applied in each of these systems in order to manage the progress to higher
levels of productivity and output, while minimizing negative impacts (Table 6.1).
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Options by major land and water system

TABLE 6.1: TECHNICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES
TO SUPPORT IMPROVED LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT
System

Technical responses to raise
productivity through improved
land and water management

Institutional responses to support
sustainable improvements in
land and water management

Rainfed
Highlands







Semi-arid
tropics

 Better integration of
agriculture–livestock
 Investments in irrigation
and water harvesting
 Integrated plant nutrition
 Plant breeding adapted to
semi-arid conditions
 Conservation agriculture

 Enhanced land tenure security
 Land reform and consolidation
where possible
 Crop insurance
 Improved governance and
investments in infrastructure
(markets, roads)
 Planned out-migration
 Solar energy production
 Farmer ﬁeld schools

Subtropical

 Climate change adaptation
 Plant breeding adapted to
semi-arid conditions
 Improved soil and water conservation
 Integrated plant nutrition
 Conservation agriculture

 Land reform and consolidation
 Crop insurance
 investments in rural
infrastructure and services
 Planned out-migration

Temperate

Western Europe:
 Pollution control and mitigation
 Conservation agriculture
 Integrated plant nutrition
and pest management

 Participatory planning for
expansion and intensiﬁcation

Soil and water conservation
Terracing
Flood protection
Reforestation
Conservation agriculture

 Payment for environmental
services (PES) in watersheds
 Promotion of tourism
 Planned outmigration
 Provision of basic services
and infrastructure

Elsewhere:
 Pollution control and mitigation
 Integrated plant nutrition
and pest management
 Conservation agriculture

Options need to be adapted to both problems and opportunities. For land, changes
in crop and land use, crop diversification, and measures to improve soil quality, such
as soil fertility management and conservation agriculture, are needed to enhance
productivity, sustainability and resilience of agricultural systems. Better-informed
agronomic techniques are needed everywhere: minimum tillage, use of cover crops
and nitrogen fixers in rotation cycles, managed application of fertilizers and organic
amendments, soil water management improvements to irrigation and drainage, and
a switch to improved varieties with higher water productivity. For water, a combination of supply-side measures coupled with demand management is needed to adjust
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System

Technical responses to raise
productivity through improved
land and water management

Institutional responses to support
sustainable improvements in
land and water management

Irrigated
Rice-based
(Asia)

 Improved storage
 Diversiﬁcation (introduction
of ﬁsh and vegetables
 Pollution control

 Payment for environmental
services (PES)
 Farmer ﬁeld schools

(Africa)

 System of rice intensiﬁcation (SRI)

 Better incentives, markets, access
to inputs and improved varieties
 Improved governance management
and infrastructure
 Farmer ﬁeld schools

River basin
systems

 Modernization of irrigation schemes
(infrastructure and governance) to
improve water service, increasing
ﬂexibility and reliability in water
supply to support diversiﬁcation
 Prepare and implement climate
change adaptation plans

 Develop incentives for
efﬁcient use of water

Aquifer-based
systems

 Enhanced water productivity

 Regulation of groundwater use
 More effective water allocation

Deltas and
coastal areas






 Land-use planning
 Control of groundwater depletion

Peri-urban
agriculture

 Pollution control

Other
Climate change adaptation plans
Flood control
Pollution control
Mitigation of arsenic contamination
through improved irrigation practices

 Secured access to land and water
 Better integration of peri-urban
agriculture into urban planning

Rainfed systems in highland areas are particularly at risk in terms of impacts on
poverty and food security. There will be a need to combat negative effects of erosion
and desertification through soil and water conservation, terracing, flood protection
measures, and tree planting. This will require outside support, as the areas are typically poor, and there are downstream benefits from these investments. PES schemes
are very appropriate for these systems, where the conservation of landscape values
will also generate tourism.
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storage capacity and improve supply management, reduce the rate of groundwater
depletion, promote more efficient conjunctive use and raise water productivity.

Rainfed systems in semi-arid areas can improve productivity through better
integration of agriculture and livestock, and cropping productivity may be raised by
integrated plant nutrition, better varieties and improved water control, employing
supplementary irrigation or water harvesting. Institutional measures to improve
land tenure and, in some cases, effect land reform and consolidation, combined with
research, technology transfer and investment in rural infrastructure, are needed to
help raise incomes and stem out-migration.
5DLQIHG V\VWHPV LQ VXEWURSLFDO DUHDV can exploit potential for intensification
through soil and water conservation measures, integrated plant nutrition, and
use of new, better adapted crop cultivars. Institutional support measures required
include land reform and consolidation, and investment in rural infrastructure.
Temperate zone rainfed systems in some areas do have potential for both further
intensification and expansion, but pollution risks need to be carefully regulated and
managed, and integrated approaches to both plant nutrient and pest management
are priorities. Institutional support measures should include research, regulatory
mechanisms, and planning for orderly expansion of the cultivated area.
The irrigated systems are generally a higher risk. In the Asian ULFHEDVHGV\VWHPV,
priorities are improved storage for water control and flood prevention, diversification into higher value crops and multifunctional systems (e.g. rice/fish), and control
of downstream pollution impacts. For irrigated systems in Africa, the key will be
improved market access, combined with improved governance and management
of irrigation.
Across ULYHUEDVLQV\VWHPV, modernization of infrastructure and institutions can
improve water service and support intensification and diversification. Incentive
structures will need adjustment to promote water-use efficiency. Climate change
adaptation planning will be required. Groundwater systems can continue to
support intensification, but only if users can be encouraged to moderate demand
to within the limits of aquifer replenishment. The at-risk delta and coastal plain
systems will need to give high priority to climate change adaptation and related
strategies and investments for adaptation and flood control. Technical and institutional measures for control of pollution will also be a high priority to restore
degraded systems and prevent further impact. Finally, SHULXUEDQDJULFXOWXUH will
require a regulatory framework for re-use of wastewater.
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Policies and strategies for sustainable
land and water management
7KHV\VWHPVDWULVNSUHVHQWUHJLRQDODQGJOREDOWDUJHWVEXWWKHUHDOZRUNRIÀ[LQJ
them through better land and water management starts at local and national levels,
where sovereign policies and investment can be applied. Bearing these overall
system targets in mind, what practical steps can be taken at national level to structure support and implement more effective management?

The macro-policy setting
At the national level, governments have a role to ensure an enabling environment
WKDWLVIDYRXUDEOHWRVXVWDLQDEOHHIÀFLHQWDQGHTXLWDEOHDJULFXOWXUDOGHYHORSPHQW
7KLVLQFOXGHVWKHIUDPHZRUNVHWE\WUDGHDQGSULFHSROLF\ÀVFDOSROLF\DQGEXGJHW
allocations, legislation and institutional set-ups for land and water administration,
and producer services. Ideally, policy frameworks are developed by transparent,
participatory processes of shared analysis, and result in policies and institutions that
DUHHIÀFLHQWSURSRRUDQGIDYRXUDEOHWRHFRV\VWHPVXVWDLQDELOLW\
One key task is to encourage the multiple synergies and decide upon the tradeoffs involved in intensification of production or in expansion of the cultivated area
– synergies between sustainable production systems and food security, conservation
and sustainable use of biodiversity, and climate change adaptation and mitigation.
Trade-offs to consider include those between the short term and the longer term,
between production and the conservation of existing ecosystem services, between
food crops and biofuel feedstocks, between commercial farming and smallholder
farming, between resource allocation to agriculture or to urban and industrial
sectors, and between local benefits and global goods.

Setting the incentive framework

A supportive incentive structure is vital, but it needs to be match to user interests.
Incentives are often quite different at local, national and global levels, and equitable
and fair distribution of costs and benefits is essential for sustainable land and water
management. Some form of smart subsidy to farmers who bear costs but do not
receive benefits may need to be designed, for example through PES contracts. Incentives may also need to be built in to compensate farmers for the lag between invest-
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Programmes to encourage sustainable management have to be technically
DSSURSULDWHDQGWKHNQRZOHGJHÀQDQFLQJDQGPDUNHWVQHHGWREHLQSODFH0RVW
importantly, incentives, investment support or subsidies will need to be pitched
at levels that encourage farmers to choose sustainable practices over the less
sustainable.

ment and the arrival of benefits. Care needs to be taken to ensure that any subsidies
are targeted to policy objectives, environmental conservation and are pro-poor.

Securing access to land and water resources
Farmers adopt new measures and technologies if they are assured stable engagement with land and water resources. Hence systems of land tenure and water-use
rights that can allow farmers to exploit comparative advantage in food staples and
cash crops are foundational, and require analysis and adjustment at the outset.
3URPRWLRQRIUXUDOFUHGLWDQGÀQDQFHWKDWVXLWVVSHFLÀFDJULFXOWXUDOV\VWHPVLVDOVRD
necessary precondition, but needs to be based not only on annual production credLWVEXWDOVRORQJHUWHUPÀQDQFHIRULQYHVWPHQWLQODQGDQGZDWHUUHVRXUFHV7KHVH
initiatives will have to be complemented by dissemination of technology and good
practices, and thus require adequate levels of public investment.

National strategies for sustainable land and water management
Assuming the necessary enabling policy environment is in place, local and national
agendas for sustainable land and water management need to be translated into strategies and investment programmes. These would need to be supported by sound
FRVW²EHQHÀWDQDO\VHVWRLGHQWLI\VWUDWHJLFLQYHVWPHQWVWKDWZLOOIDFLOLWDWHDGRSWLRQRI
best practices in land and water management. Box 6.1 summarizes steps involved in
the preparation of a national strategy for sustainable land and water management.
Such planning has to be done with the full participation of local people.

Institutional support
Sustainable land and water management requires strong institutional support, with
sustained budget allocation to regulate natural resource use in the public interest. Institutions need to be adaptable to take into account changing needs, and to have access to
the knowledge resources essential to the task. Institutional reforms that may be required
at the country level to support sustainable land and water management include:
Reform of land and water institutions to support more equitable tenure and
responsible management. Stable access to land and water, incentives for
responsible management, and obligations not to pollute are key.
Development and strengthening of institutions for integrated land and
water management at the project or scheme level, including programmes for
modernization of irrigation institutions and infrastructure, with full participation of users in decision-making and financing.
Where regional development agencies or river basin authorities exist, the
adoption of programmes that tightly integrate land and water management across regions or basins. Watershed management programmes may be
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BOX 6.1: A NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT

Diagnostic. An in-depth participatory diagnostic and situation analysis is needed as a
reference point for developing the strategies.
Implementation strategy. The strategy would spell out how the shared vision for
sustainable land and water management can be implemented. The strategy would have
tangible milestones, human and financial resource requirements, and detailed roles and
responsibilities of the various actors (public, community organizations, NGOs and private).
Strong and adaptable institutional support for implementation. Cooperation for
sustainable land and water management requires strong institutions with sustained
budgetary support, strong monitoring and evaluation, conflict resolution mechanisms,
and other mechanisms for accountability. Good databases and knowledge-sharing
mechanisms on land and water are essential. Institutions also need to be adaptable in
order to take into account changing needs.
Taking to scale – use of investment frameworks. The investment framework would be
supported by a sound cost–benefit analysis, and would identify strategic investments
that will lead to a rapidly increasing adoption of best sustainable land and water
management practices. Investment frameworks in land and water management can be
used to target beneficiaries and structure support.
Disseminating knowledge. Knowledge sharing and dissemination is a key element in a
strategy for sustainable land and water management. It must make best use of local
knowledge, complemented with research, and exchanges at regional and international
levels. Global catalogues can play an important role when adapted to local situations,
in partnership with local people, and consistent with national objectives and policies.
Monitoring and evaluation. Implementation strategies and investment frameworks need
to be accompanied by a simple, comprehensive and transparent monitoring and evaluation
(M&E) framework that focuses on both performance and impact aspects of the strategy.

required, and these need to be implemented over long timeframes, with good
monitoring and evaluation to measure changes in the complex upstream–
downstream interactions.

Research and extension packages, and outreach programmes such as Farmer
Field Schools, working in partnership with local farmer groups, NGOs and the
private sector.
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Framework conditions put in place for the efficient working of competitive
input and output markets.

Also important are community and farmer organizations that can work with the
local administration, technical agencies, NGOs and the private sector on a partnership approach to local sustainable resource management.

Taking to scale – delivering investments where they are most needed
$FRPELQDWLRQRISXEOLFDQGSULYDWHÀQDQFHLVQHHGHGDWWKHQDWLRQDOOHYHOVWUHQJWKHQHGWKURXJKVWUDWHJLFLQWHUQDWLRQDOÀQDQFLDOVXSSRUW5HFHQWLQFUHDVHVLQUHVRXUFH
allocation to agriculture by some African countries have been encouraging, but
policy-level commitments to sustainable land and water management would need
to be matched by increased and more strategic allocation of public resources, along
ZLWK PHFKDQLVPV WR HQJDJH SULYDWH VHFWRU ÀQDQFLQJ 7KH LQYHVWPHQW IUDPHZRUN
approach elaborated in Chapter 5 can be used to programme public and private
ÀQDQFLDOUHVRXUFHVWRDFKLHYHDZHOOVWUXFWXUHGDJULFXOWXUDOVHFWRUWKDWLVUHVSRQVLYH
to both national development objectives and changing demand for production and
environmental services.
Three areas of investment can be identified in countries. At the national level,
government investments can be geared to local markets so that they can become
effective in meeting local demands and contribute to growing regional markets.
This will require investment in public goods such as roads and storage, but will also
involve a large role for private investment. In addition, governments need to invest
in the institutions that regulate and promote sustainable land and water management: context-specific research and development on good practices for sustainable
intensification of crop, livestock and aquatic systems; integrated nutrient management (INM) and integrated pest management (IPM); incentives and regulatory
systems that promote sustainable intensification; and land-use planning and water
management, including negotiating cooperative agreements on transboundary
water resources, where appropriate.
At basin or irrigation scheme level, an integrated planning approach will drive
a sequenced programme of land and water investments. For irrigation schemes, a
focus on modernization of infrastructure and institutional arrangements is needed
to improve productivity of individual schemes and reduce resource degradation and
externalities. To encourage local management and ease pressure on limited public
finance, the development of WUAs, operational cost recovery and progressive irrigation management transfer will be a priority. These institutional fixes would be
as important as investment in more water efficient technology and husbandry, but
they are more likely to succeed if they are clustered and context-specific.
At the local level, support can put in place the knowledge, incentives and
resources (including credit) to enable farmers and pastoralists to adopt sustainable
management practices, but in the end land users will decide. Any package has to be
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tailored to fit the environmental and socio-economic context, and its adoption and
modifications have to be monitored and adjustments made if needed.

Application of knowledge
7UDQVODWLQJ SULQFLSOHV DQG ÀQDQFH LQWR DFWLRQ QHHGV NQRZOHGJH GHYHORSPHQW
and transfer. A wealth of information exists on technologies and approaches for
sustainable land and water management, including local knowledge, but there is
LQVXIÀFLHQWVKDULQJRIH[SHULHQFHVDPRQJVWDNHKROGHUVDWDOOOHYHOVDQGEHWZHHQ
FRXQWULHVRUUHJLRQV.H\VWHSVLQSXWWLQJLQSODFHDQHQDEOLQJHQYLURQPHQWZLOO
therefore be to strengthen, through better synergy, the existing networks and
PHGLDIRUH[FKDQJLQJDQGGLVVHPLQDWLQJNQRZOHGJHDQGIRULGHQWLI\LQJDQGÀOOing knowledge gaps.
Farming systems research will be essential to determine strategies, looking not
only at production technology and data but also at socio-economic factors such as
farm size, family size, food security, and access to capital and markets. If rainfed
production is to be stabilized with a contribution from enhanced soil moisture storage, the physical and socio-economic circumstances under which this can occur
need to be well identified.

Monitoring and evaluation
The progressive impact of institutional reform and investment need to be monitored
and evaluated carefully. This can be done as part of an investment framework. Indicators to be measured would draw from the inventory on supply and demand of
land and water, and could include: status and changes of land use, land cover and
land degradation; changes in water and soil health; indicators of biodiversity and
carbon stocks below and above ground; changes in access to land and water by the
poor; changes in agricultural productivity; changes in rural poverty; and rates of
adoption of sustainable land and water management practices. The GEF and the
UNCCD have developed sets of standard indicators that could be adapted for use at
the country programme level.

Reforming international cooperation
in land and water management
There is so far no agreed framework at international level for the sustainable management of land and water. However, the vision and strategies developed by several
global programmes could form building blocks for principles and practices around
which major initiatives for sustainable land and water management could be aligned.
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Agreement on principles and approaches

Such an agreement could include definition of common priorities and broad
development objectives and strategies to be addressed by sustainable land and
water management in the context of systems at risk. This could cover enhanced
food security, improved rural livelihoods, sustainable conservation, improvement
of ecosystem services, carbon sequestration and reduction of agricultural greenhouse gas emissions. A shared vision agreed at the international level could then be
reflected in institutions, policies and programmes at the national and local levels.
To move from shared vision to action, agreement would need to be accompanied
by a multisector strategy and investment framework, setting out how the shared
vision for sustainable land and water management could be made operational, with
tangible milestones, human and financial resource requirements, and detailed roles
and responsibilities of the various actors: public bodies, international organizations,
non-governmental organizations, community organizations and the private sector.

New entry points for international cooperation
The potential for international cooperation has increased recently as a result of
several drivers, including concern over climate change, the recent food price crisis
and the world recession, as well as global moves towards a greener economy. All
these factors have raised awareness of the need for cooperation and heightened
interest in the mechanisms of cooperation. There are many areas of current and
emerging international cooperation on land and water. Some of these may represent
entry points for increasing cooperation and scaling up support to the adoption and
implementation of sustainable land and water management approaches (Box 6.2).

Financing
:KLOHLWLVFOHDUWKDWFRQVLGHUDEOHÀQDQFLDOUHVRXUFHVZLOOEHQHHGHGIRUVXVWDLQDEOH
land and water management, it is the quality of investment that will count. Attention
ZLOO EH UHTXLUHG RQ WKH PRVW HIÀFLHQW PHFKDQLVPV IRU ÀQDQFLQJ LQFUHDVHG OHYHOV RI
investment, whether through existing funds such as GEF or the International Development Association (IDA), or private and market sources. Financing would have to
be consistent with the principles of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and, for
Africa, the Accra Agenda for Action. The possibility of a dedicated fund to support
sustainable smallholder land and water management might be evaluated, possibly
within the context of global climate change negotiations over adaptation or carbon
VHTXHVWUDWLRQÀQDQFLQJ0HFKDQLVPVWRSURYLGHLQFHQWLYHVIRUIDUPHUV DQGSDUWLFXlarly for enabling smallholders and poorer farmers to adopt sustainable management
SUDFWLFHV QHHGWREHEXLOWLQWRÀQDQFLQJDUUDQJHPHQWV
Programmes in support of sustainable land and water management need to be
designed and financed with incentives and mechanisms to promote local-level, propoor adoption, to promote global goods such as reforestation and carbon capture,
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BOX 6.2: SOME EMERGING ENTRY POINTS FOR INCREASED COOPERATION ON LAND AND WATER

Many of the current and emerging cooperative activities on land and water represent
entry points for scaling up. These include:
 Private sector partnership opportunities such as Fairtrade, green and organic
labels and certifications, ecotourism.
 Partnerships with international foundations such as the Ford, Rockefeller and
Gates foundations.
 PES for watershed services, biodiversity conservation, benefit-sharing in transboundary river basins and reduction of carbon emissions.
 Concerns over climate change: the technical, institutional and financial support
mobilized around this issue and that may be available globally, regionally and at
country level could have large positive spill-over effects for the land and water
agenda (for example, in the shape of carbon credits).
 Financing for the new ‘green economy’: global thinking is moving towards support
for ‘green economy’ approaches, and this is receiving impetus from the Rio+20
programme. Green economy rationales may thus strengthen the case for sustainable land and water practices to access a range of funding sources, and may also
lead to the setting up of new facilities from which land and water management
improvements might benefit.
 Foreign direct investment (FDI) in developing country agriculture brings both
risks and opportunities. There is scope for international cooperation to establish
‘rules of engagement’ to ensure that foreign investments are beneficial to the host
countries, and that small farmers and the poor have access to increased economic
opportunity as a result. Cooperation through international law and government
policies, and the involvement of civil society, the media and local communities,
would help ensure that these win–win outcomes are reached.

and to reduce negative environmental impacts, including GHG emissions. Adopting the concept of PES would help to improve the balance of incentives in favour of
ecological management, and could facilitate adoption by farmers otherwise unable
or unwilling to implement sustainable management approaches.

Knowledge
A key element for the implementation of international cooperation for land and
water could be an Inventory of the World’s Land and Water Systems, with focus on
systems at risk, and a capacity for regular monitoring and reporting on their status
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Acknowledging the important role played by foreign direct investments and their
rapid increase in the past decade, it will be fundamental to establish rules of engagement in order to ensure that foreign investments are beneficial to the host countries
and the land users.

BOX 6.3: MONITORING LAND AND WATER SYSTEMS AT RISK

Considerable investment of intellectual and financial capital has gone into the development
and dissemination of knowledge instruments on land and water. These need to be
brought together and articulated in an Inventory of the World’s Land and Water Systems.
Such an inventory would include: (1) a shared diagnostic between cooperative partners
on the situation and status of land and water resources in major farming systems;
(2) an inventory of the demand for goods and services derived from land and water; and
(3) an analysis of constraints and opportunities for the adoption of sustainable land and
water management technologies at institutional, budgetary and policy level. It should
be simple, transparent and scientifically validated, and should serve as a reference and
platform for knowledge exchange and international cooperation.
To complement the inventory and to equip governments, planners and practitioners
with best practice tools, existing catalogues of approaches for sustainable land and
water management should be enhanced and disseminated. They would include best
practice knowledge on solutions, options and lessons for sustainable land and water
management, including what works, where and how, as well as conditions for success,
bottlenecks for uptake and scaling up, best approaches (landscape, participative,
watershed management), best-bet basket of technologies (conservation agriculture,
agroforestry, organic farming, crop–livestock integration), new opportunities and
promising technological developments, together with benefit and risk assessment.

and trends (Box 6.3). The global inventory could guide choices at the international,
regional and national levels, help setting principles and approaches, and assist
countries and their partners in priority setting. Existing catalogues of best practices,
success stories and approaches for sustainable land and water management could
EHHQKDQFHGDQGPRUHZLGHO\GLVVHPLQDWHG.QRZOHGJHV\QWKHVLVGRQHDWWKHLQWHUnational level can be adapted for use at the level of farming systems, and at national
and local levels.
Further work is needed on the issue of ecosystem services valuation in the framework of natural resources accounting. Although considerable research is under
way, particularly in complex rainforest systems, no agreed method of assessing
and valuing ecosystem services has yet emerged, and tools to classify the priority
of land for conversion or protection and to assess and validate outcomes are still
lacking. Building on the global Inventory of Land and Water Systems at Risk, a
monitoring framework needs to be developed for tracking of degradation and SLM
trajectories and pace, together with methodologies for valuation of ecosystem goods
and services. These methodologies would measure and cost direct relationships
such as those between soil health and production. They would also quantify and
cost externalities, and would assess the overall costs and benefits, and the synergies
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and trade-offs of degradation, and of measures to prevent, mitigate or reverse it.
Governments and the global community will need to pursue this research agenda,
which will then provide the means to make these difficult assessments of trade-offs
and evaluate externalities.

Institutions
Current approaches of global and regional organizations tend to be sectoral, focusLQJRQO\RQVSHFLÀFDVSHFWVRIODQGRUZDWHUPDQDJHPHQW6HYHUDOFRQYHQWLRQVDQG
initiatives of direct relevance to land and water management provide a more integrated framework for action, but the synergies between them need to be strengthened to avoid duplications of efforts and make tangible impact. An international
agreement on sustainable land and water management would indicate pathways for
more integrated approaches and lend impetus to these needed changes.
For international river basins, cooperative frameworks and basin-wide management institutions will continue to optimize economic value and ensure negotiated,
equitable benefit-sharing. For major basins under threat, concerted economic, institutional and agro-engineering plans will need to be developed and implemented
to slow or reverse trends in land and water degradation and overcome constructed
scarcity. Private and market-based institutions to promote sustainable land and
water management, such as Fairtrade and ecological labelling, should be encouraged, and global trade agreements should favour sustainable agricultural practice.

Looking ahead

This book has set out the evidence that large parts of the world’s land and water
resources are under stress or vulnerable from current and emerging patterns of
agricultural practice. There is a risk, as demand rises, that current trends will
deteriorate further, with consequent threats to local food security and the resource
base on which production and livelihoods depend. The possible repercussions for
global food security are not negligible. The risk for the world’s poor is acute. This
book has therefore proposed accelerated uptake of more sustainable land and water
management that can expand production efficiently while limiting impacts upon
the ecosystems on which the world depends.

Chapter 6. Conclusions and main policy recommendations
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CHAPTER 6

The challenges facing agriculture and the land and water resources upon which they
depend are clear and multiple: to produce at least 70 percent more food by 2050,
reconcile the use of land and water resources with the conservation of the broader
ecosystem, and improve food security and the livelihood of the rural poor; all this in
the context of a changing climate and associated risks.

This will require adjustments in policies, institutions, incentives, programmes,
financing and knowledge at national and global levels. Above all, it will require
the world’s farmers to acknowledge that many current intensification patterns and
practices of extending the cultivated area are unsustainable, and need to change
for their own long-term benefit. Promoting such a shift will require the global
community and all nations to have the political will to adopt paths to sustainable
intensification and to put in place the necessary institutional and financial support.
Only by these changes can the world feed its citizens in the short and long term,
through a sustainable agriculture that supports, not harms, the ecosystems on
which it depends, and that ensures fair and equitable access to resources to those
who manage it.
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A1-1: Subregional country groupings
Continent
Regions

Sub-region

Countries

Africa

Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi,
Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros,
Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti,
Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia,
Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania,
Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria,
Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Tunisia,
Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Northern Africa

Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Tunisia

Sub-Saharan Africa

Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape
Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Côte
d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti, Equatorial
Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria,
Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, United
Republic of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Americas

Sudano-Sahelian

Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Chad, Djibouti, Eritrea, Gambia, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan

Gulf of Guinea

Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Nigeria,
Sierra Leone, Togo

Central Africa

Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Sao Tome and
Principe

Eastern Africa

Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, United Republic of
Tanzania

Southern Africa

Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Indian Ocean
Islands

Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles

Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia
(Plurinational State of), Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, French
Guiana (France), Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras,
Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico
(United States of America), Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, United
States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)

(Continued)
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Continent
Regions

Sub-region

Northern America

Countries

Canada, United States of America
Northern America

Canada, Mexico, United States of America

Mexico

Mexico

Central America
and Caribbean

Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Puerto Rico (United
States of America), Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago
Central America

Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Panama

Greater Antilles

Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, Puerto Rico (United States
of America)

Lesser Antilles
and Bahamas

Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada,
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
Trinidad and Tobago

Southern America

Argentina, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, French Guiana (France), Guyana, Paraguay, Peru,
Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Guyana

French Guiana (France), Guyana, Suriname

Andean

Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela
(Bolivarian Republic of)

Brazil

Brazil

Southern America

Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay

Asia

Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq,
Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, Lebanon, Malaysia, Maldives, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Nepal, Occupied Palestinian Territory, Oman, Pakistan,
Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Saudi
Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan,
Thailand, Timor-Leste, Turkey, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates,
Uzbekistan, Viet Nam, Yemen

Middle East –
Western Asia

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Georgia, Iran (Islamic Republic of),
Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Occupied Palestinian Territory,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, Turkey, United
Arab Emirates, Yemen

(Continued)
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Continent
Regions

Sub-region

Countries

Arabian Peninsula

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates,
Yemen

Caucasus

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia

Islamic Republic
of Iran

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Near East

Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Occupied Palestinian Territory, Syrian
Arab Republic, Turkey

Central Asia

Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan

Southern and
Eastern Asia

Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China,
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Maldives, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Republic
of Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Timor-Leste, Viet Nam
South Asia

Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

East Asia

China, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Japan, Mongolia,
Republic of Korea

Southeast Asia

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Timor-Leste Viet Nam

Europe

Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Holy
See, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian
Federation, San Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Ukraine,
United Kingdom

Western and
Central Europe

Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Faroe
Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Holy See, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco,
Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San
Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, United Kingdom
Northern Europe

Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden

Western Europe

Andorra, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland, United Kingdom

Central Europe

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia

Mediterranean
Europe

Albania, Cyprus, Greece, Holy See, Italy, Malta, Monaco, Portugal,
San Marino, Spain, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

(Continued)
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Continent
Regions

Sub-region

Eastern Europe

Countries

Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Republic of Moldova, Russian
Federation, Ukraine
Eastern Europe

Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Republic of Moldova, Ukraine

Russian
Federation

Russian Federation

Oceania

Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Micronesia (Federated States
of), Nauru, New Zealand, Niue, Palau, Samoa, Solomon Islands,
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu

Australia and New
Zealand

Australia, New Zealand

Paciﬁc Islands

Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Micronesia (Federated States of), Nauru,
Niue, Palau, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu

World

Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Antigua and
Barbuda, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan,
Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium,
Belize, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Cape Verde,
Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros,
Congo, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominica,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea,
Eritrea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Faroe Islands, Fiji, Finland, France, French
Guiana (France), Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Holy
See, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic
Republic of), Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan,
Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kiribati, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Madagascar,
Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Mongolia,
Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nauru,
Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Niue,
Norway, Occupied Palestinian Territory, Oman, Pakistan, Palau,
Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Portugal, Puerto Rico (USA), Qatar, Republic of Korea, Republic of
Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Saint Kitts and
Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, San
Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia,
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon
Islands, Somalia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname,
Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan,
Thailand, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste,
Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan,
Tuvalu, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom,
United Republic of Tanzania, United States of America, Uruguay,
Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), Viet Nam,
Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe
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Low-income food-deficit countries (LIFDC)
$Q )$2 FODVVLÀFDWLRQ RI D FRXQWU\ EDVHG RQ   ZKHWKHU WKH SHU FDSLWD LQFRPH
is below the ‘historical’ ceiling used by the World Bank to determine eligibility
for international development assistance; (2) the net (i.e. gross imports less gross
H[SRUWV IRRGWUDGHSRVLWLRQDQG  ZKHWKHUDFRXQWU\VSHFLÀFDOO\UHTXHVWV)$2QRW
to be included in the LIFDC category.
Africa:
Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad,
Comoros, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti, Egypt,
(TXDWRULDO*XLQHD(ULWUHD(WKLRSLD*DPELD*KDQD*XLQHD*XLQHD%LVVDX.HQ\D
Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique,
Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Asia:
Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China,
'HPRFUDWLF 3HRSOH·V 5HSXEOLF RI .RUHD *HRUJLD ,QGLD ,QGRQHVLD ,UDT .\UJ\]stan, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Timor-Leste, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Yemen
Europe:
Republic of Moldova
America:
Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua
Oceania:
.LULEDWL3DSXD1HZ*XLQHD6RORPRQ,VODQGV7XYDOX9DQXDWX

More-, less- and least-developed countries or regions
(a) More-developed regions comprise Europe, Northern America, Australia/
New Zealand and Japan.
(b) Less-developed regions comprise all regions of Africa, Asia (excluding Japan),
Latin America and the Caribbean, plus Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia.
(c) The group of least-developed countries, as defined by the United Nations
General Assembly in its resolutions (59/209, 59/210 and 60/33) in 2007,
comprises 49 countries, of which 33 are in Africa, 10 in Asia, 1 in Latin America
and the Caribbean, and 5 in Oceania.
(d) Other less-developed countries comprise the less-developed regions, excluding the least-developed countries.
Source: United Nations (2009)
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A2 – Environmental externalities
associated with irrigated agriculture
Cause

Location

Nature of externality

In-stream,
downstream

 Reduced ﬂow
 Changed ﬂow pattern, especially low ﬂows
 Possibly resulting in: anoxic conditions, high temperature,
salt accumulation
 Loss of habitat, ﬂora and fauna: ﬁsh stocks > livelihoods

Riparian zone

 Loss of riparian vegetation, wetlands, billabongs
 Increased bank erosion and sediment inﬂow from adjacent
land
 Loss of near-bank fauna
 Loss of buffering capacity of riparian zone
 Salinization of banks and adjacent water bodies

Wetlands

 Changed wetting patterns and reduced inﬂow
 Loss of wetland area and associated livelihoods
 Loss of tree and vegetation – amount and species
composition

Flood Plain

 Loss of stream power > poor deﬁnition of natural channels
and ﬂoodways
 Channel sedimentation
 Loss of groundwater recharge

Estuary

 Loss of inﬂow, and changed habitat; changed pattern and
range of saline intrusion

In-stream

 Loss of low and medium frequency ﬂood ﬂows > reduced
ﬂushing of river
 Loss of sediment (deposited in dam) > downstream erosion
(higher erosive capacity)
 Flow reversal: higher than natural ﬂows in irrigation season
(dry season) and lower ﬂows in wet season

Upstream–
downstream

 Barrier to ﬁsh migration for spawning > population decline

Estuary

 Radically changed habitat ﬂows and sediment

Upper
catchment
development

Downstream
waterways,
existing
storages and
diversions

 Reduced runoff and water availability
 Possible reductions in groundwater recharge

Groundwater
mining
(average
extraction
exceeds
average
recharge)

Across aquifer

 Declining water table > increased pumping cost
 Where latent, emergence of arsenic and ﬂuoride
contamination
 Where relevant, mixing of saline and fresh aquifer water
 Land subsidence
 Loss of groundwater-dependent wetland area
 Loss of tree cover, where dependent on water table

Downstream

 Reduced baseﬂow in rivers
 Increased seepage from river system to shallow aquifer
(streamﬂow ‘loss’)

Depletion of
stream ﬂow by
crop water use
in irrigation
system

Additional
impacts of
storage
of stream
ﬂow or runoff
in dams or
reservoirs
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Cause

Location

Nature of externality

Irrigation in
areas with
saline soils
or saline
groundwater
close to soil
surface

Within
irrigation
system

 Severe salinization requiring remediation, drainage and
leaching
 Yield penalty
 Soil structure damage
 Loss of biodiversity (excepting salt tolerant plants)

Downstream

 Regional salinization (soil and water)
 Episodic saline ﬂushes in river network (typically after heavy
rainfall) > loss of ﬂora and fauna
 Salinization of riparian vegetation, wetlands etc.
 Loss of trees in landscape
 Degraded quality of water for irrigation downstream

Development
of irrigated
land

Various

 In ﬂood plain (dyking, levees, polders) – loss of
ﬂood function
 Loss of wetlands (drainage) – loss of livelihoods
 Rice paddies have limited ﬂood mitigation function, but rice
will not survive submergence for more then 4–5 days
 Loss of native fauna, trees and habitat

Irrigation
when annual
ET0 ! rainfall
on nonsaline soils

Within
irrigation
system






Irrigation of
sodic soils

Coastal zones

 Soil dispersion and sediment export > degradation of
coastal ecosystems, such as coral reefs, especially if
accompanied by adsorbed phosphate

Excess or
inefﬁcient
N fertilizer
application

Within
irrigation
system

 Long term soil acidiﬁcation (rice soils with ammonium
compounds: dryland soils with a range of compounds)

Downstream

 Nitrate contamination of waterways and water bodies >
eutrophication, predisposition to (toxic) algal blooms
 Excessive aquatic weed growth (e.g. water hyacinth)

Groundwater

 Nitrate contamination of potable water (public health),
especially in shallow wells; possible eutrophication

Downstream

 Episodic phosphate ﬂushes associated with vegetation
changes (weed control, senescence) in sediment in drains
and rivers
 Eutrophication and predisposition to toxic algal blooms

Groundwater

 Rarely documented, but occurs through preferential ﬂows
and soluble phosphate; consequences uncertain

Herbicide
application

Groundwater

 Long term contamination of groundwater – limits abstraction
for drinking water (e.g. Atrazine in the USA)

Poorly managed
Insecticide use

Landscape

 Loss of biodiversity, and natural predators
 Accidental death or chronic illness
 Accumulation in food chain (now rare)

Stream network
and groundwater

 Fish and fauna loss
 Contamination of drinking water (streams, groundwater,
shallow wells)

Excess or
inefﬁcient
P fertilizer
application
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Salt accumulation
Potential salinization
Restricted yield and crop pattern choice
Manageable by leaching and limited drainage
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Cause

Location

Nature of externality

Application of
organic wastes
and partially treated
wastewater

Locality

 Smell
 Faecal coliform contamination of produce and encysted
parasites – public health
 Heavy metal accumulation (typically copper from
intensive pig production)
 Groundwater contamination – faecal coliforms,
encysted parasites

Long term
monoculture

Landscape

 Progressive loss of biodiversity: loss of pollinators
 Episodic insect and plant disease epidemics due to
progressive loss of natural predators
 Accelerated soil nutrient and micro-nutrient depletion

Poor cultivation
and livestock
management

Wet soils

 Loss of structure, aeration
 Pugging
 Reduced productivity

Excess water
application through
poor irrigation
(technology/
management)

Within system,
shallow
groundwater,
streams






Excessive ﬂow rate
or slope furrow
irrigation

On farm and
downstream

 Erosion, sediment export, topsoil loss at site

Perched water table
Salinization (if connected to deeper saline groundwater)
Water logging and crop loss
Drainage ﬂows that transport pollutants to streams

A3 – Country programmes for
sustainable land management
Country SLM programmes can be built through a series of steps: (1) stakeholder
engagement and partnerships; (2) stocktaking and diagnostics; (3) prioritization
and programming; (4) investment formulation; and (5) implementation and M&E.
These steps are presented below. The steps are not intended as a blueprint, but
as a ‘template’ of actions that can be adapted to each country and local situation
(TerrAfrica, 2009).
The five steps are designed to build an ‘SLM investment framework’, which will
specify the principles, policies and institutional approaches involved, as well as the
priorities, the investment and financing programme, and implementation arrangements.
Usually, SLM activities fit within existing programmes and are implemented
through on-going programmes and instruments by mandated agencies and bodies
(public, communal and private) at national or local level. SLM is thus not treated
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as a separate ‘sector’ of activity but as a complement to the policy, institutional and
implementation structures already in place.
Step 1: Stakeholder engagement and partnerships
Under step 1 the aim is to set up a broad-based SLM coalition and platform, including central and local-level public agencies, civil society, donors and – most importantly – the land users themselves. Such a coalition, which could be associated in a
‘country SLM team·VKRXOGRSHUDWHLQDÁH[LEOHPDQQHUDYRLGH[FHVVLYHIRUPDOLW\
and provide the basis for implementing the following activities:
 Development of a common vision on SLM among technical ministries (e.g.
agriculture, environment, energy, local government, finance and planning),
the donor community, the private sector and NGOs/civil society organizations (including farmer organizations and WUAs), and land users’ representatives. The involvement of civil society and a range of private sector representatives is key, as dominance of government representatives may weaken
the partnership approach.
 Ensuring effective and long-term political commitment to SLM, from the
highest level (e.g. president, prime minister, cabinet).
 Raising awareness of the need of a programmatic approach to SLM.
 Developing better coordination, harmonization and alignment between
partners. Agreed practices might be summarized in a ‘code of conduct on SLM’.
Step 2: Stocktaking and diagnostics
A wide-ranging participatory diagnostic study would need to be implemented to
identify existing programmes and activities across all sectors and to identify the
main bottlenecks and opportunities for scaling up and mainstreaming SLM. This
GLDJQRVWLFLVVWUXFWXUHGDURXQGÀYHGLIIHUHQWFRPSRQHQWV
Technical component: through a review and assessment of the past SLM experiences and lessons learnt, this component identifies best practices that can be
recommended for scaling up, with options for different land-use types and
geographical areas.
Ecosystem/spatial component: through an assessment of the main agro-ecological and land uses, this component identifies bottlenecks and opportunities for
improving productivity and sustaining or improving other ecosystem services
(including reversing land degradation), and highlights options for introducing
or scaling up SLM.
Policy and incentive framework component: based on a review of constraints
and opportunities in sectoral and cross-sectoral policies and strategies related
to land and water resources, this component would place SLM within national
policies and identify changes that would facilitate the introduction and scaling
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up of SLM. A key element here will be analysis of the incentive framework
driving land and water management practices, and of the opportunities for
recalibrating the incentives to favour the adoption of SLM.
Institutional component: through analysis of relevant private and public institutions at national and subregional level concerned by land and water issues,
this component would identify agencies responsible for land and water and
associated areas, identify what is or could be their role in SLM delivery, assess
gaps and weaknesses, and propose recommendations for strengthening and
streamlining.
Financial component: through an assessment of existing funding for SLM, this
component would identify the main existing and potential financing mechanisms, bottlenecks and opportunities for scaling up. The objective would
be to ensure that financing is in place that would promote SLM adoption at
the farmer level. The component would cover local-level financing mechanisms (e.g. through credit schemes), national-level programmes and global
programmes such as carbon credits.
On the basis of the diagnostic study, the country SLM team might prepare a
‘strategy note’ that identifies main SLM priorities (technologies, areas, partners),
as well as the main thrusts of the SLM investment framework that will be developed (see step 3). The strategy note should be prepared in a fully participatory way,
ensuring that the perspectives of land users and civil society are fully integrated.
Step 3: Programming and the investment framework: decision on priorities
7KHPDLQWKUXVWVLGHQWLÀHGE\WKHGLDJQRVWLFVWXG\ DQGFDSWXUHGLQWKHVWUDWHJ\
note) should be assessed against national development priorities for synergies, gaps,
contradictions and links. They should then be ranked according to which offer the
highest synergies and complementarities. Based on the results, a preliminary investment framework is then prepared. Through a series of consultations, validation
ZRUNVKRSV DQG WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI DQ\ SLORW SURMHFWV RU RWKHU FDWDO\WLF ÀHOG DFWLYLWLHVXQGHUZD\WKHLQYHVWPHQWIUDPHZRUNFDQWKHQEHÀQDOL]HG7KLVVWHSVKRXOG
include some negotiation with land users and communities, to make sure that their
needs and priorities are well taken into account, in particular as far as land tenure
and territorial issues are concerned.
Step 4: Investment formulation and costing
This phase includes detailed formulation of SLM activities and investments with
WKHSDUWLFLSDWLRQRIDOOWKHEHQHÀFLDULHVDQGLQFRRUGLQDWLRQZLWKWKHGHYHORSPHQW
SDUWQHUVDQGGRQRUV7KHLQYHVWPHQWSURSRVDOVZLOOEHPDWFKHGWRÀQDQFLQJVRXUFHV
LGHDOO\ ZLWKLQ ORQJWHUP QDWLRQDO SURJUDPPHV ZLWK VXVWDLQHG H[WHUQDO ÀQDQFLQJ
rather than through short-term and one-off projects.
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Step 5: Implementation and M&E
:KHQSRVVLEOHÀUVWLQYHVWPHQWVVKRXOGEHWKRVHWKDWFDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGUDSLGO\
and demonstrate quick results – for example, where local demand is strong, there
are champions, and the agro-economic and land and water situation favours success.
Early demonstrations of success will feed back lessons into the programme and
prepare the ground for rolling out SLM on a wider scale.
Monitoring and evaluation should concern both performance and impact indicators, collected preferably through simple, cost-effective and rapid assessment, using
multimedia technologies (combination of ground photos, global positioning system,
data sheets, georeferenced on maps).
Timescale and cost
Overall, it is expected that the preparation of an investment framework (steps 1
to 3) may take between six and twelve months and cost between US$100 000 and
US$200 000. This cost is small ‘seed money’ for a programme that can contribute to
the achievement of multiple national and household-level objectives through the
adoption of SLM on a large scale.
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A4 – Core land and water indicators
by country or region
A4-1: Arable land in use, cropping intensities and harvested land
Continent
Regions

Year

Africa

Northern Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa

Americas

Northern America

Central America and Caribbean

Southern America

Asia

Western Asia

Central Asia

South Asia

East Asia

Southeast Asia

Annexes

Total land in use

Rainfed use

Irrigated use*

A

CI (%)

H

A

CI (%)

H

A

CI (%)

H

2009

251

85

214

239

83

199

12

131

15

2050

342

79

270

326

77

250

15

129

20

2009

28

74

21

22

54

12

6

149

9

2050

27

92

25

19

70

13

7

149

11

2009

223

87

194

217

86

187

6

112

6

2050

315

78

245

307

77

237

8

111

9

2009

395

69

273

356

66

233

40

102

40

2050

468

82

384

427

80

340

41

106

44

2009

253

58

146

224

52

117

29

100

29

2050

241

80

192

214

77

165

27

100

27

2009

15

64

10

14

56

8

1

162

2

2050

15

80

12

13

73

9

2

120

3

2009

127

93

118

118

92

108

10

100

10

2050

213

85

181

200

83

166

12

117

14

2009

542

109

588

357

94

335

185

137

253

2050

541

118

641

340

101

344

201

148

297

2009

64

66

43

47

47

22

18

117

21

2050

55

93

52

31

80

24

25

110

27

2009

39

69

27

28

56

15

12

100

12

2050

33

94

31

20

90

18

13

100

13

2009

204

113

232

126

108

136

78

122

95

2050

212

115

243

135

97

131

77

145

112

2009

133

133

176

74

99

74

58

175

102

2050

133

144

191

67

116

77

66

172

114

2009

101

109

111

82

107

88

19

118

23

2050

107

115

124

88

106

93

19

156

30
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Continent
Regions

Year

Europe

Western and Central Europe

Eastern Europe and Russian
Federation

Oceania

Australia and New Zealand

Paciﬁc Islands

World

High-income

Middle-income

Low-income

Low-income food-deﬁcit

Least-developed

Total land in use

Rainfed use

Irrigated use*

A

CI (%)

H

A

CI (%)

H

A

CI (%)

H

2009

293

63

184

280

60

168

13

119

16

2050

264

83

219

245

82

200

19

100

19

2009

125

76

94

113

73

83

12

100

12

2050

125

89

111

111

87

97

14

100

14

2009

168

53

89

167

51

85

2

249

4

2050

139

78

108

134

77

103

5

100

5

2009

46

57

26

42

52

22

3

100

3

2050

58

83

48

55

82

45

2

101

2

2009

45

56

25

42

53

22

3

100

3

2050

58

83

48

55

82

45

2

101

2

2009

1

70

0.4

1

−

−

0.004

−

−

2050

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

2009

1527

84

1286 1274

75

958

253

130

327

2050

1673

93

1562 1393

85

1179

279

137

382

2009

368

61

225

326

56

182

42

102

43

2050

353

86

302

314

83

261

39

108

42

2009

444

136

603

331

132

436

114

147

167

2050

769

95

728

628

84

528

141

142

200

2009

714

64

458

617

55

341

97

121

117

2050

551

97

532

451

87

391

100

141

140

2009

642

107

685

476

95

453

167

139

232

2050

766

104

794

587

89

524

179

151

270

2009

173

94

163

159

92

146

14

118

17

2050

227

82

187

211

78

164

16

145

24

A = cultivated area (million ha); CI = cropping intensity (percent); H = harvested land (million ha).
* Refers to around 2006.
Source: FAO (2010a,b)
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A4-2: Per capita land by major current land cover
type for years 2000 and 2050 populations (ha/person)
Sparsely
vegetated
and barren
land

Settlement
and
infrastructure

2050

2000

2050

2000

2050

0.04

0.02

3.36

1.99

0.02

0.01

0.62

0.77

0.29

0.80

0.31

0.03

0.01

1.77

1.28

1.61

1.17

0.66

0.48

0.04

0.03

0.13

0.33

0.20

0.40

0.25

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.37

0.27

1.89

1.36

2.45

1.76

0.28

0.20

0.03

0.02

Western Asia

0.24

0.13

0.39

0.21

0.07

0.04

1.66

0.91

0.02

0.01

Central Asia

0.60

0.30

1.82

0.90

0.07

0.04

3.44

1.71

0.03

0.02

South Asia

0.15

0.09

0.04

0.03

0.06

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.01

East Asia

0.10

0.09

0.26

0.24

0.15

0.14

0.24

0.22

0.02

0.02

Southeast Asia

0.19

0.13

0.24

0.16

0.46

0.31

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.01

Western and
Central Europe

0.26

0.25

0.30

0.28

0.33

0.31

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.03

Eastern Europe and
Russian Federation

0.80

1.03

2.71

3.52

3.84

4.99

0.65

0.85

0.03

0.04

Australia
and New Zealand

2.21

1.49

22.14

14.97

4.24

2.87

5.53

3.74

0.05

0.04

Paciﬁc Islands

0.32

0.19

0.55

0.32

2.26

1.32

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.02

Cultivated
land

Grassland
and
woodland

Forest
land

Regions

2000

2050

2000

2050

2000

Northern Africa

0.13

0.08

0.23

0.13

Sub-Saharan Africa

0.33

0.13

1.61

Northern America

0.62

0.45

Central America
and Caribbean

0.21

Southern America

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
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A4-3: Share of currently cultivated land suitable
for cropping under appropriate production systems
Prime
(Mha)

Regions

Good
(Mha)

Marginal
(Mha)

Total
(Mha)

Northern Africa

3

9

7

19

Sub-Saharan Africa

71

128

26

225

Northern America

94

136

28

257

Central America and Caribbean

7

8

2

16

Southern America

41

77

10

129

Western Asia

4

34

23

61

Central Asia

0.3

32

13

46

South Asia

57

84

60

201

East Asia

25

72

53

150

Southeast Asia

28

54

16

98

Western and Central Europe

50

54

27

131

Eastern Europe and Russian Federation

59

102

12

173

Australia and New Zealand

4

26

21

51

Paciﬁc Islands

0

0

0

0

Total (Mha)

442

816

298

1 556

Total (%)

28

53

19

100

The columns shown as ‘Marginal’ include both marginal land and land not suitable for crop production.
Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)
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64
47
36
49
68
49
41
20
47
73
41
58
44
49
56

Northern America

Central America and Caribbean

Southern America

Western Asia

Central Asia

South Asia

East Asia

Southeast Asia

Western and Central Europe

Eastern Europe and Russian Federation

Australia and New Zealand

Paciﬁc Islands

Low-income countries

Middle-income countries

High-income countries

Source: adapted from Fischer et al. (2010)

Highest values are highlighted.

41

Sub-Saharan Africa

Note:

57

Northern Africa

Regions

No or slight
constraints

17

24

24

8

20

15

16

46

22

12

12

7

42

18

14

37

13

Soil
nutrients

6

4

3

15

1

2

14

5

6

3

2

16

2

1

2

3

5

Soil
depth

13

9

7

1

17

7

12

17

14

6

5

3

6

3

13

6

5

Soil
drainage

3

2

3

0

17

3

1

0

2

6

6

4

2

0

2

1

2

Salinity/
sodicity

1

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

3

4

0

1

0

0

1

Calcium
carbonate/
gypsum

2

4

14

0

3

0

5

6

2

20

0

4

8

17

2

9

7

Soil
workability

1

6

3

18

1

0

3

6

12

3

4

14

4

14

2

2

9

Terrain
slopes

A4-4: Soil and terrain constraints for low-input farming of current cultivated land (as a percentage share of region)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Perma-frost

Glossary of terms and
definitions used in this report
Adsorption: Process whereby molecules are attracted and retained on the surface of
a substance (liquid or solid).
Agricultural land:/DQGXVHGSULPDULO\IRUDJULFXOWXUDOSXUSRVHV)$267$7GHÀQHV
agricultural area as the sum of areas under (a) arable land, (b) permanent crops (land
cultivated with long-term crops that do not have to be replanted for several years),
and (c) permanent meadows and pastures.
Agroforestry: Land-use systems or practices in which trees are deliberately
integrated with crops and/or animals on the same land management unit.
Alkalinization: A net increase of alkali salts in the (top) soil, leading to a decline in
agricultural productivity.
Anthropogenic activities: Activities related to human beings.
$UDEOH ODQG Land under temporary agricultural crops, temporary meadows for
mowing or pasture, market and kitchen gardens, and land temporarily fallow
OHVVWKDQÀYH\HDUV 7KHDEDQGRQHGODQGUHVXOWLQJIURPVKLIWLQJFXOWLYDWLRQLVQRW
included in this category. Data for ‘arable land’ are not meant to indicate the amount
of land that is potentially cultivable.
%DVHÁRZ 3DUW RI VWUHDPÁRZ ZKLFK UHVXOWV SUHGRPLQDQWO\ IURP JURXQGZDWHU
discharged into a stream.
&DUERQVHTXHVWUDWLRQ The process of removing carbon from the atmosphere and
depositing it in reservoirs such as oceans, forests or soils through physical or biological processes.
&RQMXQFWLYH XVH RI VXUIDFH ZDWHU DQG JURXQGZDWHU  The coordinated management of surface water and groundwater supplies to maximize overall water yield.
Conservation agriculture (CA): An approach to managing agro-ecosystems for
LPSURYHG DQG VXVWDLQHG SURGXFWLYLW\ LQFUHDVHG SURÀWV DQG IRRG VHFXULW\ ZKLOH
preserving and enhancing the resource base and the environment. CA is character-
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ized by three principles: continuous minimum mechanical soil disturbance; permaQHQWRUJDQLFVRLOFRYHUDQGGLYHUVLÀFDWLRQRIFURSVSHFLHVJURZQLQVHTXHQFHVRU
associations.
Conservation tillage: An approach to soil management that excludes conventional
tillage operations that invert the soil and bury crop residues. Five types of conservation tillage systems: no-tillage (slot planting), mulch tillage, strip or zonal tillage,
ridge till (including no-till on ridges), and reduced or minimum tillage.
Consumptive use of water: The part of water withdrawn from its source for use in
agriculture, industry or domestic purposes that has evaporated, transpired, or been
incorporated into products. The part of water withdrawn that is not consumed is
FDOOHGUHWXUQÁRZ
Cropland (or cultivated land): In SOLAW, the term cropland is used to indicate land
which is under agricultural crops. In statistical terms, cropland is the sum of arable
ODQG VHHGHÀQLWLRQDERYH DQGSHUPDQHQWFURSV
'HVHUWLÀFDWLRQ The degradation of land in arid semi-arid, and dry subhumid areas
due to various factors, including climatic variations and human activities.
Drylands: Arid, semi-arid and dry subhumid areas (other than polar and subpolar
regions) in which the ratio of mean annual precipitation to mean annual reference
evapotranspiration ranges from 0.05 to 0.65.
Ecosystem: A dynamic complex of plant, animal and microorganism communities,
and the nonliving physical components of the environment (such as air, soil, water
and sunlight), interacting as a functional unit.
Ecosystem services (or environmental services): 7KH EHQHÀWV SHRSOH REWDLQ IURP
ecosystems. These include provisioning services (such as food and water), regulatLQJVHUYLFHV VXFKDVUHJXODWLRQRIÁRRGVGURXJKWODQGGHJUDGDWLRQDQGGLVHDVH 
supporting services (such as soil formation and nutrient cycling) and cultural
VHUYLFHV VXFKDVUHFUHDWLRQDOVSLULWXDOUHOLJLRXVDQGRWKHUQRQPDWHULDOEHQHÀWV 
Eutrophication: The enrichment of freshwater bodies by inorganic nutrients (e.g.
nitrate, phosphate), typically leading to excessive growth of algae.
Evapotranspiration: The combination of evaporation from the soil surface and
transpiration from the plants.
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Externality: A consequence (positive or negative) arising from the production and/
or consumption of goods and services that is experienced by unrelated third parties
and for which no appropriate compensation is paid.
Fertigation: The application of fertilizer with irrigation water.
Freshwater: Naturally occurring water on the Earth’s surface in lakes and rivers,
and underground in aquifers. Its key feature is a low concentration of dissolved
VDOWV,QWKLVUHSRUWZKHQQRWRWKHUZLVHVSHFLÀHGWKHWHUPwater is used as synonym
of freshwater.
High-level inputs/advanced management: Under the high input, advanced
management GAEZ scenario (IIASA/FAO, 2010), the farming system is mainly
market-oriented. Commercial production is a management objective. Production
is based on improved high-yielding varieties, is fully mechanized with low-labour
intensity, and uses optimum applications of nutrients and chemical pest, disease and
weed control.
Integrated nutrient management (INM): (or integrated plant nutrition management, IPNS). Approach by which plant nutrition is obtained by optimizing the
EHQHÀWV IURP DOO SRVVLEOH VRXUFHV RI QXWULHQWV 7KH EDVLF REMHFWLYHV DUH WR UHGXFH
the inorganic fertilizer requirement, to restore organic matter in soil, to enhance
QXWULHQWXVHHIÀFLHQF\DQGWRPDLQWDLQVRLOTXDOLW\LQWHUPVRISK\VLFDOFKHPLFDO
and biological properties.
Integrated pest management (IPM): An ecosystem approach to crop production
and protection that combines different management strategies and practices to grow
healthy crops while minimizing the use of pesticides.
Intermediate-level inputs/improved management: Under the intermediate input,
improved management GAEZ scenario (IIASA/FAO, 2010), the farming system is
partly market-oriented. Production for subsistence plus commercial sale is a management objective. Production is based on improved varieties, on manual labour with
hand tools and/or animal traction, and some mechanization. It is moderately labour
intensive, and uses some fertilizer application and chemical pest, disease and weed
control, adequate fallows and some conservation measures.
,QWHUQDO UHQHZDEOH ZDWHU UHVRXUFHV ,5:5  The conventional measure of freshwater available to a nation (surface water and groundwater), comprising resources
deriving from the rainfall within a nation’s boundaries. It excludes transboundary
and fossil water resources.
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Land degradation: The reduction in the capacity of the land to provide ecosystem
JRRGVDQGVHUYLFHVRYHUDSHULRGRIWLPHIRULWVEHQHÀFLDULHV
Low-level inputs/traditional management: Under the low-input, traditional management GAEZ scenario (IIASA/FAO, 2010), the farming system is largely subsistencebased and not necessarily market-oriented. Production is based on the use of traditional cultivars (if improved cultivars are used, they are treated in the same way as
local cultivars), labour-intensive techniques, no application of nutrients, no use of
chemicals for pest and disease control, and minimum conservation measures.
Mixed level of inputs: Under the GAEZ scenario of mixed level of inputs (IIASA/
FAO, 2010), only the best land is assumed to be used for high-level input farming;
moderately suitable and marginal lands are assumed to be used at intermediate- or
low-level input and management circumstances.
Modernization:,QLUULJDWLRQPRGHUQL]DWLRQLVGHÀQHGDVDSURFHVVRIWHFKQLFDODQG
managerial upgrading (as opposed to mere rehabilitation) of irrigation schemes
combined with institutional reforms, if required, with the objective to improve
resource utilization (labour, water economics, environment) and water delivery
service to farms.
Mycorrhiza: Fungus that forms a symbiotic association with the roots of particular
SODQWVDQGWKURXJKZKLFKWKHVHSODQWVEHQHÀWIURPJUHDWHUDYDLODELOLW\RIQXWULHQWV
Organochlorines: Chemicals characterized by carbon and chlorine components.
Some environmentally persistent pesticides (like DDT) are organochlorines.
Payment for environmental services (PES): A voluntary transaction whereby a
VHUYLFHSURYLGHULVSDLGE\ RURQEHKDOIRI EHQHÀFLDULHVIRUODQGXVHSUDFWLFHVWKDW
are expected to result in continued or improved environmental service provision
beyond what would have been provided without the payment.
Qanat: Excavated underground channels tapping groundwater from upslope aquifers.
Rangeland: Land on which the indigenous vegetation (climax or subclimax) is
predominantly grasses, grass-like plants, forbs or shrubs that are grazed or have the
potential to be grazed, and which is used as a natural ecosystem for the production
of grazing livestock and wildlife.
Riparian: Relating to land adjoining a stream or river.
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Runoff:3DUWRIWKHZDWHUIURPSUHFLSLWDWLRQRULUULJDWLRQWKDWÁRZVRYHUWKHODQG
VXUIDFHLQVWUHDPÁRZDQGLVQRWDEVRUEHGLQWRWKHJURXQG
Salinization: The process by which salt accumulates in or on the soil. Humaninduced salinization is mostly associated with poor irrigation practices.
Shaduf: An irrigation tool, consisting of a pole with a bucket at one end and a weight
at the other end.
Silvopastoralism: Land-use systems and practices in which trees and pastures are
deliberately integrated with livestock components.
Sodic soil:$VRLOWKDWFRQWDLQVVXIÀFLHQWVRGLXPWRDGYHUVHO\DIIHFWWKHJURZWKRI
PRVWFURSSODQWV VRGLFVRLOVDUHGHÀQHGDVWKRVHVRLOVZKLFKKDYHDQH[FKDQJHDEOH
sodium percentage of more than 15).
6\VWHPRIULFHLQWHQVLÀFDWLRQ 65,  An integrated rice production system where
yield increase is obtained through changes in management practices rather than by
increasing inputs. Central to the principles of SRI are soil moisture management (no
use of continuously saturated soils), single planting and optimal spacing, and transplantation within 15 days after germination.
Vertisols: Dark-coloured clay-rich soils with characteristic shrinking and swelling
properties.
Wadi: The bed or valley of a seasonal stream in arid or semi-arid areas that is usually
GU\H[FHSWIRUDVKRUWWLPHDIWHUVSDWHÁRZHYHQWV DIHZKRXUVWRDIHZGD\V 
Water accounting: A systematic method of organizing and presenting information
UHODWLQJWRWKHSK\VLFDOYROXPHVDQGÁRZVRIZDWHULQWKHHQYLURQPHQWDVZHOODV
the economic aspects of water supply and use.
Water audit: A systematic study of the current status and future trends in both water
supply and demand, with a particular focus on issues relating to accessibility, uncertainty and governance in a given spatial domain.
Water demand management: A set of actions consisting in controlling water
GHPDQGHLWKHUE\UDLVLQJWKHHIÀFLHQF\RILWVXVH VHHGHÀQLWLRQEHORZ RURSHUDWLQJ
intra- and intersectoral reallocation of water resources.
Water harvesting: A technology by which rainwater is collected, and either directly
DSSOLHGWRWKHFURSSHGDUHDDQGVWRUHGLQWKHVRLOSURÀOHIRULPPHGLDWHXSWDNHE\
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the crop (runoff irrigation), or stored in a water reservoir for future productive use
(for example used for supplementary irrigation).
Water productivity: The amount or value of output (including services) provided
by water, in relation to the volume of water used. Crop water productivity refers
to the ratio between crop yield and water supply. Economic water productivity is
expressed as the ratio between added value of a product and water supply.
Water resources assessment: Water resources assessment focuses on the supply
side of water accounting and provides a systematic assessment of water resources,
including their variability and trends. See also water accounting.
Water right: In its legal sense, a legal right to abstract or divert and use water from a
JLYHQQDWXUDOVRXUFHWRLPSRXQGRUVWRUHDVSHFLÀHGTXDQWLW\RIZDWHULQDQDWXUDO
source behind a dam or other hydraulic structure; or to use or maintain water in a
QDWXUDOVWDWH HFRORJLFDOÁRZLQDULYHUDQGZDWHUIRUUHFUHDWLRQUHOLJLRXVVSLULWXDO
practices, drinking, washing, bathing or animal watering).
:DWHUXVHHIÀFLHQF\7KHUDWLRRIWKHDPRXQWRIZDWHUDFWXDOO\XVHGIRUDVSHFLÀF
purpose to the amount of water withdrawn or diverted from its source to serve
that use.
Water withdrawal: Water abstracted from streams, aquifers or lakes for any purpose
(e.g. irrigation, industrial, domestic, commercial).
Waterlogging: State of land in which the water table is located at or near the soil
surface, affecting crop yields.
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Explanatory note for the global
maps presented in this report
SOLAW contains a limited set of carefully selected global maps, which support
the main messages of the report. While some of these maps have been previously
SXEOLVKHGVHYHUDOKDYHEHHQSUHSDUHGVSHFLÀFDOO\IRUÀUVWSXEOLFDWLRQLQ62/$:
These notes provides brief methodological explanations on the newly prepared
maps as well as references for those previously published. Detailed documentation
is available on the SOLAW website: http://www.fao.org/nr/solaw/.

Map 1.1: Dominant land cover and use
This map shows a global distribution of major land cover classes, which includes
elements of land use in which cropland has been separated from natural grass and
shrub categories. It is extracted from the Global Agro-Ecological Zones (GAEZ
v3.0) database maintained by FAO and IIASA, and used as a basis for agricultural
perspective studies.
Source: IIASA/FAO, 2010.

Map 1.2: Global distribution of physical water scarcity by major river basin
This map provides a representation of levels of water scarcity by major river basin,
expressed in terms of the ratio between irrigation water that is consumed by plants
through evapotranspiration and renewable fresh water resources. In contrast to
earlier water scarcity maps, this map uses consumptive use of water rather than
water withdrawal. Renewable freshwater resources, as well as net irrigation water
requirements in the river basin, are calculated through a water balance model, using
data on climate, soils and irrigated agriculture as inputs.
Source: this study

Map 1.3: Major agricultural systems
This map, which builds upon work done by Dixon et al. (2001) in mapping major
farming systems, is used as the basis for the analysis of SOLAW’s systems at risk.
The map is based on an interpretation of global land cover data, as well as thematic
datasets showing irrigated land and the extent of paddy rice.
Source: this study

Map 1.4: Dominant soil and terrain constraints for low-input farming
This map shows dominant soil and terrain constraints for low input farming conditions. The map is part of the IIASA/FAO Global Agro-Ecological Zones version 3.0.
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Constraining soil and terrain-slope conditions are accounted for and factored into
the analysis by means of soil quality ratings.
Source: IIASA/FAO, 2010.

Map 1.5: Yield gap for a combination of major crops
This map presents, for a combination of major crops, the ratio between actual crop
production in the year 2000 and that potentially achievable under advanced farming
in current cultivated land. It represents the productivity gap due to low levels of
inputs and management, or the potential gains that could be obtained when moving
from current to advanced farming.
Source: IIASA/FAO, 2010.

Map 1.6: Area equipped for irrigation as a percentage of land area
This map shows the extent of land area equipped for irrigation around the turn of
the 20th century according to the Global Map of Irrigation Areas (version 4.0.1),
together with areas of rainfed agriculture obtained from Map 1.3.
Source: Siebert et al., 2007

Map 1.7: Percentage of irrigated area serviced by groundwater
Most irrigation systems in the world are serviced either by surface water, by groundwater or by a combination of the two (conjunctive use of water). This map is based
on a combination of Map 1.6 and a global dataset of groundwater irrigation. Both
areas serviced by groundwater and areas under conjunctive use of surface water and
groundwater are represented.
Source: Siebert et al., 2010

Map 2.1: Prevalence of stunting among children
This map is adapted from a global GIS database maintained by FAO on food insecurity, poverty and the environment. It is based on stunting data among children under
5 years of age, around the year 2000.
Source: FAO, 2007c.

Map 2.2: Distribution of poor population in developing
countries, based on stunting among children
Stunting among children is used by FAO as an indicator of food insecurity and
poverty. By overlaying stunting rate (Map 2.1) and population density, this map
shows the density distribution of poor populations in developing countries.
Source: this study
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Map 3.1: Proportion of land salinized due to irrigation
This map represents the spatial distribution of land under irrigation that is affected
E\ VRPH GHJUHH RI VDOLQL]DWLRQ ,W ZDV SURGXFHG E\ FRPELQLQJ )$2$48$67$7
country statistics regarding irrigated areas affected by salinization with spatial inforPDWLRQ RQ LUULJDWHG DUHDV ZKHUH SUHFLSLWDWLRQ LV QRW VXIÀFLHQW WR OHDFK DZD\ VDOW
residues that have built up in the soil due to irrigation.
Source: this study

Map 3.2: Agricultural systems at risk: human pressure on land and water
This map shows the extent to which rainfed and irrigated agricultural systems, as
LGHQWLÀHGRQ0DSDUHFRQVWUDLQHGE\ODQGDQGRUZDWHUVFDUFLW\/DQGVFDUFLW\
in rainfed agriculture was assessed by comparing the rural population density with
the suitability for rainfed crops, assigning a distinctive population carrying capacity
to each suitability class. Water scarcity in irrigated areas was assessed by combining
Map 1.2 with the global map of irrigation areas. Land-scarce areas in dry climates are
considered both land- and water-scarce.
Source: this study

All FAO publicly available input datasets, including references, are available at
FAO’s GeoNetwork metadata repository (http://www.fao.org/geonetwork).
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